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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever woken up feeling fatigued and unable to get out of the 
bed, let alone function throughout the day? It is not a pleasant feeling. 
Now imagine feeling this way every day, as well as experiencing flu-like 
symptoms; muscle and joint weakness and pain; depression and mental 
confusion; fogginess, sore throat, and swollen lymph nodes; or many of 
the above. It can be agonizing.

Unfortunately, many people feel this way 365 days a year. To make 
matters worse, most physicians still do not recognize that these patients 
are suffering from a problem worth investigating, beyond cursory routine 
evaluations. Despite the lack of acknowledgment from the mainstream 
medical community, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, and other immune 
disorders have become all-too-common illnesses. It is time for both 
medical practitioners and our broader culture to understand the impact 
of these illnesses and not just brush them off as “yuppie diseases” or 
merely psychosomatic in nature.

Many of the people who develop immune disorders are naturally 
energetic, highly motivated individuals who woke up one day to find 
that their bodies had crashed. I listen to this story in my clinic every day. 
High-powered executives, teachers, investment bankers, and accountants 
describe how their health unraveled almost overnight and they are now 
barely able to walk, let alone think and function as they once did. For 
many, their lives have been turned upside down, and the economic and 
social impact is overwhelming for them, as well as for their families and 
friends.
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This book offers an empowering new understanding of allergies and 
sensitivities as the cause of immune disorders, as well as a groundbreaking 
approach to overcoming them. The approach I will be sharing in these 
pages is the result of more than twenty-five years of clinical practice, 
treating patients who come to me from around the world suffering from 
just the kind of debilitating and confusing disorders described above.

I am no stranger to debilitating and confusing disorders. As a 
young person, for as long as I could remember, I suffered from digestive 
problems. I was constipated, bloated, tired, and depressed, especially at 
the end of a day of eating. No matter what I ate, or when, how, or with 
whom I ate it, I would end up feeling like I was three months pregnant. 
I was constantly bloated throughout the day. As a result, I always wore 
loose clothing with an elastic waistband. When I was growing up, both 
my father and my grandmother had complained of digestive problems, 
so I assumed it was an inherited condition I would have to live with for 
the rest of my life.

In the 1970s, I became interested in healing and especially in the 
use of massage and polarity therapy. I went on to study homeopathy and 
nutrition with various doctors, including Dr. Bernard Jensen at his ranch 
in Escondido, California. Refusing to believe that my digestive problems 
were all just hereditary, I was determined to find a solution. I studied 
every book about natural healing available at the time. I tried every 
vitamin, further explored homeopathy, and experimented with many 
kinds of diets, including fasting. But nothing ever changed my digestive 
abnormalities. At times I despaired of ever finding an answer.

After years of studying nutrition on my own, in 1972 I decided to 
get a degree in chiropractic. My twin brother had gone into conventional 
western medicine, but I was drawn to a more natural approach. Unlike 
medical school, chiropractic college offered a good course in diet and 
nutrition.

During my first year there, probably due to the stress of long hours 
of studying, my symptoms worsened. Everything I ate aggravated 
my digestion, and I became severely constipated and bloated. At the 
chiropractic clinic affiliated with the school, I was evaluated for my 
problems. Testing included plain X-rays, barium X-rays, and blood work. 
I proceeded to do colonics, fasting, and food rotation. I remember doing 
a grape fast for almost three months. When I fasted, my symptoms 
seemed to improve slightly, but I relapsed after I began to eat regular 
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foods. I tried different modalities, including homeopathy and other new 
diets, but to no avail.

After graduating from chiropractic school and practicing as a doctor 
of chiropractic for a number of years, I decided to enroll in a three-year 
postgraduate chiropractic orthopedics training program. This course 
changed my life, my health, and my professional practice forever because 
it was here that I was introduced by one of my instructors to enzymes 
and enzyme therapy.

When I began to investigate this field, I discovered that I was 
carbohydrate intolerant and was therefore unable to properly digest and 
assimilate foods containing sugars and other carbohydrates, including 
grains and breads. I began taking a full-spectrum vegetarian digestive 
enzyme supplement, including disaccharidases maltase, sucrase, and 
lactase, to help me digest sugars and carbohydrates. Two weeks after I 
began the enzymes, the bloating and constipation I had experienced my 
whole life disappeared. They have never returned. It was miraculous.

After this total regeneration of my digestive system, I studied enzymes 
and enzyme therapy extensively and began to utilize enzyme therapy in 
my practice. I also noticed other changes in my health. I had more energy, 
my hair and nails were healthier, I needed less sleep, and my immune 
system was considerably healthier. So I decided that with each individual 
patient, I would recommend an enzyme-based protocol, along with a 
diet based on their specific food intolerances. These diets, along with a 
comprehensive overview of the role digestive enzymes play in health and 
longevity, are presented in my book MicroMiracles: Discover the Healing 
Power of Enzymes (Rodale, 2005).

My regeneration occurred over twenty-five years ago. I am so 
enthusiastic about digestive enzyme support that my family, colleagues, 
and patients jokingly call me the Enzyme Empress. Since they have seen 
what enzymes have done for me, everyone I know is now taking enzymes. 
They can improve your health forever.

Building on my own experience with enzymes, I have developed, 
over twenty-five years of clinical practice, a system called BioSET® 
to help create and maintain an improved state of health and wellness. 
It integrates enzyme therapy with traditional Chinese medicine and 
acupressure, together with contemporary approaches to applied 
immunology and nutrition. I’ve found BioSET to be extremely effective 
in helping not only those suffering from digestive disorders like my 
own but also those suffering from various chronic and immune-related 
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disorders. BioSET has been effective for those diagnosed with chronic 
fatigue and fibromyalgia, as well as colitis, thyroiditis, candidiasis, and 
various sensitivities. In treating these patients, I’ve come to more deeply 
understand and appreciate the relationship between the immune system 
and allergies or sensitivities.

I have worked with patients with allergies and sensitivities, using 
nutrition, supplementation, and energetic testing and clearing, for almost 
thirty years. Over the years, my compassion for people who suffer from 
chronic illness and are unable to live full and energetic lives motivated 
me to search for answers to these debilitating disorders. This book shares 
the results of my search, specifically focusing on the relationship between 
allergies/sensitivities and immune disorders. It also shares the stories of 
many of those who I have had the privilege of helping.

“As a person with CFIDS (chronic fatigue syndrome) for seven 
years,” wrote one of my patients, “I’ve had to fight a daily battle with 
severe fatigue, lethargy, and feeling out-of-balance and fluish. I would 
stay in bed most of the time, feeling debilitated. My former life, which 
was filled with jogging, hiking, lunches with friends, dinner parties, 
activities with the children, and intimate times with my husband, had 
dwindled to almost nothing. I was often depressed and wondered if I 
would ever feel normal again. No doctor was able to diagnose my illness; 
instead they just classified me as clinically depressed and recommended 
psychiatric help and medications. Three years ago a psychologist I went 
to see recommended BioSET. With BioSET I have been able to win not 
only the battles but the war itself. I am able to function again, go out to 
lunch with friends, enjoy time with my husband and children, exercise, 
and most importantly, smile and feel good about myself.”

In this book, I will share many more stories like the one above, 
detailing the steps I took to help the individuals understand and overcome 
their conditions. If you suffer from chronic health problems, I hope you 
may recognize yourself in one of these stories and start to see possibilities 
for recovery that you may have long since given up on. The road to 
complete wellness is short and easy for some patients, long and arduous 
for others, but is a journey that is well worth every challenge.

My approach is not one of merely identifying and alleviating 
symptoms. I believe the body has an innate ability to heal itself and that 
the job of the medical practitioner or healer is to facilitate the body’s 
natural intelligence and ability to create health. Toxicity can block that 
healing process, as can a lack of proper nutrients caused by allergies 
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or sensitivities. By removing these blockages, we support the body in 
healing itself.

We all need a chance to reclaim control and responsibility for our 
health. I find that people are becoming more and more disillusioned 
with conventional medical approaches and are demanding remedies that 
enliven their bodies and minds and encourage rather than suppress their 
own healing forces.

The information presented in this book can help you identify and 
eliminate some possible sources and triggers of your physical complaints. 
It can enable you to see yourself not as an average allergy sufferer but 
as an individual with your own unique biochemical makeup, allergies, 
and needs. Most people with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFIDS) have 
been told that it is a problem they will have to contend with for the rest 
of their lives. This book shows that CFIDS and other chronic conditions 
can be helped, not miraculously and instantaneously but tangibly 
and permanently. The sensitivities/allergies and metabolic imbalances 
that brought on the physiologic dysfunctions in the first place can be 
eliminated and resolved.

It has been my observation that most people with CFIDS, fibromyalgia, 
and other immune disorders are capable of leading normal, drug-free lives. 
If you are a person with an immune disorder who wants improvement 
and relief, this book will show you how you can secure optimal health. 
If you are a health care practitioner dealing with the immune disorders 
and allergies/sensitivities of your patients, this book will introduce you to 
a new approach that may revolutionize your practice. I hope that in the 
pages that follow, I can shed light on the little-understood relationship 
between allergies/sensitivities and chronic immune disorders, bringing 
much-needed clarity and hope to all those affected by these life-altering 
conditions.

Ellen W. Cutler, DC
Greenbrae, California, December 2012
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P A R T  1
Allergies and the Immune System
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C H A P T E R  1

Understanding  
Allergy and Sensitivity

“What is food to one man is bitter poison to others,” declared the 
Roman philosopher Lucretius more than two millennia ago. While many 
describe allergies as a modern malady, they have clearly been around 
for a long time. References to allergic reactions can be found dating 
back into antiquity. However, the term allergy, and with it a broader 
understanding of the nature of these mysterious ailments, only entered 
our field of medical knowledge in the past century, accompanied by a 
steady increase in sufferers. If you are one of the millions who suffer from 
allergies today, you have the opportunity to understand the mechanisms 
that are at work in your body when you have an allergic reaction. In the 
pages that follow, I will endeavor to help you grasp the basic principles 
of how allergies and sensitivities work, how they can be tested for and 
cleared, and how they affect your immune system, contributing to or 
even causing chronic disease. I believe one of the keys to creating health 
is to educate ourselves so that we can, in turn, educate our bodies.

When science first began to probe the causes of common allergic 
symptoms, it was found that when exposed to specific substances, called 
allergens or antigens, allergic individuals developed an excess of an 
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antibody called immunoglobulin E (IgE). The IgE antibodies react with 
allergens to release histamines and other chemicals from cell tissues, 
producing various sensitivity symptoms. In other words, the immune 
system mistakenly identifies harmless substances as dangerous invaders 
and activates an antibody attack to defend the body.

It was discovered that quite a number of symptoms could arise from 
allergic reactions, including many affecting the skin, the pulmonary 
system, and the digestive system. Many different types of allergens were 
discovered, each able to create abnormal, adverse physical reactions in 
the body. While these substances can be either toxic (such as exhaust 
fumes or other petrochemicals) or nontoxic (such as pollens or foods), 
those who suffer from allergies will react to them in quantities that are 
harmless to others.

Although a person can develop allergies to practically any substance, 
the most common allergens include pollen, dust and dust mites, animal 
dander (including dried skin, hair, or fur), feathers, cosmetics, mold, 
insect venom, certain chemicals, drugs, and foods. The most troublesome 
foods are usually peanuts, tree nuts, shellfish, milk and dairy products, 
eggs, wheat, and soy. Allergens may cause a reaction following inhalation, 
injection, ingestion, or contact with the skin. While allergic reactions 
can involve any part of the body, they most frequently affect the nose, 
chest, skin, and eyes. The rarest and most dangerous type of allergic 
reaction, called anaphylactic shock, can affect many organs at once, 
causing a rapid decrease in blood pressure, a rash or hives, breathing 
difficulties, abdominal pain, a swollen tongue or throat, diarrhea, 
fainting, asphyxiation, and even death.

There are between thirty-five and fifty million people in the United 
States alone who suffer from some type of significant allergy.1 These 
types of reactions can emerge suddenly at any age without prior warning. 
Many studies have shown conclusively that parents with allergies will 
tend to have children with allergies. However, research suggests that 
what is inherited is simply the tendency to develop an allergy of some 
kind, not any particular type.

Part of the difficulty in determining the exact number of allergy 
sufferers lies in how broadly or narrowly one defines the term. Medical 
doctors and scientists often maintain a narrow definition, asserting that 
the only true allergies are those that result from the activation of IgE 
antibodies (known as type I hypersensitivity reactions). However, millions 
of people experience symptoms of sensitivity to a food or other substance 
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without the IgE antibody reaction and often without any increase of 
antibodies of any type being detected. These people can be said to have 
a reactivity, sensitivity, or intolerance to particular substances. Although 
the causes may differ, the diagnosis and treatment of such reactivities, 
sensitivities, and intolerances often overlap. As a result, allergy research 
and information benefits many more people than those who can be said 
to suffer from allergies according to the limited traditional definition. 
Clinically, I have found that the measurements and interventions for 
many allergies, sensitivities, reactivities, and intolerances are exactly the 
same. Therefore, I use the terms interchangeably. For this book, I will 
generally be using the term sensitivity instead of allergy, although the 
terms reactivity and intolerance are used as well.

TYPES OF SENSITIVITIES
Sensitivities can be classified according to the causative substance 

or the resulting symptoms. There are also active (acute) sensitivities and 
hidden (delayed) sensitivities.

The first classification of sensitivities includes all causative substances 
and is divided into the following subtypes:

Ingestants, also referred to as food sensitivities
Inhalants, such as dust and pollens
Contactants, such as latex, chemicals, or animal dander
Injectants, such as recreational or prescription drugs
Infectants, such as viruses, fungi, or bacteria
Atmospheric sensitivities, such as cold, heat, or humidity
Organs, such as liver, stomach, and heart
Autoimmune sensitivities, such as being sensitive to one’s own 
hormones, including thyroid, estrogen, testosterone, cholesterol, 
and adrenalin
Insect sensitivities

The second classification of sensitivities lists those that can be defined 
by their constellation of symptoms. These include:

Hay fever
Asthma
Skin conditions (including eczema, hives, and rashes)
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Headaches and migraines
Stomach upset
Chronic fatigue
Depression
Chronic pain
Conjunctivitis
Anaphylactic shock
Sensitivity-related diseases

Active or acute sensitivities can be of the immediate type, in which 
symptoms appear within seconds of contact after every exposure (for 
example, hives, itching, vomiting, coughing, and wheezing) and usually 
subside within an hour. Active sensitivities may also be of the delayed 
type, in which the reaction occurs hours or days after contact. For 
example, some food sensitivities are not to the food itself but to a 
chemical byproduct of digestion or metabolism and may occur hours 
or days later.

Hidden or chronic sensitivities may cause serious developmental 
and functional problems or deficiencies and chemical imbalances. For 
example, a sensitivity to B vitamins may cause B vitamin deficiencies and 
result in or contribute to chronic health problems, such as chronic fatigue 
syndrome, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depression, 
digestive problems, asthma, and headaches.

CAUSES AND ORIGINS OF SENSITIVITIES
A sensitivity reaction can be IgE mediated or non-IgE mediated. An 

IgE-mediated sensitivity is the traditional type recognized by conventional 
medicine, in which immunoglobulin E antibodies are produced in response 
to environmental allergens and foods. Typical symptoms are hay fever 
and some forms of eczema. A non-IgE-mediated allergy, which is not 
always recognized as an allergy or even as a sensitivity by conventional 
physicians, can also cause a variety of symptoms, such as headache, 
fatigue, or irritability. Sensitivities that are non-IgE mediated may also 
affect the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. For example, 
in the case of asthma, the irritation of the lungs from sensitivities to dust, 
smoke, perfume, or bacteria may stimulate the parasympathetic nervous 
system to secrete acetylcholine, which constricts bronchial muscles and 
increases mucus production, thereby triggering an asthmatic attack.
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Sensitivities to such things as bacteria, viruses, or certain foods may 
create antigen-antibody complexes by combining with T and B cells, the 
adaptive defense system of the body produced in the bone marrow. These 
antigen-antibody complexes can lodge themselves in certain tissues of 
the body—for example, in the lungs or bronchioles of asthmatics. In an 
attempt to destroy these complexes, the immune system produces an auto-
aggressive reaction that may inflame and possibly destroy healthy tissue. 
This inflammation may trigger asthma and create a chronic condition 
that may resolve when the sensitivities and the complexes are removed.

GENETIC OR INHERITED ALLERGIES
The most common cause of allergies appears to be genetic. The 

probability of developing a sensitivity is increased if one or both parents 
suffer from any type of allergic condition. In fact, this factor is the 
strongest when predicting allergies in offspring. In addition, when an 
expectant mother is exposed to various toxicities, such as chemicals or 
radiation, or if she even suffers an illness, such as the flu or an infection, 
allergies and/or sensitivities may often develop in her unborn child.

SENSITIVITIES CAUSED BY POOR DIGESTION
The second-most-common cause of the development of sensitivities is 

poor digestion. If a food is not being properly digested, it may eventually 
begin to trigger a sensitivity reaction in the body. One common contributor 
to leaky gut syndrome is poor digestion. Leaky gut is a condition in 
which the intestinal lining is more porous than usual. The abnormally 
large openings that develop between the cells lining the intestinal wall 
allow toxic materials that would normally be eliminated from the body 
to pass into the bloodstream. The primary cause of leaky gut syndrome 
is inflammation of the intestinal lining, usually brought on by one or 
more of the following factors:

Antibiotics, which allow the overgrowth of harmful microorganisms 
in the gastrointestinal tract
Foods and beverages contaminated by parasites
Deficiencies of enzymes such as lactase, which breaks down lactose 
(milk sugar)
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Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, such as aspirin and 
ibuprofen
Prescription corticosteroids, such as prednisone
Prescription hormones, such as oral contraceptives
Highly refined carbohydrates, such as candy bars, cookies, cakes, 
and soft drinks
Mold and fungi found in grains, fruits, and refined carbohydrates.

Currently, the best way to identify leaky gut syndrome is to monitor 
symptoms. People who have the condition can help themselves by taking 
digestive enzymes with every meal, taking probiotic supplements daily 
to correct any imbalance among beneficial and harmful bacteria in the 
gut, avoiding the foods to which they are sensitive, and limiting the 
consumption of fatty foods, caffeine, and alcohol.

MALNUTRITION
Chronic severe malnutrition can also cause sensitivities. If people are 

deficient in protein, vitamins, and minerals, the enzymatic and metabolic 
processes the body requires for efficient functioning cannot occur. This 
can result in undigested food and an increase in toxic metabolites, which 
can eventually lead to sensitivities. These vitamins and minerals are 
also needed for effective immune function, which protects the body by 
fighting off infections.

DRUGS
Chemotherapeutic drugs, excessive use of antibiotics, steroids, or 

exposure to toxic chemicals (or radiation) are important factors in the 
development of sensitivities or depressed immune reaction. For example, 
when antibiotics and steroids are used concurrently over a long period 
of time, as is often the case with asthmatics, the antibiotics destroy 
the friendly microflora of the intestines, thereby strengthening and 
increasing the longevity of injurious (pathogenic) microflora, such as 
yeast. A suppressed immune system is unable to destroy these yeast 
cells, which can eventually scar the intestinal villi and their lining cells, 
causing a leaky gut. This allows toxins, undigested food, and yeast 
to enter the bloodstream through the intestine, perhaps leading to a 
systemic overgrowth of yeast (candidiasis).
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SENSITIVITY LOAD PHENOMENON
In my estimation, over 90 percent of the population has sensitivities 

or intolerances. In the majority of people, these sensitivities are hidden 
or inactive. However, if, over a period of time, one sensitivity overlaps 
another that is more active or acute—especially while the individual in 
question is physically, mentally, or emotionally stressed, lacks sufficient 
sleep, or is eating poorly—these chronic hidden sensitivities emerge and 
become pronounced, causing the body to fall prey to other problems. 
This is known as the sensitivity load phenomenon. Resistance breaks 
down, the immune system cannot keep these sensitivities in check, and 
chronic health problems may arise. These can include asthma, arthritis, 
swelling, chronic pain, headaches, or chronic fatigue.

“It seemed to just appear overnight …”

Angela came to see me complaining of asthma and 
chronic sinusitis. She had previously experienced a 
stuffy nose from time to time, but she had never been 
asthmatic. “It seemed to just appear overnight,” she told 
me, obviously confused and frustrated by her condition. 
When I took her case history, however, I discovered that 
two years earlier when her asthma began, she had had 
a severe flu that had put her out of work for a month. 
Around the same time, some significant stressors came 
into her life. Her mother died of cancer, and Angela 
began to develop premenopausal symptoms.

After a complete examination, testing found that she was 
highly sensitive to her own hormones, certain flu viruses, 
multiple environmental and chemical substances, sugar, 
dairy products, and grains. It soon became apparent to 
me that Angela was experiencing the sensitivity load 
phenomenon. Since her daily exhaustion made her 
crave carbohydrates, she had been living on a diet high 
in pasta and breads. Furthermore, she had never fully 
recovered from the flu virus, which is common when 
a person has developed a sensitivity to a particular 
pathogen. The death of her mother had added to 
her stress, and her premenopausal state had caused 
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hormonal fluctuations. Since Angela’s immune system 
had been significantly challenged, certain hidden 
sensitivities began to manifest themselves. Her body 
became overly sensitive, and she developed symptoms 
of asthma. In other words, this condition did not happen 
overnight. In fact, most of Angela’s sensitivities had 
been there for many years. They just required the right 
set of circumstances to create a tipping point and move 
from hidden to visible.

SENSITIVITIES, CHRONIC ILLNESSES, 
AND IMMUNE DISORDERS

We usually do not imagine that sensitivity reactions play a role in 
seemingly unrelated medical conditions. However, many experts are 
drawing connections between a history of sensitivities and numerous 
chronic conditions and immune disorders, from chronic fatigue syndrome 
to fibromyalgia to alcoholism to obesity. In my decades of working with 
patients who suffer from these conditions, I’ve come to the conclusion 
that people develop immune disorders in response to poor food digestion, 
inadequate absorption of nutrients, and the development of sensitivities/
allergies.

The growing incidence of these disorders reflects an increase of 
chemical pollutants in our environment and our foods; a decline in 
adequate nutrition caused in large measure by poor digestion and 
absorption of vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients; and an exponential 
rise in the use of pharmaceutical agents that can weaken and suppress 
the immune system and toxify the body. These reactions accumulate 
over time and create a heavy burden on the body, which can overload 
the immune system and cause an eventual collapse.

Most immune disorders have some roots in allergies and/or 
sensitivities. Sensitivities are even considered partially responsible for 
some types of behavioral or emotional problems. Problems such as 
ADHD, mild and moderate depression, and exhaustion are quite often 
rooted in sensitivities, digestive stress, and toxicity. In this book, I will 
be devoting chapters to the relationship between sensitivities and some 
of the most common immune disorders, including rhinitis, sinusitis, hay 
fever, chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, candidiasis, inflammatory 
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bowel disease, hypothyroid, and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Below are a 
few other common conditions that are often related to sensitivities.

ALCOHOLISM
While alcoholism is a complex condition with numerous causes, it 

is worth noting that many alcoholics are sensitive to the ingredients in 
alcoholic beverages, some of which cannot be digested, thus potentially 
making their presence in the body more persistent. When a person has 
a sensitivity to a certain type of food, such as the fruits and grains from 
which alcohol is brewed, and the sugars that make up a large part of 
these beverages, the body will be deficient in nutrients contained in the 
foods to which he or she is sensitive, leading to strong cravings. While 
alcoholics may think that they feel better when they are drunk, they 
are actually caught in a vicious cycle. Substances to which they may be 
sensitive include B vitamins, sugar, grapes, brewer’s yeast, malt, or corn. 
As a result, they become addicted to an alcoholic beverage that contains 
the ingredients to which they are sensitive.

“Caught in a downward spiral”

Some years ago, I received a call from one of my patients. 
He had achieved excellent results using BioSET for his 
hay fever, and his wife had also eased her menopausal 
symptoms through working with me. Now he needed 
my help, he explained, not for himself or his wife, but 
for their daughter Alice, who had been an alcoholic 
for ten years. During that time, Alice had some near-
fatal car accidents and some financial disasters due 
to her drinking. Although she had tried a number of 
treatment facilities and therapists, none of them had 
been successful in helping her. Her parents were worried 
she was caught in a downward spiral that might one day 
prove fatal. They hoped I might be able to help with her 
intense craving for alcohol, which would then enable 
her to make better progress with her treatments.

I performed a complete BioSET evaluation on Alice, 
which included a complete enzyme and detoxification 
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evaluation and a complete sensitivity testing. Like most 
alcoholics, Alice was especially sensitive to the B vitamins 
and sugars. As I’ve explained, people usually crave the 
foods to which they are sensitive. I prescribed for her an 
enzyme for sugar digestion, and she began to be cleared 
from the first sequence of sensitivities, which included 
the B vitamins and sugars. Then Alice was cleared for 
alcohol. Six hours after the treatment, she called to 
say she was drunk! I immediately felt disappointed. 
However, she then explained that she hadn’t touched a 
drop—it was simply a result of the process of clearing 
the sensitivities. She felt intoxicated, only this time 
she was completely cognizant of everything that was 
happening, which was never the case when she was 
really drunk. I concluded that she was simply detoxifying 
from the alcohol.

The next day, when Alice was retested, she was no longer 
found to be sensitive to alcohol. Immediately afterward, 
she checked into a three-week alcohol treatment 
program, and I did not hear from her again until three 
years later, when I unexpectedly received a call from her 
saying how grateful she was for my help. She said she 
had not had a single drink since the sensitivity clearing, 
which was indeed a breakthrough for her.

OBESITY
Like alcoholics, people who struggle with excessive weight gain may 

be sensitive to their favorite foods and therefore unable to resist indulging 
their intense cravings. In addition, some people have noticed that hunger 
can be a symptom of a sensitivity reaction. For example, when people 
with a sensitivity to wheat eat a wheat-laden meal, they may feel strong 
cravings to eat again within a short period of time, even though they no 
longer need the nutrition. This is referred to as reactive hypoglycemia.2
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ARTHRITIS
In some people, arthritis can be partially attributed to a sensitivity 

reaction to common foods, causing swelling and/or pain in the joints. 
For this reason, when some arthritic patients avoid certain foods or 
environmental allergens, their symptoms diminish. Acidic foods seem 
to be especially troublesome, as are plants and vegetables from the 
nightshade family, which includes tomatoes, white potatoes, eggplant, 
peppers, and tobacco. Arthritic patients have also been found to be 
sensitive to bacteria and parasites, which can trigger an auto-immune or 
auto-aggressive reaction.

“A reason to smile again”

Nancy suffered from severe arthritis of her sacroiliac 
joints and hips. She was almost despairing when she 
came to me, seeking help for her extreme chronic pain 
and migraine headaches. Her situation was exacerbated 
by the fact that she was a professional housekeeper 
and cook, which caused her to be active and on her 
feet most of the day. A full examination and sensitivity 
testing found Nancy to be highly sensitive to all the 
basic reactants, including acid-forming foods, the 
nightshade family of plants, and fifteen different types 
of bacteria. She was unable to digest proteins and fats, 
yet she was eating large amounts of protein because 
she was trying to lose weight. The uric acid content in 
her urine sediment was quite high, which is generally 
an indicator of high protein consumption.

I recommended an enzyme supplement to help Nancy 
digest fats and proteins and a diet lower in protein and 
fats and higher in vegetables. She was then cleared with 
the BioSET desensitization methodology for all of her 
sensitivities, including the acid foods and bacteria. After 
all the bacteria were cleared, her hip and sacroiliac pain 
almost completely subsided, and her flexibility improved 
by 75 percent. In addition to being able to take care of 
her housekeeping responsibilities, she now walks three 
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miles a day and has lost thirty pounds. She smiles a lot 
when she comes in for her visits these days!

MIGRAINES AND OTHER HEADACHES
Sensitivities are a common culprit in recurring headaches. Research 

studies have shown again and again that some migraine sufferers 
can eliminate their symptoms by avoiding certain triggering foods, 
particularly milk, eggs, wheat, aged cheese, MSG, chocolate, oranges, 
tea, coffee, beef, corn, cane sugar, yeast, and alcoholic beverages.3 A 
sensitivity to smoke, exercise, pollen, chemical fumes, and stress can 
also cause chronic headaches. Nancy, whose case I described in the 
story above, also experienced headaches every day, as well as weekly 
migraines. No remedy she had tried had worked. While clearing her 
for arthritis, she was also cleared with BioSET for female hormones 
(such as estrogen and progesterone), thyroid hormones T3 and T4, and 
adrenalin. Nancy had to be cleared for progesterone three times before 
her sensitivity completely cleared. She was even taught how to clear 
herself at home for this sensitivity, since it was such a severe one for her. 
After completing her hormone clearings, Nancy’s headaches disappeared 
and have never returned.

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL 
EFFECTS OF SENSITIVITIES

Perhaps some of the least recognized but most interesting effects of 
sensitivities are psychological conditions. Evidence is mounting that in 
some people, certain sensitivities can actually result in, or aggravate, 
emotional and behavioral problems, including depression, hyperactivity, 
learning difficulties, anxiety, irritability, and schizophrenia. BioSET 
practitioners have had excellent results with attention deficit disorder, 
hyperactivity, and other behavioral problems of children and adults.

TESTING FOR SENSITIVITIES
Much time and effort has been spent in attempts to create methods for 

determining the existence of sensitivities in symptomatic individuals. For 
example, one that is sometimes used inadvertently by those apparently 
suffering from food sensitivities is an elimination diet. Individuals simply 
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avoid the allergen or “reactant” to which they believe they are sensitive 
and see if the symptoms abate. If the symptoms do decrease or resolve, 
the sensitivity can be confirmed by reintroducing the food (or foods) back 
into the diet. A return of the same symptoms serves as confirmation. 
(Of course, this would not be done if severe symptoms were expected 
to return.) Although they can be helpful in detecting hidden allergies, 
rotation diets are difficult to sustain and generally fail.

Self-assessment questionnaires have been developed to help determine 
whether an individual has symptoms that are commonly associated with 
sensitivities. (See Resources, p. 241, for a sample questionnaire.) In 
addition, there are a number of different types of sensitivity testing 
that can be administered by appropriately trained and qualified health 
care professionals. They are designed to identify allergens or reactants 
to which the individual might be sensitive. These include skin reaction 
testing, blood testing, the pulse test, muscle testing, and electronic 
testing.

SCRATCH TESTING AND OTHER 
SKIN REACTION TESTS

Some tests for allergies involve provoking a sensitivity reaction in 
the skin through exposure to a minute amount of an allergen. Most 
commonly, this is accomplished by applying drops of an allergenic extract 
to a skin surface that has been pricked or scratched. Other possibilities 
include:

Introducing a small quantity of allergenic extract between the layers 
of skin with a needle (known as intra-dermal testing).
Placing a piece of gauze soaked in a suspected allergen over the skin 
for a prolonged period of time (known as a patch test).
Putting a drop of allergenic extract in the eye (known as conjunctival 
testing). This last type of testing is rarely used today.

If the test is positive, the site of the injection or exposure will swell, 
and the surrounding area will become inflamed. This is generally not 
useful in determining food intolerance, but it is a simple method of 
detecting sensitivity to inhalant allergens. A reaction may occur after 
fifteen minutes or may not occur for as long as fifteen hours after contact 
with the allergen.
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BLOOD TESTING
The radioallergosorbent test (RAST) is an initial lab test administered 

to a single blood sample. Blood tests measure the amount of IgE antibodies 
in an individual’s blood. This is an important indicator since the more 
allergic the individual, the more these antibodies increase. The blood 
sample is tested for specific IgE antibodies against likely allergens in 
the patient’s area of residence. However, this testing will only identify 
sensitivities that are mediated through an IgE antibody response and thus 
can easily miss other types of sensitivity reactions.

Other blood tests have been developed that measure the amounts of 
other types of antibodies, for example, IgG immunoglobulins. These also 
search for specific antibodies to specific antigens (reactants). The value of 
these tests has been questioned by many conventional immunologists as 
well as those looking for a more global testing protocol that can identify 
all types of sensitivity reactions.

PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSE-BASED TESTING
In the mid-twentieth century, several German doctors discovered 

that they could find the location of acupuncture points and meridians 
by mapping the electrical conductivity of the skin with a properly 
designed meter. They further discovered that these measurements could 
be influenced using electro-acupuncture treatments. Dr. Reinhold Voll, 
a German medical doctor and dentist, believed the body is comprised 
of specific energetic pathways or conduits (meridians). Dr. Voll used 
this premise for his technology in 1952 and confirmed and validated 
the existence and location of the acupuncture meridians. He discovered 
specific points on these meridians of greater energetic charge and validated 
that these acupuncture points correlated with specific body parts, systems, 
and functions. The electro-acupuncture therapy that evolved from this 
system became known as ElectroAcupuncture according to Voll (EAV).

During a demonstration of this technique, it was discovered that the 
electrical measurement at an acupuncture point could also be influenced 
if the person being evaluated happened to hold a bottle containing 
an appropriate medicine but not when holding an inappropriate one. 
This led to the practice of searching for appropriate medications that 
would help restore balance in the acupuncture meridian system. This 
was done by having the client repeatedly hold different medicines and 
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remeasuring the specific acupoint each time until the medicine was found 
that produced an optimal shift in the reading.

MUSCLE TESTING
In 1964, a similar discovery was revealed by Dr. George Goodheart, 

a chiropractor, who observed that a change in the strength response 
of a muscle could be detected when an appropriate medication was 
held in the subject’s hand. For example, when a person is holding an 
artificial sweetener, the strength of the outstretched arm may weaken 
when tested. (This is because most people are very sensitive to artificial 
substances.) This became part of what is known as applied kinesiology 
and is commonly known as muscle testing.

Muscle testing was found to be a way of reading energetic blockages 
in the body. In applied kinesiology, muscle testing was initially used to 
correct structural imbalances caused by poorly functioning muscles. 
Applied Kinesiology used the functional change in the muscle being 
tested as the indicator of a related weakness in the body. The main 
objective of subsequently correcting the discovered muscle imbalances 
was to support chiropractic adjustments of the spine, pelvis, and other 
articulations.

Practitioners who experimented with muscle testing soon discovered 
that they could use it to evaluate various factors contributing to stress 
in the body or interfering with the body’s proper functioning. They 
recognized that sensitivities, nutritional imbalances, and emotional issues 
were potent stressors of the body’s energetic pathways that could easily 
be detectable by muscle testing. Muscle testing in sensitivity evaluation 
also identifies blocks in the patient’s electromagnetic energy field when it 
comes into contact with an allergen. The value of this procedure is that 
it seems to bypass the conscious mind of the person being tested.

In both EAV and muscle (kinesiologic) testing, the medicine being 
tested was contained in a sealed container. The person did not have to 
ingest the medicine to produce the effect on either the acupoint or the 
muscle. This ruled out some direct chemical action caused by the medicine 
being absorbed by the skin. Therefore, it was originally supposed that 
the effect must be the result of some sort of electromagnetic interaction 
between the medicine and the subject. The researchers assumed that the 
effect was the result of electromagnetic frequency resonance, analogous 
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to the theories of radio reception. However, even this model turned out 
to be inadequate to explain this very real and observable phenomenon.

Most people can learn to perform this technique on others and can 
teach others to test them. Here are the basic instructions: The person 
to be tested either lies down or sits up. He or she then extends one arm 
at a ninety-degree angle in front of him. The thumb can be pointed 
downward to increase the mechanical disadvantage of the person being 
tested. The facilitator pushes against the arm to establish the basic 
strength of the person’s musculature supporting the arm in this position, 
which now serves as the indicator muscle. When test subjects hold a 
food or other substance to which they are sensitive, the indicator muscle 
will immediately and noticeably weaken. It will become extremely easy 
to push down the test subject’s arm, even when he or she is trying very 
hard to keep it extended.

Muscle testing is a fast, noninvasive method for uncovering sensitivities, 
nutritional imbalances, the physical consequences of emotional issues, 
and structural misalignments in the body. This procedure can detect both 
hidden sensitivities and active, or acute, sensitivities, identifying those 
substances that should be avoided by the test subject. However, care must 
be taken not to introduce a reactive substance into the energetic field of 
test subjects in order to avoid provoking weakness of the muscle(s) being 
tested for reasons other than the specific substances being tested.

INDIRECT MUSCLE TESTING
Indirect muscle testing can be used to determine sensitivities in 

a person who otherwise could not be muscle-tested. This technique 
can be used to determine sensitivities in infants, young children, and 
elderly, weak, or physically incapacitated adults. Indirect testing uses an 
intermediary who is capable of being muscle tested. This intermediary 
contacts the actual person being tested. When that person being tested 
holds a particular item, the intermediary’s muscle response indicates 
whether that person has a sensitivity to the particular item for which 
the testing is being done.
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SELF-TESTING
People can be taught to test themselves using a similar method. 

For example, the tester makes a circle by opposing one of the same 
hand’s fingers against the thumb of that hand. Then, with the opposite 
index finger, the tester tries to separate the two opposing fingers. 
Initially, the thumb and opposing finger making the circle should be 
strong and inseparable. (If they are not strong, there may be a structural 
misalignment or neurologic problem, which may render the self-testing 
technique ineffective.) If the circle is strong, the next step is for the 
person to hold the potential allergen in the hand he or she is testing, with 
the fingertips of that hand touching the allergen. If the circle is strong, the 
person is not sensitive to the substance. However, if the fingers weaken 
and the circle separates, there is a sensitivity to the substance. If the 
person is holding a known allergen and the circle does not open, then 
another opposing finger may be used. For example, if the long finger was 
initially used and did not allow weakening, then the ring or little finger 
could be tried instead, again first testing to make certain the circle is 
initially strong.

This technique takes practice to learn, but it can be a survival tool 
for severely sensitive individuals. For instance, such people can use it 
to test foods to which they suspect they are possibly sensitive before 
consuming them. Of course, it is also of great value for those who want 
to test themselves whenever there is no one available to test them.

THE PULSE TEST
At about the same time Dr. Voll was working with EAV, Dr. 

Arthur F. Coca published his book The Pulse Test. In it, he described a 
methodology to establish a person’s resting heart rate and then remeasure 
the rate after a challenge with a food that was potentially an allergen for 
that person. He found that if the individual was allergic to the food, the 
pulse rate would elevate. The person could then avoid the foods identified 
and prevent the resulting sensitivity reaction and the accompanying 
symptoms. While pulses can be felt at various points throughout the 
body, the most common and simplest to locate is the radial artery at the 
wrist. To take this pulse, place the fingers lightly over the artery on the 
palm side of the wrist, slightly above the thumb. Other areas at which the 
pulse can be monitored are the temporal region of the skull, the popliteal 
region located in the hollow in the back of the knee, the pulse in the area 
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behind the inner ankle bone, and the carotid artery in the neck. A normal 
pulse should beat relatively evenly and forcefully, at a regular rhythm, 
with no delays, interruptions, or other irregularities.

When individuals are exposed to a substance to which they are 
sensitive, the pulse will generally deviate from normal. It will usually 
become faster and more forceful, though some have found that it can also 
become slower and weaker. For this reason, a pulse test can be helpful 
in detecting a food sensitivity. Unfortunately, if one eats several foods at 
a time, which, of course we all do, it is hard to determine exactly which 
food is causing the sensitivity reaction. Furthermore, a person may be 
sensitive to one or more particular substances in the food and cannot be 
individually identified in this manner of testing.

ELECTRONIC TESTING
Electronic devices have been used since the 1950s in the diagnosis and 

treatment of patients. The German scientist Reinhold Voll designed and 
built an instrument to chart and verify the relationship of acupuncture 
points to the corresponding organs and systems. This instrument can 
directly infer the functional status of the related systems. To accomplish 
this purpose, a doctor or technician charges specific acupuncture points 
with approximately one volt of direct current, resulting in measurements 
of resistance along particular meridians. A meter is used to show readings 
of irritation to the electromagnetic pathways or organ systems (i.e., 
blockages to the flow of electromagnetic energy). These electronic devices 
work by reading the galvanic skin response, which measures the flow of 
electrical current. Some of the newer equipment subsequently designed 
measures resistance to flow with an ohmmeter.

These electronic devices can be used in detecting sensitivities to 
foods, chemicals, pesticides, herbicides, environmental irritants, dental 
irritants, fungus, bacteria, and viruses, as well as dysfunctions of organs 
and systems. The method causes little or no discomfort, as there are no 
needles and no puncturing of the skin. A low-level electric stimulus is 
passed through the body while the patient holds a brass handle in one 
hand and a metal probe is placed against acupressure points on the hands 
and feet. A reading is taken for each point.
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IN THE EVENT OF A SEVERE REACTION
If during any type of testing (or at any other time) there is the 

appearance of a severe sensitivity reaction or symptom suggesting an 
anaphylactic reaction or shock, it is crucial that the patient receive 
emergency treatment within the first ten to fifteen minutes. People who 
have a history of severe allergic reaction or are suspected of being prone 
to severe allergic reaction should carry a kit with antihistamines as well 
as a premeasured injection of the drug epinephrine (a bronchodilator 
that can open the airways and help restore blood pressure to normal) 
for immediate emergency self-treatment. If an individual is severely 
allergic to insect stings, applying a tourniquet above the sting will slow 
the local circulation and delay the absorption of the injectant into the 
bloodstream. Placing ice on the sting area can help reduce swelling.

A patient in anaphylactic shock should lie on his or her side with head 
turned to the side to avoid choking should vomiting occur. If the person 
stops breathing, resuscitation should be performed by someone trained in 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. As soon as possible, the person should be 
brought to the nearest hospital emergency room or urgent care facility.

DECREASING SENSITIVITIES
The idea that an individual can be allergic or sensitive to a particular 

substance naturally brings with it the interest in finding ways to mitigate 
or eliminate the resulting adverse reactions. The most basic approach 
after an allergen has been identified is to advise the person to avoid 
exposure to the allergen. For example, in the case of food sensitivities, 
elimination and rotation diets—also called exclusion or simplification 
diets—are widely used by physicians and others to diagnose and eliminate 
allergic reactions. Although they can be helpful in detecting hidden 
allergies, these diets are difficult to sustain and generally fail as a means 
of eliminating the reactions.

MEDICATIONS
Medications are probably the most commonly used treatments 

for sensitivities. These are targeted to decrease or eliminate various 
symptoms once contact has been made with an allergen. Examples of this 
are relieving the itching and irritation of hay fever with antihistamines 
and the use of bronchodilators, decongestants, and corticosteroids, 
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either orally or as an inhaler, for asthmatic symptoms. However, these 
medications can have many adverse side effects, including drowsiness, 
anxiety, frequent and painful urination, nausea, dry mouth, vomiting, 
loss of appetite, abdominal discomfort and cramps, constipation or 
diarrhea, headaches, loss of sexual libido, depression, and fatigue.

ALLERGY SHOTS
Allergy shots, or immunotherapy, are another commonly used 

treatment approach. Allergy shots desensitize you to particular allergens 
by injecting a small amount of an extract of the substance under your skin 
surface. The dose is gradually increased over time until a maintenance 
dosage is determined. After three years or once the allergy has been 
eliminated, the injections are generally stopped.

Allergy shots are often effective in treating allergies to pollen, dust, 
and animal dander, but they have not proven useful for allergies to 
food. Additionally, food shots may cause side effects including sore 
arms, hives, throat spasms, and on occasion, even death. By controlling 
reactions to airborne allergens, however, shots can reduce the load effect 
and thereby reduce the allergic response to foods.

For many years, doctors have tried using allergy shots, primarily for 
pollens, to treat people who suffer asthma attacks. Studies have shown 
that while these individuals were receiving their shots, they suffered 
fewer asthmatic symptoms.5 However, the effectiveness of the allergy 
shots diminished over time and disappeared entirely after two years. In 
addition, the shots were extremely expensive.

ENZYME POTENTIATED DESENSITIZATION
Enzyme potentiated desensitization (EPD) is a method of 

immunotherapy developed by Dr. Leonard McEwen of London in the mid-
1960s. It involves desensitization using a series of injections containing 
a combination of mixed allergens and the enzyme beta-glucuronidase, 
administered every two to three months at first and then less frequently 
over time. Because many allergens are treated at once, only nine or ten 
injections are required and the results are reportedly longer lasting than 
are conventional allergy shots. Beta-glucuronidase in combination with 
other allergens causes T-suppressor cells to multiply and differentiate and 
allows them to recognize the allergens originally injected. These T-cells 
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then theoretically suppress any adverse reactions when the individual is 
subsequently exposed to the allergens.

HOMEOPATHY
Homeopathic treatment appears to have a positive effect in 

treating allergic individuals and disorders related to immune function. 
Homeopathy is based on the premise that a substance, prepared from 
plants, animal sources, vitamins, minerals, and even toxic materials, 
actually heals the exact symptoms it produces. For example, bee venom 
can cause swelling and inflammation, but used as a homeopathic remedy 
in diluted form, it may help to reduce swelling and inflammation, such 
as in the joints. Similarly, substances that normally cause symptoms of 
immune deficiency can be diluted into a homeopathic preparation and 
actually treat infection; stimulate immune function, tissue repair, and 
healing; detoxify and decongest areas of swelling and inflammation; and 
increase energy.

BEE POLLEN
An antiallergic product that has gained some popularity in recent 

years is bee pollen. The pollen is actually a mixture of bee digestive 
enzymes, nectar, and reproductive dust (pollen) from the flowers visited 
by the bees. Because bee pollen contains some of the airborne grass and 
ragweed pollens to which people are most allergic, it can act, similarly 
to allergy shots, to desensitize an individual with a small quantity of the 
substance to which he or she is allergic. Allergy shots deliver pollen in 
an undiluted form, whereas oral dosages of bee pollen are broken down 
by enzymes during the digestive process. The patient might have to take 
as much as ten thousand times more bee pollen orally as he or she would 
through injection to achieve the same results. The other disadvantage 
of taking bee pollen is that one never knows exactly what it contains 
because pollens vary from week to week and from beehive to beehive. 
Additionally, bee pollen in large dosages can cause unpleasant side effects 
or be contaminated with environmental pollutants.
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CHIROPRACTIC AND OSTEOPATHY
Chiropractic and osteopathic manipulation has been reported to 

help strengthen the immune system by correcting spinal musculoskeletal 
misalignments and thus strengthening the nervous system. A healthy 
immune system means healthy resistance to disease and chronic illness 
and overall decreased sensitivities. A number of studies have described 
the effect of manipulation on immune system health.6

ACUPUNCTURE
Extensive research has shown that acupuncture helps people with 

a variety of conditions, including pain, anxiety, immune disorders, 
arthritis, eczema, migraines, and allergies, by promoting natural healing 
and improving bodily functions. Developed and practiced in China for 
over five thousand years, acupuncture treats the whole person rather 
than a particular disease, attempting to address the root cause of the 
problem instead of symptoms alone. Acupuncture works to restore 
balance between the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual aspects 
of the individual. Instead of treating standard points for specific allergies, 
the acupuncturist treats each allergic individual differently depending 
on the diagnostic picture that emerges after examining the pulses, the 
tongue, and other indicators.

Acupuncture has proven successful in reducing the sensitivities in 
allergic individuals. In The Journal of Traditional Chinese Medicine 
1993 (December 13, C4: 243–8), acupuncture and desensitization were 
compared in the treatment of 143 cases of type I hypersensitivity reactions 
(IgE mediated allergies). The results demonstrated that acupuncture 
provided remarkable success against type I hypersensitivity reactions. 
The curative effect was higher in the acupuncture group with those 
suffering from allergic asthma, allergic rhinitis (runny nose), and chronic 
urticarial (hives).

INTEGRATING HEALING MODALITIES
Today, I treat patients around the world with a system I call BioSET. 

BioSET was developed through years of observation in clinical practice 
and ongoing evaluation of a wide range of allergy therapies. It also grew 
out of my own search for healing and transformation and incorporated 
the experience of other health care professionals and patients. Throughout 
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my education in chiropractic college and medical education, I explored 
every reasonable treatment option. After taking digestive enzymes, many 
of my symptoms disappeared, yet I still felt fatigued and depressed after 
eating certain foods. Once I developed my own practice, I continued to 
explore methods and products that might alleviate my sensitivities and 
those of my patients. I began to integrate several healing modalities into 
my clinical practice and over time, evolved into an advanced system of 
healing. To this day, I am always updating and streamlining BioSET. 
BioSET incorporates acupressure and traditional Chinese medicine with 
applied immunology and state-of-the-art nutrition. Equally important, 
this simple and effective system provides tools anyone can use to maintain 
optimal health.
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Understanding BioSET 
and Enzyme Therapy

Developed over twenty-five years of clinical practice, the BioSET system 
offers the opportunity to help create and maintain an improved state 
of health and wellness. It integrates traditional Chinese medicine and 
acupressure with contemporary approaches to applied immunology and 
nutrition. The BioSET system employs three basic treatment procedures: 
organ-specific detoxification, enzyme therapy, and desensitization.

Organ-specific detoxification: Stimulates the release 
of accumulated toxins from organs and tissues and 
promotes elimination from the body through the use 
of homeopathic preparations.

Enzyme therapy: Facilitates good digestion and a 
healthful inflammatory response, thus helping correct 
nutritional deficiencies and other systemic imbalances 
through the therapeutic use of vegetarian enzyme 
supplements.
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Desensitization: Bioenergetic evaluation of organ 
stress and nutritional status followed by the elimination 
of sensitivity (including allergic) responses through a 
noninvasive technique based on acupressure meridians 
and immunology.

The success of BioSET lies in its ability to help heal the person 
at the root of the problem. As I explained in the previous chapter, 
individuals who suffer chronic symptoms usually have imbalances 
in their gastrointestinal and immune systems, toxicity from multiple 
sources, and abnormal reactions to a number of substances, including 
foods, nutrients, environmental sensitivities, and/or microbial pathogens. 
Formerly vital organ systems, which rely on proteins, carbohydrates, 
fats, and other nutrients for their wellbeing, can become effectively 
undernourished. Because they are reactive, their immune systems become 
overloaded from simply fighting off common, everyday substances. The 
result is that these individuals have little immune support available to 
fend off significant threats such as bacterial, viral, or parasitic infections. 
Their immune systems become chaotic, weakened, and compromised. 
Chronic symptoms and signs become chronic illnesses. After clearing 
for foods, chemicals, and environmental sensitivities, most individuals 
experience marked improvement in their physical, mental, and emotional 
well-being.

BioSET is the answer to a myriad of health challenges encountered 
daily by health care professionals in their practices. It utilizes sound 
nutrition, detoxification, enzyme therapy, and desensitization for 
prolonged optimal digestive health and nutrient utilization.

To understand how BioSET works, it is useful to think of the body as 
an organism through which electromagnetic energy flows along invisible 
pathways. According to traditional Chinese medicine, the electromagnetic 
energy in our bodies, called Qi (chi), manifests as lines of force, referred 
to as meridians or channels. These meridians run near the surface of the 
body and pass into our internal organs. The amount of energy that runs 
through these meridians can be measured and recorded. This can be 
done either through muscle testing (a more qualitative measure) or with 
a device that measures the electrical properties of an acupuncture point 
along one of the major meridians (a more quantitative measure). These 
examinations indicate whether the meridians are balanced, stressed, 
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weakened, or blocked. BioSET uses tools drawn from acupuncture to 
locate and remove blockages in these electromagnetic pathways that are 
specifically related to sensitivities.

ENZYME THERAPY
Enzyme therapy is central to the BioSET system. As I shared in the 

introduction, it was the key to my own life-changing rejuvenation, and I 
see the miracles it creates on a daily basis in my practice. Here I will give 
a overview of the role of enzymes and their use in BioSET.

Enzymes are complex proteins in the body that accelerate chemical 
changes in other substances in order to provide the energy necessary to 
keep us alive. They are the catalysts that are essential to the successful 
occurrence of over 150,000 biochemical reactions in our bodies, 
particularly those involving food digestion and the delivery of nutrients 
to the rest of the body.

Enzymes help convert food into chemical substances that can pass 
into cell membranes to perform all of our everyday life-sustaining 
functions. By supporting normal function, enzymes keep our immune 
systems strong enough to fight off disease. Enzymes help to nourish and 
clean the body, making possible the human body’s miraculous capacity 
for self-healing. Enzymes also make available the energy needed for a 
normal body to burn hundreds of grams of carbohydrate and fat every 
day. Without enzymes, life could not be sustained.

Enzymes can be divided into three main categories, namely, systemic, 
digestive, and food enzymes. Systemic enzymes are produced internally 
and are responsible for managing and regulating all processes in the body 
that have to do with the blood, tissues, and organs. They are required 
for the growth of new cells and the repair and maintenance of all the 
body’s organs and tissues. Systemic enzymes take proteins, fats, and 
carbohydrates and transform them into the proper balance for working 
cells and tissues. Systemic enzymes also remove worn-out material from 
the cells, keeping them clean and healthy.

Digestive enzymes are also produced internally and deal with the 
digestion of food and the absorption and delivery of nutrients throughout 
the body. The most commonly known digestive enzymes are secreted 
from the pancreas into the duodenum of the small intestines. Each 
enzyme is specific to a particular nutrient type, which it can break 
down or hydrolyze. The three most important enzymes for digestion are 
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proteases (digest protein), amylases (digest carbohydrates), and lipases 
(digest fat).

Food enzymes, the only ones that are externally produced, are 
derived from raw fruits, vegetables, and supplemental sources. They 
help the internally produced digestive enzymes to break down food. Food 
enzymes must also have the presence of vitamins and minerals, called 
cofactors, for proper functioning. Unlike raw enzymes, cofactors are not 
completely destroyed by cooking. But since raw food enzymes become 
useless after heat processing, the cofactors in cooked food diets are not 
utilized to their full potential.

Enzymes perform so many important functions in the body that 
they have been called the basis of all systemic activity. Some of the 
responsibilities of enzymes are:

transforming foods into muscles, nerves, bones, and glands
helping to store excess foods in muscles or liver for future use
helping to pass carbon dioxide from the lungs
metabolizing iron for utilization by the blood
aiding in blood coagulation
decomposing hydrogen peroxide and liberating healthful oxygen
attacking toxic substances in the body so they can be eliminated, 
which is essential for patients with chronic health problems
helping convert dietary phosphorus to bone
extracting minerals from food for use by the body
converting protein, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, and nutrients for 
the body’s use

In other words, enzymes deliver nutrients, break down and carry 
away toxic waste, digest food, purify the blood, deliver hormones, 
balance cholesterol and triglyceride levels, feed the brain, build protein 
into muscle, and feed and fortify the endocrine system. Enzymes also 
contribute to immune system activity. White blood cells are especially 
enzyme-rich, enabling them to digest foreign invading substances.

While one of the advantages of enzymes is that they can cause a 
chemical reaction without being destroyed or changed in the process, 
the number of enzymes we can produce in a lifetime is limited. Every 
person is born with an enzyme potential (the number of enzymes he or 
she can produce in a lifetime). In addition, each enzyme molecule can 
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only perform a certain amount of work before it becomes degraded over 
time and its function must be replaced by a new molecule.

Things that can diminish our available enzyme supply include:

digesting processed food (assimilating these foods is hard on the 
body)
drinking caffeinated and alcoholic beverages
colds and fevers
pregnancy
stress
strenuous exercise
injuries
extreme weather conditions

If we do not eat an enzyme-rich diet, we deplete our enzyme potential 
without replenishing it. This is why supplementation and a good diet are 
essential for optimal health.

Maintaining the body’s active enzyme levels is critical today, when 
so much of the food in a typical diet is processed or cooked. Enzymes 
are only found naturally in raw foods such as vegetables and fruits, 
which contain the very enzymes needed to digest them. Food enzymes 
are extremely heat sensitive, especially at or above temperatures of 118 
degrees Fahrenheit. When raw foods are processed or heated in any way 
(baked, boiled, stewed, fried, microwaved, canned, or even steamed), 
they lose up to 100 percent of their enzyme activity and up to 85 percent 
of their vitamin and mineral content. Even the raw food we eat can be 
enzyme deficient if it is grown in soils lacking in nutrients. In addition, 
enzyme deterioration begins the moment the food is picked or killed.

It is also important to chew food well, not only because digestive 
enzyme production begins in the mouth but also because this physically 
breaks down the foods to smaller particles and thus exposes more of the 
nutrients to the digestive enzymes. Human saliva contains the necessary 
factors needed to activate plant enzymes in the foods we eat, but if 
we fail to chew foods well, we are unable to digest foods. We need to 
chew each mouthful extremely well for complete predigestion. For all 
these reasons, supplementing with enzymes is crucial to achieve a more 
efficient digestive process and better utilization of our food’s nutrients.

If an enzyme supplement is taken at the beginning of a meal, the 
body is armed and prepared to handle the new food entering the digestive 
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system. When supplemental food enzymes are used, time and energy is 
conserved, allowing for more complete absorption of nutrients from the 
food consumed. When enzymes are taken between meals as well, they 
are absorbed into the bloodstream and distributed throughout the body 
rather than being used for digestion.

If digestion is not properly completed, partially digested proteins 
putrefy, partially digested carbohydrates ferment, and partially digested 
fats turn rancid. These toxins remain in the body and can wreak havoc 
upon it. Fermented toxins in the digestive tract can be absorbed into the 
bloodstream and deposited in the joints and soft tissues. The results of 
enzyme deficiency can include digestive disturbance, fatigue, headaches, 
constipation, gas, heartburn, bloating, colon problems, excess body fat, 
and problems as serious as cardiovascular disease. Enzyme deficiencies 
have also been linked to premature aging and degenerative diseases. 
Having to use the immune system to aid in digestion whenever enzymes are 
lacking compromises the body’s ability to defend itself from disease.

Digestion has first priority on the limited number of enzymes 
produced by the body. Systemic enzyme needs must be satisfied with 
whatever is left. When food enzymes are introduced from outside the 
body, the body does not need to manufacture as many digestive enzymes. 
This allows more of our enzyme production to be allocated for the 
systemic enzymes we need for growth, maintenance, and repair. Studies 
have shown that diets deficient in enzymes cause a 30 percent reduction 
in animal life span, and low enzyme levels are associated with premature 
aging and chronic diseases in humans.7 Cancer research has discovered 
that certain enzymes may be completely lacking in the blood and urine 
of cancer patients.8

When we eat food that is devoid of enzymes, the body must draw 
on its own supply of digestive enzymes, including those produced for 
systemic purposes. Eventually, we deplete our limited reserves, forcing 
the immune system to aid in digestion instead of rebuilding the body and 
fighting illness. The pancreas, salivary glands, stomach, and intestines 
all can contribute the enzymes needed for digestion, robbing the body of 
systemic enzymes needed for muscles, nerves, blood, and other glands.

In the BioSET clinic, I see many patients with chronic food intolerances. 
People can inherit or develop intolerances to proteins, sugars, fibers, 
complex carbohydrates, or fats. These patients lack the enzymes they 
need to break down the foods that cause them trouble, leading to all 
manner of symptoms. For example, joint pain and gout often result from 
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undigested proteins, fats, and minerals, which form uric acid crystals 
that get caught in the joints. Yeast and fungal growth can start with 
undigested foods leaking from the gut into the bloodstream and may be 
worsened by the white flour and sugar we eat. Extreme fatigue may be 
a consequence of an inability to digest proteins and fats, which can lead 
to red blood cells clumping together and possibly a decreased ability to 
carry as much oxygen. This can result in poor circulation, including to 
the brain, which can in turn lead to slow and muddled thinking.

Through muscle testing or computerized testing, BioSET practitioners 
are able to ascertain which foods people cannot tolerate and which 
digestive enzymes they need to supplement in order to restore proper 
digestion and food tolerance. With the proper digestive enzyme 
supplements, these patients regain the ability to digest their food properly 
and thoroughly.

Enzymes perform their best at a particular pH level and within a 
certain pH range. For example, pancreatic enzymes generally perform 
best at a pH of 7.0 to 8.0. On the other hand, vegetarian enzymes have 
a broader pH range. I prefer to use full-spectrum vegetarian enzymes 
because they can much better survive transport through the acid pH of 
the stomach (pH 2.0) and can be used in the pancreas and small intestine 
to further digestion.

Some of the reported benefits of consuming vegetarian digestive 
enzymes include the elimination of:

heartburn
gas
headaches
bloating
intestinal discomfort
stress
fatigue after meals
problems with being overweight and underweight
constipation or loose stools
weakened immune system
food sensitivities
seasonal runny nose and congestion

Enzymes can also provide relief for those with immune disorders. 
One of the most common complaints I hear from the patients I see in 
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my practice is, “I don’t have enough energy.” For the most part, low 
energy occurs because people are not digesting their food properly and 
therefore, cannot benefit from the energy the food can provide. In fact, 
digesting food without an adequate amount of enzymes can actually 
use up more energy than the food can provide. The stealing of enzymes 
from other parts of the body causes certain systemic dysfunctions due 
to competition for enzymes among other organs and tissues. Chronic 
degenerative diseases and energy depletion can be the result of these 
systemic dysfunctions. In situations such as this, enzyme supplementation 
can free up the body’s energy for other tasks.

The regular consumption of enzyme supplements brings numerous 
positive benefits in terms of ongoing general health, including:

prevention of the build-up of toxic waste in the intestines
more efficient assimilation of fats and proteins in the body
more comfortable, efficient absorption of nutrients
more comfortable digestion of large amounts of carbohydrates
accelerated digestive process due to catalysis by the enzymes

According to Dr. Edward Howell, who researched the effects of 
enzymes for more than fifty years, it is very possible that every degenerative 
disease may have its origin in a raw food enzyme deficiency.9

ENZYMES AND INFLAMMATION
Inflammation, which can include redness, pain, increased warmth, 

and swelling, is a normal response of the body to injury or infection. 
The blood flow increases to the affected site, and cells rush in and ward 
off the offending problem. The healing process then begins to occur. 
Usually, when the healing is complete, the inflammation subsides. Most 
inflammatory conditions respond well to enzyme therapy.

Essentially, inflammation is a sequential process. The first phase of 
the inflammatory process is the body’s fight against the infection. The 
second is the repairing of the damaged tissue. The third is the cleaning 
up of debris and dead tissue, completing the inflammatory process.

Whenever there is an injury, there is an invasion of white blood cells 
to repair and clear the area. These white blood cells circulate throughout 
the blood and lymph fluid all the time. During the dynamic process of 
inflammation and repair, blood flows to the area, causing blood clots 
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and obstructing blood flow, which in turn causes swelling and oozing. A 
barrier of fibrin is formed to encircle the area of inflammation.

Both acute and chronic inflammation can be greatly helped with 
the use of systemic enzymes. Systemic enzymes such as protease and 
amylase can help bring more oxygen to the area and reduce swelling by 
breaking up fibrous tissue as well as the dead and infected tissue. This in 
turn speeds healing and reduces pain. Enzymes can assist in the removal 
of foreign bodies, such as bacteria, viruses, and other microorganisms. 
By cleaning up the area, this can help new nerve tissue and cells be 
formed.

Taking protease with or without amylase and in combination with 
other herbal extracts can serve to significantly reduce inflammation. In 
conventional medicine, cortisone therapy is often used to clear chronic 
inflammatory problems, such as Crohn’s disease. Cortisone can help 
stop inflammation in the short run, but in the long run, it can make the 
situation worse because it blocks the body’s natural immune function. 
The bacteria, parasites, fungus, or other pathogens that cause the 
irritation can continue to destroy and invade the body, but the immune 
system is paralyzed by the cortisone and unable to fully respond to 
pathogens. Even though the inflammation is curtailed, the pathogenic 
process still prevails and may even worsen, causing more irritation and 
other autoimmune problems.

Unlike cortisone, enzymes do not inhibit the immune system. Instead, 
they promote the healing process by acting against the pathogens and 
ultimately reducing swelling and inflammation. Enzyme preparations 
can be used to support a wide variety of chronic inflammatory processes, 
including bronchitis, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, sinusitis, kidney 
infections, ear infections, herpes zoster, and outbreaks of herpes simplex 
1 and 2.

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXINS AND ENZYMES
Toxins in our environment, chemotherapy, radiation, and unhealthy 

lifestyles all contribute to the breakdown of the immune system. Enzymes 
can interrupt the damage and inflammation that go along with these 
stresses to the immune system. With the increasing pollution and 
depletion of healthy soil, the foods we eat today have only a fraction of 
the nutrition our ancestors might have consumed in centuries past. At 
the same time, we now have the advanced technology that allows us to 
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replenish the nutrients we lose through food processing by taking enzyme 
supplements with every meal.

Vitamin, mineral, and protein supplements are taken by millions, 
but they may be a waste of money unless you have sufficient enzymes 
to help with the absorption of these nutrients. The body requires air, 
water, proteins, carbohydrates, healthy fats, vitamins, minerals, and 
enzymes, and no one nutrient can function optimally if any of the others 
is deficient. Enzymes play a role in the neutralization and destruction of 
toxins, free radicals, and antigens in the liver and bloodstream.

THE NEXT FRONTIER OF HEALING
Once known only to alternative healthcare professionals, enzyme 

therapy has achieved such amazing results (measured by patient evaluations 
as well as by microscopic blood analysis) that there is now interest in 
mainstream medicine about the use of enzymes therapeutically.

Superoxide dismutase (SOD), a copper/zinc-containing enzyme found 
in all body cells, is a primary defender against free radicals. Reactive 
oxygen molecules, or oxygen radicals, can destroy healthy tissue. SOD 
eliminates destructive superoxide molecules, a common free radical 
produced in the cells of the body. It also can soak up free radical oxygen 
molecules outside of the cells.

Normally the body makes enough SOD to hold oxygen radicals in 
check. But when the immune system gets ready to destroy bacterial or 
other infectants or invaders, the surge in the number of white blood 
cells or antibodies triggers rapid proliferation of oxygen radicals. In 
many inflammatory conditions, the white blood cells or immune reactors 
identify certain tissues as foreign and begin to attack them. SOD can 
scavenge the free radicals and interrupt the progress of this inflammatory 
reaction.

SOD helps prevent fats in the cells from becoming rancid, which can 
help prevent premature aging. It also helps wounds to heal and alleviates 
symptoms related to radiation sickness. Some people are deficient in this 
enzyme and may need to use a supplement. The food sources of SOD are 
green vegetables, yeast, and sprouted seeds and grains.

Coenzyme Q10 is important for the production of energy by all 
the cells in the body. Athletes take CoQ10 for increased endurance. 
Coenzymes help activate enzymes. For example, copper, iron, and other 
minerals and vitamins, including the B complex, are coenzymes. We 
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need to absorb those important vitamins from our foods so our enzymes 
(and other coenzymes) can function optimally. Coenzyme Q10, which 
occurs naturally in the body, has been found useful for heart problems, 
high blood pressure, asthma,10 diabetes, cancer, obesity, tumors, and 
Candida.

Various enzymes help the body to build new muscle tissue, nerve cells, 
skin, and glandular tissue. For example, one enzyme assists in converting 
dietary phosphorous into bone. Other enzymes aid in digestion, regulate 
respiration, facilitate better elimination, and stimulate the immune 
system.

Those who experience reactions with sensitivities every day may be 
surprised how different they feel with the addition of a full-spectrum 
vegetarian digestive enzyme just before eating and a protease systemic 
enzyme in between meals. A competent digestive system reduces stress by 
minimizing toxicity and guaranteeing better absorption of vitamins and 
minerals. Protease is probably one of the top anti-inflammatory systemic 
enzymes available. It has been helpful in supporting the immune system 
as well as reducing inflammation. These two enzyme supplements are 
an excellent baseline enzyme regimen for those with immune disorders 
and individuals in general.

DESENSITIZATION
The innovative BioSET desensitization technique releases the blockage 

or resolves the imbalance of the meridian system and resets the nervous 
and immune systems. This process is called clearing or correcting. 
Clearing for a specific sensitivity helps to rebalance the meridian system, 
which can result in a marked decrease or resolution of symptoms. BioSET 
practitioners use muscle testing or computerized galvanic skin resistance 
screening to determine what the sensitivity, imbalance, or blockage is; 
how severe the blockage or imbalance is; and where in the body the 
reactivity is taking place.

Utilizing the central nervous system along the spine by activating 
specific acupressure points, the BioSET practitioner is then able to clear 
the blockage or imbalance and thereby clear the sensitivity. Once cleared 
of a specific sensitivity using the BioSET method of desensitization, the 
physical symptoms associated with the sensitivity (e.g., runny nose, itchy 
eyes, headache, difficulty breathing, digestive stress) can decrease or 
resolve, often for years.
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BIOSET PROTOCOLS
BioSET has an established procedure for clearing sensitivities, no 

matter what symptoms or complaints the patient presents. I always test 
for what are called level 1 sensitivities first. After years of working with 
this sequence, I recognize how important these potential sensitivities 
are.

For example, I remember clearing one of my first BioSET patients, 
a young man in his thirties with severe symptoms felt to be arising 
from candidiasis and chronic fatigue. Not knowing how critical it was 
to clear the initial sensitivities in sequence, I immediately cleared him 
for Candida. When the clearing was completed, he was so fatigued 
he could not get up from the table. I realized he probably was not yet 
ready to be cleared of Candida, other sensitivities needing to be cleared 
beforehand. I proceeded to clear him that same day for what I now 
consider to be sensitivities that need to be cleared before addressing 
Candida. A week later, after clearing a series of those level 1 sensitivities, 
including Candida, he could not remember what it was like to have 
chronic fatigue.

In the section below, I will give an overview of the sequence in 
which I clear sensitivities, particularly focused on what I clear for those 
with immune disorders in general. Don’t worry if I seem to be moving 
quickly through a lot of information here; all of these sensitivities will 
be discussed in more depth in the chapters that follow, and I will go into 
greater detail about the BioSET protocols for specific conditions such 
as chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, and others in the chapters 
dedicated to those conditions.

LEVEL 1 SENSITIVITIES
The level 1 sensitivities are amino acids, protein metabolism, 

phenolics, vitamins, minerals, sugar and sugar metabolism, fatty acids, 
fat metabolism, microbes, heavy metals, radiation, and foods to which 
individuals are most often sensitive. When the sensitivities to these are 
cleared, many other foods can be cleared at the same time. These level 
1 nutrients provide support for the immune system and are important 
coenzymes and cofactors of metabolism. Once they are utilized by the 
body, health improves dramatically.

After clearing for the level 1 sensitivities, I retest individuals to see 
if there are any food sensitivities still remaining. These are the true 
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sensitivities that require separate clearings. Some of the most common 
ones are sensitivities to milk, nuts, corn, soy and soy products, wheat, 
fatty acids, yeast, artificial sweeteners, alcohol, and spices. However, any 
individual can present with any number of different sensitivities.

BEYOND LEVEL 1 SENSITIVITIES AND CLEARINGS

Infectants
Infections caused by viruses, bacteria, parasites, or fungi can be an 

underlying cause of chronic immune disorders. Frequently, sensitivities 
are linked to infectants, creating and causing chronic infections that 
cannot be eliminated until the underlying sensitivities are cleared. By 
clearing for the infectants, we can stop the cycle of chronic infections and 
chronic antibiotic use. Yeast infections involving Candida in all its many 
forms are a chronic problem among people with immune disorders.

When I clear for yeast infections, I also clear for alcohol. Some 
scientific studies have shown that Candida albicans in the body can 
produce enough ethanol to make the infected individual drunk.11 
Ethanol, one of the phenolics, is sometimes cleared after clearing for 
the phenolics.

Some other infectants that I check for routinely are giardia, Blastocystis 
hominis, enteroviruses, EBV, CMV, coronavirus, influenza viruses, 
mononucleosis, streptococcus, staphylococcus, and pseudomonas.

When clearing for the infectants or microbes, especially viruses, in 
those with immune disorders, I often clear for the person’s blood and 
when necessary, other tissue fluids, such as urine, saliva, and feces. This 
is especially helpful when clearing parasites.

Environmental Sensitivities
After clearing infectants, I move on to environmental sensitivities 

and begin clearing for pollens, molds, and other outdoor sensitivities, as 
well as animal dander, dust, fabrics, wood, chemical irritants, gas, and 
other indoor irritants.

When patients are not aware of which chemical(s) in a room is causing 
their problem, I ask them to put out a small jar of water and leave it open 
for twenty-four hours in that room. They then close the jar and bring it 
with them on their next visit. I then clear them for any sensitivity to the 
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water, which by now has trapped whatever chemicals are outgassing into 
the room. I do the same with outdoor sensitivities, having the patient put 
a bowl of water outside the house to collect pollen for forty-eight hours 
and then clearing them for that water or using some adhesive to gather 
some pollen from the outdoors. (Sometimes from the car is convenient.) 
Sometimes I still need to clear for individual sensitivities, such as specific 
molds and mildews in a patient’s bathroom. When I am clearing for an 
inhalant, such as tobacco smoke or perfume, I may have the patient 
inhale the substance, when feasible, while being cleared.

Perfumes and cosmetics can definitely contribute to the problems 
suffered by people with immune disorders, and they should be tested 
and cleared for these.

Another major chemical I clear for is formaldehyde, synthesized from 
methyl alcohol and found in many different products.

In clearing all individuals with immune disorders, I also clear for 
occupational sensitivities to which people are frequently exposed in the 
workplace. If a person works in a gas station, I clear for gasoline fumes, 
chemicals, gasoline itself, and diesel exhaust. If a patient is a painter, 
I clear for paints, chemicals, and other work materials. A person who 
works in a hair salon is cleared for hair dyes and a photographer for 
photographic chemicals. People in detergent factories are exposed to 
chemicals that remove stains, artists to adhesives and epoxy resins, and 
bakers to dyes, flour, and cornstarch. Cannery workers are exposed to 
bleaches, chrome, fish parts, foods, and oils. Carpenters are exposed 
to adhesives, wood, plastics, fiberglass, and varnishes, and biochemists 
to antibiotics, formalin, acids, and ammonia. Electricians deal with 
electricity and isocyanates, florists with mold, and gardeners with dried 
pots, pollens, fertilizers, and mulch. Garment workers are in contact 
with cotton, nylon, acrylic, polyester, feathers, formalin, and solvents, 
while metal workers come in contact with platinum, chromates, and 
metal dusts, and printers with cobalt, glue, solvents, zinc, chromates, 
gum arabic, and pine resin.

Medications
Every individual who comes to my clinic is asked to bring his or 

her medications to test for sensitivities. Most people are sensitive to the 
drugs they take, and I will begin BioSET clearings with many acutely ill 
individuals by clearing them for their medications. Some of these people 
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are dependent on and addicted to their medications. BioSET can be 
helpful in relaxing the addictions and decreasing many of the side effects. 
Doctors who clear their hospitalized patients for their medications with 
BioSET witness quicker improvement and happier patients. It would 
be a major breakthrough if all physicians understood and utilized this 
approach.

Unfortunately, my experience over time demonstrates that most 
medications are not permanently desensitized. Perhaps the reason is that 
many manufacturers change the composition of their formulas and fillers 
over time. Therefore, I recommend testing and clearing for medications 
every couple of months.

Vaccines
I also check for reactions to vaccines that people have received, either 

as children or as adults. These include tetanus, DPT, polio, measles, 
mumps, rubella, and any vaccine taken for travel abroad. I test and clear 
each vaccine individually. I find that these vaccines can suppress the 
immune system for years unless sensitivities to them are cleared. Polio, 
tetanus, and flu vaccines are especially important in immune disorders. 
I have found them to be implicated in fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue, 
as well as shingles and depression.

Dental Amalgams
Mercury can severely compromise the immune system and be a major 

contributor to ill health. Therefore, I always clear for that and other 
dental amalgams when indicated.

Pesticides
I always clear for pesticides when necessary, including insecticides, 

fungicides, herbicides, fumigants, and rodenticides. There are several 
families of insecticides, including organophosphates, chlorinated 
hydrocarbons, botanicals, and chemical sterilants.

Since pesticides can also leak into water supplies, I always check 
people for the water they drink, whether it is bottled, filtered, or from 
the tap.
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Fabrics
I always test for fabrics, including cotton, rayon, nylon, dacron, 

polyester, and acrylic. Clearing for fabrics is especially important for 
those with candidiasis because fabrics can aggravate or mimic these 
conditions when one is sensitive.

Miscellaneous Sensitivities
Of course, there are many other potential sensitivities that can occur, 

which I will test and clear if necessary. These include poison oak, ivy, 
and sumac, plants and ferns, Freon from air conditioners, radon, all the 
various gums, kapok from mattresses, rubber adhesive tape, cement, 
chalk, paper mixes, newsprint, plastics, radiation, benzene, labels, nail 
chemicals, and hair chemicals.

Hormones
I also check for sensitivities to the body’s own hormones, such as 

adrenaline, estrogen, testosterone, progesterone, cortisol, melatonin, 
gastrin, insulin, glucagon, DHEA, and the thyroid hormones.

Organs, Glands, and Cells
With patients suffering from immune disorders, the next group of 

sensitivities I test and clear for includes organs, glands, and parts of 
the nervous system. I always check the liver, spleen, kidney, and large 
intestine, as they are important organs for the elimination of toxins. If a 
person becomes more sensitive to sensitivities after beginning clearings, 
I test for a liver detoxification problems and clear with BioSET.

The immune system should be thoroughly checked and cleared, if 
necessary. There are three major parts of the immune system: the thymus 
gland, the lymph nodes (or glands), and the bone marrow. Frequently, it 
will be necessary to clear all three to boost the immune system.

Other sensitivities in this group include immune mediators like 
histamine, prostaglandin, and leukotrienes. These mediators can cause 
increased mucus production, swelling, and edema and can cause smooth 
muscles to contract. If one is sensitive to these immune mediators, 
symptoms can become more severe.

When sensitivities are introduced into the body, certain cells, such 
as eosinophils, lymphocytes, T cells, macrophages, epithelial cells, and 
neutrophils, form the first line of defense. If the body is sensitive to any of 
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those cells, an autoimmune reaction can occur that causes the breakdown 
of the body’s immune defenses, leading to greater inflammation and more 
serious chronic and degenerative health problems.

Sympathetic and Parasympathetic Nervous System
There are specific parts of the nervous system that should be 

checked in individuals with immune disorders. The autonomic nervous 
system is made up of two complementary systems, the sympathetic and 
parasympathetic systems. Sensitivity to one or both parts of the nervous 
system can lead to an imbalance in which part is dominant. With BioSET, 
we can clear for these sensitivities and eliminate the imbalances.

Neurotransmitters
The brain makes certain chemicals called neurotransmitters directly 

from amino acids in the food we eat. Dopamine and norepinephrine 
are neurotransmitters associated with alertness, whereas serotonin is 
inhibitory and calming. These are the most important neurotransmitters 
that need to be cleared in individuals with immune disorders. Other 
neurotransmitters that may be involved are glycine, GABA (gamma-
aminobutyric acid), acetylcholine, and glutamate. In addition to 
clearing the neurotransmitters, it is imperative that we also clear any 
sensitivity to the amino acids tryptophan and tyrosine from which the 
neurotransmitters are produced. Tyrosine is especially important in cases 
of thyroiditis.

Emotions
Another group of sensitivities to clear in those with immune disorders 

are emotions. Many reactions in the body are related to core emotions 
such as anger, fear, sorrow, grief, shame, disappointment, frustration, 
hopelessness, helplessness, self-sabotage, guilt, paranoia, and even joy. 
These reactions are often related to significant experiences in the person’s 
life. When a patient experiences nausea and dizziness or other extreme 
symptoms during the initial hours following a clearing for a particular 
sensitivity, there is usually an emotional component that also needs to 
be cleared.

Sometimes it is necessary to determine the particular incident that 
triggered the reaction. These can include love or financial relationships, 
business or school events, or health issues. While patients recall the 
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incident and feel the emotions, I clear areas on the spine related to 
the pathways or organs that are blocked. This clearing is usually 
successful.

Combination Sensitivities
Some people have combination sensitivities. In other words, they 

are sensitive to one thing in combination with something else, and the 
two need to be cleared together. There may even be more than one 
combination with a given sensitivity. For example, vitamin C may be 
combined with a food, an organ, and an infectant.

Atmospheric Sensitivities
Physical sensitivities to heat, cold, the sun’s radiation, humidity, and 

dampness can each play a major role in the health of individuals with 
immune disorders. I test and clear these sensitivities often and with great 
success.

Fluorescent Lighting
Sensitivity to fluorescent lights can produce fatigue, chronic 

headaches, and nausea. Clearing for fluorescents can be helpful for those 
who are exposed to them day after day.

Electromagnetic Current or Electricity
Sometimes I have successfully cleared individuals with chronic 

fatigue for sensitivity to electricity and electromagnetic current. The 
most common reactions to this ubiquitous sensitivity are fatigue and 
immune suppression.

HEALING TAKES TIME
The amount of time it takes to clear a chronic ailment with BioSET 

varies from patient to patient. Every individual is different, and therefore 
every individual’s program is different. In evaluating the program and 
making recommendations for each patient, the practitioner must become 
familiar with the symptoms, history, immune response, and particular 
sensitivities present. Every individual’s response to BioSET is influenced 
by these factors.

Healing inevitably takes time. For some it takes days or weeks or 
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a couple of months; for others it could take a year or longer. Having 
worked with many hundreds of patients with a wide variety of problems, 
I know that with persistent BioSET clearings—with enzyme therapy, 
detoxification, and a healthy diet—homeostasis will eventually be restored 
to the body. The vast majority of people with chronic immune disorders 
who pursue this approach will eventually find themselves feeling vastly 
improved. They should understand, however, that it takes some time.

An example I often remember in this regard was a fourth-grade 
schoolboy named John, who came to me with hay fever, allergies, chronic 
fatigue, and asthma. He also had about twenty warts on each hand and 
arm. We went through all the basic sensitivities, some foods, and moved 
to the pollen and environmental sensitivities. He asked me if I could make 
his warts go away before the school year started. I told him I had very 
good results with warts and that we would attempt to clear the virus that 
caused them with BioSET. We cleared for many wart combinations, and 
he cleared himself at home. However, nothing happened. Not a single 
wart fell off. At that point, we took a break and had him continue to 
clear the warts at home. I talked to his mother about bringing him in for 
evaluation at the end of the summer, but he did not come.

One month after school started, he walked into my office, and there 
wasn’t a single wart on his body. His skin was as smooth as silk, and 
the dark circles were gone from under his eyes. He told me what had 
happened. Seven weeks after we ended his clinic visits, he woke up in the 
morning and found that he could brush off the warts. Within one week, 
all his warts were gone. He also had no more problems with mold or 
pollen and had been around cats and other animals without any reaction. 
His mother was so impressed that she started BioSET for herself.

“Normal and healthy for the first time in years”

Some years ago, Cynthia, age forty-four, came to see 
me. She had a complex set of symptoms that were 
dramatically affecting her quality of life, including 
chronic fatigue, allergies, headaches, occasional 
colds, frequent sinus infections, and postnasal drip. 
She reported abdominal bloating, pain, and gas that 
occurred one or two hours after eating. There were 
symptoms of severely decreased thyroid function, 
including decreased appetite and sex drive, constipation, 
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hemorrhoids, dry skin, and depression. In fact, she had 
been diagnosed seven years before with Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis and had been taking Synthroid, a synthetic 
thyroid hormone, ever since. To assess her thyroid 
problems more thoroughly, I recommended she do a 
basal axillary temperature test to record her axillary 
temperature.

Cynthia had signs of decreased adrenal function, including 
water retention, rapid mood swings, oversensitivity to 
sugar, and irritability under stress. Besides the nasal 
and sinus congestion, allergy symptoms included 
sneezing, itchy eyes, and feeling worse after eating 
certain foods. In addition, Cynthia suffered from some 
severe menstrual and premenstrual symptoms (PMS), 
including weight gain, depression, irritability, sore and 
swollen breasts, a craving for sweets, painful cramps, 
and lower back pain.

A complete initial BioSET evaluation was performed. 
Cynthia was found to have impaired function of the 
pancreas and small intestine. The evaluation revealed 
that she had difficulty digesting and absorbing sugars 
and fats. She was also found to have liver toxicity, 
calcium deficiency, and mildly low adrenal function.

Based on these findings, I recommended she take a 
full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzyme especially 
designed to emphasize digestion and absorption 
of sugars with meals and a protease enzyme blend 
for inflammation, which was taken between meals. 
She also started on several enzyme-based systemic 
formulas, including one to assist in liver detoxification, 
a kidney formula especially good for swelling and 
water retention suggesting lymphatic congestion, an 
adrenal formula that helps with the utilization of sugars 
and increases energy, and one used to support her 
hormonal balance.
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The two most important symptoms Cynthia wanted 
addressed were her chronic fatigue and frequent 
sinus infections. She had been taking antibiotics 
every other month for the sinus infections, but this 
simply exacerbated her postnasal drip and caused 
more headaches and fatigue. Using BioSET, she was 
first cleared for some basic sensitivities that were 
detected, including the B vitamins, sugars, salt, and 
calcium, which was especially important because she 
was deficient in this mineral. She was then cleared for 
corn and grains, spices, vegetable fat, several amino 
acids and animal proteins, and vitamin E. Because she 
experienced frequent headaches, Cynthia was cleared for 
her sensitivities to wheat, vinegar, shellfish, chocolate, 
caffeine, coffee, and cold temperatures, all of which are 
commonly found in those with headaches.

Cynthia was also cleared for a number of different 
hormones that were identified. Following these clearings, 
she had dramatic improvement of her premenstrual 
symptoms. In performing the desensitization for 
hormones, we commonly combine the hormones to 
which the person is sensitive with hot temperatures and 
sugar, which will often relieve women of premenstrual, 
premenopausal, and menopausal symptoms. Sometimes 
a particular sensitivity can be linked with another 
sensitivity in the body. Until you clear both of them 
together, the primary sensitivity will not be completely 
eliminated. These are called combination clearings. 
For example, caffeine and chocolate may need to be 
cleared with hormones, so the hormone clearing is not 
complete until that dynamic combination is cleared.

Once this initial series of clearings had been completed, I 
proceeded to clear for sensitivities specifically related to 
Cynthia’s continuing fatigue, chronic sinus infections, and 
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. For her ongoing fatigue, she was 
first cleared for a number of different viruses, including 
herpes I, shingles (Herpes zoster) and varicella, Epstein-
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Barr, CMV, coxackie B, infectious mononucleosis, polio, 
and adenovirus. Cynthia needed two to three clearings 
for viruses, including combinations with alcohol, sugar, 
and several different emotional sensitivities. Almost 
immediately, she noticed a dramatic improvement in 
her chronic fatigue. She reported greater clarity, fewer 
headaches, less achiness, improved concentration, and 
more energy.

Next, her chronic sinus infections were addressed. 
In such cases, focus is first placed upon clearing all 
reactive bacteria and fungi found and then clearing 
environmental factors. Once Cynthia had been cleared 
for all the bacteria as a group, I found some that needed 
separate clearings, including Streptococcus faecalis, 
Hemophilus vaginalis, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Proteus, 
and Staphylococcus aureus, as well as Scarlatinum 
and Tuberculocidinum derivatives. Once cleared of 
bacteria, the person may better resist new infections 
and reduce or eliminate completely the tendency for 
sinus infections.

The other important infectants in chronic sinus 
infections are Candida and other fungal infections. 
Much time was spent clearing Cynthia for fungi. Once 
the sensitivities were completely cleared, an antifungal 
diet and supplements, including a protease enzyme 
blend, were recommended. The antifungal diet is a ten-
day diet to clean and detoxify the body. The necessary 
diet, digestive enzymes, and enzyme-based systemic 
formulas are important to help detoxify and optimize 
liver function and to restore healthy intestinal flora and 
homeostasis.

Since clearing for bacteria and fungus many years ago, 
Cynthia has not had a single sinus infection. However, 
some of the mucus and drainage problems did not clear 
completely until she was cleared for the environmental 
airborne allergies. She was cleared for environmental 
sensitivities, including newspaper ink, mold, grasses, 
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trees, weeds, shrubs, and certain plants she had growing 
in her house.

Conventional medications such as antibiotics may 
not adequately address the underlying cause of such 
problems as chronic sinusitis. BioSET recognizes and 
clears the sensitivities that are found and strengthens 
the immune system. By doing so, BioSET increases 
resistance to the development of other sensitivities 
and/or infections.

Cynthia’s history of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis was next 
addressed. Even though she had been on Synthroid 
for a number of years, she still experienced significant 
hypothyroid symptoms, including dry skin, dry and brittle 
hair, improved but persistent fatigue and low energy, a 
tendency to gain weight easily, constipation, cold hands 
and feet, depression (which had plagued her for years), 
low sex drive, and difficulty concentrating, although that 
seemed to improve after clearing Epstein-Barr virus. Her 
basal temperature, taken during her menstrual period 
so it would not be influenced by ovulation, averaged 
96.4° F (35.8° C), which was quite low.

Without coming off any of her medications, Cynthia was 
cleared for specific sensitivities commonly involved with 
thyroiditis. The first was her prescription medication, 
Synthroid, and the various thyroid hormones, 
thyroglobulin, T2, T3, and T4. Many people are also 
sensitive to the thyroid gland itself, as was Cynthia. 
A sensitivity to the thyroid suggests a glandular 
imbalance or dysfunction. Clearing this will generally 
strengthen the gland, restore normal functioning, and 
dramatically increase the level of energy. Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis is an inflammation caused by an autoimmune 
reaction to one’s own thyroid gland and hormones. 
Clearing sensitivities to the hormones will frequently 
support the thyroid function in these individuals. We 
also cleared for iodine, a key sensitivity in those with 
thyroid dysfunction, as well as heavy metals and animal 
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and vegetable fat. At this point, most of her thyroid 
symptoms had diminished or disappeared. Although 
she continued taking Synthroid, her dosage has been 
substantially reduced.

When she was first evaluated, Cynthia was constantly 
taking antibiotics and was extremely fatigued and 
depressed. Her recovery was dramatic. Since she 
completed her BioSET sessions, she does not experience 
chronic fatigue and is no longer susceptible to infections. 
Now she considers herself healthy and normal for the 
first time in many years. She has plenty of energy, 
exercises regularly, and can read without getting 
confused or distracted. Her depression has lifted. The 
psychologist who referred her was so impressed that 
she has since sent many other patients suffering from 
depression and anxiety for BioSET interventions.
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Understanding  
the Immune System

Researchers and health care practitioners from many different disciplines 
emphasize the importance and complexity of the immune system and its 
interconnectedness with other systems of the body. Knowledge of the 
basic functioning of the immune system is important for those who suffer 
from, or are working to alleviate, allergies because the conventional 
view of allergic reactions is that they are the result of an overactive or 
hypersensitive immune system.

COMPONENTS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
The immune system does not have one central functional or regulating 

organ, as do most other systems of the body. For example, the circulatory 
system has the heart, the respiratory system has the lungs, and the 
urinary system has the kidneys. The immune system per se is dispersed 
throughout the body. The functional units of the immune system are the 
immune cells with the tissues supporting them. The primary function 
of the immune system is to recognize invaders and other cells and 
substances that are “not self,” distinguishing them from the body’s own 
cells. Anything foreign to the body is a potential enemy and considered 
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an antigen. Once the antigen has been identified, a complex immune 
response comes into play to neutralize the antigen and ultimately ready 
it for removal from the body.

The immune system is composed of the lymphatic vessels, the lymph 
nodes, and the lymph fluid they contain, as well as organs and glands 
such as the thymus, spleen, and tonsils. However, of central importance 
to the function of the immune system are the leukocytes, better known 
as white blood cells. The major categories of leukocytes include the 
lymphocytes, the polymorphonuclear cells (PMNs), monocytes, which 
mature into macrophages, and mast cells.

The thymus is the major gland of the immune system and is 
composed of two gray lobes that lie just below the thyroid gland and 
above the heart. The thymus is responsible for many immune system 
functions, including the maturation of T lymphocytes, which directly 
attack antigens without producing antibodies. The T lymphocytes are 
produced in the bone marrow (as are the B lymphocytes), a soft, spongy 
material located in the core of the major bones. The thymus gland 
releases hormones such as thymosin, thymopoietin, and serum thymic 
factor, which regulate other immune functions. When the levels of these 
hormones are low, a profile associated with depressed immunity occurs, 
and there is increased susceptibility to infection. Thymus hormones are 
often low in the elderly, particularly those who are prone to infection 
and possibly even to cancer.

The lymph fluid, along with the lymphatic vessels and lymph nodes, 
comprises one-sixth of the entire body by weight. Lymph fluid is the 
substance that fills the spaces between the cells. The major lymphatic 
vessels generally run parallel to the circulatory system’s blood vessels. 
The lymphatic system drains waste products from tissues and transports 
lymph to the lymph nodes where the fluid is filtered. Lymphocytes are 
transported in lymphatic fluid through the lymph nodes, small lumps of 
glandular tissue located along the lymph channels throughout the body. 
The lymph nodes are most noticeable in the armpits, groin, tonsils, and 
throat; behind the knees and other joints; at the base of the lungs; and in 
the abdomen. The cells most responsible for filtering the lymph are the 
macrophages, which are the guardians of the immune system, destroying 
bacteria, viruses, and other infectants. The lymph nodes also contain B 
lymphocytes, which produce antibodies in response to infectants.

The spleen, which is the largest mass of lymphatic tissue in the body 
at about seven ounces, lies in the upper left abdomen behind the lower 
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ribs. The spleen’s functions include producing white blood cells, which 
can engulf and destroy bacteria and cellular debris; destroying worn-
out blood cells and platelets; and serving as a blood reservoir. Like the 
thymus, the spleen releases many potent substances that enhance immune 
system function.

THE LYMPHOCYTES
Lymphocytes are perhaps the body’s best-known immune cells, 

attacking and inactivating or destroying invaders. There are two main 
classes of lymphocytes, the B cells and the T cells. B cells mature in 
the bone marrow. In B-cell immunity, the body develops circulating 
antibodies, molecules that are capable of attacking foreign agents. T 
cells mature in the thymus gland. T-cell immunity is also known as cell-
mediated immunity because the immune mechanism is controlled or 
mediated by these white blood cells instead of by way of antibodies.

Large numbers of activated T lymphocytes are formed that are 
specifically designed to destroy foreign agents. This type of immunity 
is important in the resistance to infection by parasites, yeasts, and 
viruses. If an individual is suffering from a chronic infection, it generally 
indicates that the cell-mediated immunity is not functioning as well as 
it should. Cell-mediated immunity can also help the body protect itself 
against cancer, autoimmune disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis, and 
allergies.

Among the lymphocytes, the T cells (short for “thymus lymphocytes”) 
orchestrate many different immune functions, most importantly cell-
mediated immunity. There are several different types of T cells. The 
helper T cells, also known as T4 lymphocytes, take no direct action in 
attacking or removing foreign invaders but instead help other white 
blood cells to neutralize and/or destroy antigens. The helper T cells 
assist both B cells and cytotoxic T cells. The suppressor T cells, on the 
other hand, inhibit white blood function. The cytotoxic T cells attack 
and destroy foreign tissue, cancer cells, and virus-infected cells. The 
cytotoxic T cells are given that name because of their ability to destroy 
cells that have become cancerous or infected with viruses. They are the 
body’s primary defense against cancer development. Some T cells become 
memory T cells, which retain their specific identification with a specific 
antigen and can persist for years.

The ratio of helper T cells to suppressor T cells has been used as a 
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determinant of overall T-cell function. If the ratio is too high, there is 
the possibility of autoimmune disorders like rheumatoid arthritis and 
lupus erythematosis. Both high and low T-cell ratios have been found in 
chronic fatigue problems. In HIV infections, the cells primarily targeted 
by the virus are the helper T cells, whose numbers significantly drop and 
cause the ratio of helper T cells to suppressor T cells to also drop.

The B lymphocytes, upon contact with an antigen and in concert 
with helper T cells, mature into plasma cells and memory B cells. Plasma 
cells are responsible for producing specific antibodies to specific antigens 
once they have contacted them with the assistance of helper T cells. The 
antibodies are large protein molecules that bind to specific antigens, 
which include foreign molecules, microbes such as bacteria, viruses and 
parasites, and tumor cells. Antibodies make it possible for phagocytes 
to engulf and swallow the identified antigens, thus eliminating them 
from the body. Some B cells become memory B cells, which retain their 
specific identification with a specific antigen. The resulting antigen-
specific memory B cells can last for years and possibly even a lifetime.

THE PMNS
There are three types of PMNs (polymorphonuclear cells). The 

neutrophils engulf infectants like bacteria and dead matter such as 
dead tumor cells. They are especially important in preventing bacterial 
infection. The eosinophils and basophils are involved in allergic 
conditions. They react by secreting histamines and other compounds 
that break down antigen-antibody complexes.

Like the macrophages, the neutrophils have a large appetite for foreign 
matter. Instead of congregating in the spleen and liver as the macrophages 
do, they remain in the blood, where they are far more numerous than 
macrophages. Their principal role is to attack and destroy antigen-
antibody complexes, also known as circulating immune complexes (CICs). 
At the same time, they send out chemicals that trigger inflammation 
and summon other defensive cells to act upon the inflammation. If the 
response is exaggerated, it can trigger an autoimmune reaction.

Eosinophils tend to show up at sites of allergic reaction and parasitic 
infection. They secrete histamine, an immune mediator, and other 
enzymes that cause tissue inflammation and protect the tissue’s cells 
from other immune elements, such as inflammatory chemicals released 
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by the neutrophils. They can also devour the allergen that caused the 
original allergic reaction.

The surface of the basophil cell is coated with special antibodies 
called IgE. If a foreign antigen bumps against a basophil that carries an 
antibody to that particular antigen, the antigen will become bound to 
the basophil. This is the antigen-antibody response, which can trigger 
the release of the allergic mediator histamine that causes blood vessels 
to dilate and allows neutrophils and eosinophils to reach the trouble 
spot very rapidly.

OTHER IMMUNE CELLS
The monocytes are large white blood cells that develop from stem cells 

in the bone marrow and clear up debris after infection. When monocytes 
are released into the blood, they migrate to different tissues, where they 
mature into macrophages. Fully mature macrophages are located in the 
liver, spleen, and lymph nodes. There they have the crucial function 
of distinguishing between “self” and “not self”—between the body’s 
own cells and intrusive microorganisms. How they do this, however, 
is still largely unknown. These large cells function as the body’s first 
line of defense, scavenging for and engulfing foreign particles including 
bacteria, viruses, and cellular debris.

The greatest accumulation of macrophages, also known as Kupffer 
cells, is in the liver, where they play an active role in helping the organ clear 
viruses from the blood. When the liver is disrupted, the immune system 
is disrupted as well. This can result in some of the various symptoms 
of autoimmune disorders. Macrophages also accumulate in tissues that 
are injured or inflamed, where they seek out infectious substances or 
irritants. For example, when they encounter a bacteria or a fungus, they 
surround the substance and secrete an enzyme that destroys it.

Mast cells take up residence in tissues surrounding the blood vessels 
and nerves and release a number of substances, including histamines and 
prostaglandins. These substances are involved in many allergic reactions. 
The mast cells are very similar to the basophils, becoming coated with 
IgE and secreting immune mediators, which cause inflammation and 
other allergic symptoms. However, they are located in the tissues and 
not in the blood.
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FUNCTIONING OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
The body’s first line of defense, the macrophages, eliminates foreign 

bodies, waste materials, pathogenic organisms, nonfunctioning cells, 
and toxins from the body. This process is of extreme importance. 
Unfortunately, chronic exposure to ingested medications such as 
antibiotics, various antigens, and environmental toxins can inhibit 
macrophage activity. When the macrophages are inhibited, the residues, 
antigens, and metabolic wastes accumulate in the body and can cause 
chronic illness. In particular, the inhibition of the macrophages may 
mobilize other parts of the immune system to attack the CICs, which can 
lead, as discussed earlier, to an autoimmune response. Digestive enzymes, 
particularly proteolytic (i.e., protein-digesting) enzymes, can interrupt 
the formation of these pathogenic immune complexes and activate 
the macrophages. Detoxification can potentially decrease the load of 
toxins and therefore the number of CICs that develop. Additionally, 
desensitization techniques can help prevent or eliminate the acquisition 
of sensitivities and the CICs that form in response to them.

As previously discussed, the immune system is made up of circulating 
components that are capable of acting at sites far removed from their 
original source. The thymus gland, bone marrow, and lymph nodes are 
all major immune system centers. Also, the brain has been theorized to 
transmit electrochemical signals along the nerves to stimulate immune 
responses to areas that become sites of infection.

Both B and T cells are produced in the bone marrow, although 
T cells develop in the thymus gland. At any given time, the thymus 
is preparing tens of millions of T cells. As discussed above, the T 
cells have a number of different functions, including recognizing the 
different antigens that appear in the body. The helper T cell, or T4 

lymphocyte, carries no antibody weaponry but instead directs other T 
cells. When a macrophage attacks bacteria, it simultaneously secretes an 
immune mediator called interleukin-1, which excites the T4 lymphocyte. 
Interleukin-1 communicates with the brain, instructing it to raise the 
body’s temperature, thereby causing a fever that further stimulates the 
immune system. The T4 cell releases interleukin-2, which stimulates the 
T8 lymphocyte. The T8 cell, known as the “killer T cell,” dissolves the 
bacterial cell wall and then moves on. Without a cell wall, the components 
of the cell become separated from each other and pass into the lymph 
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fluid and bloodstream. The macrophages are then able to “clean up” the 
debris.

Antibodies, which are proteins made by B lymphocytes, match the 
different antigens that enter the body. They melt holes in these invading 
microorganisms and bind to them, forming antigen-antibody complexes 
that are large enough for neutrophils and macrophages to locate and 
destroy. At the same time, the T4 lymphocyte produces a substance 
called interferon, which regulates the extent and speed of these activities. 
Interferons are produced by a variety of other cells in response to the 
presence of a virus. The T4 lymphocyte simply keeps the process going, 
and the macrophages clean up the debris, including antigen-antibody 
complexes.

If the antigen-antibody complexes grow too large, however, the 
macrophages cannot destroy them, and they attach to different tissue 
cells, creating inflammation and causing autoimmune reactions. 
Enzymes, especially proteolytic enzymes (also known as proteases), 
are instrumental in fighting antigens and preventing the production 
of CICs. Good digestion is paramount because it prevents undigested 
food particles from entering the bloodstream. In addition, interferons 
stimulate B cell antibody production, enhance the production of T8 killer 
cells, and slow the growth of the body’s own cells in the infected area to 
limit the number of new cells available for infection and to impede the 
formation of tumors.

In review, this is how the battle proceeds. Once it has penetrated the 
body, the virus attacks cells and tissues. Many of the viruses are trapped 
and consumed by macrophages, which secrete interleukin-1, activating 
the helper T cells and alerting them to the invasion. Once activated, the 
helper T cells begin to multiply and release interleukin-2, which in turn 
stimulates the production of more helper T cells as well as killer T cells. 
As their numbers increase, the helper T cells release a substance called 
B cell growth factor, which stimulates the production of B cells and in 
turn produces immune mediating antibodies such as IgA, IgM, IgG, and 
IgE. The antibodies bind to the viruses and create large complexes (CICs) 
that are easy prey for the macrophages. The body cells that have been 
infected with the viruses are attacked by the killer T cells, which sacrifice 
themselves before they can turn into other viruses. The macrophages 
devour both the viruses and their antibodies. If they are not destroyed, 
the CICs can become bigger and bigger and lodge in an organ, such as 
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the kidney or colon, or in joints. Here they can cause an autoimmune 
reaction, which creates the immune disorders described in this book.

RESULTS OF IMMUNE SYSTEM DYSFUNCTION
When the immune system is not functioning properly, a number of 

problems may develop, some of which are apparent and others more 
subtle. More and more researchers and health care practitioners are 
acknowledging the role of immune dysfunction in many unexplained 
illnesses. When the immune system responds appropriately and quickly, 
it is able to resist and often prevent the establishment of an infection. 
However, the immune response may be impaired either functionally 
or because of a pathologic state, such as acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome (AIDS) from HIV infection. When the response is inadequate, 
the result can be as simple as an infection from a virus causing the 
common cold, to a more serious autoimmune problem, such as rheumatoid 
arthritis, lupus erythematosis, or even cancer.

An underlying cause of immune system dysfunction is poor digestion 
resulting in sensitivities or reactivities. When the body does not digest 
food properly, the undigested food can be directly absorbed into the 
bloodstream, and the immune system targets it as a foreign invader and 
starts attacking it. This antigen-antibody response creates CICs, which 
can inhibit certain immune system backup mechanisms from functioning 
and ultimately cause autoimmune problems. In autoimmune disorders, 
such as rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, thyroiditis, and lupus 
erythematosis, the immune system appears to have lost its ability to 
distinguish between “self” and “not self.” Actually, the immune system 
is attacking the CICs that have become lodged in different parts of the 
body, in the body’s own tissues, attacking these tissues as if they were 
antigens. In so doing, the immune response destroys its own healthy cells 
and tissues.

The incidence of autoimmune disorders is thought to be higher 
in women, possibly because of hormonal influences on the immune 
system as well as resulting hormonal sensitivities. BioSET practitioners 
have found that women are very often sensitive to their own hormones. 
This may create imbalances, deficiencies, and symptoms in women of 
all ages. When an individual is immunocompromised, they become 
immunosuppressed, and the immune system’s function is decreased. 
Viruses and other invading organisms can reproduce actively in the body 
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and create a fertile environment for the accumulation of other pathogens. 
As the disruptive agents become stronger, symptoms appear and increase. 
If the immune system cannot destroy them, they will ultimately destroy 
the body.

THE BIOSET APPROACH TO IMMUNE HEALTH
Enzymes are active participants in the immune system and T cell–

mediated activity. For example, proteolytic enzymes circulating in the 
bloodstream can help fight infections within the body and thereby support 
immune health. Also, adequate digestive enzymes can help prevent the 
absorption of large macromolecules directly into the bloodstream by 
more fully breaking down ingested foods and helping reduce “leaky gut 
syndrome.” With increased toxicity in the body, there can be a functional 
impairment of the immune response and possibly the further development 
of CICs. For many individuals, BioSET detoxification can therefore be 
helpful in encouraging optimal immune health. Further, if individuals are 
reacting to, for example, their thymus gland and its hormones, the gland 
may not function normally. BioSET can be used to clear the reactions to 
the gland and its hormones, causing a noticeable improvement in immune 
activity. BioSET desensitization may also decrease various unnecessary 
immune responses by correcting the immune system’s recognition of 
various substances.
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P A R T  2
Allergens and Other Reactants: 
Causes of Immune Dysfunction
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C H A P T E R  4

Food Sensitivities

You probably know the feeling—those certain foods that your gut (both 
metaphorically and physically) tells you it would just be better to avoid. 
Perhaps they leave you bloated or cause indigestion or gas. Perhaps you 
wake up with a headache or congestion after eating them. Perhaps you 
crave them, even while knowing you will pay later for the momentary 
sense of satisfaction. We all have felt a number of varied symptoms at 
some time from eating foods we could not tolerate or to which we were 
sensitive. Food sensitivities are some of the most common sensitivities—
whether they are to food types, constituents that make up the foods, or 
the numerous substances that can be added to them.

Food sensitivities are also one of the most common underlying causes 
of chronic immune disorders, causing fatigue, nausea, fogginess, muscle 
aches, bloating, and depression. BioSET has been a very successful means 
to resolving these food sensitivities.

“Like a new person”

Linda, a thirty-five-year-old school teacher, complained 
of mild to moderate asthma, with frequent cases of 
bronchitis and coughing throughout the year. She 
also had problems with extreme weight gain, bloating 
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and abdominal swelling, chronic fatigue, and difficulty 
handling stress. Six years before, she had been 
diagnosed with Epstein-Barr virus. She was hopeful that 
BioSET could help her. She had very little strength and 
needed all of it that she could summon to deal with her 
students.

An enzyme evaluation was performed, and the first 
things I noted were a possible thyroid imbalance, as well 
as kidney and lymphatic stress. Kidney and lymphatic 
stress often manifest with fatigue and depression. 
Linda’s testing also evidenced a calcium deficiency and 
possible sensitivity to calcium itself, which may include 
sensitivity to milk and possibly an inability to absorb 
calcium very well. She also demonstrated signs of low 
adrenal function, poor carbohydrate metabolism, and 
an irritable bowel.

On the postprandial enzyme examination, it was noted 
that she had difficulty digesting proteins, fats, and 
carbohydrates. The detoxifying evaluation indicated 
she had high levels of toxicity, causing toxic stress and 
stagnation.

Enzymes were recommended to aid in the digestion of 
protein, fat, and carbohydrates, as were enzyme-based 
kidney, immune-supporting, and adrenal formulas to 
support optimal function of those organs/systems.

Subsequent sensitivity testing found that she was 
sensitive to many of the more common substances, 
especially vitamin A and beta carotene, the B vitamins, 
minerals, and sugars. She was also sensitive to vitamin 
C and fruits. She was then cleared with BioSET for these 
basic sensitivities. The sugars were resistant to clearing, 
so I taught her to do self-treatments for some of the 
sugars and other carbohydrates.

The BioSET clearings at the clinic and home helped in 
reducing her craving for sweet food items, which for her 
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was quite an accomplishment, based on her past history 
with food. For example, she confessed to me one day 
she had eaten the following: for breakfast, she had a 
blueberry bagel and instant lemonade; for lunch, apple 
sauce and chocolate cake; and for dinner, shredded 
wheat cereal and milk, followed by ice cream and a 
persimmon. Although she acknowledged that her diet 
was virtually devoid of any nutritional value, she said 
she really did not care and did not intend to change it. 
After the BioSET clearings for sugars, her diet did not 
improve but her cravings for sugary foods decreased, 
and she felt more hopeful about the outcome of our 
sessions.

After the basic sensitivities were cleared, Linda took a 
break from BioSET. When she returned sometime later, 
she was retested. To her amazement, many foods to 
which she had been sensitive had now cleared, even 
after her time off. She was now found to be sensitive 
to other items, including the hormones adrenalin, 
estrogen, testosterone, T2, T3, and T4. She was cleared 
for these, as well as some additional foods to which she 
was reactive.

After another hiatus, she returned and reported that 
in her entire life she had never felt as good as she 
now did. Her diet had improved, and she had plenty of 
energy. She was happy to get up in the morning, was 
much more focused, and now was enjoying teaching 
her students.

By clearing many of the basic sensitivities, which took 
about a month, most of her food sensitivities were 
resolved, and her health was restored. When she 
returned a month later, she was like a new person. 
One should not underestimate the importance of food 
sensitivities, especially in those suffering from chronic 
fatigue, because their problems are so often rooted in 
food sensitivities.
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CARBOHYDRATES: SUGARS AND STARCHES
Most people eat far too many sugars and carbohydrates in general, 

particularly those who are sugar intolerant or sensitive. Carbohydrates 
are merely simple sugars that can be linked together into polymers. The 
body requires a continual intake of carbohydrates to feed the brain, which 
uses glucose (one type of simple sugar) as its primacy energy source. In 
fact, the brain gobbles up more than two-thirds of the circulating glucose 
in the bloodstream while you are at rest.

The body continually takes carbohydrates and converts them into 
glucose. Carbohydrates not immediately used by the body will be stored in 
the form of glycogen (a long string of glucose molecules linked together). 
The body has two primary storage sites for glycogen: the liver and the 
muscles. The glycogen stored in the muscles is inaccessible to the brain. 
Only the glycogen stored in the liver can be broken down and sent back 
to the bloodstream to maintain adequate blood sugar levels for proper 
brain function. Once the glycogen levels are filled in both the liver and 
the muscles, excess carbohydrates have just one fate: to be converted 
into fat and stored in the adipose tissue, that is to say, in the fat cells. 
In a nutshell, even though carbohydrates themselves are fat-free, excess 
carbohydrates end up as excess fat.

Any meal or snack high in carbohydrates will cause a rapid rise in 
glucose. To adjust for this rapid rise, the pancreas secretes the hormone 
insulin into the bloodstream. Insulin then lowers the levels of blood 
glucose. Insulin is essentially a storage hormone, evolved to put aside 
excess carbohydrate calories in the form of fat in case of starvation. So 
the release of insulin into the bloodstream that is stimulated by excess 
carbohydrates aggressively promotes the accumulation of body fat.

In other words, when we eat too many carbohydrates, we are 
essentially sending a hormonal message, via insulin, to the body and 
specifically to the adipose cells. The message being sent is, “Store fat.” 
Not only do increased insulin levels tell the body to store carbohydrates 
as fat, but they also tell it not to release any stored fat. This makes it 
impossible for you to use your own stored body fat for energy. So the 
excess carbohydrates in your diet not only make you fat, but they also 
make sure you stay fat. Eating too many carbohydrates causes stress on 
the hormonal system and throws the body out of balance.

For anyone with sensitivities or an immune system already under stress, 
sugars can put additional stress on the immune system. Carbohydrate 
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sensitivities, and most especially sensitivities to dairy products, appear to 
be a common cause of the buildup of mucus. The most common sugars 
in foods include the simple sugars (monosaccharides) fructose (found in 
fruit) and glucose, and the disaccharides lactose (made from one glucose 
and one galactose molecule and found in dairy products) and maltose 
(made of two glucose molecules and found in grains, pasta, breads, 
cereals, and vegetables).

In practice, it has been seen that children’s immune systems may be 
compromised by excessive amounts of carbohydrates. These children burn 
themselves out more quickly, and their energy fades during a particular 
time of the day. They lack prolonged focus and attention, and they crave 
sugar and other carbohydrates. For children with chronic coughing, 
much of the coughing stops soon after they refrain from eating excessive 
carbohydrates. Clearing with BioSET for carbohydrates diminishes both 
the craving and the coughing.

Carbohydrates in general and sugars in particular appear to be foods 
that are associated with pathogens such as bacteria and fungi. Sugars 
seem to encourage the expression of these pathogens. This may often 
commence in a cycle of ear, sinus, or bronchial infections.

In those with sensitivities to one or more carbohydrates, it is also 
important to clear and desensitize sensitivities to amino acids as well. 
People who are sensitive to one or all of the amino acids do not absorb or 
digest them properly and cannot utilize them. This results in a craving for 
sugars because the body is not able to absorb sugars without the necessary 
amino acids. Fifty percent of our protein is converted to sugars, another 
reason that sensitivities to amino acids may increase sugar craving. 
Because the brain requires a constant supply of glucose, it is important 
to check for and clear sensitivities to amino acids and proteins as well 
as to carbohydrates.

When large amounts of carbohydrates are eaten, B vitamins and 
minerals, especially potassium, are depleted. People who have sensitivities 
to B vitamins do not get enough because the body is unable to adequately 
absorb and use them. For these people, it is important to clear the B 
vitamin sensitivities with BioSET before the sugar sensitivity is cleared. 
Otherwise, their already low levels of B vitamins may be further depleted. 
B vitamin deficiency can cause depression, mental fatigue, low energy, 
and exhaustion.

In addition to being strongly linked to fungal infection, sensitivities to 
carbohydrates may also be responsible for bloating in many people. People 
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who are sensitive to B vitamins and carbohydrates are especially likely 
to suffer fungal infections. The craving for carbohydrates and especially 
sugars is often a result of B vitamin sensitivities and consequently B 
vitamin deficiencies. Thus, when people describe a craving of complex 
carbohydrates, BioSET practitioners will determine if there are B vitamin, 
amino acid, and carbohydrate sensitivities.

FATS
Fats must be well digested in order for the body to utilize the fatty 

acids necessary for the health of the nervous system. Fatty acids are 
intimately involved in the control of neurotransmitters and assist in the 
manufacture and secretion of vital hormones in the thyroid, adrenal, and 
pituitary glands. They also act as antioxidants and inhibit the secretion 
of acid in the stomach. Clearing sensitivities to fats can be very beneficial 
to individuals with chronic immune disorders.

DAIRY PRODUCTS
Sensitivity to dairy products such as milk, yogurt, and cheese is one 

of the most common and widely recognized forms of food sensitivity. 
Dairy product sensitivities often can be reduced or resolved by clearing 
sensitivities to calcium, milk casein, and lactose. With a combination 
of BioSET desensitization and the appropriate full-spectrum vegetarian 
digestive enzymes emphasizing the digestion of sugars and starches, 
sensitivities to or intolerance of dairy products can be eliminated.

EGGS
People sensitive to eggs usually react to the egg white, which contains 

several proteins, including albumin. Egg sensitivities can cause varied 
digestive problems, headaches, arthritis pain, and eczema. Clearing 
amino acids may often eliminate sensitivity to eggs. For example, when 
a patient called Janie was two years old, she began experiencing both 
a craving for eggs and simultaneously developed a constant collection 
of mucus in her throat, making it necessary for her to clear her throat 
on a regular basis. This symptom became more apparent as she grew 
older, and by age three she began to continually complain about this to 
her parents. Her parents brought her to the BioSET clinic for sensitivity 
testing and clearing. When she was cleared for amino acids using BioSET, 
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her excess mucus was resolved, and interestingly enough, her craving for 
eggs significantly diminished.

SOY PRODUCTS
The soybean is increasingly used as a source of protein globally. 

However, this increased use of soy in many food products can frequently 
lead to a sensitivity. Some symptoms commonly caused by sensitivity to 
soybeans and products containing soy include severe gas, bloating, and 
asthma.

Soy products also contain weak plant estrogens called phytoestrogens 
that bind to estrogen-sensitive cells, thus reducing the number of sites 
to which natural estrogen can attach. By binding to estrogen receptors, 
phytoestrogens may limit the effects of environmental estrogens and 
estrogen-like substances. Because of this, plant estrogens might also help 
to reduce menopausal symptoms. For this reason, many women begin 
adding soy to their diet as they enter their premenopausal years. Thus, 
eating soy and soy-containing products may also reduce or eliminate the 
need for estrogen replacement drug therapy, commonly recommended to 
postmenopausal women.

But instead of reaping the benefits of soy, many women often complain 
of feeling bogged down by reactions to these foods. Many mothers whose 
children suffer from chronic ear infections or eczema take their children 
off milk early in life and put them on soymilk. The mothers mean 
well, but this practice can result in children who develop chronic upper 
respiratory infections or an increased incidence of eczema.

Soy is a main ingredient in many nondairy milk and cheese products, 
nonwheat flours, and many types of vegetarian “meats.” There are new 
products becoming available all the time. Soy lecithin is often used in 
making candies to prevent drying and to help emulsify the fats. Clearing 
lecithin often clears a chocolate sensitivity. Soy is also used in many other 
foods. Soy flour is used in hard candies, fudge, nut candies, and caramels. 
Some bakeries use soymilk instead of cow’s milk in recipes. Soy products 
are used in custards and coffee substitutes as well as other household 
products, such as varnish, paints, enamels, printing ink, massage creams, 
celluloid, paper finishes, cloth, nitroglycerin, dog food, adhesives, soap, 
fertilizer, automobile parts, textiles, and lubricating oil. Ford Motor 
Company has used soybeans to make plastics for window frames, steering 
wheels, and other automotive parts. They even used soy to make a rubber 
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substitute and an upholstery fabric. As soy and soy-containing products 
become increasingly more common in our environment, it is important 
that sensitive people be cleared for these.

GRAINS
Corn is a grain to which many people are sensitive. In fact, it is one 

of the most common sensitivities today. Many foods contain corn in 
the form of cornstarch and corn syrup. Many prepared foods contain 
cornstarch, such as many Chinese dishes, baking powder, and toothpaste. 
Additionally, cornstarch is often used as the binding ingredient in 
medicinal pills and nutritional supplements, including aspirin, Tylenol, 
and other kinds of drugs. Corn syrup is a common sweetener found in 
many soft drinks. Corn is found in food mixes, canned foods, and foods 
cooked in corn oil. Corn silk is used in many cosmetics and makeup 
products.

Wheat sensitivity, especially if coupled with a sensitivity to corn, 
may cause many health problems. Wheat sensitivity may cause symptoms 
ranging from fatigue to eczema, arthritis pain, digestive problems, colitis, 
food cravings, and brain fog. BioSET has been successful in completely 
clearing wheat sensitivities by clearing for maltose (a sugar that occurs 
naturally in wheat), B vitamins, amino acids, and gluten.

Barley, oats, and rye are other grains to which we can also be 
sensitive. Like wheat, they contain gluten. Sensitivities to these grains 
may result in symptoms of the digestive system, such as bloating and gas, 
and of the skin, oftentimes dry skin and eczema.

FRUITS
Each of us can potentially develop a sensitivity to any fruit. People 

can be sensitive to all types of fruits, including apples, bananas, grapes, 
pears, melons, pineapples, strawberries, kiwi, papaya, and mangos. 
Interestingly, one can be sensitive to certain varieties of mangos and not 
to others. Many children drink an enormous amount of apple juice, which 
can be mucus-forming if they are sensitive. Bananas can have the same 
effect. Consequently, both apple juice and bananas can be a particular 
problem for asthmatics. The chemicals that are sprayed on fruit can also 
be problematic. Clearing for these, vitamin C, and carbohydrates often 
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clears these fruit sensitivities, as well as clearing for salicylates and acids, 
all common constituents of fruits.

PEANUTS
The peanut is a common allergen that is widely used in many 

food products. The incidence of peanut allergies has risen in the last 
decade, perhaps because of the increased use of peanut products and of 
peanut butter as a source of protein. Research has indicated that many 
mothers use peanut butter to supplement their own protein intake while 
breastfeeding. Because peanut allergen is secreted in breast milk, this can 
create a sensitivity in the breast-fed child.

Reactions from peanuts include mucus formation, asthma attacks, 
and anaphylactic shock. An anaphylactic allergic response is beyond the 
scope of this book; anyone experiencing what might be an anaphylactic 
reaction should immediately seek out medical attention. A peanut 
sensitivity can also induce migraines and digestive problems, which can 
be cleared with BioSET. Other nuts to watch out for are cashews, pecans, 
and walnuts.

PLANTS IN THE NIGHTSHADE FAMILY
Eggplants, potatoes, tomatoes, and peppers are all members of the 

nightshade family. Sensitivities can develop to any of them. Nightshades 
can act as irritants for those with arthritis or joint pain, can induce 
migraines, and can cause digestive problems. Sometimes a condition that 
has been diagnosed as arthritis is actually a sensitivity to one of these 
foods. Studies have indicated that sensitivity to eggplant can be linked 
to allergies to grasses, ragweed, birch, and animal dander.

VEGETABLES
Sensitivities can arise to vegetables other than those in the nightshade 

family. Onions and peppers are sometimes a problem, as well as yams, 
cucumbers, and carrots. Sensitivity to carrots can induce asthma, 
migraines, or eczema. Sometimes clearing for vitamin A will clear a 
sensitivity to carrots without having to clear for the carrots themselves.

Sensitivities to dried beans can cause digestive problems that are 
familiar to many. However, they can also lead to headaches or migraines. 
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The beans people are most often sensitive to include are garbanzo, 
kidney, and pinto beans.

FISH, SEAFOOD, POULTRY, AND MEAT
Fish and seafood can cause significant reactions, including eczema, 

asthma, migraines, digestive problems, sinus congestion, gout, and 
arthritis. Shellfish allergy is one of the most common sensitivities, 
affecting an estimated 2.5 percent of Americans.12 Some people are 
allergic to all shellfish, others only to certain kinds. Shrimp, crab, 
and lobster cause most shellfish allergies. Symptoms range from mild 
reactions, such as hives or nasal congestion, or more-severe and even life-
threatening conditions. For some people, even a tiny amount of shellfish 
can cause a serious reaction. Turkey, chicken, and pheasant are common 
sensitivities, although chicken seems to be the most common. Sensitivity 
to turkey is sometimes a reaction to the amino acid tryptophan, which 
occurs naturally in turkey and other meats. Tryptophan is a precursor 
to the neurotransmitter serotonin. Sensitivity to tryptophan may cause 
a deficiency of serotonin, which may produce feelings of depression, 
tiredness, and mental fogginess.

CHOCOLATE, CAFFEINE, AND COFFEE
Chocolate and caffeine are common sensitivities. A craving for 

chocolate is usually indicative of a chocolate sensitivity. Caffeine is found 
in obvious sources, such as coffee and tea, but is also a hidden ingredient 
in some soft drinks and over-the-counter medications. Sensitivity to 
caffeine or chocolate may cause migraines, arthritis pain, heartburn 
and reflux, breast tenderness, asthma, coughing, and sinus congestion. 
Coffee, tea, and caffeine can be cleared with BioSET, which often reduces 
the cravings and many symptoms mentioned above. Many people report 
increased incidence of headaches immediately after they stop drinking 
coffee. BioSET can often prevent this from occurring if one is cleared of 
the sensitivity to caffeine before discontinuing it.

SALT
Clearing sensitivity to salt can be a significant step in clearing 

sensitivities to other foods. Foods high in sodium include watermelon, 
celery, pineapples, kelp, shellfish, and many processed foods. Sodium 
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sensitivities can cause water retention, high blood pressure, headaches, 
and coughs. It has been said that there is a correlation between levels 
of sodium intake and bronchial activity, asthmatic symptoms, and 
mortality, especially among men.13

SPICES
Sensitivities to certain types of spices are very common. Garlic is a 

common sensitivity, although it is regarded by many to be a healthy food. 
BioSET practitioners have seen asthmatics who began wheezing after 
eating excessive amounts of garlic. Garlic may also cause indigestion, 
bloating, and headaches. Other spices commonly found to which 
individuals can become sensitive include cinnamon, cardamom, curry 
powders, dill, ginger, mustard, oregano, paprika, black pepper, cayenne 
pepper, rosemary, sage, and tarragon.

SALICYLATES
Salicylates are chemicals that are found naturally in foods and are 

also added to foods as a preservative. Salicylates may trigger asthmatic 
attacks and can cause digestive problems, nasal congestion, sleep 
problems, canker sores, and hyperactivity. Most sensitive individuals do 
not react every time the food is eaten unless it is consumed in excessive 
amounts, so usually foods containing these chemicals can be tolerated 
in a rotation diet, but not if eaten daily.

Salicylates are found in a variety of fruits, including apples, apricots, 
blackberries, boysenberries, cantaloupe, cherries, cranberries, currents, 
dates, guava, grapes, loganberries, orange pineapple, plum, dark red 
raspberries, frozen strawberries, gooseberries, and currants. They are 
also found in many other members of and products derived from the plant 
kingdom, including chicory, chili peppers, endive, mushrooms, sweet and 
green peppers, radishes, tomato paste, tomato sauce, zucchini, almonds, 
peanuts, water chestnuts, bay leaves, basil, caraway, champagne, chili 
flakes, chili powder, ginger root, mint, nutmeg, cloves, green olives, 
white pepper, peppermint, port, tea bags, herbal teas, vanilla flavoring, 
and wine vinegar. A variety of crackers, some cereals, cake mixes, 
muffins, biscuits, cakes, coffee, pastries, tobacco, mayonnaise, ketchup, 
dessert and other gelatins, candies, chewing gum, and corned beef have 
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salicylates added to them as well. Of course, aspirin also contains a 
salicylate in the form of acetylsalicylic acid.

FLUORIDE
Fluoride is found naturally in certain foods and added to the water 

supply in many areas. Fluoride is added to 70 percent of the US water 
supply.14 There have been many studies highlighting the adverse effects 
of fluoride on water. It has been suggested that children who drink this 
water suffer from decreased cognitive function. A study has even linked 
fluoride to lower IQ scores in children.15 Although much has been written 
about the benefits of fluoride, people should educate themselves about 
the possible dangers as well.

FOOD ADDITIVES
Many food additives can cause reactions. These include sulfites, 

MSG, hydrolyzed vegetable protein, and sodium nitrite. Sulfites in high 
concentrations sometimes pose problems for people with severe asthma.16 
Sulfites are used as preservatives in salad bars and shellfish bars. They 
are also found in wines, both red and white.

Most food additives are listed on the labels of prepared foods, but 
small amounts of substances, per US law, do not have to be mentioned. 
For this reason, sensitive people can eat something they are sensitive to 
without being aware of it. For instance, preservatives such as butylated 
hydroxyanisole (BHA) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), which are 
used in packaging, may cause reactions in sensitive people who eat the 
food contained in that packaging.

Monosodium glutamate (MSG) has been used for many years 
as a flavor enhancer for a variety of prepared foods at home and in 
restaurants. MSG is manufactured by a fermentation process that uses 
starch, beet sugar, cane sugar or molasses, and a nitrogen source, such as 
wheat gluten. MSG is a sodium salt of glutamic acid, which is an amino 
acid that is found naturally in our bodies and constitutes a large part 
of the proteins found in a number of foods, such as cheese, meat, peas, 
mushrooms, and milk. MSG may cause migraines, visual disturbances, 
erratic behavior, asthma, hives, and even severe anaphylactic reactions.17 
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has studied many of 
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the reported adverse effects of MSG but still considers it to be a safe 
ingredient.

In the United States, any packaged food containing MSG as a separate 
ingredient must indicate that on the label. You can look for MSG in dips, 
soup mixes, stews, gravy, sauces, and prepared meats, poultry, fish and 
vegetables. In restaurants that claim they do not use MSG or will not add 
it to your food upon request, you might still get MSG that is already in 
the commercial sauces or spice mixes they use.

People who are sensitive to MSG may be sensitive to other glutamate 
products as well. As is the case with MSG, the other glutamate products 
do not have to be listed separately as ingredients if they are a component 
of another commonly used ingredient, such as hydrolyzed vegetable 
protein. This can have serious consequences for people who are sensitive 
and have no way of knowing that they are eating these additives. Food 
ingredients that contain glutamate include autolyzed yeast, yeast extract, 
textured vegetable protein, flavoring or other natural flavorings, and 
potassium glutamate. Hydrolyzed vegetable protein contains 5 to 20 
percent glutamate and is used in place of MSG as a flavor enhancer in 
many foods, such as canned tuna, dried soup mixes, canned vegetables, 
and processed meats.

Since it is difficult to avoid MSG and the other glutamates completely, 
it is best to clear for them if you are sensitive. BioSET has had excellent 
results in clearing for sensitivities to MSG, the other glutamates, and 
food additives.

Gums, such as acacia, karaya, xanthan, and tragacanth, are another 
kind of additive that can cause problems. Gums are usually added to 
prepared foods as a thickening agent. They are found in many foods, 
including yogurt, candy bars, cottage cheese, soft drinks, soy sauce, 
barbecue sauce, macaroni and cheese, and other ready-made foods.

Some other problematic additives are benzoic acid, which is a food 
preservative for oranges, and hexamethylenetetramine, a preservative 
found in canned fruit. Sodium pyrophosphate gives a red color to meat, 
especially processed meats. Sodium phenolphenolates, sodium sulfite, 
sorbic acid, urethane (used in wine manufacturing), and carbamide (which 
is used to inhibit sprouting in potatoes) may all induce reactivities.

Food colorings or food dyes are another group of additives that can 
trigger numerous reactions in sensitive individuals. Many candies, such 
as jellybeans and hard candies, contain large amounts of coloring. Even 
foods sold in natural food stores may contain coloring. Reactions to 
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food coloring can be of various intensities, ranging from a runny nose, 
insomnia, and coughing to severe constriction of the air passageways, 
fever, hives, migraines, hyperactivity, depression, and attention deficit 
disorder (ADD).18 For example, tartrazine or yellow food dye #5 may 
cause severe hypersensitivity reactions and might trigger hyperactivity 
and other behavior effects in children. It is found in numerous bakery 
goods, beverages, candies, cereals, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals.

Pesticides can also be considered a food additive. They are 
particularly distressing because they are everywhere. Pesticide reactions 
can cause headaches, arthritis, breast pain, skin reactions, depression, 
hyperactivity, and irritability. Pesticides are difficult to get rid of once 
they are in the environment. Even pesticides banned many years ago, 
such as DDT, still exist as residues in the soil and in the human body.

As an example, John, a fifty-year-old gentleman who tested positive 
for HIV, suffered from severe fatigue and depression. He grew up on a 
farm and had helped his father spray the plants and trees with pesticides. 
His symptoms were dramatically reduced after he was cleared for 
pesticides to which he was highly sensitive.

Of course, we should eat foods that are free of pesticides when 
possible, but pesticides are so pervasive in the environment that they are 
very difficult to avoid. For this reason, we should always clear individuals 
for sensitivities to them.

ALCOHOL
Alcoholic beverages such as beer, wine, and liquor cause disturbances 

for many people, and alcohol is often the root cause of the problem. 
Clearing for sugars and phenolics can usually clear sensitivity to alcohol. 
Often the craving for alcohol is really a craving for sugar. BioSET has 
success clearing for alcohol, and when combined with other interventions, 
it has been instrumental in helping many individuals with alcoholism.

Alcohol sensitivity can weaken the bones by reducing the body’s 
ability to make new bone to replace normal losses. It can lead to arthritis 
pain, headaches, kidney stones, candida infections, and bloating, and 
trigger asthma. Many people sensitive to alcohol also suffer from 
insomnia and depression. Wines contain other ingredients that can be 
problematic as well, such as sulfites, which we discussed above, and 
histamines, which will be addressed below. Alcoholic beverages made 
from grains are problematic for anyone sensitive to those grains. Because 
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beer and wine are both made with yeast, they can lead to problems for 
anyone with fungal sensitivities.

WATER
Surprisingly enough, some people react to their drinking water. One 

woman reported that she thought she was sensitive to the bottled spring 
water she was drinking. Every time she drank it, she coughed. When she 
was tested, it was found she was indeed sensitive to that water. When 
she stopped drinking it, her cough went away and her mucus production 
diminished significantly. Most people who have water sensitivities seem 
to be sensitive to their tap water, but there are a smaller percentage of 
people that are reactive to bottled water. Clearing for your own tap water 
is something BioSET recommends for those with asthma, severe bloating, 
eczema, or hives.

PHENOLICS AND OTHER BIOCHEMICALS
Phenolics, which are found in many foods, are a class of aromatic 

compounds that have in common a specific structural component called 
a benzene ring. Phenolics give foods much of their flavor and aroma and 
can also be added to foods to give them additional color and help prevent 
spoilage. Some phenolics help in the germination of seeds and others 
protect plants against invaders such as insects and molds.

Phenolics and other organic chemicals usually are cleared before 
attempting to clear most foods in BioSET. The reason for this is that some 
food sensitivities are usually diminished or completely eliminated through 
these clearings. There are several phenolics and other organic chemicals 
commonly found in foods, including caffeine, vanillin, cinnamic acid, 
and limonene. Additionally, there are still others that are less frequently 
encountered.

Some of the phenolics that individuals with immune disorders react to 
most often are acetaldehyde (which is also created in the liver from ethanol), 
alanine, androsterone, apiol, beta alanine, butyric acid, caffeic acid, 
carnitine, coumarin, ferrous fumerate, glutamine, 5-hydroxytryptophan, 
hypericin, lactic acid, malvin, menadione, nicotine, oxalic acid, physic 
acid, piperine, proline, threonine, uric acid, indole, and skatol. Each of 
these is discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

Acetaldehyde sensitivity is commonly seen in those with candidiasis 
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and is found in car exhaust, perfume, rubber, wood, apples, broccoli, 
cheese, grapes, grapefruit, grape juice, grapes, chicken, beef, pineapples, 
pears, peaches, oranges, and the combustion (and resulting oxidation) of 
propane and butane. It is produced during the metabolic cycle of Candida 
albicans in the intestinal tract. It is formed by the decarboxylation 
of pyruvate and is reduced to ethanol by anaerobic fermentation. 
Acetaldehyde is used in the manufacture of rubber, gelatin and perfumes 
and as a synthetic flavoring for fruits, berries, butter, chocolate, apple, 
ice cream, gelatin desserts, and chewing gum.

Alanine is a phenolic nonessential amino acid. Sensitivity to it is also 
found in those with candidiasis. Its sources are chicken, turkey, pork, 
cottage cheese, and ricotta cheese. It can be converted by the liver to form 
glucose that is utilized by the body and is released by muscles for energy. 
Alanine is associated with the metabolism of tryptophan.

Androsterone is a male hormone made from cholesterol and is 
found in both sexes. Sensitivity to this phenolic is commonly found 
with immune system disorders. It is derived from pregnenolone and 
progesterone via testosterone by the adrenal cortex. Androsterone can 
increase sexual libido, basal metabolic rate, and renal transport of 
sodium and potassium.

Apiol is very often seen as a sensitivity in individuals with CFIDS. 
Its source is pollen, vegetables, parsley, and fennel. It also seems to be 
involved with musculoskeletal problems, such as fibromyalgia.

Beta alanine is a nonessential amino acid. It has also been found to 
be a sensitivity in individuals with candidiasis. Candida also produces 
beta alanine, a compound that interferes with the kidneys’ reabsorption 
of the amino acid taurine. Interference with taurine metabolism can lead 
to lowered levels of magnesium and potassium, crucial electrolytes that 
maintain circulation and blood pressure. Tampering with the taurine 
supply can also disrupt the liver’s detoxification functions. The end result 
is that your immune system is compromised, leaving you more vulnerable 
to secondary infections.

Sensitivity to butyric acid appears to be associated with fibromyalgia 
and arthritic conditions.19 It is a saturated fatty acid that is present 
in butter and found in grapes, strawberries, apples, and rose oil. It 
is produced as a byproduct in hydrocarbon synthesis. Butyric acid 
is commercially used in making candies, liquors, soda water syrup, 
butterscotch, caramel, fruit and nut flavoring, gum, and ice creams and 
flavored ices.
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Caffeic acid sensitivity is often seen with chronic fatigue, arthritis, 
lethargy, and mental confusion.20 Its sources are asparagus, yam, potato, 
tomato, and tobacco. It has been isolated from green and roasted coffee 
and is also found with the decomposition of certain tannins.

Carnitine is a nonessential amino acid. Sensitivity to it can be found 
in those with muscle weakness and fibromyalgia.21 It is a constituent of 
striated muscle and liver. It is found in avocado, breast milk, adrenal 
glands, and isolated from meat. Carnitine is stored in skeletal muscle. It 
also provides energy for sperm motility. Ascorbic acid, niacin, and iron 
are necessary for synthesis of carnitine in the body. There is a greater 
loss of carnitine in urine of individuals with muscular dystrophy than 
the general population.

Sensitivity to coumarin is also frequently seen in those with 
candidiasis. It is found in wheat, rice, barley, corn, soy, cheese, beef, 
eggs, many plants, and sweet clover. It is also used commercially in 
perfumes, deodorant soaps, suntan lotion, and flavoring for tobacco and 
butter.

Ferrous fumarate is yet another sensitivity often found in those with 
candidiasis. It is used in antianemia preparations.

Sensitivity to gallic acid is often found in those with CFIDS.22 It is 
found in food coloring, cream of tartar, maple syrup, beer, and tea. It 
may have some antiviral activity.

Glutamine is a nonessential amino acid and is another sensitivity 
found in those with CFIDS and multiple sclerosis. It is found in sugar 
beets, carrots, radishes, and celery root. It is vital for energy and highly 
concentrated in the brain. Glutamine is a major amino acid found 
in cerebrospinal fluid. Manganese is important in the synthesis of 
glutamine.

Lactic acid sensitivity is often seen in people with muscle fatigue, 
fibromyalgia, rheumatoid arthritis, and osteoarthritis. Lactic acid occurs 
in sour milk, apples, tomato juice, beer, pickles, sauerkraut, and wines. 
It is prepared commercially by the fermentation of whey, cornstarch, 
potatoes, or molasses. Lactic acid is produced during increased muscle 
contraction that exceeds the capacity of the blood to deliver sufficient 
oxygen to those contracting muscles. It is therefore found in increasing 
amounts in those muscles and the blood after vigorous physical activity. 
Epinephrine increases the amount of lactic acid in muscle tissue and 
can cause muscle cramping. It is commercially used in food products, 
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medicine, and the manufacturing of cheese. It is also found in ointments 
and shampoos for scaly dermatitis.

Malvin is a sensitivity frequently found in those with multiple 
sclerosis, neuropathy, and depression. It is the natural red and blue 
pigment in fruits and vegetables such as strawberries, tomatoes, and 
concord grapes. It is also found in oranges, eggs, chickens, milk, soy 
foods, and dairy products.

Nicotine is a sensitivity that can be seen in those with candida, 
muscle inflammation, and fibromyalgia. It is found in tobacco, beef, 
potato, tomato, and banana. It is commercially used as a by-product 
from the tobacco industry. Nicotine is a vasoconstrictor.

Oxalic acid sensitivity can be found in those with fibromyalgia and 
arthritis. It is present in beet leaves, chard, and spinach. It ties up 
calcium and interferes with calcium absorption. Oxalic acid can be 
poisonous and can cause paralysis of the nervous system. It can lead to 
increased formation and deposition of oxalates in the kidney. Oxalic acid 
is commercially used in printing, dyeing, and bleaching fabrics, leathers, 
and straw. It is used in the paper industry and photography. It removes 
paint, varnish, rust, and ink stains.

Phytic acid is a sensitivity frequently found in those with fibromyalgia. 
It is a side chain in the chlorophyll molecule, and is found in grains, seeds 
and plants. It accounts for 86 percent of the phosphorus present in seeds 
and is liberated by the germination process in wheat, oats, peas, beans, 
barley, rice, flax seed, soybeans, and peanuts. Phytic acid prevents the 
absorption of zinc and trace minerals from the intestinal tract.

Piperine sensitivity can be seen in those with candidiasis and 
arthritis. It is found in beef, beet sugar, cheese, chicken, eggs, lamb, 
milk, tuna, turkey, yeast, black pepper, tomato, and potato. It is found 
in the nightshade family of plants. Piperine is commercially used to give 
a pungent taste to brandy.

Proline is a nonessential amino acid, and a sensitivity to it can 
be seen in those with CFIDS. Collagen is the main source of proline, 
which is also found in wheat and gelatin. A deficiency in proline can 
cause degenerative disease, which is commonly deficient in the elderly. 
Similarly, an insufficient intake of proline may contribute to osteoporosis. 
Conversely, an increase of proline in the blood serum may be seen in 
alcoholic liver disease.

Threonine is a sensitivity common in individuals with fatigue. It is 
found in eggs, skim milk, green tea, casein, gelatin, oats, wheat germ, 
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ricotta and cottage cheese, pork, chicken, and turkey. Low levels of 
threonine and glycine can be found in depressed patients.

Uric acid is a sensitivity commonly found in those with arthritis. It is 
present in the urine of all carnivorous animals and in cat saliva. The end 
product of the nitrogenous metabolism of protein, it appears in the urine 
when the plasma concentration is slightly higher than normal. A high 
concentration of uric acid in the urine is an indication of poor protein 
metabolism or excess protein consumption. It may also be an indication 
of stones or calculi in the kidneys or bladder and may be linked to gout, 
hepatitis, and leukemia. Certain foods that can produce high uric acid 
levels include caffeine, beans, nicotine, meat, spinach, and mushrooms.

The amino acid tryptophan is broken down by bacteria to form 
indole and skatol. When indole is detectable in feces, it may indicate 
bowel toxicity and fermentation of food by putrefactive bacteria. It is 
found in oranges, flowers, green vegetables, and perfumes and in high 
levels in dairy products. Sensitivity to indole may cause bloating and 
constipation and may indicate poor protein digestion. Chronic bowel 
problems are fairly common among all immune disorders, including 
CFIDS and fibromyalgia.24

BioSET has had excellent results clearing those with sensitivities 
to phenolics. In conjunction with full-spectrum vegetarian digestive 
enzymes and detoxification, this appears to help stabilize the immune 
response and also helps desensitize people to many foods.

ACID- AND ALKALINE-FORMING FOODS
Acid foods often have a sour taste. The sour taste of oranges and 

lemons, for example, is due to the acid they contain. Alkalies, or bases, 
have properties opposite to acids, and they can neutralize acids. Our 
extracellular body fluids, the blood and lymph fluid, maintain a relatively 
constant condition of alkalinity or acidity.

Foods can be acid or alkaline, or they can be acid- or alkaline-
forming. The first category refers to how much acid or alkaline the foods 
contain. The second refers to the condition the foods cause in the body 
after being metabolized. Protein, for example, is an acid-forming food 
because acid is the by-product of its metabolism. The same is true of 
grains. Most fruits and vegetables oxidize when broken down and are 
therefore considered alkaline-forming foods.

Some common acid and alkaline forming foods are:
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ACID FORMING   ALKALINE FORMING
 Eggs     Salt
 Grains     Vegetables, fruit
 Meat
 Fish
 Sugar
 Nuts
 Beans

Individuals with colitis are commonly sensitive to acid-forming 
foods. This acidity may cause sluggishness and bloating. It also may 
cause gastritis or reflux, which is a result of irritation of the mucous 
membranes of the stomach, duodenum, or esophagus. This is commonly 
referred to as “heartburn.” If this condition persists, it can be a precursor 
to the development of an ulcer.

This reaction may be due to sensitivity to one or more acid foods. 
Sugars, a major sensitivity for many people, are highly acid forming. 
Such sensitivities can be detected with muscle response testing procedure 
or computerized testing and then cleared with BioSET desensitization 
techniques and full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzymes.

POOR DIGESTION
The by-products of poor digestion can cause hypersensitivity 

reactions. Any undigested food, whether it is protein, carbohydrate, 
or fat, is absorbed into the bloodstream and may be regarded by the 
immune system as an allergen. In evaluating and clearing for sensitivities, 
digestion is a key factor. Optimal digestion is important because after 
clearing for many sensitive foods, optimal digestion can greatly diminish 
the likelihood of a recurrence of those sensitivities and the possibility 
of developing new ones. Because of this, BioSET stresses and promotes 
optimal digestion. The use of full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzymes 
helps reduce the potential for reactions to the foods to which an 
individual had been sensitive and prevents individuals from developing 
new sensitivities.
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VITAMIN AND MINERAL DEFICIENCIES
Vitamins are important supplements, but many people are sensitive to 

the vitamins they need to take. People tend to be deficient in the vitamins 
they are sensitive to because their bodies are unable to absorb and use 
them. The vitamin sensitivities most common in immune dysfunctions 
are vitamin C, all the B vitamins, vitamin A, vitamin F (the essential 
fatty acids), and vitamin E.

Minerals that may cause sensitivities include silver, gold, copper, 
vanadium, potassium, sulfur, copper, chromium, and magnesium. As 
an all-too-common example, a deficiency of magnesium, an important 
mineral for those with immune disorders, is characterized by mental 
confusion, irritability, problems with muscle and nerve contraction, 
muscle cramps, insomnia, and loss of appetite. Magnesium is also 
involved with energy production and cellular replication.25 For example, 
one gentleman with chronic candida and sinus infections was cleared for 
minerals, including magnesium. When he was cleared for these sensitivities 
and given magnesium supplements, he had far fewer symptoms with 
infrequent reactions. Foods that are high in magnesium include seafood, 
whole grains, dark green leafy vegetables, molasses, nuts, and bone meal. 
As it turns out, immune disorder sufferers are sensitive to magnesium 
and respond well to clearings.

ANTIOXIDANTS
Antioxidants are known as free radical scavengers because they 

remove dangerous free radical particles from the tissues. These form 
when certain biochemical reactions introduce oxygen and “oxidize” 
the chemical. Antioxidants strengthen the immune system, help build 
up tissues, and regenerate the body. They are particularly important for 
anyone with a chronic illness. The basic antioxidants are vitamins A, C, 
and E and alpha and beta carotene. There are many other antioxidants 
that have been discovered, including lutein, lycopene, zeaxanthin, 
astaxanthin, luteolin, N-acetylcysteine (NAC), selenium, glutamine, and 
choline. It is important to test and treat for sensitivities to each of these 
because they are so important. Once people are cleared of sensitivities 
to antioxidants, they should be able to derive them easily from eating a 
good diet because antioxidants are plentiful in many foods.

One antioxidant worth discussing in greater detail is NAC, an amino 
acid and building block for glutathione, perhaps the most powerful 
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free radical scavengers in the body. Glutathione helps the liver detoxify 
medications and is particularly helpful for those on large amounts of 
medication. Their immune systems can become compromised. They need 
help in detoxifying and building up their immune system as well as their 
energy and stamina.

Selenium, a trace mineral, is another building block of glutathione 
and is therefore very important for detoxification. Selenium also works 
with vitamin E in preventing free radical damage.

ENZYME DEFICIENCIES
It has been seen that many individuals with immune disorders are 

extremely deficient in amylase. Because amylase has important anti-
inflammatory effects, people who are deficient cannot properly fight 
against environmental pollutants and allergens. In combination with 
other enzymes, amylase is important in digesting carbohydrates. A 
deficiency is often linked to a sensitivity to amylase and to the enzyme 
amylopsin. Clearing the sensitivities and then supplementing with the 
enzymes can be very helpful.

Proteases are another class of enzyme that is critical in healthy 
physiological functioning of the body. They are important for the digestion 
of protein and have well-documented fibrinolytic and anti-inflammatory 
effects. They can help fight pathogens, repair tissue damage, regenerate 
tissue, remove tissue debris, and break down foreign bodies that might be 
identified as allergens or pathogens by the immune system. Perhaps much 
of the vulnerability to infections is because of a deficiency of proteases.

Cortisone, a synthetic version of cortisol, is commonly used as an 
anti-inflammatory medication for chronic conditions such as multiple 
sclerosis (MS) and rheumatoid arthritis. People who are sensitive to their 
own cortisol also may be sensitive to cortisone, causing serious reactions. 
Others can be sensitive to cortisone without being sensitive to cortisol. 
Cortisone can cause a worsening of gastroduodenal ulcers, bleeding, and 
even perforation of the intestinal lining.

Cortisone therapy also lessens the resistance of patients to infection 
and can result in fever, malaise, chronic bronchitis, and sinusitis.26 Many 
individuals who have been on prednisone or hydrocortisone therapy 
or other corticosteroids for some time benefit with a natural anti-
inflammatory agent, such as the proteases. Supplementing with proteases 
helps them fight infections and deal with inflammation naturally. The 
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enzymes inhibit inflammation without suppressing the immune system 
as steroids can do and improve blood circulation and nutrition of the 
tissue.

Many people with chronic health problems, such as fatigue, asthma, 
and rheumatoid arthritis, do extremely well with the use of digestive 
enzymes. The most noticeable results are with asthmatics who have 
problems with chronic infections. They generally come in with recurring 
bronchitis, always on antibiotics, never looking well and never having 
enough energy. After beginning on the appropriate vegetarian digestive 
enzymes, they are able to fight infections without using antibiotics and 
have far fewer asthmatic episodes than with corticosteroid therapy. They 
are happier, feel and look better, and do not seem to age as quickly.

METABOLIC IMBALANCE
One of the primary causes of metabolic imbalance is the toxicity 

resulting from the body’s inability to rid itself of metabolic waste 
products. This condition is worsened by incomplete oxidation in the 
tissues, poor nutrition, and the resulting chronic condition that arises. 
The liver, the organ primarily responsible for the elimination of toxins, is 
severely stressed by prolonged treatment with cortisone, antibiotics, and 
other medications. Other organs responsible for detoxification include 
the skin, intestines, kidneys, and lungs.

Good blood and lymphatic circulation is also important for 
detoxification. The blood supplies oxygen and nutrients to the cells and 
cleanses, transports, and disposes of metabolic waste through excretion 
by means of the intestines, kidneys, lungs, and skin. In the lymphatic 
system, macrophages, the body’s first line of defense against infection, 
travel around, engulfing foreign substances and breaking them down into 
smaller, nontoxic components. Well-functioning macrophages are essential 
to the effective elimination of pathogens, metabolic waste, and toxins.

In a healthy immune system, the antibodies and lymphocytes are 
present in the blood and lymph fluid and immediately recognize foreign 
cells such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, and toxic waste products. They bind 
with these substances to form immune complexes that can be degraded 
and engulfed by the macrophages. When a small number of immune 
complexes are present, the macrophages can easily consume them before 
they do harm. But when an overabundance of immune complexes is 
present or the macrophages are inhibited by medications and metabolic 
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waste, these complexes affix themselves to body tissues. This requires the 
secondary, backup immune defenses to become activated. This in turn 
causes autoimmune inflammation, and ultimately, chronic degenerative 
disorders can arise, including chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, 
rheumatoid arthritis, thyroid disease, and colitis.

These immune complex diseases do not occur as long as macrophages 
retain their ability to function properly. Many metabolic toxins and 
addictive substances such as cocaine, morphine, steroids, and cortisone 
inhibit macrophage activity and thus contribute to immune complex 
disease by creating the environment in which they can result. Certain 
enzyme mixtures are effective in removing immune complexes and 
preventing their formation, as well as keeping macrophage activity intact. 
Intervention with BioSET and its enzyme recommendations for chronic 
degenerative disorders caused by circulating immune complexes can 
result in improvement in appetite, reduction in depression, and decrease 
in inflammation.

To correct metabolic imbalances in individuals with immune disorders, 
it is important to facilitate the excretion and elimination of metabolic 
waste and toxins from the body. Those with candida overgrowth and 
sensitivity are often constipated or experience chronic loose stools.27 
They may also fluctuate between the two. They may also suffer from 
bloating and malabsorption, various skin rashes, chronic sinusitis,28 
and fatigue. These problems are usually caused by sugar and starch 
intolerance and poor digestion. The use of vegetarian digestive enzymes 
to treat this impaired function is often better tolerated and more effective 
than using more invasive therapies such as enemas or colonics.

In addition to facilitating proper intestinal elimination, we also need 
to ensure that the kidneys are working properly. They can be stimulated 
by increasing liquid intake, using herbs such as horsetail and goldenrod, 
and prescribing enzyme-based systemic formulas for optimal kidney 
detoxification. The herbs produce a mild diuretic effect that stimulates 
kidney function. Exercise and diet are also important, as is the process 
of clearing food sensitivities and avoiding foods such as alcohol, caffeine, 
and excess salt.

The skin is an important organ of elimination, and skin brushing is 
one method of helping the skin detoxify. Using a firm-bristled vegetable 
brush, one can brush the skin vigorously for five minutes (without 
abrading the skin) before taking a shower in the morning. Dairy products 
and highly fatty foods should be avoided, as they can clog the pores or 
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toxify the skin, especially when the individual is sensitive to one or both 
of these. Conversely, foods that help the skin with elimination are those 
high in enzymes, such as raw foods, and those high in vitamins A and E, 
such as wheat germ oil and carrots, the latter containing beta carotene.

The liver, the principal organ of detoxification, eliminates inhaled 
and ingested substances, toxic compounds, and drug by-products from 
the gastrointestinal organs. Conventional Western medicine assesses liver 
function with blood tests or a blood panel that evaluates the different 
liver enzymes appearing in the serum when hepatic tissue damage occurs. 
Many of these blood tests, however, only show abnormalities when there 
is liver injury or other physiological problems. Unfortunately, they do 
not detect toxification. To accurately detect dysfunction, other areas for 
evaluation and diagnosis must be inspected. The BioSET detoxification 
evaluation does investigate liver performance for detoxification.

Many factors contribute to liver toxification, such as drug reactions, 
pesticides, hormones, inhaled toxic substances, food allergies, and 
genetic disposition. Genetically determined enzyme processes may vary 
and influence the individual’s ability to detoxify.29 For example, the risk 
for smoking-induced cancer and other health problems depends in part 
on one’s genetically determined detoxification system.30 Individuals who 
cannot adequately detoxify the hydrocarbons in cigarette smoke have 
increased risks for smoking-induced cancers. Exposure to fat-soluble 
toxins, pesticides, and alcohol may also increase the risk of liver damage 
by depleting important antioxidants and increasing oxidant-induced 
damage. Oxygen free radicals play a significant role in the promotion 
and progression of liver diseases. Metabolites from gut bacteria as well 
as substances such as sulfites, which are naturally occurring compounds 
in foods and are used as food additives, can deter liver detoxification and 
contribute to liver damage.

By decreasing sensitivity reactions and improving digestion and 
immune function, using BioSET’s detoxification and digestive enzyme 
supplementation can help spare the liver from unnecessary toxification. 
Recent studies have shown that people with chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, 
multiple chemical sensitivities, and asthma suffer metabolic toxicity 
and imbalance and therefore benefit from such programs.31 Liver and 
bowel detoxification programs are often used by BioSET. For intensified 
detoxification, this program additionally includes enzyme-based systemic 
formulas, along with the full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzymes  as 
well as recommendations for dietary modification.
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C H A P T E R  5

Common Causes of 
Allergy and Sensitivity

There are innumerable substances to which the immune system can become 
sensitive. There are the classic allergens, such as foods, environmental, 
and airborne allergens. But there are also a great many other things to 
which the body can react. In order to review the plethora of possible 
reactants, I have categorized them. The categories include infectants, 
also known as pathogens, ingestants, inhalants, environmental allergens, 
atmospheric conditions, and injectants. Of course, there are many more 
substances to which the body can become sensitive than have been 
described here. In fact, an individual can become sensitive to almost 
anything.

“The buildup of decades…”

When I want to illustrate just how many substances 
an individual can become sensitized to, I often turn to 
the case of a woman named Carol. However, her case 
is actually not an extreme one, and there are people 
with even greater numbers of sensitivities that have 
developed over the course of their lives.
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Carol was forty-one years old when she came to see 
me about her constant fatigue, which had begun about 
two years before with a severe bout of the flu and 
swollen glands. Since that time, she had noticed a much 
greater susceptibility to colds and flu. She had tried a 
variety of different treatments, including western herbs, 
juice cleansing, and traditional Chinese medicine, all 
of which helped but had not restored her energy to 
its previous level. She knew she was sensitive to beans 
and suspected she was sensitive to spicy foods and 
meats, which she craved. She had been asthmatic as a 
child, and when she got a cold as an adult, she often 
developed a wheeze. She also experienced insomnia 
and digestive difficulties, including bloating.

A BioSET evaluation showed liver toxicity, low adrenal 
function, and an inability to digest certain foods, 
including proteins and complex carbohydrates. Also 
found were sensitivities to eggs and chicken; calcium; 
vitamin C and other vitamins including B1, B2, and B3; 
sugars; minerals including magnesium and phosphorus; 
some trace elements; and salt. She was sensitive to many 
hormones including adrenaline, estrogen, progesterone, 
testosterone, thyroglobulin, T2, T3, and T4; many foods; 
viruses (Epstein-Barr); parasites (Blastocystis hominis); 
antibiotics; vaccines; and chemicals found in commercial 
hair and nail products. As a manicurist for many years, 
she had expressed concern about the toxicity of the 
chemicals in the products to which she had been 
exposed.

She was cleared for eggs, chicken, tetracycline, calcium, 
vitamin C, all the B vitamins, all the sugars, vitamin A, 
minerals, and salt. I also recommended a vegetarian 
digestive enzyme emphasizing the digestion of sugars 
and starches, a vitamin C–based systemic enzyme 
supplement, and enzyme-based supplements to support 
the liver and the adrenal glands. I encouraged her to 
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adopt a diet designed for those who are carbohydrate 
intolerant.

Careful evaluation also revealed that she was sensitive to 
various parasites. Among the parasites we cleared were 
Blastocystis hominis, Entamoeba histolytica, Entamoeba 
coli, Endolimax nana, Fasciolopsis buski, Opistorchiasis 
felineus, Echinococcus granulosus, and several other 
round worms. She needed to be cleared four times to 
be fully desensitized to these parasites. It is important 
to understand that BioSET can help desensitize to the 
parasites but enzymes and/or medications may be 
additionally necessary therapies to help remove them 
from the body. The clearing of these sensitivities supports 
the effectiveness of other supplements or medications. 
In combination with a proteolytic enzyme, it was also 
recommended she take a probiotic supplement to help 
restore the beneficial flora of the intestines.

When finished, Carol reported that she had never felt 
so energized in her life. Her insomnia had resolved, 
her digestion had improved, and her bloating had 
disappeared. She had spent quite a bit of time with 
animals over the years, and she had traveled to Mexico 
frequently, where she had suffered through several 
bouts of dysentery, for which had never been adequately 
treated.

After she had been cleared of many of the basic 
sensitivities and parasites, she was retested and found 
to have cleared many of her foods except some nuts 
and seeds, coffee, chocolate, food additives, and food 
colorings. These were then cleared, and her health 
improved even further. It has been many years since 
Carol began BioSET, and her health continues to be 
extraordinarily good.
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INHALANTS
The following categories contain examples of sensitivities that enter 

the body through inhalation.

HOUSE DUST
Perhaps the worst indoor allergen/sensitivity is house dust. There are 

many components of house dust that may provoke sensitivity reactions, 
but the most important are dust mites. Dust mites are microscopic 
insect-like creatures related to the spider that live in mattresses, pillows, 
blankets, carpets, upholstered furniture, and curtains. They thrive in 
humid and warm conditions and at low altitudes. Carpeting laid over 
concrete tends to harbor dust mites as well. Their diet consists of the shed 
scales of human skin. Female mites can lay twenty-five to fifty eggs at a 
time, with a new generation produced every three weeks. Mattresses and 
other household items contain large numbers of living and dead mites. 
The waste product of these creatures is the main allergen in house dust 
and the one that causes the most problems for rhinitis sufferers. Each 
mite produces about twenty waste particles each day, and each of these 
particles can continually produce sensitivity reactions, including runny 
nose, sneezing, and watery eyes.

House dust can also be produced from fibers and plant and animal 
material in the home, such as feathers, cotton, wool, jute, hemp, or 
animal hairs. Less appealing components of house dust may include 
human skin scales, animal dander and saliva, molds, and cockroach 
droppings.

COCKROACHES
The next most important indoor environmental sensitivity is the 

cockroach. Tropical in origin, these common pests require a constant 
source of heat and therefore tend to infest buildings that are continuously 
heated. In contrast to dust mites, cockroaches are not affected by changes 
in humidity and are able to search for water from taps, drains, toilets, 
and even people’s mouths. Since the two main determinants of cockroach 
infestation are heat and a food supply, it is not surprising that apartment 
houses and projects are particularly susceptible to infestation.
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PETS
Another common source of sensitivities is domestic pets. BioSET 

practitioners routinely clear people for sensitivities to animals and animal 
dander, including sheep wool and goose down. Cat dander is the most 
potent, and controlling the dander can be difficult. A cat carries 60 to 
130 milligrams of allergen on its coat and sheds it at the rate of about 0.1 
milligram per day32. As a result, carpets and upholstered furniture can 
accumulate large quantities of cat dander. Removal of the animal may be 
the most effective control measure, but the results will not be immediate. 
It can take up to twenty weeks for allergen levels in carpets to decrease to 
the level found in homes without cats and up to five years in mattresses. 
Since cat allergens can also be found on vertical surfaces, walls should 
be cleaned as well when attempting to decrease allergen levels.

Individuals with animal sensitivities can react to proteins from the 
animal’s dander, urine, or saliva, which are spread throughout the house. 
The urine of small animals, such as gerbils and mice, can also produce 
allergic reactions and cause problems for asthmatics. In the case of cats, 
the allergy is produced by proteins in the dander and saliva, not by the 
cat hair itself. The allergens become airborne as microscopic particles, 
which, when inhaled into the nose, can cause allergic rhinitis. Although 
individual cats may produce more or less allergen, there is no relationship 
between the pet’s hair length and allergen production and no such thing 
as a nonallergenic breed of cats.

Cat allergen can even be found in homes where cats have never been 
and in office buildings or public places where animals are not allowed. 
This is because cat allergens are particularly sticky and can be carried on 
clothing from places with cats to other locations. It is almost impossible 
not to be exposed to some level of cat allergen. Because more allergen is 
present in locations with cats, a sensitive individual is more apt to have 
rapid onset of symptoms there. The amounts of airborne particles can 
be reduced by opening windows, using exhaust fans, and employing 
efficient air cleaners.

Since cat allergens are so potent and such a potential trigger for 
symptoms, children can react from playing with other children who have 
cats or carry cat dander or saliva on them. As a result, I always clear 
for cat allergen/sensitivity regardless of whether they have their own 
cat. An example of this was Judy, a patient who came to see me with 
chronic rhinosinusitis and eczema who had severe animal, especially cat, 
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sensitivities. In her work environment, she would react dramatically to 
the cat dander carried on the clothes of coworkers with cats. It was the 
only allergen she could imagine that would cause such severe reactions. 
Her itching, pain, and wheezing were so bad that they almost disabled 
her.

It was agreed that I would clear Judy for her sensitivities to cats and 
dogs. To her amazement, she quickly became allergy and symptom free. 
Her debilitating reactions to cat dander on her coworkers and in her 
workplace were completely gone.

FEATHERS
Feathers can produce a variety of reactions. Many people sleep with 

down pillows and comforters, unaware that feathers may cause sinus 
problems and trigger rhinitis. One woman who came to me had sinus 
problems, especially rhinorrhea, most of her life. I cleared her for feathers 
with BioSET, and after twenty-four hours I retested her. Her runny nose 
and other sinus symptoms were completely gone.

“The first time I’ve ever woken up without congestion”

Kelly, a woman in her late twenties, came to the 
BioSET clinic for chronic sinusitis and cough, as well 
as constant fatigue and occasional bouts of asthma. 
She was overweight, and years earlier she had seen 
me for chiropractic care for problems with her lower 
back. Recently, she had heard that I was clearing food 
and environmental sensitivities and hoped I could help 
her.

BioSET testing indicated she was sensitive to phenolics, 
B vitamins, sugars, minerals, and down feathers, and we 
cleared her for these basic sensitivities. It was especially 
important to clear feathers since Kelly slept with a down 
pillow, used a down comforter, and owned a down-filled 
couch. The day after her clearing for feathers, she came 
in to see me to make sure she had been completely 
cleared. When she tested strongly for the sensitivity 
(meaning there was no reactivity detected), she hugged 
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and kissed me, explaining that this was the first morning 
she could ever remember having awakened without a 
runny nose and congestion. She was ecstatic.

I then cleared her for other sensitivities. After the 
clearing for yeast and Candida, her fatigue diminished 
and her craving for bread disappeared. She began to 
lose weight after the clearings for yeast, wheat, and 
dairy products.

Since that first clearing, she has not had a problem with 
her sinuses, and her asthma and coughing have been 
nonexistent. How many people do you know who use 
down blankets and pillows? Many are probably sensitive 
to them and wake up coughing and sneezing. Sinus 
sufferers should not use down accessories or pillows 
until they have been cleared for feathers with BioSET. 
This can certainly be done at home.

SYNTHETIC FIBERS
Synthetic fiber bedding is also a source of inhalant allergens, so 

although feather pillows are a wonderful nesting place for house dust 
mites, it may not be advisable to replace them with synthetic fiber pillows. 
It is possible that problems with synthetic fibers are caused by a low-
level release of gasses over time. Synthetic fibers are generally made of 
plastics like polyester derived from petroleum, which may tend to release 
irritating organic compounds for a long period of time. Many people 
have as many problems with their synthetic fiber pillows as feather 
pillows. Therefore, I test them for both types of pillows and recommend 
that they either use the kind of pillow they do not react to or that they 
get cleared with BioSET for one or both kinds.

COOKING FOODS
Allergens can be contained in the steam resulting from the cooking 

of foods. One research study boiled shrimp and analyzed the steam. 
The researchers found shrimp allergens in the steam and concluded 
that inhaling such steam may cause significant reactions in sensitive 
individuals.33 I have noticed that some people cannot even stand to be 
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in close proximity to food to which they are sensitive. One time I was 
clearing a young boy for sugar, and suddenly I noticed that his mother 
was about to pass out. “You know,” she said, “sometimes even being near 
foods to which I might be sensitive brings on symptoms.” She was feeling 
faint in reaction to the sugar that her son was holding.

SMOKE AND CHEMICALS
Other harmful inhalants include smoke, smog, pollutants, chalk, 

perfumes, carpet pad fumes, and formaldehyde. Formaldehyde is found 
in many products, including new clothes and clothing labels, rugs, 
polyurethane foam, perfumes, refinishing materials, plywood, particle 
board, countertops, electronic equipment, deodorants, chlorine, and 
even certain foods. The primary source of formaldehyde outdoors is the 
combustion of gasoline and diesel fuel. Indoors, it is cigarette smoke, 
carpets, and furniture. Toxic pollutants can be given off by any number 
of building products, including wood glue, paint (acrylic, latex, and oil) 
and paint thinner, turpentine, and pine turpines. Household products 
that emit fumes include chlorine bleach and other laundry products, as 
well as heating fuels such as diesel, natural gas, propane, and butane. 
Freon, which is contained in air-conditioning systems and refrigerators, 
and hydrocarbons, which are chemical compounds released by the 
combustion of coal, oil, and gas, are also problematic for people with 
immune disorders.

Although indoor smoke sensitivities can include a variety of sources, 
cigarette smoke is one of the most disagreeable and potentially dangerous 
indoor pollutants. It is made up of a complex mixture of gasses and 
particles that contain a variety of chemicals, including synthetic 
compounds added during the manufacture of cigarettes. Indoor tobacco 
smoking substantially increases levels of carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, 
nitrogen dioxide, acrolein, hydrocarbons, hydrogen cyanide, and many 
other substances in the air of that room or building. Indoor wood-
burning stoves are usually used in cold, oxygen-poor conditions, which 
result in the release of large amounts of carbon monoxide and other 
inhaled chemicals and particles. Increased use of wood as a heating fuel 
has raised many concerns about indoor contamination.
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MOLDS
Molds are microscopic fungi made up of clusters of filaments. Unable 

to produce their own food from sunlight and air, they live on plant or 
animal matter that they decompose for their nourishment. Molds are 
some of the most widespread living organisms, with tens of thousands of 
different varieties. Bread mold may be the most familiar. Some molds are 
beneficial, producing penicillin or other antibiotics, or are necessary for 
agriculture. However, others produce potent toxins or are major sources 
of plant disease. Many molds reproduce by releasing spores into the air 
that settle on organic matter and grow into new mold clusters. These 
airborne mold spores are far more numerous than pollen grains and can 
cause symptoms of mold sensitivity when inhaled.

Molds are found in most environments, both indoor and outdoor, 
and on food. Their distribution varies from region to region. Unlike 
pollens, molds do not have a limited season, though their growth is 
encouraged by warmth and high humidity. As a result, they are more 
prevalent during humid seasons. Outside, molds are present in the air 
unless there is a cover of snow on the ground. They are most prevalent in 
shady, damp areas, on decaying leaves and other vegetation, and where 
plant materials have been disturbed. The highest fungal levels are in 
temperate zones, near oceans, and in areas with the least snow cover.

In some areas, grain crops are particularly susceptible to smuts and 
rusts. Farm workers exposed to these fungi often have many symptoms of 
sensitivity. Exposure is greatly increased by such activities as thrashing, 
baling, and combining, all of which can release spores. People doing yard 
work can spread spores as well by cutting grass or clearing dry brush. 
Peak levels of the spores of fungi such as Alternaria and Cladosporium 
are reached on hot, breezy, rain-free days. At night and during rainfall 
a very different array of fungi is found. They are Ascomycetes, fleshy 
types called Basidiomycetes, and yeast, which require high humidity and 
splashing water droplets to become airborne.

Some molds are produced in humid areas of the house, such as 
bathrooms and basements, while others enter from outside. Houses are 
never completely free of mold, and exposure is high in areas where plant 
material has been stored or processed. Molds include mildew and rust, 
which are also potential allergens. Molds also exist in our diet in such 
foods as blue cheese, along with the other member of the fungi group, 
mushrooms.
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Mold and fungal inhalants are highly irritating to many individuals. 
They can cause a stuffy or runny nose, sinusitis, nasal polyps, eczema, 
bloating, chronic fatigue, headache, depression, and many other 
problems. BioSET clearings for mold and fungi can cause dramatic 
improvement in people with chronic health disorders such as chronic 
fatigue, fibromyalgia, and various gastrointestinal conditions, such as 
inflammatory bowel disease. For example, one woman I cleared for mold 
and mold spores had suffered arthritic pain in her back every time she 
sat on a particular piece of furniture. As it turned out, we discovered she 
was reacting to mold in a planter near that piece of furniture.

POLLENS
Pollens, the final group of inhalants, may have a more widespread 

effect than we had previously suspected. For example, I have successfully 
cleared patients’ sensitivities to particular fruits by treating them for those 
particular fruit tree pollens. The converse is also true. Clearing for fruits 
and sugars may sometimes resolve sensitivities to specific pollens.

Pollens cannot be avoided, but the types and amounts vary throughout 
the year. Tree pollens cause problems in the early spring, grass pollens 
strike in late spring and early summer, and weed pollens will cause 
flare-ups in late summer. Seasonal patterns vary in different regions of 
the United States, and it is important to know the pattern in your area. 
Weather and time of day also have an effect on CRS symptoms (Chronic 
Rhinosinusitis). Ragweed, a common offender, releases pollen in the 
early morning. There are seventeen different ragweed species, and each 
plant produces up to one billion pollen grains that can be carried as far 
as five hundred miles by the wind.

Pollen is produced by weeds, shrubs, grasses, flowers, and trees. 
When treating an individual with rhinitis, I always consider all these 
possibilities. I remember treating one little boy who sneezed incessantly 
whenever he went out to play. He was cleared for flowers, weeds, and 
shrubs, with some improvement, but clearing him for grasses made all 
the difference. I recheck him periodically because new kinds of grass 
pollens can show up and cause problems.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ALLERGENS
In this section, we will discuss the sensitivities found in the 

environment. They are classified into two categories: indoor and outdoor 
sensitivities.

INDOOR SENSITIVITIES
Indoor pollution is a serious problem, with at least five hundred 

harmful chemicals reported in many buildings. The actual number is 
probably much greater. This pollution can come from fumes, room 
dividers, telephone cables, paint, and carpeting. The worst offender is 
formaldehyde. Some sensitive individuals react as soon as they walk into 
a department store because of the formaldehyde found in new clothing.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are found in many household 
products, including dry-cleaned clothing, paint solvents, cleaning 
products, wood preservatives, aerosol sprays, air fresheners, stored fuels, 
hobby supplies, disinfectants, repellents, and automotive products. Many 
chemicals appear to penetrate nasal membranes, acting as inhalants, and 
cause congestion, runny nose, tearing eyes, and in asthmatics, wheezing 
and coughing.

Asbestos is a major health hazard that was used from 1945 to 1975 
in ceiling materials, synthetic tiles, acoustical wall coatings, and stove 
guards and as insulation on hot water heaters. It is a dangerous allergen 
to many and a major trigger for asthmatics.

Indoor chemical sensitivities are becoming more prevalent because 
there is less ventilation in tight, energy-efficient houses and buildings. 
Media attention has led to increased public awareness of this problem 
in recent years. Poor indoor air quality in buildings has been associated 
with a variety of syndromes or groups of symptoms loosely known as 
building-related illness or sick building syndrome. These terms are applied 
when one or more occupants in a building develop certain recognized 
symptoms that are apparently related to indoor pollutants. Many of these 
illnesses involve hypersensitivity of the lungs and respiratory system. 
In one illness, called hypersensitivity pneumonitis, organic dust can 
create complex immune system reactions and symptoms including mucus 
membrane irritation, coughing, chest tightness, headache, and fatigue. 
People with these illnesses are diagnosed as having multiple chemical 
sensitivities (MCS) or environmental illness (EI).

Chemical sensitivities can be triggered through the use of, or 
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exposure to, cosmetics, perfumes, hairspray, hair products, chlorine 
and other cleaning products, and detergents. A common offender is 
dichlorobenzene, found in mothballs, insect spray, disinfectants, and 
solvents. Cooking on a gas stove can also be hazardous to your health. A 
study of over one thousand British women found that those who cooked 
with gas were more likely to suffer wheezing, breathlessness, and hay 
fever and two and a half times more likely to suffer asthma attacks 
during the previous year than women who did not cook with gas.34

Your car can also be filled with pollutants, from plastics and carpets 
to leather preservatives. But the house and car are not the only hazardous 
areas. Many Americans suffer by breathing in various kinds of irritants 
at work. The Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America reports that 5 
to 15 percent of all cases of asthma are caused by on-the-job irritants.35 

According to an anonymous author, the most common agents on the job 
are isocyanates, chemicals used in the manufacture of foam for chairs 
and car seats and in spray paint and glue. Other common workplace 
irritants are latex, molds, animal dander, dust, and wood dust.36 The 
Canadian Center for Occupational Health and Safety estimates that 5 
percent of workers exposed to isocyanates and certain wood dusts will 
develop asthma.

OUTDOOR SENSITIVITIES
Since the Clean Air Act went into effect in the United States in the fall 

of 1995, methyl-tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE) has been added to gasoline 
to reduce the amount of carbon monoxide emissions. Unfortunately, this 
fuel additive is responsible for increased bronchial and lung problems, as 
well as skin rashes and symptoms of disorientation. Most of the public 
is unaware that some scientists fear MTBE produces elevated levels 
of formaldehyde. The EPA contends that MTBE is not harmful to the 
environment or to health, but increasing evidence suggests it can cause 
or exacerbate asthma.

The propellants used in metered dose inhalants for asthmatics contain 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), chemical agents that, when released into the 
air, become part of the chemical brew that can damage the earth’s ozone 
layer. These CFCs are also found in air conditioning units, hair sprays, 
cleaning solvents, and other products that rely on propellants.

Other atmospheric environmental pollutants include car exhaust, gas 
and diesel fuel exhaust, nitric acid, sulfuric acid from coal-fired plants 
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and gasoline exhaust, and asbestos dust generated from automotive 
brakes in sufficient quantities to be measurable. Fumes, exhaust 
gases, and pesticides contain ethylene oxide. Car exhaust can contain 
cadmium sulfate and chromium oxide. Many paints, including latex, 
oil, and acrylic, may contain lead. Fertilizers sometimes contain calcium 
cyanamide, calcium nitrate, potassium nitrate (also known as saltpeter), 
superphosphate, and corn gluten meal, a pre-emergent weed inhibitor.

Radon is a naturally occurring environmental toxin, the by-product 
of uranium 238. It is formed in soil and rock and can accumulate in 
enclosed places. Risks to individuals are evaluated according to the 
intensity of the radiation and the length of exposure to the toxin. Radon 
absorption occurs through inhalation and drinking ground water. Levels 
are highest during the warm months of the year and are higher in lower 
parts of an enclosed space. There is an increased incidence of lung 
cancer among miners working in a high-radon environment and among 
members of residential households with excessive levels of radon.

Many people are also sensitive to naturally occurring radiation. For 
example, one of the authors used to get a bad headache every time she 
was in the sun, even if she wore a hat or other head covering. Once she 
had been cleared for a sensitivity to radiation with BioSET, she no longer 
had a problem being in the sun. Natural radiation levels fluctuate and are 
highest during changes in the weather. Some people feel sick whenever 
it starts to rain or the weather changes in some way. For many of these 
individuals, after being cleared for radiation with BioSET, they no longer 
experience such problems.

Carbon dioxide may also cause a reaction in some individuals, 
leading to a buildup of the gas in the bodily fluids. This sensitivity is 
especially apparent when people climb to higher altitudes or take off 
or land in airplanes. However, it can also be provoked by drinking a 
carbonated beverage. Some individuals can suffer migraines as a result 
of this sensitivity. In order to attain normalcy of the respiratory gases 
and decrease the retained carbon dioxide, people have to breathe more 
forcefully. This can lead to dyspnea (labored breathing) associated 
with the inability to breathe enough to satisfy the demand for air. This 
reaction to carbon dioxide is referred to as air hunger. Since many are 
also sensitive to adrenaline, this fearful reaction makes the symptoms 
even worse as adrenaline levels rise.

Outdoor pollution can result from natural causes (the eruption of 
volcanoes, dust storms, or forest fires) or from man-made causes (vehicle 
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exhaust, fossil fuel combustion, or petroleum refining). General air 
pollution and smog affect us all. There is substantial scientific evidence 
linking specific air pollutants to an increase in illnesses, especially 
in children.37 Sulfur dioxide can cause bronchial spasms, hives, GI 
disorders, vasculitis (which is an inflammation of the walls of the 
blood vessels), and related disorders. Temporary or perhaps permanent 
bronchial hypersensitivity has been connected to inhaling ozone, and 
long-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide has been associated with the 
increased occurrence of respiratory illness. As mentioned earlier, the 
greatest exposure to airborne pollution occurs inside homes, offices, 
and other nonindustrial buildings. Common symptoms associated with 
environmental allergens include respiratory problems, chronic dizziness, 
headaches, burning eyes, aching throat, and loss of energy. These 
symptoms are often mistaken for viral infections such as colds and the 
flu.

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
Atmospheric changes can have dramatic effects for those with CRS, 

as mentioned above. Again, this occurs especially when the temperature 
falls and the humidity increases. But even jumping into cold water, eating 
something cold, or inhaling cold air can provoke symptoms.

One patient who often traveled to a colder climate told me that as 
soon as she was in the cold winter weather, her nose would begin running 
and she would become sick. Once I cleared her for cold, the weather no 
longer bothered her. She could then spend time in areas of cold weather 
without getting sick.

INFECTANTS
Pathogens or infectants are often at the root of immune disorders. 

Sensitivities to these infectants, including bacteria, viruses, fungi, and 
parasites, are common and can be debilitating. BioSET practitioners have 
found a high incidence of bacterial sensitivity in immune disorders and 
have had success clearing it with BioSET. Dr. Hahn, a medical doctor 
and director of the Dean Foundation for Health Research and Education 
in Madison, Wisconsin, contends that, despite doubts expressed by some 
experts, there is a growing body of evidence that allergies to bacteria 
do exist.38
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We also believe that many of the antibiotics and other drugs used 
to treat infectants may drive them deeper into the body, masking the 
symptoms, weakening the immune system, and adding to the toxicity 
in the body, especially the liver. When a person is not sensitive to a 
pathogen, the organism can easily be eliminated by the immune system or 
in more severe cases, with antibiotics. An infectant to which an individual 
is sensitive can remain in the body and can surface when the immune 
system is weak or overloaded. The overload might occur because of an 
overabundance of sensitivities/allergies or toxicities, poor digestion, or 
emotional stress. This can create a pattern of emergence, quiescence, and 
then reemergence. Such cyclic patterns of alternating wellness and disease 
can be seen in chronic conditions, such as bronchitis, ear infections, and 
sinus infections.

A sensitivity to an infectant can be cleared with the BioSET approach, 
perhaps ending the cycle of infection, apparent resolution, and reinfection. 
People with immune disorders tend to hoard many bacteria and viruses 
in their organ systems as sensitivities that may create excessive mucus, 
a runny nose, coughing, wheezing, sore throat, tightness in the chest, 
and difficulty breathing. BioSET may be successful in both children and 
adults for helping clear bacteria, viruses including flu, parasites, and 
fungi including Candida.

Individuals can be successfully cleared with their own saliva at 
the first sign of an upper respiratory infection, such as a runny nose, 
cough, low-grade fever, or tightness of the chest. This technique may be 
particularly effective if the individual has already been cleared for many 
pathogens, though keeping in mind that all of us are always coming 
in contact with new pathogens. This treatment was discovered when a 
colleague became ill with a cough, fever, and runny nose. He was cleared 
for his own saliva, and he began to notice improvement. After he was 
cleared for his saliva a second time, his symptoms improved dramatically. 
It is often necessary to clear two or more times in order to completely 
desensitize for pathogens.

These clearings initiated a clinical investigation on patients and at 
home. As soon as any family members sneezed, coughed, or experienced 
any upper respiratory symptoms, they were asked to spit into a glass 
and muscle testing was performed on the saliva. If they showed any 
weakening of the indicator muscle, they were cleared using a BioSET 
technique. Invariably, they improved immediately and their symptoms 
often disappeared. Clearing with BioSET when symptoms first arise 
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may cause an instantaneous reversal of symptoms and may also prevent 
an asthma flare or further progression of an infection. (For a visual 
illustration, go to www.micromiracles.com.)

ANTIGEN ANTIBODY COMPLEXES
We have also found that pathogens may link up with sensitivities 

to numerous other substances, including foods, environmental factors, 
inhalants, and even other pathogens. Exposure to pathogenic allergens 
that are linked to other sensitivities can result in chronic infections.

For example, a bacterial sensitivity in a person with asthma can be 
linked with a chocolate sensitivity, possibly forming an antigen-antibody 
complex. When this individual eats chocolate, an infectious reaction 
can result. This in turn can give rise to numerous symptoms, such as 
fever, excess mucus, bloating, sweating at night, sinus infections, ear 
infections, and a runny nose.

These antigen-antibody complexes can invade tissues or organs of 
the body and attach onto the local tissue cells. When the immune system 
tries to destroy these complexes, it destroys its own tissue cells. This 
represents an autoimmune or autoaggressive reaction. For example, 
if the complexes inhabit the bronchial or lung tissue, inflammation 
and autoaggressive reactions can occur. These reactions can cause a 
destruction of local tissues and may trigger acute flare-ups of chronic 
asthma. If the complexes lodge themselves in synovial tissues in the 
joints, the joints can become inflamed, and arthritis may result. Chronic 
fatigue, migraines, and rhinitis can also be caused by this autoimmune 
phenomenon.

After seeing how well these clearings worked, we began to clear all 
of those found sensitive to bacteria, viruses, parasites, and fungi. This 
has been helpful in those suffering from chronic health problems such 
as candidiasis, asthma, chronic fatigue, chronic sinusitis and bronchitis, 
chronic ear infections, fibromyalgia, arthritis, and eczema. With the 
help of muscle testing and other techniques, we have seen extraordinary 
results when clearing for these pathogens with BioSET.
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BACTERIAL SENSITIVITIES
It is often the case that people suffering from chronic bacterial 

sensitivities often suffer from arthritis and those with bacterial or 
parasitic sensitivities often suffer from chronic gastrointestinal (GI) 
problems. People who have ulcers or gastritis are increasingly suspected 
of having Helicobacter pylori, a bacterium that seems to play a role 
in peptic ulcers. It is also suspected of being involved in allergies and 
allergic reactions, such as hay fever. Also, chronic viral sensitivities may 
be related to chronic fatigue and fibromyalgia.

PARASITE SENSITIVITIES
Sensitivities to parasites can challenge and compromise the immune 

system. Parasites can live in the body for twenty years or more and 
can be carried by children as well as adults. Allergy sufferers can have 
sensitivities to parasites. Chronic fatigue immune deficiency syndrome 
(CFIDS) sufferers can have sensitivities to parasites. Children should be 
taught to wash their hands after touching animals because animals carry 
many parasites that can be passed on to humans.

FUNGAL SENSITIVITIES
Fungal sensitivities are another group of pathogens that can cause 

chronic illness. Fungi include Candida, Aspergillus, some species of which 
can produce aflatoxin, and many others. We rarely see an individual with 
rhinitis, sinusitis, and asthma who does not have sensitivities to fungi, 
especially Candida. Candida can give rise to candidiasis, a systemic 
fungal infection that manifests itself in different parts of the body. It 
is sometimes found in the bronchi or lungs of asthmatics. Sensitivity 
to Candida can be cleared with BioSET techniques, utilizing enzyme-
based systemic formulas and full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzymes  
designed to emphasize carbohydrate digestion and a ten-day Candida 
diet. Candida and fungus in general are discussed at great length in the 
section on fungus and Candida.

INGESTANTS
The following section contains discussions about some common 

ingestants to which people are sensitive.
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DRUGS AND SUPPLEMENTS
Drugs and supplements such as vitamins can also cause problems. 

Aspirin, for example, is a common trigger for asthmatics. Chemical dyes 
such as tartrazine are used in some foods and drugs and can also cause 
reactions. Many people are sensitive to medications because they often 
contain synthetic chemicals that are not produced naturally by the body. 
These sensitivities can often be cleared with BioSET. Frequently, drug 
sensitivities need to be cleared every few months, perhaps because the 
manufacturers change some of the materials or a new prescription is not 
the same as the last. This is particularly true of generic brands.

AMALGAMS
Modern silver amalgam is a mixture of different metals, most 

prominently mercury. It has been used as a tooth-restoring material 
for over 180 years and has accounted for 75 to 80 percent of all tooth 
restorations. Worldwide, hundreds of metric tons of mercury have been 
placed in teeth each year, though there is now a decreasing trend in many 
countries. Some of this material makes its way into sewage and refuse 
systems.3940

Mercury is highly toxic to the human body and seems to vaporize 
continuously over time from dental fillings. The process is intensified 
by chewing, tooth brushing, and drinking hot liquids. After chewing or 
tooth brushing, it takes almost ninety minutes for the rate of vaporization 
to return to the previous baseline rate. This process puts an individual 
on a rollercoaster of mercury vapor exposure each day that peaks at 
breakfast, lunch, midafternoon coffee or tea, evening meals, and bedtime 
snacks. The greater the number of fillings and the chewing surface of 
amalgam fillings, the greater the mercury exposure. An individual with 
eight biting surfaces of silver amalgams is exposed to large amounts of 
mercury daily.

The release of mercury may be stimulated by other factors as well. 
One study used three different types of amalgam in synthetic saliva and 
exposed it to one of five cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors for six hours. 
With two of the CRT screens, there was significantly increased mercury 
vapor release from all three types of amalgam.41 This may account at 
least in part for some of the adverse health effects upon exposure to 
CRT monitors.

A growing number of dentists and researchers believe that there 
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is no longer a reason to use amalgam in modern dentistry and that 
it should all be replaced with nonmetallic fillings. Despite autopsies 
showing that mercury levels in brain and kidney tissues are higher in 
people with mercury fillings, many dentists in the United States have 
resisted the conclusion that mercury is a health hazard. Many dentists 
say that amalgams should not be used because as a person gets older, the 
mercury released causes more and more problems. If a person replaces 
mercury fillings, it is important to make sure he or she is not sensitive 
to mercury because removal of the fillings will release mercury into 
the system, and a reaction could cause serious health problems. More 
problems may result when silver fillings are replaced with gold because 
many people are sensitive to gold as well. The best thing to do is to check 
all new filling materials for reactivities. BioSET can effectively do this 
for any material.

Many biological dentists feel that mercury is more toxic than lead, 
cadmium, or arsenic and that no exposure to mercury vapor can be 
considered harmless.42 One average-size amalgam filling can release 
enough mercury to exceed the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) adult index standard for nondietary mercury for more 
than one hundred years. Mercury from amalgam passes rapidly into 
the circulatory system and may accumulate in body tissues in the brain, 
kidneys, and liver, in breast milk, and even in a developing fetus. The 
amount of mercury in these tissues appears to correlate to the number 
of amalgam fillings.

Mercury can suppress the immune system and cause antibiotic 
resistance at doses below amalgam exposure levels. Mercury may 
contribute to cardiovascular disorders, kidney failure, reproductive 
disorders, and depression. It has been said that mercury fillings may 
cause allergic reactions, chronic sinusitis, fibromyalgia, chronic pain, and 
depression. With long-term exposure, they may also be a factor in ear 
infections, memory problems, ADHD, hypersensitivity, fatigue, and other 
chronic health problems. Because mercury is passed to fetuses through 
breast milk, mercury exposure in children may be linked to asthma, 
attention deficit problems, hyperactivity, and behavioral problems.

Other dental materials can also cause problems. The oil from 
Dyanthus cariophyllus, or carnation, used to disinfect pulpitis, may 
cause damage to the kidneys. Phosphate cements, which are used to fill 
root canals, are toxic to the dentist as well as to the patient. Zinc oxide, 
used for filling root canals and gum dressings, is also toxic, and acrylates, 
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auto-prylate, polyester, and polymerized vinyl thermoplastics can be 
irritating to the GI tract.

Dentists may be adversely affected by mercury vapors. In one study, 
dentists were tested on motor speed, visual scanning, visual motor 
coordination and concentration, verbal and visual memory, and visual 
motor coordination speed. The control subjects who had not suffered 
occupational exposure to mercury were also tested. The dentists scored 
13.9 percent worse than the control subjects.43

INSECT SENSITIVITIES
Stinging insects include the bee, yellow jacket, wasp, and two types of 

hornets: yellow and white-faced. All of these can cause allergic reactions. 
There are four basic levels of reaction: (1) a small local reaction; (2) a 
large local reaction; (3) urticaria, or hives, that are not life threatening; 
and (4) a life-threatening reactions, such as swelling of throat tissues that 
blocks breathing, an asthma attack, or dizziness and fainting. When the 
throat closes off, a venom therapy injection containing the actual venom 
may be necessary. Such injections are successful 80 to 100 percent of 
the time.

The best ways to deal with stinging insects are to avoid them and take 
precautions. This includes wearing shoes when walking through grass, 
not standing around trash receptacles, limiting the use of perfumes, and 
not wearing bright-colored clothing in areas where insects are known 
to be.

BioSET has had excellent results clearing insect sensitivities for some 
individuals. Once individuals have been cleared, they may no longer react 
or react less severely to being stung by that insect.

I remember one young girl who was brought in by her mother because 
she had apparently been stung by a bee. She had a rash, her arm was 
swollen, and she was in a great deal of pain. She was found to have been 
stung by a wasp and was cleared for that sensitivity. Before she left the 
office, all symptoms of the sting, including the rash, had completely 
disappeared. Many BioSET practitioners have witnessed similar results 
with bites from mosquitoes, bees, and spiders.

Another example is a woman who was bitten by a tick. She brought 
the small creature with her when she came to be cleared for the reaction 
to the bite with BioSET. By the time she left the office, all reactions to 
the bite were gone.
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Lesser-Known Sources 
of Immune Reactivity

In the two previous chapters, we have discussed some of the more 
common substances to which we can become sensitive. In this chapter, 
I will provide both practitioners and patients with insights into some of 
the less-obvious and least-researched sources of sensitivities.

“Overnight, I lost my desire to smoke”

Jonathan, a forty-seven-year-old man with HIV 
infection, experienced dramatic changes more quickly 
than most patients following BioSET interventions. 
In relatively good health, he was referred by a friend 
whose migraines had responded well to BioSET. A 
cigarette smoker, Jonathan knew how stressful the 
combination of smoking and HIV infection was for his 
immune system, and he wanted to keep his immune 
system strong. He hoped BioSET might be able to help 
him stop smoking.
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He did remodeling work for a living and found that he 
developed a rash when he was exposed to dust and 
certain chemicals. As a child, he had been diagnosed with 
colitis, and he still had some minor problems digesting 
foods. He also knew that he was very sensitive to corn. 
Although he had had the diagnosis of HIV infection for 
ten years, he was almost symptom-free. The fact that 
his body had adapted well to the virus suggested that 
his immune system was unusually strong. He was not 
taking any medication for the HIV, but he was on many 
kinds of supplements, including one to combat yeast. 
He took these because he suspected that the rashes 
were related to yeast.

The initial BioSET evaluation indicated that Jonathan 
was quite healthy. The only thing that stood out was a 
mineral deficiency of phosphorus and sugar intolerance. 
It was recommended that he take an enzyme to help 
digest sugars, some enzyme-based systemic formulas 
because of his fatigue, and a protease supplement for 
immune support.

His sensitivity testing revealed sensitivities to dairy 
products, some grains, beans, nuts, seeds, eggs, food 
additives, food colorings, minerals, hormones, sugars, 
salt, yeast, coffee, chocolate, caffeine, and some viruses, 
including HIV. He was cleared with BioSET for all the 
foods and some of the basic sensitivities. He was also 
cleared for viruses, including HIV. The change was 
remarkable. His digestion was vastly improved, his low 
back pain subsided, and he had much more energy. 
However, the habit of smoking cigarettes was still a 
problem.

Next he was cleared for pesticides, including DDT, which 
had been outlawed in the United States for many years. 
Two days later, he called to say that the most amazing 
thing had happened. “Overnight, I lost my desire to 
smoke!” Apparently, cigarettes may contain some 
DDT,44 and he had developed an addiction to that. It 
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has been two years now, and he has not smoked since. 
Jonathan made remarkable progress for someone with 
HIV infection, and he continues to do well.

CONTACTANTS
Contactants are substances to which a person becomes sensitive. 

They affect the individual when contacted by the skin rather than being 
ingested or inhaled.

LATEX
One of the most common but largely unrecognized contactants is 

latex. Over the past five years, latex has been used more frequently in 
a variety of professions. More than one hundred thousand healthcare 
workers, such as dentists, doctors, nurses, and laboratory technicians, 
are exposed to latex on the job. People with high exposure to latex and a 
history of allergies are at risk for developing a reaction, as well as people 
who have frequent surgical procedures. Dermatitis and rashes may be 
irritated by latex exposure. Studies in the United States and Great Britain 
have found that the body produces specific antibodies to high levels of 
latex.45 Latex is used in hospitals and medical practices for such items as 
anesthetic tubing and ventilation bags.

The American College of Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology (ACAAI) 
has called for the protection of healthcare workers and consumers, who 
are said to use over seven million metric tons of latex every year in 
such items as balloons, condoms, tires, waistbands, rubber toys, bottle 
nipples, and pacifiers. The ACAAI wanted immediate implementation 
of FDA regulations that would require labeling of latex, banning the 
“hypoallergenic” label on some latex gloves, and regulating maximum 
amounts of extractable allergen in latex products. The organization 
also recommends improved testing for the allergy, the identification 
of nonallergenic forms of latex, “latex safe” zones in workplaces, and 
research into the cause of latex allergies.46

BioSET offers an adjunctive approach and has cleared many people 
successfully for sensitivities. Many of them were able to continue using 
latex in their jobs for their protection and the protection of their patients 
and clients. One patient was a nurse practitioner who had to wear latex 
gloves all the time, which exacerbated her fibromyalgia and fatigue. Since 
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her clearings with BioSET, she has been able to wear latex on the job 
without any problems.

FORMALDEHYDE
Formaldehyde may be found in hair and bug sprays and cosmetology 

products used for the hair and nails. Formaldehyde is extremely 
widespread. The long list of things it can be found in includes new 
fabrics, the dye on clothing tags, pressed wood, plastics, finishing 
materials, leather goods, decaffeinated coffee, ice cream, embalming 
fluid, plaster, concrete, antiperspirants, antiseptics in mouthwashes, 
germicidal and detergent soaps, hair products, aerosol deodorants, and 
tanning agents.

Although formaldehyde is used in the formation of slow-release 
nitrogen fertilizer, it can also be responsible for plant disease. Because 
it kills bacteria, fungi, mold, and yeast, it is used to disinfect equipment 
used in fermentation processes and in the manufacture of antibiotics. It 
is used in the synthesis of explosives as well as the synthesis of vitamin 
A and to improve the activity of vitamin E preparations. Formaldehyde 
improves the strength and water-resistance of paper products and is a 
preservative and accelerator in photographic developing solutions. It is 
sometimes used in the manufacture of both synthetic and natural fabrics, 
making them crease-resistant, wrinkle-resistant, crush-proof, water-
repellent or resistant, dye-fast, flame-resistant, shrink-proof, moth-proof, 
and/or elastic.

CHEMICALS
Many other chemicals can cause sensitivities, and more are found to 

be problems every year. The following is a list of chemicals used in a wide 
variety of cleaning, makeup, and fabric products that have been found to 
be particularly problematic for those with immune disorders:

acetone in nail polish remover
methanol
benzyl alcohol
ethylene oxide
butter yellow
estradiol benzoate
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Congo red
sulfa-urea
carbon tetrachloride (used for dry cleaning)
trichloroethylene
benzinum crudum
manganese peroxide
lead bromide
lead sulfate
polyester
dimethyl terephthalate
ethylene glycol
isopropyl glycol (found in many cosmetics and deodorant sprays)
mineral oil
laundry detergent
hydrazine sulfate
toluene
xylene
asbestos
benzanthracene
cyclohexanol
amyl alcohol

FABRICS AND DYES
It may be important to clear individuals for fabrics because any fabric, 

natural or synthetic, may cause symptoms. Many have been cleared for 
reactions to cotton, linen, silk, wool, rayon, nylon, acetate, acrylic, 
polyester, jute, and kapok. Leather can also be a problem, particularly 
for those sensitive to animal dander or tannic acid. Sensitivity to tannic 
acid can also cause a reaction to tea. Excellent results have occurred 
with clearings for fabrics, sometimes immediately or within hours. One 
person’s smelling and tasting abilities were restored. Another’s long-term 
eczema subsided, and yet another client felt more focused and energetic. 
Itching, dry skin, and chronic ailments can all decrease dramatically 
or disappear. Clearing for clothing dyes in fabrics is also important in 
desensitizing people to clothing, wallpaper, mattresses, bedding, and 
towels.

Several years ago, a young girl received a gift of a bed sheet decorated 
with Disney characters. Every time she slept on it, she would get a stuffy 
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nose and begin to cough. It was found that she was sensitive to the dyes 
in the fabric as well as to the polyester fabric itself. Once she was cleared 
for these sensitivities, she could sleep on the sheet without any problems. 
Some of the most important fabric dyes to clear are:

aniline, the blue-black dye used in newsprint
anthracene, used in the manufacture of most dye products and fixed 
with formaldehyde
anthraquinone, a commercial vat dye
benzene, used in dye manufacturing
bromine, used in organic dyes
chromium oxide, a dye used in tannin and in the ink on dollar 
bills.

WOOD
Wood resin is another sensitivity that should be checked if a person 

has a lot of exposure to it. People may be sensitive to musical instruments, 
for example a violin bow, piano keys, or the wood of a harp, as well as 
the finishing of the wood.

DAILY CONTACTANTS
Contactants also include common household products, such as 

cosmetics, soaps, skin creams, detergents, metal polishes, hair dyes, 
rubber gloves, acrylic nails, nail polish and remover, metals (silver, 
nickel, and gold) in jewelry or flatware, gasoline products, celluloid, 
flowers, and bulbs. Many people are also sensitive to computers, computer 
keyboards, telephones, vinyl chairs, plastic or cardboard containers, and 
other disposable products. Some people are sensitive to toilet paper 
and paper towels. Some women have been found to be sensitive to their 
own pantyhose. Silicone, found in glass doors, breast implants, and the 
newest organic fabrics, may cause reactions in some people. Then there 
are the less-obvious occupational sensitivities. For example, printers or 
those who work in offices where there are printing and copying machines 
are often sensitive to a fine lacquer spray used for drying ink to keep it 
from smudging.
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MISCELLANEOUS CONTACTANTS
Other contactants include plant oils found in plants such as poison 

oak, poison ivy, asparagus fern, and eucalyptus. Synthetic contactants 
include adhesive tape, cement, paper products, crude oil, plastics, 
newsprint, and photocopy paper and materials. Many have been found 
to be sensitive to the plastic or other materials in their eyeglasses or 
contact lenses.

HISTAMINE
Histamine is an organic nitrogen compound involved in local immune 

responses. It acts much like a neurotransmitter. Histamine is produced by 
basophils and mast cells and is part of an immune response. It is found 
in virtually all animals. Histamine can also stimulate the secretion of 
hydrochloric acid in the stomach. Studies indicate that about 20 percent 
of schizophrenics have high levels of histamine, whereas those with 
rheumatoid arthritis and Parkinson’s syndrome have low levels.47

Allergic individuals may have high levels of IgE antibodies. When an 
allergen such as dust reacts with an IgE antibody, an allergen-antibody 
reaction takes place and the individual experiences an allergic reaction. 
IgE antibodies attach to mast cells and basophils, causing them to 
rupture and release histamine. Increased levels of histamine cause the 
dilation of blood vessels and the contraction of smooth muscle cells. A 
number of different abnormal symptoms occur, depending on the type of 
tissue in which the histamine is released. Sensitivity to histamine greatly 
intensifies these reactions.

Sensitivity to histamine can cause depression, fatigue, hay fever, 
hyperactivity, hypertension, night sweats, premenstrual syndrome 
(PMS), sinusitis, stomach pain, and vertigo.48 Histamine is found in 
wine, beer, oysters, perch, salmon, scallops, shrimp, trout, tuna fish, 
cod fish, flounder, halibut, haddock, lobster, black bass, catfish, crab 
meat, yeast mix, human milk, cow and goat milk, cocoa, mutton, ham, 
chicken, and turkey.

GLANDS AND HORMONES
Many positive results have been obtained by clearing those with 

immune disorders for adrenal and thyroid hormones, as well as for the 
glands themselves. If people are sensitive to their own hormones, they 
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may develop a deficiency because they cannot properly absorb them 
into their tissues. BioSET has had good success increasing energy and 
restoring respiratory function by clearing for epinephrine (adrenaline) 
and norepinephrine.

ADRENAL GLANDS
The adrenal glands lie above the kidneys and are composed of 

the adrenal medulla and the adrenal cortex. The adrenal medulla 
secretes adrenaline and norepinephrine, and the adrenal cortex secretes 
corticosteroids, which includes the mineralcorticoids (e.g., aldosterone), 
glucocorticoids (e.g., cortisol), and androgens.

When tissue is damaged by trauma, infection, allergy, or some other 
means, it becomes inflamed. In some circumstances, the inflammation is 
more damaging than the trauma or infection itself. The body naturally 
produces cortisol to reduce all aspects of the inflammatory process by 
blocking the inflammatory response. It is very important that the adrenal 
glands function normally and are able to secrete cortisol in a natural 
form.

If artificial sources such as cortisone, prednisone, methylprednisolone, 
or dexamethasone are taken for prolonged periods to remedy a shortage 
of cortisol, they actually shrink the adrenal glands, which in turn 
produce less cortisol.49 These artificial sources of cortisol also suppress 
the immune system.50 This suppression causes reduced numbers of 
lymphocytes, causing a reduction of both T cells and antibodies. This 
not only increases the incidence of allergies but also makes a person more 
susceptible to infections and chronic health problems.

Almost every BioSET client is tested and cleared for their own adrenal 
hormones. Individuals frequently report positive improvements in their 
health after this clearing. They feel more energetic and are less sensitive 
to their surroundings.

THYROID GLAND
The thyroid, a gland located immediately below the larynx in 

front of the trachea (windpipe), secretes the hormones thyroxine (90 
percent) and triiodothyronine (10 percent), respectively referred to as 
T4 and T3. These increase the individual’s metabolic rate. These thyroid 
hormones stimulate all aspects of carbohydrate metabolism and enhance 
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the metabolism of fats. Both the heart rate and blood volume can be 
influenced by the thyroid gland. Because most thyroxine is eventually 
converted to T3 in the liver, as well as other tissues of the body, a 
healthy liver is essential for optimal thyroid function and hormone 
production. The thyroid also secretes calcitonin, an important hormone 
for calcium metabolism. When the rate of thyroid hormone production 
increases, most endocrine gland secretions increase as well, including the 
production of adrenal hormones.

Unfortunately, many people are allergic to their own thyroid gland 
or thyroid hormones. Because this problem might not show up in a blood 
test, BioSET testing procedures may be helpful in assessing thyroid 
dysfunction. Many individuals are found to have thyroid imbalance 
(usually low thyroid function), although most are unaware of it. 
Symptoms include dry skin, cold hands and feet, tiredness, insomnia, 
eczema, overweight or underweight, sluggishness, hair loss, and poor 
memory.

If people are secreting enough T4 but are sensitive to their own 
hormone, they might not be utilizing it and can develop complaints of 
low thyroid function. This may also be the case if there is a problem 
converting T4 to T3, as can be seen in those with liver dysfunction. These 
individuals may also show the same symptoms of hypothyroidism, but 
the condition is even less likely to show up in blood tests. BioSET can 
uncover this dysfunction as well as sensitivities to the thyroid and its 
hormones.

LYMPH GLANDS AND VESSELS
One gland that sometimes affects those with immune disorders is the 

lymph gland. The lymphatic system provides an ancillary route for fluids 
to flow from the interstitial spaces between our cells into the blood. The 
lymph vessels also carry proteins and other metabolites too large to be 
absorbed directly into the blood away from the tissues. This process is 
essential for survival. If the lymphatic channels are not working properly, 
there is an overload of the lymphatic system and a resulting buildup of 
toxicity in the body.
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SALIVARY GLANDS
Another potential problem area is in the salivary glands, important 

because they are involved in producing mucus and digestive enzymes. The 
principal glands of salivation are the parotid glands, the submaxillary 
glands, the sublingual glands, and the buccal glands. Saliva contains two 
major types of protein secretion: (1) a serous secretion containing ptyalin, 
also known as salivary amylase, an enzyme for digesting starches; and 
(2) a mucus secretion called mucin for lubrication. The parotid glands 
secrete the serous type of protein and the submandibular and sublingual 
glands secrete both the serous type and the mucus type. The buccal 
glands secrete only mucus.

Parasympathetic nerve pathways, particularly those from the salivary 
nuclei, regulate the salivary secretions. Salivation can be stimulated or 
inhibited by impulses arriving in the salivary nuclei from higher centers 
of the central nervous system. For example, when people smell or eat 
their favorite foods, salivation occurs. The reaction is even stronger when 
the person smells food that he or she dislikes. The appetite area of the 
brain that partially regulates these effects is located in close proximity to 
the parasympathetic centers of the anterior hypothalamus. It responds to 
a great extent to signals from the taste and smell areas of our brains.

Salivation also occurs in response to reflexes originating in the 
stomach and upper intestines, particularly when a very irritating food is 
swallowed or when a person is nauseated because of some gastrointestinal 
abnormality. The saliva, when swallowed, helps remove the irritation in 
the GI tract by neutralizing the offending substances. Salivation can also 
be caused by the sympathetic nervous system, for instance during the 
fight or flight sympathetic response, although there is less production 
than that resulting from parasympathetic activation. The blood supply 
to the salivary glands is also affected by sympathetic or parasympathetic 
responses, which is important because salivary secretion requires proper 
nutrition of the tissue by the blood.

When there is a sensitivity to the salivary glands, there is either 
a marked increase or decrease in salivation. Most often there is an 
increase, with increased mucus secretion, creating a breeding ground 
for bacteria and other pathogens. A female patient who was bothered by 
many sensitivities suffered from excessive amounts of mucus and chronic 
infections, coughing, and wheezing. After she was cleared for sensitivities 
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to the thyroid, submandibular, and sublingual glands, in that order, her 
mucus production diminished, and she suffered fewer infections.

HORMONES
Many people are sensitive to the female hormones, estrogen and 

progesterone, the male hormone testosterone, and a major precursor of 
these, dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), an adrenal hormone. Many also 
have reactions to insulin and hormones related to the kidneys and their 
function, such as aldosterone.

Sensitivity to progesterone may produce symptoms ranging from 
premenstrual syndrome, breast tenderness, bloating, irritability, and 
depression prior to the start of their menstrual cycle. Women with 
estrogen sensitivities are more prone to uterine fibroids, ovarian cysts, 
endometriosis, fibrocystic breasts, painful periods, and migraines at the 
start and end of periods. Many women are sensitive to both hormones. 
Menopausal symptoms can also be brought on by a sensitivity to one or 
both hormones. Clearing for hormone sensitivities can be particularly 
effective for women with chronic fatigue and fibromyalgia later in life.

Hormones that increase during the menstrual cycle or during 
pregnancy can be involved in immune disorders in women who are 
sensitive to their own hormones. If symptoms increase before the 
menstrual period or in pregnancy, the trigger is usually progesterone. 
Following the menstrual period, there are higher levels of estrogen.

I remember one woman who came to see me with premenstrual 
syndrome (PMS) including migraines, fatigue, joint pain, increased asthma 
symptoms, and irritability. When she was cleared for her sensitivity to 
progesterone, her headaches and other symptoms decreased immediately. 
We have noticed that clearing women for hormones is often effective in 
dealing with migraines. In men, migraine triggers are often found to be 
different types of foods, in particular coffee, caffeine, and chocolate.

Women can be reactive to thyroid hormone levels during different 
points of the menstrual cycle. Clearing for sensitivities to the thyroid 
and thyroid hormones is often helpful in balancing and regulating the 
menstrual cycle. After clearing for progesterone, natural progesterone oils 
(taken orally) or creams (used topically) made from yams and soybeans are 
recommended to increase progesterone levels. When people are sensitive 
to progesterone they may become deficient in it, and supplementation is 
often beneficial after clearing for it.
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Adrenal hormone sensitivities can also be cleared with BioSET. 
This being done in conjunction with supplementing with enzyme-based 
supplements can be helpful for many adrenal imbalances. These hormones 
are important to women both before and after menopause.

As seen above, when patients are sensitive to their hormones or their 
glands, clearing with BioSET frequently leads to dramatic improvements 
in their quality of life.

ORGANS
Many people have sensitivities to their own organs, sometimes referred 

to as weaknesses in those organs. People may become sensitive to the 
large intestines (colon), spleen, kidney, or liver involved in functions of 
digestion, elimination, and cleansing. The liver is particularly important 
to clear with BioSET in order to support its function of cleansing and 
detoxifying the body. This, in turn, keeps the body functioning optimally 
by allowing scavengers to eat up free radicals rather than ingested toxins 
that were not processed by the liver.

“An emotional combination”

Emily, a woman in her forties and suffering from CFIDS, 
had been undergoing BioSET for some time. After a 
course of clearings, she mentioned she was doing quite 
well but noticed a dramatic change when I cleared her 
for sensitivity to her large intestines (colon). I chose 
to test this organ because in the past, she noticed her 
energy level changed for the better after I cleared 
her for parasites and bacteria related to the bowel. It 
prompted me to test and clear, if needed, for her large 
intestine.

One week later, she came to see me with depression, 
fatigue, and laryngitis. She explained the week’s 
scenario. Things had improved dramatically. Two 
days ago, however, she felt she was getting sick and 
considered getting antibiotics. She mentioned she felt 
nauseous and also looked very pale that day. I said, 
“Before you do this, let’s test you for large intestines to 
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see if you held the clearing or if there is a combination 
with something else.” As is often the case, an emotional 
combination was found. I am suspicious of this when a 
person has dramatic symptoms, such as severe nausea, 
wheezing, dizziness, tiredness, and the like. She was 
cleared for two emotional incidences in her life, one of 
which pertained to her father’s death from colon cancer. 
It was no surprise that such an emotional incident 
showed up with this clearing. She left my office that 
day slightly improved. I talked to her husband the next 
day and immediately asked how Emily was feeling. He 
said, “Great! No problem!”

This type of scenario is encountered regularly in practice. 
Often an organ clearing will have a profound effect on 
an individual. It is very important to make sure all the 
emotions have been cleared as well.

EMOTIONS AND STRESS
Can immune disorders be caused or affected by emotions? Yes, 

absolutely. For instance, a woman suffering from CFIDS became free of 
symptoms after she divorced her husband. A man’s asthma symptoms 
disappeared when his father died of cancer after a long and painful 
illness. Another patient stopped having headaches after being cleared 
for sorrow related to an incident with her mother that happened almost 
thirty years before.

Our emotions and many of the dramatic events in our lives can 
have profound impacts upon us all. Many people suffering from 
migraines, digestive problems, chronic fatigue, or joint problems should 
do emotional clearings. Every CFIDS patient I have treated has needed 
to be cleared of certain emotional blockages along their path to healing 
and regeneration. Problems or symptom complexes inevitably involve 
unresolved emotions.

Fortunately, emotional clearing is possible with BioSET. BioSET 
unlocks the energy around traumas and helps to clear it from the body so 
it will not continue to create energy blockages and health problems. Many 
emotional blockages are easily cleared or worked through during some 
of the basic clearings, but some traumas and repressed emotions need to 
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be confronted, felt, and then released from the body and nervous system. 
These emotions can be connected to food cravings, eating disorders, 
and environmental factors, as well as to family members, friends, and 
loved ones. The emotions can be related to love, intimacy, finances, 
health, physical or emotional abuse, rape, or molestation. They might 
be rooted in specific incidents, such as death of a loved one or a divorce. 
They can also arise from a recurring pattern of events, such as fighting 
at the dinner table, financial stress, marital difficulties, or repeated 
abuse. Minor, seemingly petty incidents in childhood can create serious 
sensitivities or blockages in the energy pathways that act as triggers.

Emotions are often the primary cause of bouts of fatigue and 
depression. I have seen children with chronic coughs immediately stop 
coughing after releasing an emotion related to an incident with their 
mothers or fathers. Nail biting or tics and other habitual behaviors may 
be helped by clearing certain emotional blockages.

One memorable example of the importance of emotional clearing 
was a little girl who had a rough time being weaned. Several months 
after she was cleared for sensitivities to mother’s milk and to emotions 
about nursing, she weaned herself naturally with no emotional upset 
and no pressure from her parents. Another example was a boy who was 
having trouble with his handwriting. BioSET evaluation found that he 
was afraid of his teacher. When he was cleared for his fear, his problems 
disappeared. A man with chronic bloating, indigestion, and fatigue was 
discovered to have unresolved shame in relation to his parents. Within 
days of being cleared, the symptoms disappeared.

Never underestimate the power of emotions or the seriousness of 
the illnesses they can produce. Many food sensitivities are the result 
of emotional experiences with food. If people eat when they are angry, 
for example, they may develop a sensitivity to the foods eaten at that 
time. Our patients are instructed to not eat when they are upset and to 
not argue during a meal. Even positive emotions of elation can create 
sensitivities. A meal is a sacred event and should be done peaceful. 
Ideally, a meal should be a time spent as if one were meditating. Leave 
any discussion of intense issues until after the meal is finished. Many of 
my meals at home as a youngster were emotionally charged. No wonder I 
had poor digestion and extensive food sensitivities for most of my youth. 
Now I insist on eating with serenity and awareness, and I recommend 
my patients do the same.

Stress is another important factor in the incidence of immune 
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dysfunction. If people have good health, a strong immune system, 
an adequately functioning liver, and good digestion, they will be less 
physically vulnerable to the stresses they encounter every day of their 
lives. If, however, they have many hidden sensitivities, poor digestion, 
poor eating habits, poor immune function, high levels of immune 
complexes, and liver toxicity, they may be more susceptible to stress. 
Stress adds just one more strain to an already overburdened system and 
increases the likelihood of illness. The best way to manage stress and 
avoid the physical consequences that often ensue is to strengthen the 
immune system and overall health.

Stress affects people of all ages, including infants, children, and the 
elderly. Whether the stress comes from being weaned from the breast, 
learning to write in school, or going through difficult life changes, 
everyone needs to strengthen the immune system to help the body resist 
the effects of stress. Enzyme therapy, sensitivity elimination, proper diet, 
exercise, detoxification, and the maintenance of spiritual and mental 
good health are all important factors in diminishing the negative effects 
of stress.
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Chronic Conditions
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C H A P T E R  7

Rhinitis, Sinusitis, 
and Hay Fever

For many of us, the term allergies conjures up immediate recollections 
of seasonal torture—weeks or even months of the year when we wake up 
sneezing, with a runny nose and itchy, swollen eyes. If you, or someone 
you know, suffer from allergies like this—commonly referred to as 
hay fever or in Western medical parlance, allergic rhinitis—you will 
understand why such individuals often dread the coming of certain 
seasons. When these conditions occur, the immune system is overreacting 
to particles in the air that are breathed in.

People with hay fever may have symptoms throughout the year or 
just at certain times. If they are allergic to pollens, they may experience 
symptoms only at those times of the year when those pollens are 
airborne. However, if they are reacting to indoor allergens, they may 
have symptoms all the time.

The symptoms of allergic rhinitis are nonstop sneezing, especially 
after waking up in the morning, accompanied by a runny nose and 
postnasal drip. The drainage from a runny nose caused by sensitivities/
allergies is usually clear and thin. It may become thicker and cloudy or 
yellowish if it becomes a sinus infection or sinusitis. Other symptoms 
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can include watery and/or itchy eyes, clogged ears, nose and throat 
swelling, cough, eye irritation, fatigue, puffy eyelids, nasal congestion, 
and difficulty breathing through the nose. These individuals may also 
suffer other problems, such as sinusitis, ear infections, asthma, and 
eczema.

The allergens that commonly cause allergic rhinitis are pollens 
from trees, grasses, flowers, and weeds. Many people also experience 
symptoms of allergic rhinitis reacting to dust mites, animal dander, 
cockroaches, and mold, as well as cereal grains, wood dust, chemicals, 
perfume, cigarette smoke, and many other items already mentioned in 
previous chapters. It is these latter sensitivities that can cause symptoms 
to occur year round.

To diagnose allergic rhinitis, your physician will ask you about your 
symptoms and examine you. Knowing what symptoms you have, when 
you get them and what makes them worse or better can help your health 
care provider know whether you have allergies or if other problems may 
need to be ruled out. Allergy tests (often skin tests) may be done to assess 
the particular things to which you may be allergic. Laboratory tests may 
also be done to ascertain different antibodies in your blood that are a 
result of your reactions to different allergens.

There is no cure at this time for allergic rhinitis using conventional 
medical modalities. Conventional medical practitioners typically 
recommend that patients avoid the things that cause their allergies. They 
suggest that the patient may need to clean the living area frequently in 
order to get rid of dust, animal dander, or molds. For those with allergies 
to specific pollens, they are told that they need to stay indoors when the 
pollen counts of those to which they are allergic are high. Unfortunately, 
these recommendations are often not as effective as would be liked by 
both the patient and the physician and are quite difficult for patients 
to follow. However, these allergies do not have to be a life sentence 
of seasonal or even year-round discomfort. As a clinician, I have had 
the great fortune of seeing huge improvements in the health of many 
individuals diagnosed with hay fever and other similar conditions.

“A returning sense of well being”

Sally, a fifty-year-old woman, had been told she was 
suffering from seasonal rhinitis. When she came to my 
clinic, she was complaining of symptoms suggesting 
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severe hay fever, including sneezing, watery, itchy 
eyes, and nasal congestion. She described a number 
of other symptoms as well, the most persistent being 
constipation, urinary tract infections, menorrhagia, 
psoriasis, and Reynaud’s phenomena. During the 
seasonal allergy season, she had no choice but resort to 
using antihistamine medications, which caused fatigue, 
dry mouth, and irritability.

The initial BioSET evaluation consisted of a full 
detoxification and enzyme evaluation, as well as 
an assessment of her food and environmental 
sensitivities. Upon the detoxification evaluation, I 
found kidney, liver, and lymphatic stress, causing some 
sluggishness with detoxification and drainage, and 
therefore recommended a homeopathic preparation 
for detoxification and drainage support. I have found 
repeatedly that kidney stress will frequently cause hay 
fever symptoms, in combination with fatigue and low 
back pain. The enzyme fasting evaluation revealed a 
need for enzyme-based supplements focusing on 
minerals, vitamin C, female hormonal balance, and 
thyroid function. She also needed a probiotic and 
fiber supplement to help establish adequate bowel 
movements and intestinal health. The postprandial 
evaluation revealed carbohydrate intolerance, so I 
recommended our full-spectrum vegetarian digestive 
enzyme, which emphasizes carbohydrate digestion.

Her food sensitivities testing revealed sensitivities 
to all dairy products, alcoholic beverages (which 
she consumed on a regular basis), fruits, rice, wheat, 
sugars, caffeinated beverages, and food additives. Her 
environmental sensitivities included animal dander 
(from cats and dogs, each of which she had in her 
home)﴿, flowers, grass pollen, shrubs and weeds, trees, 
house dust, and tobacco smoke.

I began to clear her with BioSET for the basic food and 
environmental sensitivities. On the first visit, I cleared 
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her for amino acids, minerals, hormones, grass, oak 
trees, alcohol, wine, and hormones. On the second visit, 
I cleared for her dog and cat, water she had collected 
from areas outside her home, as well as some pollen 
she found on the surface of her car, shrubs, and weeds, 
vitamins, sugars, and fruits and vegetables.

On her third visit, almost as soon as she walked into my 
office, she said that her allergy symptoms were almost 
nonexistent. She was thrilled. She also reported that her 
constipation had improved and she was feeling more 
energy and a returning sense of well being. During 
her next two visits, we concentrated on clearing the 
rest of the environmental sensitivities, viruses, and the 
remainder of the foods. I recommended that she avoid 
sugars and grains, especially during the seasonal allergy 
period, and cut back on alcohol and dairy products 
permanently. I recommended the carbohydrate 
intolerant diet (see resources, p.254) for at least four 
days of the week. I find this is more easily accomplished 
than recommending someone follow the diet every day. 
Most patients can accept that and more consistently 
acquiesce to the recommendation, quickly showing 
palpable improvement. However, if the individual is 
doing a detoxification or is on the Candida diet, they 
need follow the carbohydrate-intolerant diet much 
more rigorously.

Sally no longer suffers from hay fever symptoms or 
congestion. She has also remarked that her lifelong 
cravings for sweets have diminished, and she experiences 
lighter menstrual flow. She is delighted and has recently 
brought her children in to see me for attention deficit 
disorder and behavioral issues at school.
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UNDERSTANDING RHINITIS
Rhinitis is a condition in which the nasal tissues, particularly the 

mucous membranes, become inflamed. Rhinitis can be designated as 
allergic, nonallergic, infectious, hormonal, and occupational.51 Allergic 
rhinitis is the most common type. Worldwide, the prevalence of allergic 
rhinitis continues to increase. Studies suggest that seasonal rhinitis (hay 
fever) is found in approximately 10 to 20 percent of the general population, 
with an even greater prevalence in children.52 Severe allergic rhinitis can 
result in a diminished quality of life, adversely affecting sleep, causing 
sleep apnea, and causing impairment in work performance.53

The nasal cavity is divided by the nasal septum, which separates the 
left and right airways of the nose. The inferior, middle, and superior 
turbinates on the lateral walls of the nasal cavity promote regulation of 
temperature, humidification, and air filtration. A thin layer of mucus 
overlies the nasal epithelium that moves by ciliary action to the posterior 
nasopharynx. Infections (viral and bacterial) and inflammation from 
allergens may impair this ciliary clearance. The nasal tissues are highly 
vascular, so vascular changes can lead to nasal obstruction, causing some 
to experience difficulty breathing through their noses.

Common allergens that can cause allergic rhinitis include the proteins 
and glycoproteins in airborne dust mite fecal particles, animal dander, 
molds, pollens, and cockroach residues. Low molecular-weight chemicals 
in occupational allergens and drugs can act as “haptens” that can react 
with the body’s own proteins in the airway to form allergens. In those that 
are sensitized, within a few minutes of inhaling an allergen, deposited 
allergens are recognized by IgE antibodies bound to mast cells and 
basophils, causing degranulation and release of histamine. This causes 
plasma leakage from blood vessels with resulting swelling, occluding the 
nasal passages. Histamine also stimulates active secretion of mucus from 
glandular and goblet cells. Histamine elicits itching, rhinorrhea (i.e., a 
runny nose), and sneezing, whereas other immune mediators, such as 
leukotrienes and prostaglandins, cause nasal congestion. During this 
early phase, the mediators set off a cascade of events during the first 
four to eight hours that later leads to an inflammatory response, which 
is referred to as the late phase. The symptoms during the late phase are 
similar to the immediate reactions, but the nasal congestion becomes 
more enhanced.

The amount of the allergen necessary to elicit a response becomes 
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less when the allergen exposures are repeated. This is referred to as the 
priming effect.54 The nasal mucosa becomes more inflamed and more 
responsive to the allergen. This explains why hay fever sufferers become 
more symptomatic despite a decrease in levels of the allergen to which 
they are exposed. This is also seen in their exposure to all allergens, such 
as cigarette smoke and odors.

Allergic rhinitis may often be accompanied by allergic conjunctivitis, 
which can result in itchy and tearing eyes. It has been seen that 
conjunctivitis is more commonly associated with seasonal allergic 
rhinitis.55 There can be itching of the ears and throat as well.

Nonallergic rhinitis is also called idiopathic rhinitis.56 It manifests 
as chronic nasal symptoms that are not caused by allergic or infectious 
processes. Symptoms are typically nasal obstruction and increased 
secretions, with less or no sneezing. It has been associated with a response 
to environmental conditions, such as changes in temperature or relative 
humidity, odors (for example, chemicals in cleaning materials, perfumes, 
and scents), secondhand tobacco smoke, sexual arousal, and emotional 
factors.

There is another form of nonallergic rhinitis that is called nonallergic 
rhinitis with eosinophilia syndrome (NARES) and is characterized by 
persistent nasal symptoms (particularly nasal congestion), sneezing, 
profuse and watery runny nose, occasional loss of smell, and nasal 
itchiness. When nasal smears are done, there are identifiable eosinophils, 
as there are in allergic rhinitis, but patients lack evidence of allergic 
disease based on standardized skin or blood tests. NARES occurs more 
often in the middle-aged and less frequently in childhood.57 This is where 
BioSET can be tremendously helpful and has been in many patients. 
Although there may be no identifiable allergen with standard testing, 
the BioSET system can usually pinpoint the sensitivities with certain 
focused search protocols, using muscle testing or computerized testing 
to assess the associated factors contributing to the symptoms. What is 
often clearly the case with most individuals diagnosed with NARES is 
that their sensitivities are often to something not usually suspected. Mold 
is often the culprit, but I have seen foods, cosmetics, shampoos, animal 
dander, fabrics, house-remodeling items, and even water from the faucet 
or filtered water being the responsible sensitivities. Patients with NARES 
seem to be at risk for sleep apnea.58

Hormonal rhinitis and rhinitis of pregnancy can be caused by 
hormonal changes, such as those that occur during pregnancy or puberty, 
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the use of oral contraceptives, or with thyroid disorders. Symptoms 
during pregnancy usually occur due to vasodilation and pooling of 
blood in the nasal mucosa. Symptoms usually dissipate two weeks after 
delivery.

Drug-induced rhinitis can be caused by either oral or topical 
medications. Some of the common drugs responsible include 
antihypertensive agents, aspirin, other anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDS), and oral contraceptives.59

Food-induced rhinitis, which is evidenced by an IgE-mediated 
process, is felt to be relatively rare according to conventional medical 
testing.60 However, I have found food sensitivities to be a common cause 
of rhinitis. Some of the common food sensitivities are to seeds, citrus 
fruits, caffeine, spices, animal and vegetable fats, beans, yeast, alcohol, 
baking powder, corn, grains, gums, and sulfites.61 The BioSET system 
can clear for these sensitivities and reduce or frequently eliminate the 
physiologic response that was the rhinitis.

Atrophic rhinitis is a chronic condition characterized by progressive 
atrophy of the nasal mucosa, resorption of underlying bone, which can 
include the turbinates, nasal dryness, and nasal crusts, which have a foul 
odor.62 Atrophic rhinitis is often associated with sinusitis and occurs 
more often in middle-aged adults. It is more prevalent in developing 
countries with hot climates.

Infectious rhinosinusitis, or acute viral upper respiratory tract 
infection (URTI), presents with nasal and constitutional symptoms (fever, 
myalgias, and fatigue). Symptoms usually resolve in seven to ten days. 
BioSET has been extremely successful in distinguishing and clearing the 
viruses to which the individual is sensitive. Human rhinovirus (HRV) 
infections cause at least 70 percent of virus-related cold and flu-like 
illnesses, as well as wheezing exacerbations in those with asthma. HRV 
may also be associated with sinusitis. Since 1987, one hundred officially 
recognized HRV serotypes have been found to reside in two genetically 
distinct species, HRV A and HRV B, within the genus Enterovirus.63

Viruses can create excessive mucus and nasal congestion. Individuals 
can often be successfully cleared of an acute viral sensitivity with their 
own saliva at the first sign of infection, such as a runny nose, cough, or a 
mild fever. This technique is particularly effective if they have previously 
been cleared for viruses, keeping in mind that new viruses are always 
showing up. I discovered this treatment when a colleague became ill, 
complaining of a cough, fever, and runny nose at a seminar we were both 
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attending. I cleared him with the BioSET desensitization technique for his 
own saliva (For a visual illustration, go to www.micromiracles.com.) and 
recommended a protease enzyme supplement as well as an enzyme-based 
vitamin C formula. He quickly began to improve, and after the second 
clearing, he was much better.

Other considerations with rhinosinusitis include septal deviation and 
nasal polyps, the latter being benign inflammatory growths that arise 
from the inflamed mucosa lining the paranasal sinuses. They can cause 
unilateral or bilateral obstruction, loss of smell, or rhinorrhea. Polyps 
are infrequent in children, except those who have cystic fibrosis.64

Other considerations include nasal tumors, which can be benign 
or malignant. Young children may place foreign bodies in their 
noses, leading to foul-smelling discharge and obstruction. A number 
of recognized disorders can produce nasal symptoms. For instance, 
Wegener’s granulomatosis can present with nasal complaints, and 
Sjögren’s syndrome can cause nasal dryness and congestion.

In conventional medicine, a full evaluation of a patient with rhinitis 
should include assessment of specific symptoms bothersome to the patient 
(including nasal congestion, pruritis, rhinorrhea, and sneezing), the 
pattern of those symptoms (such as infrequent, intermittent, seasonal, 
and/or perennial) that might affect therapeutic choices, identification 
of precipitating factors that might be avoided, previous responses to 
medications, coexisting conditions, and a detailed environmental history, 
including home and occupational exposures.65

Nasal itching (pruritis) is more suggestive of allergic rhinitis than 
nonallergic rhinitis. Because allergic rhinitis is frequently associated with 
allergic conjunctivitis, the presence of eye pruritis and lacrimation is a 
helpful indication that a patient’s rhinitis has an allergic basis. Pollens are 
generally associated with seasonal allergic rhinitis. Perennial allergens, 
such as house dust mites, cockroaches, and animals, cause symptoms that 
vary little between allergic and nonallergic rhinitis on the basis of history 
alone. Typically, patients with allergic rhinitis have clear discharge, 
swollen turbinates, and bluish or pale mucosa.

The symptoms of rhinitis and sinusitis overlap, and sinusitis 
rarely occurs in the absence of rhinitis.66 Rhinosinusitis is defined as 
inflammation of the nose and paranasal sinuses. Viral rhinosinusitis is 
often difficult to distinguish from acute bacterial rhinosinusitis (ABRS) 
and can be accompanied by inflammatory changes in the sinuses. ABRS 
by definition is caused by a bacterial pathogen. Chronic rhinosinusitis 
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(CRS) is an inflammatory condition in which infection plays an important 
role. The principal inciting event for ABRS is viral rhinosinusitis. The 
transition from viral rhinosinusitis to ABRS is variable and only occurs in 
0.5 to 2 percent of cases.67 Viral rhinosinusitis is typically accompanied 
by clear rather than thick or colored secretions. Symptoms can persist for 
fourteen days or longer. An acute upper respiratory illness of less than 
seven days duration is most commonly caused by viral illness, whereas 
ABRS becomes more likely beyond seven to ten days.68

Acute rhinosinusitis is usually infectious, whereas CRS is less clearly 
infectious and often more inflammatory in nature.69 However, infection 
still plays an important role in CRS. Acute bacterial rhinosinusitis (ABRS) 
is defined as up to four weeks of purulent (not clear and containing 
pus) nasal drainage (anterior, posterior, or both) accompanied by 
nasal obstruction and/or facial pain, pressure, and fullness. Subacute 
rhinosinusitis is defined as rhinosinusitis between four and eight weeks 
duration. CRS is defined as an inflammation condition involving the 
paranasal sinuses and nasal passages with a minimum duration of either 
eight or twelve weeks despite attempts at medical management.70

The four major symptoms of CRS are
1. Anterior and/or posterior mucopurulent drainage
2. Nasal obstruction or blockage
3. facial pain, pressure, and/or fullness
4. Decreased sense of smell

There can be thick yellow, green, or brown mucus, although this is 
more characteristic of recurrent acute rhinosinusitis. CRS is a condition 
that is distinct from acute rhinosinusitis in more than just chronicity. 
The majority of cases of acute rhinosinusitis are caused by infection 
of the paranasal sinuses developing as a sequel to the common cold. 
The pathogenesis of CRS is less well understood and almost certainly 
multifactorial. BioSET can be extremely effective in pinpointing the 
possible factors responsible for this chronic disease.

It has been assumed that patients with allergic rhinitis are predisposed 
to CRS with the associated mucosal swelling causing obstruction of the 
sinus passages. However, there are published data suggesting high rates 
of allergy are associated with CRS patients.71

Invasive fungal sinusitis, in which fungal infection of the paranasal 
sinuses spreads to adjacent structures, is rare according to conventional 
literature, except in immune-compromised patients. However, in working 
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with CRS patients using the BioSET system, I have observed that fungus is 
often a problem that needs to be addressed, especially in those who have 
been on antibiotics for a number of periods in their lives. In fact, it has 
been proposed that many cases of what had previously been considered 
to be idiopathic CRS are in fact due to fungal hypersensitivity. There is 
some evidence that elements in the blood of patients with CRS mount a 
more pronounced inflammatory response to the presence of fungal spores 
than do normal controls.72

Some patients with adult-onset asthma and nasal polyposis develop 
a hypersensitivity to aspirin and other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs). This combination of clinical features has become 
known as Samter’s triad after a Chicago immunologist who described 
a series of a thousand such patients in the 1960s.73 Aspirin’s inhibition 
of cyclo-oxygenase inhibits synthesis of the anti-inflammatory cytokine 
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) while simultaneously increases synthesis of the 
leukotrienes, causing rhinorrhea.

Some anatomical variations lead to narrowing of the pathways 
providing sinus drainage. It has been suggested this can predispose 
patients to CRS. Examples of such abnormalities include the presence 
of a significant septal deviation, atypical ethmoid cells called Haller 
cells that narrow natural drainage pathways, and lateralized middle 
turbinates.

Conventional laboratory culture data have suggested that the bacterial 
flora of CRS patients differs from normal controls, with Staphylococcus 
aureus and Streptococcus species being common organisms in both 
groups.74 Prolonged appropriate courses of broad-spectrum antibiotics 
often yield disappointing clinical results.75 It has recently been reported 
that both bacterial and fungal biofilms are present more frequently on 
the mucosa of patients with CRS than in normal controls.76

The discovery of biofilms in the 1980s has brought much interest to 
the study of the contribution of bacterial biofilms to many recurrent and 
chronic infectious diseases. A report by the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention estimated that 65 percent of all infectious diseases in 
humans are related to biofilms.77 Biofilms are the presence of a structured 
community of microorganisms embedded in an extracellular matrix and 
associated with a surface, which in CRS is the nasal and sinus mucosa.78 
Biofilms have the potential to provide a reservoir of microorganisms 
existing in a controlled microenvironment that is protected from host 
defenses and antibiotics.
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A biofilm complex is a micro-colony formation with a two-
dimensional group of bacteria. Once the micro-colonies achieve a certain 
mass, vertical growth is initiated, resulting in towers with an increase 
of extracellular matrix. Tower formation, however, is dependent on 
the nutritional conditions of the external environment that can either 
influence cell growth or bacterial motility to form the towers. In this 
step, colonizers like fungi and other bacteria can associate themselves to 
the biofilm structure. Consequently, shearing forces as well as unknown 
conditions can induce detachment of free-living bacteria to then colonize 
in other distant areas.

One of the most significant features of biofilms is the high resistance 
to antibiotics and to host immune mechanisms, such as less susceptibility 
to opsonization, a defensive process in which microbes and other foreign 
substances become attached to particles that make them more susceptible 
to phagocytosis (i.e., engulfment by immune cells that subsequently 
destroy the antigens).79 In vitro tests have demonstrated that certain 
strains of bacteria in a biofilm state can be more than one thousand times 
more resistant to antibiotics.80 Many studies have shown the relation 
of bacterial biofilms to dental plaques, urinary infections, prostatitis, 
pneumonia in cystic fibrosis, otitis media, and more recently, chronic 
sinusitis.81 A study using the Calgary Biofilm Assay demonstrated a 
prevalence of 28.6 percent of bacteria that form biofilms in swabs 
collected from patients with CRS.82

Using high doses of protease enzyme in BioSET has produced 
good success rates in those with chronic sinusitis, due in part to the 
desensitization of the various sensitivities, including virus and bacteria. 
There are some studies that have demonstrated the effectiveness of 
protease enzymes in interrupting biofilm formations.83

Biofilms are characterized by surface attachment, genetic diversity, 
complex community interactions, and an extracellular matrix of 
polymeric substances (EPS). Biofilms deposit and adhere to aqueous 
environments. EPS serves many functions, including facilitation of 
the initial attachment of bacterial cells to a surface and the formation 
and maintenance of the micro-colony, enabling the bacteria to capture 
nutrients. EPS allows cell-to-cell communication and enhances bacterial 
resistance to antimicrobial agents. EPS also functions as a stabilizer of 
the biofilm structure and as a barrier against hostile environments. EPS 
are composed of a wide variety of materials, including polysaccharides, 
proteins, nucleic acids, DNA, lipids, and many others.
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The EPS synthesized by microbial cells vary greatly in their 
composition and in their chemical and physical properties between the 
bacterial strains. Due to variety in the structural components of the 
bacterial EPS, removal would be difficult. Enzymes have proven to be 
effective in degrading biofilm EPS through the breaking down of the EPS 
components, especially the proteins and carbohydrates.

A study84 was conducted to demonstrate the efficacy of enzymes in 
breaking down biofilms. Pseudomonas fluorescens and mixed bacterial 
species biofilms were grown in nutrient-rich and nutrient-limited media 
conditions. The EPS, protein, and carbohydrate concentrations of the 
biofilm grown in rich and in limited nutrient conditions was determined. 
Testing was then done to compare the efficiency of protease and amylase 
enzymes in causing the degradation of the EPS and biofilm removal.

Enzymes were tested individually and in combination for the 
degradation of biofilm EPS. In this study, the test enzymes were effective 
in causing the degradation of the biofilm EPS. The manner in which 
the enzymes degrade the biofilm EPS is through binding and hydrolysis 
of the protein and carbohydrate molecules, which are converted into 
smaller units that can be transported through the cell membranes and 
can then be metabolized. The mode of enzymatic action depends on the 
specific EPS components, and this in turn will determine its efficacy. 
The protease enzymes tested individually and in combination were most 
effective for EPS degradation. The efficiency of the proteases may be due 
to their broad spectrum of activity in degrading a variety of proteins that 
act at least in part as the multi-structural components of Pseudomonas 
fluorescens and mixed bacterial species biofilm EPS.

Amylase enzymes tested individually and in combination were less 
effective for the EPS degradation. The structures of polysaccharides 
synthesized by microbial cells vary. Microbial exopolysaccharides are 
comprised of either homopolysaccharides or heteropolysaccharides. 
A number of lactic acid bacteria produce heteropolysaccharides, and 
these molecules form from repeating units of monosaccharides including 
D-glucose, D-galactose, L-fructose, L-rhamnose, D-glucuronic acid, 
L-glucuronic acid, and D-mannuronic acid. It was therefore thought 
that amylase may degrade the biofilm. However, due to a wide range of 
linkages and the complexity of polysaccharide structures, it was difficult 
for the amylases to break down the bond linkages and the monomers 
making up polysaccharides, which determine the physical and chemical 
structure of the EPS. It is not surprising, therefore, that the amylase 
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enzymes tested for the degradation of Pseudomonas fluorescens and 
mixed bacterial species biofilms were less effective than the proteases. 
And when the amylase enzymes were tested in combination with the 
protease enzymes, efficiency improved.

It was therefore concluded that the protease enzymes were the 
primary compounds capable of destroying all the structural components 
of different EPS that are produced by different biofilms. Protease 
enzymes tested individually and in combination were more effective in 
the degradation of biofilm EPS than the amylase enzymes, resulting in 
the reduction of large populations of the biofilm cells attached on the 
substrate.

BIOSET AND RHINITIS
The BioSET system can competently assess the underlying sensitivities 

that are responsible for allergic rhinitis. I often find many more 
sensitivities that are responsible than just the most common hay fever 
allergens discussed above. More often than not, individuals with allergic 
rhinitis also have food sensitivities that exacerbate their symptoms. They 
may also have a particular sensitivity that, once cleared, causes marked 
improvement.

“Instantaneous relief”

Rachel, a nineteen-year-old woman, had grown up 
suffering from chronic rhinosinusitis and had been 
on and off antibiotics her whole life. Overweight and 
fatigued most of the time, she had poor digestion and 
reported that she also had congestion in her lungs, as 
well as her sinuses. She awoke every morning stuffy 
and coughing, as though she were a smoker, although 
she had never smoked. Every other month, she seemed 
to come down with a cold, the flu, or bronchitis. Rachel 
had worked in many different environments, including 
a hair salon, a nightclub, and her mother’s real estate 
business office.

I immediately prescribed enzyme-based supplements 
to help her sinus congestion and impaired breathing 
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and to enhance her immune response. Protease 
supplementation and enzyme-based formulas to 
support the immune system and provide vitamin C were 
used. Testing indicated that her poor digestion was due 
to intolerances of fats and carbohydrates. I encouraged 
her to eat a diet lower in fat and carbohydrates, which 
meant lowering her intake of animal protein, sugars, 
and grains. I prescribed full-spectrum vegetarian 
digestive enzymes  to help with the digestion of fats and 
carbohydrates, as well as a fatty acid supplement. At the 
same time, I began to clear her with BioSET for all the 
basic sensitivities. Subsequent clearings included ones 
for artificial sweeteners, dust, smog, engine exhaust, gas 
heat, radiation, paint, hair and nail chemicals, cosmetics, 
soaps, fabrics, formaldehyde, and carpets, as well as for 
trees, flowers, and pollens. This was done over a two-
month period.

Rachel improved in some ways, but she still experienced 
congestion and a cough upon awakening every morning. 
We could not figure out what the trigger might be. 
Before I went to her house myself to check, I asked 
her, “Is there anything at all in your bedroom that you 
might have overlooked?” She went home and checked 
every inch of her room to find out what could possibly 
be the culprit. When she returned to my office, she was 
carrying a piece of grass cloth wallpaper, which was the 
only thing for which we had not tested. As it turned out, 
she was definitely sensitive to her wallpaper and even 
felt her sinuses become clogged and her chest tighten 
when she held it up to show me. After I cleared her 
for the wallpaper using BioSET, she noticed immediate 
results, including instantaneous relief in her chest. It 
has been ten years since this clearing, and she has been 
well ever since.

What is most remarkable with BioSET is that not only are we able 
to identify these sensitivities, but we can also desensitize individuals to 
the allergens/sensitivities. The desensitization often brings long-lasting 
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results, giving people an alternative to avoidance of the allergens. Of 
course, some allergens are impossible to avoid, such as mold, because 
more often than not, mold and especially mold spores are things we 
cannot see. One method BioSET practitioners use to identify a sensitivity 
and clear for it is to have individuals collect the air in their house 
(detecting possible mold or chemicals) and outdoors as well (detecting 
the pollens) by placing an open jar of water inside and outside for about 
forty-eight hours. Another way to collect allergens is by using a piece 
of tape and gathering, for example, pollens outside the home, office, or 
car with the tape. The individual is then checked for sensitivities to the 
collected materials and consequently cleared for them. I recommend 
practitioners and those doing this at home use these procedures every 
two weeks during the times of the year when allergic symptoms are more 
common. This may prevent having to clear for these allergens year after 
year.

One of the most significant recommendations for alleviating or 
preventing allergic rhinitis is to support adrenal function. Intense 
stress can lead to loss of adrenal reserve, which can lead to decreased 
production of stress hormones from the adrenal glands such as cortisol. 
The adrenal glands then fail to meet the demands placed upon them, and 
allergies may intensify.85 There are a few significant adrenal stressors. 
These include exposure to a high-glycemic diet of refined sugars and 
carbohydrates that creates insulin fluctuations.86 Others are caffeine, 
stimulant drugs, alcohol, food allergies, artificial sweeteners, nicotine, 
and lack of exercise.87

Time and time again, I have found that individuals who suffer from 
seasonal hay fever have significantly fewer and less intense symptoms 
when they avoid carbohydrates and the other culprits mentioned above. 
Because of this, I recommend reducing these foods entirely, but most 
especially I recommend that those who suffer from hay fever eliminate 
these foods during the high-pollen seasons. In addition, I recommend 
taking a full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzyme, especially one that 
has ample amounts of all the sugar-digesting enzymes, to enhance the 
breakdown of the carbohydrates. This typically will simultaneously 
reduce the cravings for carbohydrates, making avoidance of them much 
easier.
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PROBIOTICS AND RHINITIS
Data has shown that children with allergies have a different intestinal 

flora than healthy children.88 They seem to have higher levels of Clostridia 
bacteria and lower levels of Bifidobacteria (Bfdba) and Lactobacilli 
(Lab) bacteria. Other studies have shown that early colonization with 
potentially more pathogenic bacteria such as Clostridium difficile and 
Staphylococcus aureus is more likely to occur in children who go on to 
develop allergies.89 In contrast, Lab and Bfdba are found in the intestinal 
flora of children who do not have atopic allergies.90 Therefore it seems that 
the intestinal terrain of those children with more of the Lab and Bfdba 
are protected against allergies. It has been suggested that the increase 
in allergic diseases seen in industrialized countries can be attributed at 
least in part to a relative lack of microbial stimulation of the infant gut 
immune system resulting from the hygiene of their lifestyle during early 
childhood. This is known as the “hygiene hypothesis.”91

Colonization of the newborn occurs at birth and is affected by many 
things, including the mode of delivery and how the child is fed, which 
includes the hygiene or the environment of the child. The bacteria that 
colonize the baby originate from the mother’s gut and vaginal tract.92 For 
example, children born via caesarean section are colonized with Bfdba 
and Lab later than a child born vaginally, and they are more prone to 
developing respiratory infections.93 Breastfeeding does enhance the gut 
microflora with specific lactic acid bacteria from the mother’s skin as 
well as containing plentiful indigestible oligosaccharides, which pass 
through the entirety of the intestines. These “prebiotics” promote the 
growth of Bfdba.94

Adding probiotics (i.e., friendly bacteria) as a supplement has been 
reported to play various roles in allergic diseases. It provides a balance 
of the pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines in the gut, with down-
regulation of inflammatory mediators.95 Probiotics may also balance 
the gut microflora and the permeability of the intestines, enhancing the 
degradation of antigens.96 Therefore, for children with food allergies, 
probiotics may help reverse increased intestinal permeability and enhance 
IgA response.97 However, there seems to be conflicting data on the 
preventative and therapeutic effects of probiotics relating to allergies. 
Therefore, the use of probiotics for prevention of allergies is not yet fully 
supported by the scientific literature available.

Nonetheless, probiotics are generally safe and can be used by 
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newborns, children, and adults. They may enhance and support the 
immune system. I have found probiotics to be of tremendous importance 
to healthy digestion. They support the breakdown of food, the synthesis 
of nutrients such as the B vitamins and fatty acids, and the function of 
the immune system. By taking a well-designed probiotic supplement, you 
can help maintain a healthy balance among the friendly bacteria in the 
gut. Adding a probiotic to the supplement regimen that includes a full-
spectrum vegetarian digestive enzyme blend with meals and systemic 
protease supplementation between meals are important recommendations 
made in the BioSET approach.

Yeast and fungi, such as Candida, in all its many forms, are a 
frequently found sensitivity in those with chronic rhinosinusitis. Most 
of those with CRS suffer the symptoms of Candida, namely bloating, 
fatigue, and occasional vaginal infections. Yeast organisms have the 
ability to convert sugars to a chemical called pyruvate, which is then 
converted to acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide. Acetaldehyde or alcohol 
can be a problem for those with CRS.98 Candida organisms will grow 
rapidly in a medium of sugars, biotin, and organic salts and prefer an 
acid pH. The higher the biotin level, the more the yeast.99 Antibiotics 
tend to increase the toxicity of yeast and Candida, thereby contributing 
to the symptoms of CRS.100 Clearing for Candida would certainly be 
significant for those with CRS.

Candida overgrowth occurs in the human body when immune 
defenses are locally impaired, such as a disturbance of the gut flora. 
This disturbance can be caused by parasitic, viral, or bacterial infections, 
as can nutritional deficiencies, sensitivities, altered glucose metabolism, 
hypoglycemia, and diabetes. Drug therapies such as antibiotics, 
corticosteroids, and oral contraceptives are factors that can lower 
immune defenses. Immunity may also be impaired by HIV infections, 
chemotherapy, radiation therapy, genetic defects, high chemical exposure, 
high-carbohydrate and -sugar diets, pregnancy, menses, and thyroid and 
adrenal deficiencies. More on candidiasis can be found in chapter 10, 
“Candida, Fungal and Yeast Infections.”
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Chronic Fatigue 
Immune Disorder 

Syndrome (CFIDS)

Chronic fatigue is an elusive disease. The symptoms may come and go 
or linger for years, and patients’ suffering is often exacerbated by the 
general lack of understanding or recognition of the disease. If you or 
someone you know has been affected by chronic fatigue, you will know 
how real its symptoms are, despite dismissal by many. But the cause 
remains a mystery, although it appears to be rooted in the development 
of sensitivities related to immune dysfunction and chronic metabolic 
imbalances. Some researchers feel it has one cause, while others think 
it is caused by several factors. Until recently, the medical community as 
a whole was reluctant to diagnose chronic fatigue as a disease. When it 
first appeared, very few doctors would even regard it as a problem, and 
others would send their patients to a psychiatrist for antidepressants.

In 1984, the Centers for Disease Control of the United States finally 
developed a set of diagnostic criteria and gave the disease the name of 
chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), also known as chronic fatigue immune 
dysfunction syndrome or CFIDS. Outside of the United States, it is 
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also known as myalgic encephalomyelitis. Although the attention to 
this disease is relatively new, the disease itself is not. Reports of similar 
conditions involving fatigue date as far back as the eighteenth century. 
A disease called febricula was diagnosed by an English physician among 
those suffering great fatigue following a fever. “Soldier’s heart” and “the 
effort syndrome” were diagnoses given to soldiers experiencing great 
fatigue following the stress of war. During World War I, sixty thousand 
British troops were diagnosed with this problem. Two-thirds were unable 
to perform and were subsequently discharged from service.

During the Depression in the United States, “chronic brucellosis” was 
diagnosed in individuals suffering from fatigue, and it was thought to be 
caused by a bacterial infection transmitted by farm animals. During the 
1980s, reports in the United States and other countries cited outbreaks 
of long-term debilitating fatigue whose cause was unknown.

Chronic fatigue is a persistent combination of symptoms that 
include recurring sore throat, low-grade fever, lymph node swelling, 
headache, muscle and joint pain, emotional stress, intestinal discomfort, 
depression, and loss of concentration. Less-frequent symptoms include 
severe premenstrual symptoms, stiffness, visual blurring, dizziness, 
nausea, dry eyes and mouth, chronic diarrhea, cough, lack of appetite, 
night sweats, sleep disturbances, recurring headaches, irritability, and 
forgetfulness. Patients often report that they came down with the flu and 
then never recovered. Fear may accompany the symptoms because they 
are so persistent and resistant to treatment. Many of the people with 
CFIDS say they were active, vibrant individuals until they suddenly got 
sick, often after a period of sustained stress at work. By the time they 
seek professional help, they are often so exhausted they cannot get out 
of bed, cannot concentrate, and feel depressed. It is frustrating for both 
them and their families.

It is not clear how many people suffer from the disease, in part 
because it is often unrecognized and unreported, but it is known to 
occur throughout the world. More than six million patient visits per year 
in the United States alone are made by people suffering from fatigue. 
It is estimated that two out of a thousand people meet the established 
criteria for a diagnosis of CFIDS, which is similar to the rate for multiple 
sclerosis.

Women are two to three times more likely to develop the disease than 
men, although the percentage of men being afflicted may be rising. The 
disease seems to be more prevalent among Caucasians and those who 
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are well educated, although one study indicates that it is also widespread 
but underdiagnosed in lower-income and minority ethnic groups.101 
In particular, airline personnel, hospital workers, and teachers have 
a disproportionate incidence of symptoms. This may be explained by 
the fact that these individuals tend to be exposed more frequently to 
viruses and other sensitivities that can result in fatigue. The majority of 
sufferers can identify the day they first felt the typical flu-like symptoms 
of headache, runny nose, sore throat, low-grade fever, fatigue, and muscle 
and joint pain. The main difference between these symptoms and those of 
the flu is that they do not go away. Many people also report feeling sick 
following emotional stress or during a stressful time in their lives.

Based on the sensitivity load phenomenon, it can be seen that chronic 
hidden sensitivities can make the body extremely susceptible to stress. Just 
a little added emotional or situational stress, combined with the stress 
of a virus or other infectants, can overwhelm the body’s defenses and 
render it unable to handle the otherwise manageable influx of infectants 
and allergens. The chronic fatigue experienced may be the result of the 
person’s immune system working overtime to maintain homeostasis. 
BioSET works so effectively with CFIDS patients because it helps restore 
homeostasis by reducing the load of sensitivities, and enzyme therapy 
contributes by helping to balance the body’s immune response.

Some people with CFIDS experience low-grade symptoms all the 
time, while others experience periodic episodes followed by remissions. 
Some are bedridden for months at a time, and approximately 25 percent 
of CFIDS patients are housebound, while others are able to function in 
a limited fashion. Most of the people generally are women between the 
ages of twenty-five and fifty and are often taken care of by someone else. 
Typically, CFIDS sufferers tend to relapse after a marked increase in 
physical activity. Stress or mild exercise may exacerbate the symptoms, 
and changes in temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, and exposure 
to sun may cause a decline in functioning.102

One distinguishing characteristic of CFIDS, in contrast to normal 
fatigue, is that adequate rest, exercise, and sleep afford no relief. In fact, 
CFIDS sufferers may sleep twelve hours or more each night and still be 
unable to function. Chronic fatigue syndrome differs from idiopathic 
chronic fatigue, a disease of unknown origin with similar symptoms, 
in having a defined onset. In many cases, a flu-like illness can also be 
identified as a precursor. For a diagnosis of CFIDS, the symptoms should 
have persisted for a number of months.
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DIAGNOSING CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME
Rather than approaching chronic fatigue syndrome as if it had 

a single cause, BioSET evaluates patients as unique individuals. The 
problem usually has a number and wide variety of causes, including 
food sensitivities, Candida, and Epstein-Barr virus. For each individual, 
a complete BioSET analysis with sensitivity evaluation is performed. 
Sometimes just eliminating a few sensitivities can make a world of 
difference.

Depression is a common symptom of chronic fatigue, as it is of 
most chronic health problems. The depression that accompanies 
chronic fatigue is generally either the result of neurochemical changes103 
brought about by the disease or a response to having the disease itself. 
Nevertheless, CFIDS-related depression can be just as debilitating as 
clinical depression.

Sleep disorders are also common in chronic fatigue syndrome. CFIDS 
sufferers rarely wake up feeling rested. Some sleep excessively, whereas 
others sleep intermittently. What is common to most chronic fatigue 
patients is the lack of restful sleep. If the sleep cycle is altered, it can 
contribute to ongoing health problems and can accentuate feelings of 
anxiety, depression, and fatigue. Sleeping medications may actually 
compound this problem.

Many chronic fatigue syndrome patients have problems maintaining 
their balance. The inner ear is responsible for the body’s ability to 
maintain posture and mobility in a balanced manner. Environmental 
overstimulation may potentiate balance problems in CFIDS patients. 
Other difficulties, such as reading problems, ringing in the ears (tinnitus), 
impaired walking, lightheadedness, nausea, and fainting may be caused 
by neurally mediated hypertension, which is found in some CFIDS 
cases.

The course of chronic fatigue syndrome is quite variable. Some may 
become debilitated abruptly, whereas others may experience a slow and 
insidious onset, in which their energy is sapped gradually over a period of 
many months. One of the hallmarks of CFIDS is the waxing and waning 
of the severity and type of symptoms from day to day and even moment 
to moment. A person might feel fine and energetic during the day, only to 
find themselves disabled with fatigue and pain in the evening. Resolution 
of the problematic symptoms may occur as abruptly as they appeared.

According to conventional research, the long-term prognosis for 
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chronic fatigue syndrome patients is difficult to determine. Researchers 
say that some people may recover in as little as six months to a year, 
while others may take years to recover, if at all. Studies show that only 
a small number of individuals fully recovered.104 Much of the research 
suggests that people suffering from both CFIDS and depression tend to 
have poor outcomes. In my experience, however, the combination of 
BioSET and other alternative therapies can bring about a change and 
even a resolution to this debilitating syndrome.

A person needs to achieve a certain amount of deep sleep each night 
in order to feel refreshed. Without restorative sleep, daytime fatigue is 
experienced. Insomnia, the inability to sleep, is a common symptom of 
chronic fatigue syndrome. However, sleep disturbance frequently occurs 
in other autoimmune disorders and is usually the result of sensitivities.

Sick-building syndrome, which is discussed at great length in my book 
Live Free from Asthma and Allergies, is a frequent cause of symptoms 
in those suffering from chronic fatigue. This phenomenon occurs in 
individuals who work in buildings that have few windows and limited 
ventilation. Symptoms are caused by exposure to the thousands of airborne 
chemicals and infectants that such buildings harbor, including industrial 
cleaning solutions, office products such as copier toner and typewriter 
correction fluid, mold and mildew in air-conditioning vents, viruses and 
bacteria in crowded work environments, and formaldehyde and other 
chemicals out-gassing from carpets and furniture. These substances pass 
into the bloodstream and trigger a wide variety of sensitivity reactions, 
including respiratory problems, headaches, difficulty concentrating or 
thinking clearly, dizziness, insomnia, and rashes.

An individual can actually be desensitized for the airborne substances 
and infectants by using BioSET. People collect a sample of the air in 
their building and then are desensitized to it. They may have to be 
cleared every few weeks to ensure they are desensitized to all of them. Of 
course, this does not change the quality of the work environment, but it 
does support their immune system in protecting them against potential 
allergens and toxins. Often chronic fatigue sufferers report that they are 
fine until they get home or until they sleep in their room, and then they 
have insomnia or just wake up tired. The problem may be right there in 
the room, in the form of feathers, dust, mold, out-gassing furniture, or 
cats or other animals.

Systemic candidiasis, an overgrowth of yeast in the body, can be a 
major cause of chronic fatigue in any autoimmune condition. Besides 
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fatigue, it can cause gas, diarrhea, headaches, sore throats, asthma, 
chronic allergies, irritability, carbohydrate cravings, chemical sensitivities, 
vaginal infections, eczema, and rashes. Candida can be passed back and 
forth by skin-to-skin contact. Candidiasis will be discussed in great 
depth, together with other fungal infections, in chapter 10.

The journey from the onset of the illness to the actual diagnosis of 
chronic fatigue syndrome can be a long and arduous one, filled with 
painful misunderstandings and misdiagnoses. Many doctors do not 
recognize the symptoms.

There is still no test to diagnose chronic fatigue syndrome. Most 
people with CFIDS have normal blood tests, or if the test results are 
abnormal, they are not useful in making a proper diagnosis. Tests do 
exist that can rule out or eliminate other possible causes of chronic 
fatigue, which means that CFIDS remains a diagnosis of exclusion, rather 
than a diagnosis based on certain defining symptoms.

The more patients one sees, the easier it gets to diagnose chronic 
fatigue syndrome. If you are a medical practitioner, the key is to spend 
time getting to know your patients and their symptoms and taking a 
careful family and personal medical history. Questions may include: 
When did the fatigue begin? Does anything make it worse or better? Is 
it better during certain times of the day? Does physical activity make 
it worse? Are there other symptoms, such as sore throat or headaches? 
Has anyone else in your family experienced fatigue? Is your personal/
professional life stressful? Have you experienced any significant weight 
gain or loss? Have you experienced any problem sleeping? Have you 
experienced any problem concentrating?

THE CAUSES OF CHRONIC FATIGUE
Immune deficiencies may be genetically based, or they may be acquired 

as the result of a variety of factors, including advancing age, lack of 
sleep, poor nutrition, surgery, trauma, certain drugs, emotional traumas, 
hormonal imbalance, stress, an exposure to various environmental toxins, 
and an overload of reactants. Even negative emotional states or traumas 
can be regarded as sensitivities since the body is continually reacting 
to them, alone or in combination with a certain food or environmental 
condition. Negative emotional states or prolonged stress can impair 
immunity to a significant degree by causing alterations in neuroendocrine 
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function, which is the connection between the nervous and glandular 
systems.105

When the immune system is out of balance, some parts can become 
overactive and some underactive. In fact, as already mentioned, immune 
system dysfunction can just as easily involve an overreaction to relatively 
benign substances. Immune abnormalities are part of the chronic fatigue 
puzzle, but it is still not clear whether they constitute a cause or an effect 
of the illness.

The techniques for measuring immune dysfunction are still rather 
primitive and are not altogether useful in distinguishing one disease 
from the other. The big question is, “What is the basic underlying agent 
or agents that cause chronic fatigue syndrome?” There are so many 
contradictions in the literature. There are even, unfortunately, some 
physicians who will not even recognize chronic fatigue syndrome as a 
disorder.

In my work, I believe there are a variety of causes for what we call 
chronic fatigue. I have witnessed more than one CFIDS sufferer change 
overnight when they were cleared for Epstein-Barr virus, another get 
better when cleared for grains, and yet another for pesticides. In the 
pages that follow, I will review the various causes I have encountered in 
my work over the years. These are the discoveries that excited me and 
motivated me to write this book.

In my experience, the primary cause of chronic fatigue syndrome 
is food sensitivities. There is no one particular food that is the primary 
cause for all chronic fatigue syndrome patients. Any food or foods may be 
the culprit. Usually people are sensitive to the foods they eat most often. 
Depression and fatigue are two of common reactions, as when we feel 
tired after eating a meal of our favorite foods. Other common symptoms 
include muscle and joint aches, poor concentration, and nervousness.

Many chronic fatigue syndrome patients say their diet is made up 
primarily of grains, vegetables, and fruits. The primary ingredient of 
these foods is sugar in one form or another, which is one of the most 
common sensitivities. Grains contain maltose, fruit contains fructose, 
and vegetables contain glucose. Hence, even though these are wholesome 
foods, they can be irritating to the system if one is sensitive to them. If 
you are eating the foods you are sensitive to, you are probably going to 
have problems.

Another significant cause that most have heard about is viral, in 
particular the Epstein-Barr virus. Viruses are small, protein-covered 
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bundles of genetic material that contain a blueprint for self-reproduction. 
They can enter, attach to, and invade living cells. Antiviral drugs interfere 
with this process by damaging or destroying the exterior surface of the 
viruses. BioSET clears sensitivities to viruses, possibly enhancing their 
destruction by the immune system.

Unlike bacteria, which are living organisms, viruses are neither 
alive nor dead. Incapable of reproducing on their own, they require a 
host organism, whose cells they invade and in which they reproduce 
themselves. Their only goal is to replicate themselves, not to cause harm, 
though of course they can wreak havoc when they reproduce. When they 
invade and attach themselves to cells, they pass their genes into the cell, 
and the cells reproduce the virus. The new viruses destroy the previously 
invaded cell and then seek out new healthy cells. They can hide, combine 
with other chemicals or structures, and mutate.

Although there are thousands of different viruses, I encounter certain 
ones again and again in my work with immune disorders. There are 
many that I do not know about, but one desensitization for viruses in 
general covers most viruses. Viruses appear to remain in a latent stage 
in our bodies for long periods of time without reproducing or causing 
symptoms. Viral agents that may produce such inactive infections include 
herpes simplex, herpes zoster, cytomegalovirus (CMV), human herpes 
virus (HHV-6), and retroviruses. Many viruses are capable of producing 
chronic illness by alternating dormant and active phases.106

In my work I speculate that when a person encounters a virus, 
whether it is herpes, Epstein-Barr, cytomegalovirus (CMV), a retrovirus 
or an enterovirus, a sensitivity may occur if the immune system is weak or 
compromised and the lymphocytes or white blood cells cannot completely 
eliminate the pathogen. Perhaps an antigen-antibody reaction takes place 
and antibodies attach to the antigen or virus. As I explained in chapter 
3, these circulating immune complexes (CICs) may lodge in certain areas 
of the body and remain dormant. When the person becomes stressed or 
the sensitivity (allergy) load reaches a critical point, these CICs can cause 
reactions and inflammation.

People may be symptom-free until they experience excessive stress, 
such as a crisis at work, estrangement from a loved one, exposure to toxic 
chemicals or medications, or even a prolonged period in which they do 
not get enough sleep or eat the right foods. They may then develop a 
familiar set of flu-like symptoms, including sore throat, swollen glands, 
abdominal discomfort, and fatigue. Some people get these symptoms 
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often, and it can resemble chronic fatigue syndrome. When we locate and 
clear for the offending viruses with BioSET, we may break the allergen-
antibody attachment. The symptoms disappear and do not recur. This 
can be extremely important for people with chronic fatigue syndrome or 
any autoimmune disorder.

Certain viruses have been studied for their possible role in CFIDS. For 
example, adenoviruses can infect cells and develop very slowly. Herpes 
viruses, including Herpes simplex virus I (associated with causing cold 
sores), Herpes simplex virus II (associated with genital lesions), and those 
causing herpes encephalitis, chicken pox, and shingles, demonstrate a 
particular ability to remain latent for long periods of times. CMV, which 
occurs mainly in fetuses and babies, can produce a mononucleosis-like 
illness.

The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is also a herpes virus, similar to CMV, 
that virtually everyone has by the time they are thirty. Once the virus has 
infected an individual, it can persist for life, generally remaining inactive 
following the initial exposure. Those who are sensitive to this virus are 
the ones who may develop symptoms.

Many patients with unexplained fatigue have elevated antibody 
levels to the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), which suggests that they may be 
sensitive to the virus and their body cannot deal with it properly. In my 
experience, EBV is not the sole cause of chronic fatigue, but it can be a 
piece of the puzzle for a CFIDS sufferer. I regularly clear for EBV and 
other viruses using BioSET.

Young adults initially exposed to EBV may develop mononucleosis, 
which can last for many weeks, with symptoms persisting for months 
or even permanently. I have cleared many young men and women with 
mononucleosis and have seen quick recovery and fewer relapses of the 
viral symptoms. For example, a seventeen-year-old boy came to see me 
feeling tired and run down. He mentioned that his girlfriend had been 
diagnosed with mononucleosis, and he was concerned that he had it as 
well. Testing revealed that he did indeed have reactivity to the virus, but 
twenty-five hours after being cleared with BioSET, he had a complete 
turnaround in his symptoms.

EBV infections in children are said to be asymptomatic, though I 
disagree. Just a few days ago I was treating a seven-year-old girl with 
a runny nose and cough by treating her saliva, which is an emergency 
virus clearing. For a visual illustration, go to www.micromiracles.com.. 
However, the clearing was only partially successful. She would clear 
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the virus, her symptoms would diminish, but they would return within 
a couple of hours. When I tested her for some other viruses, she turned 
out to be sensitive to EBV. I cleared her, and her symptoms disappeared 
immediately.

BioSET may prevent any virus from compromising or burdening 
the immune system. Elevated levels of Epstein-Barr virus antibodies are 
common in patients with other autoimmune problems, like rheumatoid 
arthritis, chronic lung disease, multiple sclerosis, or lupus. These people 
may not have chronic fatigue but instead may experience depression, 
bloating, or severe candidiasis. Elevated levels are also found in older 
people and women in their third trimester of pregnancy.

In addition to the role played by the Epstein-Barr virus in chronic 
fatigue, it is also possible that we are faced with other strains of Epstein-
Barr virus that may play a role in CFIDS. For instance, there is the human 
herpes virus type 6 (HHV-6), which was initially isolated in 1986. It is a 
common virus, although infection is often asymptomatic, and like other 
herpes viruses, may remain dormant for many years. It is frequently 
found in people with chronic fatigue syndrome.107 Another virus I have 
found that also plays a role in CFIDS is the coxsackie virus, which I find 
to be as much of a factor in chronic fatigue syndrome as EBV.108

Generally, viral activity is difficult to measure directly. Since viruses 
cannot be seen; their presence must be determined entirely by symptoms. 
Once patients have been cleared for some of the more common viruses, 
including those that lie dormant in their bodies, they can do the emergency 
saliva treatment whenever they start to feel symptoms to help their 
immune systems resist these viruses.

Because of the widespread use of vaccinations, including a new rubella 
vaccine introduced in the late 1970s, there has been some speculation 
that this vaccine might be the cause of chronic fatigue syndrome.109 In my 
experience, any vaccination can cause fatigue in a person who is sensitive 
to the vaccination. I always clear for vaccinations, especially in children 
who have more recently received them.

As mentioned earlier, autoimmune disorders and allergies/sensitivities 
tend to run in families, and there is a demonstrable link between chronic 
fatigue, immune disorders, and allergies/sensitivities. Environmental 
and chemical sensitivities are also common causes of chronic fatigue 
syndrome. For some people, an exposure to toxic chemicals can precipitate 
their symptoms. One patient of mine was an artist who worked with 
various painting materials. Over time, it became clear that her chronic 
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fatigue and immune disorders were the result of prolonged exposure to 
the chemicals in these materials. Other environmental factors that can 
precipitate chronic fatigue include dry-cleaning solvents, air pollution, 
out-gassing from furniture and carpeting, adhesives, finishes, and other 
building materials, and electromagnetic fields.

People consume hazardous chemicals in their food, water, and air. 
Among the toxins to which we are exposed are food preservatives, 
flavorings, and colorings, steroids, medicines, antibiotics in meat and 
poultry, thickening agents, emulsifiers, sulfur dioxide, air pollutants, 
vinyl chloride in plastics, hazardous industrial solvents, radioactive 
wastes, mercury in dental amalgams, chromium, lead, cadmium, tin, 
and aluminum. Government regulations are inadequate to regulate the 
use of these substances, an example being MBTE, an additive in gasoline, 
which is a severe trigger for asthmatics and has been linked to cancer in 
lab animals. Most people are sensitive to at least some of the substances 
described above. When the antigen load reaches the critical point, it can 
overwhelm the immune system. For example, food sensitivities that are 
compounded by viral sensitivities and then exacerbated by environmental 
sensitivities that can over time result in chronic fatigue syndrome and 
other immune system disorders.

Each month more new chemicals are added to the existing risks. As 
discussed earlier, these compounds may remain in the body as antigen-
antibody complexes, which can cause inflammation and challenge 
and ultimately weaken the immune system. BioSET can help the body 
eliminate these toxins and support the liver in reducing the allergic 
response.

Radiation, another suspected factor in chronic fatigue syndrome, is a 
common sensitivity among patients in my practice. For example, people 
who have chronic herpes infection are generally sensitive to the sun. 
Treating for the solar exposure can diminish the outbreaks. Many of the 
radiation problems among CFIDS sufferers can be traced to low levels of 
ionizing radiation from nuclear fallout in the environment.110 Radioactive 
releases began in the 1940s with above-ground bomb testing. People 
have become even more conscious of radioactive contamination since the 
meltdowns of nuclear power plants, most recently in Fukushima, Japan. 
If you are sensitive to radiation and exposed to it for extended periods 
of time, it may contribute to the load created by environmental toxins 
and other sensitivities.

It is amazing to see how many children complain of fatigue. They 
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have difficulty getting up in the morning and cannot stay awake in class. 
Although they would not necessarily be diagnosed with CFIDS, they 
certainly do have a form of chronic fatigue. These children also tend to 
have the runny nose, cough, and sore throat that are so characteristic 
of allergies. In addition to food sensitivities, they are probably reacting 
to the environmental toxins used in the building materials and cleaning 
supplies in schools, as well as to the radiation emitted by televisions, 
microwave ovens, and computers. Another important sensitivity in 
children is the mercury in amalgams, to which they can be exposed in 
infancy through their mother’s milk.

Neurally mediated hypotension (NMH) can be a cause of chronic 
fatigue syndrome in some patients, usually in connection with adrenal 
problems. These people experience a dramatic drop in their blood 
pressure when standing upright. NMH is an abnormality in the central 
nervous system in which the nervous system signals the heart to slow 
down, thereby causing a decrease in the total volume of circulating blood 
per minute and a decrease in blood pressure. This results in pooling of 
blood in the lower limbs, which leaves less blood available to nourish 
the brain. As a result, the person may feel light-headed, nauseated, and/
or faint. 111

Some researchers believe that NMH might be the result of damage 
caused to the central nervous system by a virus or other infection.112 
However, no definitive cause has yet been found. I find that sensitivity 
to the adrenal glands or sensitivities to certain foods can be important 
factors in low blood pressure. These can be remedied through BioSET 
and enzyme-based supplementation.

Another important cause of chronic fatigue is hypothyroidism, which 
is sometimes overlooked by physicians. Many doctors who fail to see 
chronic fatigue as a problem also fail to detect chronic low thyroid. 
Undiagnosed hypothyroidism is a serious concern, and failure to treat it 
can cause other health problems over time.

BioSET evaluation often reveals thyroid stress, which may be a 
result of hypothyroidism and or hyperthyroidism. Symptoms of low 
thyroid function include fatigue, depression, eczema, constipation, 
headaches, menstrual problems, recurring infections, and sensitivity to 
cold. Manifestations of hyperthyroidism include bulging eyeballs, fast 
heart rate, hyperactivity, inability to gain weight, insomnia, menstrual 
problems, nervousness, and irritability. In addition to a series of standard 
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clearings for healthy thyroid activity, I recommend a natural enzyme-
based thyroid supplement.

Other hormonal problems can also play a part in chronic fatigue 
syndrome. As discussed, women and men can be sensitive to their own 
hormones, including adrenaline, epinephrine, norephinephrine, cortisol, 
insulin, the various thyroid hormones, testosterone, DHEA, and for 
women, estrogen, estradiol, estrone, estriol, and progesterone. Adrenal 
sensitivities, which are common in menopausal women, people with 
exercise-induced asthma, and those who are experiencing a great deal 
of stress, tend to cause hyperactivity, anxiety, and heat rashes. Clearing 
for hormones can be an important step in healing many of the immune 
disorders.

Hypoglycemia, another common cause of chronic fatigue and a factor 
in many other immune disorders, is caused by carbohydrate and sugar 
intolerance and poor metabolism of sugar. The body naturally strives to 
maintain an adequate blood sugar supply to the brain. In hypoglycemia, 
the brain does not get enough sugar, resulting in fatigue, depression, 
irritability, anxiety, other psychological disturbances, excessive sweating, 
mental confusion, and in severe cases, bizarre behavior and convulsions. 
Many studies have shown that depressed individuals tend to suffer from 
hypoglycemia.113 The standard method of diagnosing this disorder is 
with an oral glucose tolerance test. After the subject has fasted for 
about twelve hours, a baseline blood glucose measurement is made. The 
subject is then given a very sweet liquid containing glucose, and blood 
sugar levels are subsequently rechecked at thirty minutes, one hour, and 
then hourly up to six hours. If the levels rise above 200 milligrams (mg) 
per deciliter, it indicates diabetes. If they fall below 40 mg, it indicates 
hypoglycemia.

Many of the symptoms of hypoglycemia are similar to those of 
candidiasis, which also involves a problem with sugar. Sometimes 
hypoglycemia can be linked to a sensitivity to insulin or adrenaline, 
and the symptoms may be reduced by clearing for these hormones. Two 
key clearings in working with hypoglycemia are clearing sensitivities to 
sugar and amino acids. Half of our amino acids are converted to sugar 
and utilized by the body for proper brain function. If there is sensitivity 
to amino acids or inadequate digestion or metabolism of proteins, 
there is often a deficiency in sugar, experience of hypoglycemia, and 
accompanying sugar cravings. In assessing individuals for hypoglycemia, 
I usually find a problem with proteins or sugars or both. This typically 
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results from poor digestion and/or allergies to these nutrients. I will 
recommend the individual start on the carbohydrate-intolerant diet (see 
Resources, p. 254).

Another cause of chronic fatigue is poor digestion and metabolism. 
I usually begin my work with new patients by evaluating how well they 
digest and metabolize foods. No matter how good the diet is, if the 
person cannot digest properly, he or she may end up with sensitivities, 
nutritional deficiencies, chronic health problems, and immune disorders. 
Most people eat too much sugar and carbohydrates and do not digest 
and absorb it properly. Some people have problems with fats or proteins. 
With CFIDS sufferers, I always recommend one or more full-spectrum 
vegetarian digestive enzymes. I have found most everyone with a chronic 
immune disorder has poor digestion.

I worked with one woman whose daily activities were severely limited 
because of chronic fatigue syndrome. She could barely make it into 
my office for our first visit. I immediately put her on a full-spectrum 
vegetarian digestive enzyme to help with the digestion of sugars and 
starches, and within a few days her condition had improved. Her digestion 
was better, and her fatigue had diminished. She was able to eat a wider 
variety of foods, which was significant since she was extremely thin.

Another theory suggests that chronic fatigue is caused by a hyperactive 
immune system.114 Several studies indicate that CFIDS patients with 
severe symptoms have a higher number of killer T cells, the white blood 
cells that fight viruses and other microorganisms. In addition, these 
people have a reduced number of normal suppressor T cells, the white 
blood cells responsible for stopping the immune system once it has 
finished its attack. When this mechanism fails, the symptoms do not 
shut down and the immune system continues to mount its offensive. This 
overactivity releases lymphokines, chemicals that may be responsible for 
symptoms such as fatigue and muscle aches. Further studies are needed 
to substantiate this theory.

As I mentioned earlier, I treat each case of chronic fatigue syndrome 
individually, not according to some standard treatment protocol but 
according to the person’s unique sensitivity evaluation. This approach, 
which is based on my own research and clinical experience, has been 
largely successful in clearing up certain sensitivities and changing the 
symptoms and quality of life for these people. What I learn on one 
patient I try out on others with a similar profile. Thus, I have come to 
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see that there are BioSET protocols that seem to correlate with people 
with chronic fatigue syndrome.

Psychological stress, depression, and anxiety are all factors that 
can add to the load of someone with a weakened immune system. If 
people digest and absorb their food well, have very few sensitivities, and 
eat a nutritious diet appropriate for their body type, they may remain 
physically strong and resilient no matter how much stress they are under. 
When they have dormant or chronic sensitivities and are eating foods 
they cannot tolerate well, however, stress or emotional trauma may cause 
their immune systems to weaken and their bodies to break down.

Another important cause of chronic fatigue syndrome is candidiasis 
or yeast infection. I believe fungal infections play a major role in most 
chronic health problem. They are prevalent, insidious, and difficult to 
get rid of because they can be passed back and forth between people. 
They appear to be a leading cause of immune suppression problems. 
Many people have some form of yeast infection, whether it is athlete’s 
foot, eczema, vaginal infections, intestinal bloating, skin rashes, mouth 
sores, or scalp problems. These infections place a constant burden on 
the immune system and are usually a primary factor in cases of chronic 
fatigue syndrome.

The prevalence of yeast infections is due to the widespread use of 
antibiotics, the use of birth control pills and hormone replacements for 
women, and the transmission of this mircroorganism through sexual and 
skin-to-skin contact.

Other contributing causes of chronic fatigue syndrome include an 
iron sensitivity, possibly leading to either a deficiency or an excess of 
iron. Many people can be sensitive to iron, which makes it difficult for 
them to absorb iron from food. An iron deficiency can cause anemia, low 
red blood cell count, and fatigue. Clearing people of their sensitivity to 
iron can help restore their energy.

The other problem is that iron can be a toxic metal and in excess can 
cause certain cancers, heart disease, and other illnesses. Dr. Raymond 
Pete, a nutritionist in Eugene, Oregon, cites research suggesting that the 
regulation of iron is an essential function of the immune system because 
iron is a basic requirement for survival and growth of cells, including 
bacteria, parasites, and cancerous cells. In a newsletter published in 
1996, he writes:
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Just like lead, mercury, cadmium, nickel, magnesium and 
other heavy metals, stored iron produces destructive 
free radicals. The harmful effects of iron-produced free 
radicals are practically indistinguishable from those 
caused by exposure to X rays and gamma rays; both 
accelerate the accumulation of age pigment and other 
signs of aging. Excess iron is a crucial element in the 
transformation of stress into tissue damage by free 
radicals.115

Dr. Pete has written extensively about the toxic effects of too much 
iron and the dangers of taking supplemental iron. Dr. Pete also believes 
that too much iron can block our absorption of copper. He believes 
copper is a crucial element for skin and hair color and the elasticity 
of the skin and blood vessels and is an important antiaging element. 
Copper is also necessary for the normal functioning of nerve cells. The 
shape and texture of hair can change because of a copper deficiency, and 
too much iron can cause a deficiency in copper. When our tissues age, 
they naturally lose copper as they store excess iron. Clearing for iron is 
actually more important for many individuals than recommending iron 
supplementation.

Sensitivities to vitamins like C and E may also be a factor in chronic 
fatigue. Other mineral sensitivities and deficiencies are another essential 
cause of chronic fatigue syndrome and to a person’s health in general. 
For example, chromium, one of more than a dozen minerals essential 
for good health, is a trace element that helps the cells break down sugar 
into energy for the body. Sensitivity to chromium may cause problems 
metabolizing sugar, including hypoglycemia or even diabetes. Chromium 
makes insulin function more effectively, thereby lowering blood sugar 
and insulin levels. Recent research has shown that high circulating levels 
of insulin can be destructive to arteries. Insulin resistance is a risk factor 
in cardiovascular disease, as are high cholesterol and blood pressure. 
Interestingly, chromium also tends to normalize abnormally low blood 
sugar and to lower blood cholesterol, and it may be a factor in building 
a leaner physique.

The wide use of cortisone and other drugs may contribute to chronic 
fatigue syndrome, as well as Candida and other yeast infections. I 
have found that patients with chronic fatigue syndrome tend to have 
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hypofunctioning adrenal glands. These people may present with lower 
levels of the adrenal hormone, cortisol, and increased levels of the 
pituitary hormone, ACTH, which stimulates the adrenal cortex to 
produce hormones such as cortisol. Cortisol is important for fighting 
infections because it has an important natural anti-inflammatory effect, 
helps in the metabolism of fats and carbohydrates, and influences sodium, 
potassium, or normal electrolyte levels. It also influences the growth of 
connective tissue, such as bone, cartilage, and tendons.

When the adrenal cortex is weak, it cannot adequately produce 
steroid hormones like cortisol. The pituitary gland continues to secrete 
ACTH to help the adrenal glands produce cortisol. If the adrenals cannot 
keep up with the body’s demands, elevated ACTH levels, and decreased 
cortisol levels result. This increases the symptoms of adrenal exhaustion, 
ranging from chronic fatigue to undue water retention and poor sugar 
metabolism. There are certain tests to evaluate adrenal dysfunction. If 
the blood pressure decreases from a lying to standing position, it can be 
a sign of adrenal insufficiency. Decreased cortisol levels suggest a possible 
sensitivity to the body’s own adrenal gland or adrenal gland hormones.

Some of the symptoms of adrenal insufficiency, which is related to 
hypoglycemia, are faintness and lightheadedness caused by diminished 
cerebral blood flow with hypotension. Other symptoms, such as slow 
pulse, nausea, stomach discomfort, and headaches, may also be a result 
of increased epinephrine and norepinephrine response in the body’s 
compensation for adrenal cortical insufficiency.

Adrenal fatigue, or hypoadrenia, refers to adrenal glands that are not 
functioning to their full and normal potential. This can cause fatigue, 
depression, dizziness, spaciness, poor memory, muscle weakness, and 
some of the other symptoms of chronic fatigue syndrome. Clearing for 
the adrenal medulla and cortex with BioSET can cause an immediate 
improvement.

Salt, one of the basic sensitivities cleared with BioSET, is imperative to 
adrenal gland health and function. A low-salt diet is often recommended 
for many reasons, but the diets can be unnecessary and even deleterious. 
Sometimes clearing for salt, eating foods with healthier, natural salt, 
or taking supplemental electrolytes can improve adrenal gland health. 
Other nutrients important to the adrenal glands are potassium, zinc, 
iron, magnesium, calcium, vitamin C, amino acids, and the B vitamins, 
especially B5 or pantothenic acid.

Another important gland often involved in chronic fatigue syndrome 
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is the thymus gland, crucial to optimal immune system function. It lies 
below the thyroid gland and above the heart. The health of the thymus 
determines the health of the immune system because it is responsible 
for so many immune system functions, including the production of T 
lymphocytes, a type of white blood cell responsible for cell-mediated 
immunity. (For more information on cell-mediated immunity, see the 
section on the immune system.) The thymus gland releases several 
hormones, including thymosin, thymopoeitin, and serum thymic factor. 
Abnormally low levels of these hormones can occur when the body is 
sensitive to its own thymus gland or when the gland is not functioning 
adequately. This can cause depressed immunity and an increased 
susceptibility to infection. Most CFIDs patients are sensitive to the 
thymus gland and need to be cleared for it.

With CFIDS patients, I also check the spleen, which is the largest 
mass of lymphatic tissue in the body, lying in the upper left abdomen 
behind the lower ribs. The spleen produces white blood cells that can 
destroy bacteria and other organisms and destroys worn-out red blood 
cells and platelets. The spleen also serves as a blood reservoir, releasing 
stored blood during hemorrhages, preventing shock. It secretes many 
potent immune system compounds that are used in the defense of the 
body. Clearing for sensitivity to the spleen can be helpful for people with 
chronic fatigue syndrome.

Another major involvement in CFIDS is with the essential fatty 
acids (EFAs) or fats in general. The essential fatty acids are nutrients 
essential for immune system functioning. Poor intake or metabolism of 
these nutrients can play a role in chronic fatigue syndrome and other 
immune disorders. There are two primary EFAs: linoleic acid (omega 
6) and alpha linolenic acid (omega 3). They are called essential because 
they cannot be made by the body and must be provided by the diet. 
The conditional EFAs, which are formed in the body from the essential 
fatty acids, include gamma linolenic acid (GIA), arachidonic acid (AA), 
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA).

Essential fatty acids are needed by the body for proper nutrition and 
health. EFAs are precursors to the prostaglandins, which are hormones 
that can control different physiological functions. EFAs are found in many 
naturally occurring seed oils and in green leafy vegetables. Flaxseed, 
soybean, and canola oils contain both alpha linolenic acid and linoleic 
acid. In fact, more than half the fatty acids in flaxseed oil are alpha 
linolenic. The essential fatty acid GLA is available in evening primrose 
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oil and black currant oil. Fatty acids provide flexibility and fluidity to all 
cells, allowing them to change shape and pass through capillaries.

The EFAs are also the precursors for the eicosanoids, which include 
the prostaglandins and leukotrienes. The eicosanoids are powerful tools 
that hold the human body in shape. They are powerful agents that 
control many of the body’s physiological function, including hormonal 
function. They basically keep us alive and well. They are very important 
in regulating the immune system and the inflammatory process. Like all 
hormones, eicosanoids operate with a delicate balance as regulators of 
cellular function.

A sensitivity to EFAs, which is relatively common, can cause a 
deficiency in these vital nutrients and a resistance to absorbing them 
from foods. This, in turn, can lead to a deficiency of eicosanoids or 
prostaglandins and other immune mediators, resulting in immune 
suppression and chronic fatigue. Clearing the sensitivity can effect a 
permanent change in energy level and the body’s ability to respond to 
infection. Supplementation with essential fatty acids has shown benefits 
in cardiac problems, decreasing plaques in arterial walls, decreasing pain 
and inflammation, increasing oxygen flow and endurance, preventing 
platelet aggravation, and dilating airways, which makes them especially 
important for asthmatics.

There are also some major factors that stimulate or inhibit the 
conversion of the essential fatty acids to prostaglandins, which we will 
discuss later when we talk about therapy of immune disorders. For 
example, high-carbohydrate diets, obesity, elevated insulin, and certain 
chemicals and food colorings can inhibit prostaglandin production, 
whereas a diet rich in EFAs, along with good protein and fat digestion, 
can be stimulating. Also, sensitivities to protein and fat can inhibit the 
body’s conversion of EFAs to prostaglandins.

Another factor that inhibits the production of prostaglandins is the 
intake of trans fatty acids, which are partially hydrogenated vegetable 
oils found in a wide variety of foods. Among other things, trans fatty 
acids can lower good cholesterol, increase bad cholesterol, raise total 
serum cholesterol, lower birth weight in infants, interfere with the 
storage and metabolism of normal fatty acids, and increase blood insulin 
levels in response to glucose load, thereby increasing the risk of diabetes. 
It can directly affect immune response by lowering the efficiency of B 
cell responses. It can also decrease the levels of testosterone in males, 
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precipitate childhood asthma, and escalate potential free radical 
formation.

Commonly found in foods such as potato chips, salad dressings, 
breads, and crackers, these oils are not only partially hydrogenated but 
also include rancid or overheated oils that contain breakdown products 
such as oxidized fatty acids, oxidized steroids, peroxides, hydrocarbons, 
and aromatic compounds. They can be extremely toxic to the liver and 
destructive of cell membranes.

Antioxidant therapy is commonly used and integrated into many 
approaches to alternative health care. Unfortunately, many people are 
sensitive to the most popular antioxidants, which include Vitamins E 
and C, beta carotene, bioflavonoids, ginseng, gingko biloba, milk thistle, 
and lipoic acid. All of these nutrients can be important in boosting 
the immune system, but sensitivities to them can cause some of the 
problems that manifest in chronic fatigue. Once people have cleared these 
sensitivities, they are able to absorb these antioxidants from the foods 
they eat, as well as from supplements, if necessary.

Every day in my practice, I witness the impact of mercury and dental 
amalgams on people with chronic health problems, including CFIDS and 
other immune disorders. For asthmatics, it is almost always necessary 
to clear for mercury, amalgams, and other toxic metals with BioSET. 
In cases involving chronic fatigue, I check these sensitivities early on. 
There is much debate over whether one needs to have one’s mercury 
removed and replaced and much research into the impact of this process 
on the body. I consider it an individual decision, and I will not make a 
recommendation either way. However, I will refer people to dentists who 
do this kind of work if they are interested. Whether you have removed 
the mercury or not, however, sensitivity to the mercury will continue to 
have a strong impact on the body and needs to be cleared with BioSET.

I read a case history recently about a woman diagnosed with MS 
whose health improved 90 percent when her amalgam fillings were 
removed. Her numbness went away, her tingling disappeared, and her 
sleep was restored. “I’m a reborn person,” she wrote, “enjoying hobbies 
of woodcraft, knitting, crocheting, passions long ago stolen from me. I 
am even more thankful for the gift of being able to play vigorously with 
my grandchildren for the first time. No longer fearing the prospect of a 
wheelchair, nursing home, or helpless existence is a wonderful weight 
to have lifted off oneself.” I hear similar stories all the time about the 
benefits of removing and being cleared for amalgams and mercury. With 
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chronic fatigue patients in particular, removing the mercury and clearing 
with BioSET will often bring about a restoration of energy.

Antibiotics, which are commonly prescribed to treat bacterial 
infections, may be overused and are often inappropriate and unnecessary. 
Especially in the early stages, certain enzyme-based supplements may be 
effective in dealing with bacteria. Antibiotics can often cause allergic 
reactions and may suppress the bacteria rather than eliminate them. 
These reactions may create more CICs that continually compromise the 
immune system, causing greater susceptibility to other bacteria, viruses, 
and cancer cells. Antibiotics also destroy natural intestinal flora, leading 
to an overgrowth of Candida and fungal infections.

One patient of mine kept getting sinusitis, and her physician repeatedly 
prescribed antibiotics. The infection would go away but two months later 
would return. We discovered that it was a fungal rather than a bacterial 
problem. She was cleared her for fungus. Two days later, her sinusitis 
disappeared, and she has not had another case in two years.

The liver is the most important center of detoxification and the body’s 
first line of defense against chronic illness. Every day I talk to patients 
about the importance of maintaining a healthy liver. Unfortunately, the 
standard liver function test is inadequate in diagnosing some precursors 
to acute liver problems. Instead, energetic testing can be very helpful in 
evaluating liver stress. In addition to causing chronic fatigue syndrome 
and other autoimmune disorders, exposure to food additives, solvents, 
cleaning products, formaldehyde, toluene, pesticides, and other chemicals, 
as well as heavy metals such as lead, mercury, arsenic, and aluminum, 
can overburden the liver with toxins and compromise its function.

Besides chronic fatigue, the symptoms of a sluggish liver are 
headache, digestive problems, and chemical sensitivities. After many 
years of working with BioSET, I have discovered that individuals who 
experience symptoms after a clearing, or who become even more sensitive 
to items afterward, tend to be those individuals with liver stress. This 
is an important point for BioSET practitioners and patients undergoing 
BioSET clearings. For example, a man in his fifties started to see me for 
mild asthma. He noticed that after I cleared him of the basic sensitivities, 
he became overly sensitive to pollens, perfumes, and fumes. I immediately 
performed a BioSET detoxification evaluation and found liver stress 
representing liver toxicity. I prescribed an enzyme-based liver supplement, 
and within twenty-four hours his sensitivities were diminished. BioSET 
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not only reduces sensitivities but also detoxifies the body, so we need to 
maintain a healthy liver for detoxification to occur adequately.

BIOSET PROTOCOL FOR CHRONIC FATIGUE 
IMMUNE DISORDER SYNDROME (CFIDS)

In summary, here is the sequence in which I work with CFIDS 
patients. Although other factors are usually also involved, I always test 
and clear for EBV after clearing the level 1 sensitivities.

Testing and clearing for sensitivities to cortisol, the adrenal cortex, 
the adrenal medulla, ACTH, epinephrine, and norepinephrine are 
important steps in the chronic fatigue protocol. In completing clearings 
of the adrenal gland, one should recheck the important related minerals 
and trace elements potassium, zinc, magnesium, calcium, and sulfur. 
They are vital to optimum adrenal function, which includes the body’s 
carbohydrate metabolism and maintaining proper pH balance.

Rechecking the amino acids, especially carnitine, is essential. Lysine 
and methionine are needed for carnitine synthesis. Deficiency of carnitine 
can cause muscle weakness and general fatigue. In addition, I always 
check the thymus and pancreas, both of which are important for immune 
function and metabolism.

Next, I check glutathione. A sulfur-containing molecule composed 
of glutamic acid, cysteine, and glycine, glutathione is abundant in human 
cells and plays an essential role in protein synthesis, leukotriene and 
prostaglandin metabolism, and proper immune function. Reduced levels 
of glutathione can be associated with numerous conditions, including 
Parkinson’s disease, myopathies, and chronic fatigue syndrome. Clearing 
for glutathione sensitivity can lead to improvements in those suffering 
from these disorders and in individuals with drug toxicities, kidney 
dysfunction, and possibly cancers. In healthy cells, glutathione is 
rapidly recycled back to the reduced state by glutathione reductase, 
a metabolic enzyme. This recycling is supported by the presence of 
certain antioxidants. Therefore, when clearing for glutathione, I also 
check for sensitivities to various antioxidants and metabolites, including 
glutamic decarboxylase, alanine aminopeptidase, glutathione peroxidase, 
lysozyme, hesperidinase, and superoxide dismutase (SOD).

Other important items to test and clear for CFIDS sufferers 
include supplements like lecithin, acidophilus, evening primrose oil, 
and shiitake mushrooms. A number of herbs should be tested, such 
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as astragalus, echinacea, ginkgo biloba, burdock root, dandelion, red 
clover, goldenseal, pau d’arco, licorice root, and St. John’s wort. Of 
course, foods, particularly fruits, vegetables, grains, nuts, seeds, turkey, 
fish, coffee, tea, and shellfish, should also be tested.

Phenylalanine is a natural metabolite that lowers serotonin levels 
and can be detrimental for those suffering from chronic fatigue. The 
liver regulates how much phenylalanine is metabolized and how much 
stays in the bloodstream. Phenylalanine can pass from the bloodstream 
into the brain and be converted into the neurotransmitters dopamine and 
norepinephrine. These neurotransmitters stimulate the nervous system 
while lowering serotonin levels. In this way, clearing for phenylalanine 
can be critical in maintaining proper serotonin levels.

Another major aspect of phenylalanine is that the artificial sweetener 
aspartame contains it. But phenylalanine from aspartame can be absorbed 
directly into the brain, bypassing the normal biological mechanisms that 
exist for regulating phenylalanine levels. This can be extremely toxic 
to the nervous system. Therefore, I always test and clear for artificial 
sweeteners, as well as for methanol (methyl alcohol or wood alcohol), 
a dangerous breakdown product in aspartame that is metabolized into 
formaldehyde, a significant toxin and carcinogen.

CONVENTIONAL TREATMENTS
According to traditional medicine, there is no cure for chronic fatigue 

syndrome. The only treatments prescribed are lifestyle modification and 
drugs to treat muscle pain and depression, aid in sleeping, and reduce 
anxiety. The approach is aimed at helping people minimize discomfort 
while recognizing limitations so they can adjust better. Behavior 
modification is recommended, and patients are instructed to keep an 
energy diary to identify patterns of energy and fatigue and to aid in 
planning activities, setting limits, tailoring their behavior to match their 
energy level, and incorporating rest periods into their day.

Patients are encouraged to adhere to a diet that is low in animal 
fat and high in fiber, with plenty of fruits and vegetables. In contrast, I 
will recommend different diets for different individuals, depending on 
their particular problems with digestion and absorption and their food 
intolerances. (Please see Resources, p. 254, for specific diets.) For some 
people the diet will be low in animal fat and high in fruits and vegetables, 
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whereas for others it may be the reverse, depending on what I discover 
when I evaluate them.

CFIDS patients are often given antidepressants and hypnotics to 
alleviate the depression and anxiety that often accompanies chronic 
fatigue. Some patients report that their energy level improves as well. If 
muscle or joint pain persists, NSAIDs (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs) are typically prescribed or purchased over the counter. Immune-
suppressant drugs are currently being used experimentally in the 
treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome on the assumption that the disease 
is caused by an overactive immune system. The drugs, which are normally 
prescribed following kidney transplantation to prevent the body from 
rejecting the foreign kidney, are highly toxic and have serious side effects. 
Anticancer drugs have also been prescribed on an experimental basis.

Patients with chronic fatigue syndrome who are also diagnosed with 
neurally mediated hypertension (MNH) have been treated with calcium 
channel blockers, which inhibit the contraction of smooth muscle. There 
is no evidence that NMH causes CFS, and the treatment is also considered 
experimental.

Some studies have demonstrated a relationship between a tendency 
to develop allergies and CFIDS.116 As already mentioned, I believe 
that allergies/sensitivities are the primary cause of chronic fatigue. 
Unfortunately, many of the drugs used in conventional medicine to 
treat allergies cause drowsiness, fatigue, headache, dry mouth, impaired 
coordination, and upset stomach.

ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR 
CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME

A long tradition of herbal medicine exists throughout the world, and 
the value of herbs is unquestionable. In fact, a significant proportion of 
today’s drugs are derived from plants. However, there is little evidence 
to support the role herbs can play in the treatment of chronic fatigue 
syndrome. In the Western world, this is due to the inaccessibility 
of information from the Far East, where herbal medicine is highly 
developed, and to the lack of studies being done in the West. Like 
allopathic medicines, herbs can have potent side effects, and the dangers 
of taking them are increased by the lack of clear standards applied in the 
dosing. As with any treatment, it is important for the person using these 
to become knowledgeable about possible side effects or allergies.
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Energy-boosting preparations may contain stimulants, which can 
have the same problematic side effects as diet pills. Certain products 
use astragalus, an herb that enhances immunity. The root of the purple 
cone flower, Echinacea purpurea, is a member of the daisy family used 
by Native Americans for enhancing the immune system. In laboratory 
experiments it has been shown to be almost as effective as prescription 
drugs in inactivating certain viruses. Echinacea can be purchased at 
most health food stores, and I rarely find people sensitive to it. I use it 
with certain enzyme-based supplements. Garlic, an edible member of the 
allium family that includes onions, chives, and shallots, is an important 
anti-infectant and antiviral.

Ginseng, which is derived from the plant Panax ginseng, is usually 
prepared as a tonic tea. Siberian ginseng (Eleutherococcus senticosus) 
is another herb that increases resistance to stress, fatigue, and disease. 
Ginseng (Panax or Siberian) can enhance the ability of humans to 
withstand many adverse physical conditions, including heat, noise, 
motion, and exercise, and can increase mental alertness and energy levels 
under stressful conditions.

I use Siberian ginseng in certain preparations to help improve adrenal 
function after clearing sensitivities to vitamins C and B in chronic fatigue 
syndrome patients. It can also increase feelings of well-being, which 
can help with depression and insomnia. A possible explanation for this 
may lie in its ability to balance neurotransmitters such as serotonin, 
dopamine, norepinephrine, and epinephrine.

Panax ginseng, as opposed to Siberian ginseng, is especially effective 
with severely fatigued or debilitated individuals. As with Siberian 
ginseng, clinical studies have shown it to enhance mental and physical 
performance, boost energy, and reduce the body’s vulnerability to stress 
in both men and women.

The herb Gingko biloba is the leaf of a common and ancient 
ornamental tree, the extract of which can relieve symptoms of cerebral 
insufficiency related to atherosclerosis. It has been used by some people 
to boost brain power, clarity, and attention. Comfrey is a preparation of 
the root or leaves of the plant Symphytum officinale, which is commonly 
used as a tea. Although it contains possible carcinogens, it is effective 
in helping fractures to heal. Evening primrose oil is a preparation made 
from the seeds of the evening primrose (Oenothera biennis) that supports 
the immune system and increases the suppleness of muscles and joints. St. 
John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum) is a shrubby perennial plant native 
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to Europe and the United States that is commonly used to improve mood 
and alleviate depression. Research indicates that it can inhibit the growth 
of different viruses, including the enterovirus associated with AIDS and 
the HIV virus, and can improve the mood in AIDS patients.

Shiitake mushrooms (Lentinus edods) have been used in Asia for 
centuries to enhance the immune system and combat cancer. They can 
be taken as an extract or eaten in the diet. Research from Japan indicates 
that components from the mushroom have had impressive results in 
prolonging the lifespan of cancer patients and activating the macrophages 
and immune mediators in the body.117

Other supplementation can be quite helpful. The essential fatty 
acids are necessary for maintaining normal membrane structure and 
cell function. Other nutrients, including vitamins B, C, E, beta carotene, 
and various minerals, are also essential but are deficient in most people 
because of the deficiency of minerals in the soil. For instance, magnesium 
is important for chronic fatigue syndrome because it helps relieve pain, 
boosts energy production in cells, and aids in digestion. However, 
before prescribing nutritional supplements, I test and clear people for 
any sensitivities.

There are additional alternative treatments that have been utilized 
in those with chronic fatigue. Well known in Asia and increasingly 
so throughout the world, acupuncture can help alleviate pain and 
increase energy level in CFIDS patients. Various therapies focusing on 
the physical body have also been shown to be of benefit, including taiji 
quan, qigong, appropriately designed therapeutic exercise programs, and 
relaxation techniques. Supportive treatments that can also be helpful 
include biofeedback training, certain forms of meditation, and a number 
of psychological interventions, including cognitive and behavioral 
therapy.

In the experience of its practitioners, the BioSET system has 
demonstrated time and again its efficacy in helping those with CFIDS.

“I was given hope”

One of my patients recently described my work with 
chronic fatigue syndrome as nothing short of miraculous. 
While her choice of words is dramatic, it is not uncommon 
for me to hear these kinds of testimonials from patients 
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whose lives have been restored to them. I will let her 
tell her story in her own words:

Thanks to Dr. Cutler’s work, I am 100 percent healthy 
and have my life back. I am presently forty-four. I had 
no health problems until I turned twenty-seven. That 
year, after graduating from law school and starting my 
first job as a lawyer, I came down with mononucleosis. 
I experienced typical symptoms—swollen glands and 
fatigue. The symptoms slowly began to lessen as the 
months passed but never fully went away. After six 
months of feeling tired, I started psychotherapy. My 
life just was not working. Not only did I not feel well, 
but I was depressed and did not know why.

Over the next five years (﴾ages twenty-eight to thirty-
two), my overall health slowly declined. Physically, I 
was chronically tired, came down with a cold or other 
similar illness every six weeks to two months, and 
experienced food and other allergies that I had never 
had before. Psychologically, my depression continued. I 
discovered in therapy that I had been raised in a highly 
dysfunctional family. I began coming to terms with the 
damage I had sustained by having been raised by a 
mentally ill mother and a sexually abusive father. The 
healing process was slow and exhausting. My overall 
lifestyle became quite restricted. I needed to sleep ten 
hours a day, I could only exercise fifteen minutes a day 
(mostly walking), I had to avoid a myriad of foods to 
which I was sensitive as well as refined sugar, alcohol, 
and caffeine, and I had to avoid stress. To this day, I 
do not know how I managed to work full time during 
these years.

I believe I had the equivalent of what the medical 
establishment now calls chronic fatigue syndrome. 
However, during this period, no traditional doctors 
knew what to call my condition and could not offer me 
any real healing or relief.
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During the next five years (﴾ages thirty-three to thirty-
seven), my overall health slowly began to improve. 
I continued with psychotherapy and found an 
environmental physician who was helpful. The physician 
acknowledged that my condition was real, which was a 
great relief, and found that I had not only been infected 
with the mononucleosis virus but also the Epstein-Barr 
virus. I continued to take good care of myself physically 
and psychologically. I followed the lifestyle restrictions 
I had implemented in the first five years, and continued 
to face the truth about my childhood and express all the 
related feelings. I also began seeing a chiropractor and 
acupuncturist on a regular basis.

For the next three years (ages thirty-eight to forty-one), 
I felt much better. I had fairly good energy so long 
as I continued to take good care of myself physically 
and psychologically. My lifestyle restrictions lessened. 
I needed only eight hours of sleep, could exercise 
moderately (one hour a day, running and weight training), 
and could withstand more stress. I still had to avoid 
all the foods to which I was allergic as well as refined 
sugar, alcohol, and caffeine and monitor the stress in 
my life. I also continued ongoing treatments with my 
psychotherapist, chiropractor, and acupuncturist. I was 
delighted with my progress.

However, deep inside, I knew I had reached a plateau 
with my health. I was concerned about my allergies and/
or sensitivities, the status of my immune system, and 
the effect the aging process would have on my health. 
I felt there must be a next step out there somewhere, 
but I was not sure where it was or how to find it. I had 
tried everything.

Then, one day when I was forty-one, an acquaintance 
told me about BioSET. I decided I had nothing to lose 
but time and money. I remember my first appointment. 
I was given hope that turned out to be absolutely 
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true, and my life changed in ways I could have never 
imagined.

Through my work with Dr. Cutler, I healed tremendously 
in all aspects of my life. I was cleared for the basic 
sensitivities. Once I cleared those, she began clearing 
me for all the foods to which I was sensitive. Once that 
process was complete, I felt like a different person. It was 
a gift to be able to eat anything I wanted and not have 
a reaction. I had been sensitive to every ingredient in 
pizza and had not been able to eat it for over a decade. 
I went on a pizza-eating spree, eating it every day until 
I could not stand it any longer, three months and ten 
pounds later. After the food groups, I was cleared for 
all the parasites, bacteria, fungus, and viruses to which 
I was sensitive. This process was slow and arduous for 
me, as I was very sensitive to these pathogens.

During my ongoing BioSET clearings, I felt as if all that 
had been holding me down psychologically, physically, 
and spiritually began to lift and the real me began to 
emerge. I began to see all the ways that I had made 
choices in my life that I had not made from my authentic 
self. These choices involved all aspects of my life, from 
work to relationships to living environments. After the 
first year of clearings, I stopped practicing law and left 
a dysfunctional relationship. Since then, I have been 
making other changes on more subtle and esoteric 
levels, changes I would have never been able to make 
had it not been for the treatments.

I feel 100 percent well for the first time in my life. I 
continue to live a healthy lifestyle—eating well, getting 
adequate rest, exercising moderately to strenuously, and 
watching stress—but I do so now not out of necessity 
and fear of illness but from a place of choice. I live a 
healthy life because I want to be and stay healthy.
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Fibromyalgia

Anyone who has been ill knows how distressing it can be to have a 
physical ailment. Patients with the extremely painful muscle condition 
known as fibromyalgia often experience an additional problem: the 
necessity of proving that anything is in fact wrong with them. Though 
recognized as an illness by the American Medical Association (AMA) 
in 1987, fibromyalgia continues to be questioned by doctors who are 
unfamiliar with the syndrome. In fact, fibromyalgia affects 3 to 6 million 
Americans or 5 percent of the nation’s population,118 making it the most 
common cause of widespread pain encountered in medical practice. It 
primarily occurs in women of childbearing age, but children, the elderly, 
and men can also be affected

People with fibromyalgia who come to their physicians with 
complaints of chronic pain all over their bodies originating in the muscles 
might have their blood tested or X-rays taken, only to be sent home 
with a less-than-reassuring declaration that the symptoms are a mere 
creation of their own mind. Since fibromyalgia does not appear in any 
medical diagnostic test, some in the medical profession have difficulty 
identifying it or even believing in its existence. However, there has been 
standardized testing for fibromyalgia, most recently described in the 
2010 provisional guidelines of the American College of Rheumatology, 
that allows for precise, reliable classification of the disease.119 A diagnosis 
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of fibromyalgia is based on the patient’s report of at least three months of 
widespread physical pain, no longer requiring pain in eleven of eighteen 
tender point sites with digital pressure.

Patients with fibromyalgia typically have fatigue and difficulty 
thinking clearly and awaken unrefreshed from sleep. Fibromyalgia 
patients also have other symptoms affecting many organ systems, such as 
headache, gastrointestinal discomfort, bladder problems and numbness, 
or tingling in the extremities. The diagnosis of fibromyalgia is made 
taking into account the overall burden of symptoms in patients with 
widespread body pain and no other explanation for the pain. Tenderness 
in multiple areas of the body is characteristic of fibromyalgia.

Fibromyalgia may appear without the presence of any other condition. 
This condition is sometimes referred to as primary fibromyalgia. However, 
a patient will frequently have developed accompanying disorders, such 
as rheumatoid arthritis or systemic lupus erythematosus, in which 
case the fibromyalgia may be labeled “concomitant.” The following 
syndromes often appear with fibromyalgia or have symptoms similar to 
fibromyalgia:

Irritable bowel syndrome—abdominal pain, cramps, audible 1. 
bowel sounds, and loose stools with mucus but no blood.
Inflammatory bowel disease—abdominal pain, weight loss, 2. 
and bloody diarrhea
Irritable bladder—frequent and urgent urination.3. 
Female urethral syndrome—frequent and painful urination and 4. 
recurrent bladder infections.
Dysmenorrhea—menstrual cramping and related symptoms5. 
Restless leg syndrome—uneasy feeling of insects crawling on 6. 
the legs that is worse at night or when lying down.
Headaches—especially muscular tension and migraine types.7. 
Raynaud’s phenomenon—reduced blood flow to fingers, toes, 8. 
and face, especially in cold and stressful situations.
Premenstrual tension syndrome.9. 
Allergies—common allergy symptoms.10. 
Hypertension.11. 
Sleep apnea—snoring with periodic cessation of breathing for 12. 
several seconds while asleep.
Sicca syndrome—reduced production of body fluids, such as 13. 
dry eyes and dry mouth, aggravated by antidepressants.
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Arthritis—joint pain or failure.14. 
Carpal tunnel syndrome—pain and numbness in the thumb and 15. 
fingers because of excessive stress or pressure at the wrist.
Systemic lupus erythematosus—an autoimmune disease with 16. 
findings such as skin rash, arthritis, and kidney trouble.
Sjogren’s syndrome—an autoimmune disease characterized by 17. 
dry eyes and mouth.
Polymyalgia rheumatic—stiffness and pain in the shoulders and 18. 
hips, often found among the elderly.
Osteoporosis—bone condition characterized by increased risk 19. 
of bone fractures and chronic pain.
Hypothyroidism—characterized by fatigue, fluid retention, 20. 
cold intolerance, dry skin, weight problems, and depression.
Multiple Sclerosis—a disease of neurological dysfunction.21. 

Fibromyalgia is not considered an inflammatory autoimmune disease 
like arthritis. William Wilke, MD, explains, “Most inflammatory 
conditions hurt a lot more when you move, while fibromyalgia pain 
continues and may be worse even when you’re not moving.”120 Also, 
arthritic pain tends to originate in the joints, while the pain of fibromyalgia 
arises from the muscles. Sometimes people think that fibromyalgia is 
the same as chronic fatigue syndrome or CFIDS. The two conditions 
overlap significantly, each involving fatigue, sleep disturbance, irritable 
bowel syndrome, headaches, depression, numbness, and pain all over 
the body. However, patients with fibromyalgia always experience pain 
in characteristic tender points, whereas rheumatologists do not require 
similar tenderness to diagnose CFIDS. According to various estimates, 
fibromyalgia sufferers are from 65 percent to 95 percent women, and 
the disease most often surfaces during a patient’s twenties or thirties. 
Childhood is another common time for the onset of fibromyalgia, with 
28 percent of the cases beginning at that time.121

There are two comforting facts about fibromyalgia revealed by 
long-term studies. Fibromyalgia is not fatal, and it is not degenerative, 
progressive, or ultimately crippling. Although the pain is by definition 
chronic and pervasive, the symptoms can wax and wane in intensity, 
allowing periods of relief and stabilization. Fibromyalgia may follow one 
of three distinct courses: remitting, in which the symptoms intermittently 
disappear and reappear; fluctuating, in which they lessen periodically 
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but never disappear entirely; and progressive, in which they become 
increasingly more severe.

Nearly 125 million Americans currently suffer from a chronic 
illness and chronic health conditions accounted for three-quarters of 
directed medical care costs in the United States.122 Fibromyalgia is one 
of these conditions, needlessly sapping healthcare resources when an 
effective, lasting supportive system such as BioSET could help much 
more effectively.

“In three months I was pain free”

A young woman in her early forties came to see me 
about two years ago with symptoms suggesting 
fibromyalgia. Her symptoms included irritable 
bladder, dysmenorrhea, pain in the muscles at various 
trigger points, hormonal problems, some symptoms 
suggestive of hypothyroidism, and severe digestion 
and bloating problems. I tentatively diagnosed her with 
fibromyalgia and referred her to a physician for more 
testing and evaluation. The physician referred her to 
a rheumatologist who specialized in fibromyalgia and 
who prescribed antidepressants. However, the patient 
was reluctant to take them and came back to see me.

Suspecting that food sensitivities were the problem, I 
did a full workup and recommended a full-spectrum 
vegetarian digestive enzyme that emphasized the 
digestion of fats. I also recommended a fat-intolerance 
diet (﴾see Resources, p. 254)﴿ and modified her carbohydrate 
and sugar intake. She lost weight immediately, and 
her symptoms improved by about 30 percent. Then 
we began clearing some basic sensitivities that were 
found. After being cleared for sugars and calcium, she 
noticed that her chest pain diminished considerably. 
A thorough testing of her food sensitivities revealed 
that she was sensitive to many foods, especially dairy 
products, meats, and animal and vegetable fats. She 
was desensitized to these with BioSET, and her pain was 
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reduced to a minimum. About three and a half months 
later, she came back and was pain free.

The only problem that remained involved early 
menopausal symptoms, which I believed was connected 
with sensitivities to her own hormones. She was cleared 
for her hormones, including estrogen (estradiol, estriol, 
and estrone), progesterone, and testosterone. These 
were cleared alone and in combination with certain 
emotions, heat, and sugar. She was also prescribed a 
natural hormonal cream derived from yam, soybean, 
and licorice root. Her symptoms dissipated, including 
her hot flashes, night sweats, and mood swings, and she 
was able to go without any drugs or antidepressants. 
Subsequently, she was also cleared for the thyroid gland, 
Epstein-Barr virus, and other emotional sensitivities. 
She currently maintains her diet, continues to take her 
enzymes, and remains completely pain free. This case 
is typical of the results I and other BioSET practitioners 
have had with fibromyalgia patients.

There may be warning signs and precursors to fibromyalgia. Some 
studies report a previous physical trauma such as an injury, accident, or 
serious illness. Even a severe and persistent cold or the flu can apparently 
trigger fibromyalgia. In traumatic fibromyalgia, the sorest points are 
generally clustered around the area of injury. Estimates of how many 
fibromyalgia cases involve a known triggering event range from 20 
percent to 50 percent.123 However, there may be more subtle indicators 
of future trouble, which can be revealed through careful observation and 
questioning. Sometimes the first sign of fibromyalgia is the recurrence of 
“growing pains” after the person has stopped growing.

Sleep is a crucial factor in the identification and management of 
fibromyalgia. Insomnia is a common symptom of many individuals with 
immune system problems and for people in general as they age. People 
with fibromyalgia often feel drowsy much of the time, and some cannot 
work. In addition, fibromyalgia patients have more nonrestorative sleep 
than average, meaning that they sleep more lightly rather than reaching 
deep stage-four sleep. Sleep disorders are extremely prevalent among 
fibromyalgia patients. These patients usually sleep better after being 
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cleared for calcium with BioSET. When the body is lacking calcium, which 
may occur when there is sensitivity to calcium, a person is in a constant 
state of tension and has difficulty sleeping. Other sensitivities often 
cleared in cases of insomnia are serotonin and other neurotransmitters, 
the hypothalamus, and the hormone melatonin.

Another common sleep disturbance is called the alpha delta sleep 
anomaly, in which the sufferer does not get enough deep delta-level sleep 
because he or she is constantly being jolted awake or into a lighter stage 
of sleep by intruding alpha (waking) waves. Since delta sleep is a time for 
the restoration of neurotransmitters in the body’s self-healing process, 
an ongoing deficiency of deep sleep can take a toll on one’s health and 
proper functioning.124

One of the most common sleep disturbances in fibromyalgia patients 
is periodic limb movement disorder or nocturnal myoclonus. In the 
daytime, this manifests as restless leg syndrome, in which patients feel 
numbness or tingling in their legs and seem to be constantly moving 
their legs for reasons they cannot explain. In my experience, minerals, 
and especially calcium, require clearings in those with restless leg 
syndrome.

Research by Robert M. Bennett, MD, of Oregon Health Sciences 
University, has found that some fibromyalgia patients have less of a protein 
called somatomedin-C than do healthy people.125 The concentration of 
somatomedin-C in the blood normally follows the rate of secretion of 
human growth hormone. Research suggests that this protein activates 
the growth hormone and makes growth possible.126 Dwarfs, for example, 
have substantial amounts of growth hormone in their blood but low levels 
of somatomedin-C, which explains their small stature. This protein, 
released during stage-four sleep, is also instrumental in the repair 
of muscle tissue. Some researchers think the lack of somatomedin-C 
worsens the deterioration of muscle tissue and the tenderness and pain 
of fibromyalgia. Hence, sleep deprivation contributes to the pain rather 
than the reverse. I often find it necessary to clear for somatomedins in 
those with fibromyalgia.

Sometimes people are genetically predisposed to sleep disturbance, 
or some accident, illness, or allergy results in the development of 
unhealthy sleep patterns. Aside from the physical stress, sleep deprivation 
is known to cause a number of psychological effects including depression, 
irritability, difficulty in concentrating, and memory problems. All of 
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these are symptoms commonly reported by fibromyalgia patients. Once 
sleep is normalized, most of these symptoms resolve.

According to the American Academy of Rheumatology, other 
factors that may be related to the initial development of fibromyalgia 
are psychological stress, immune or endocrine abnormalities, and 
biochemical abnormalities in the central nervous system.

Stephen J. Gislason, MD, of Environmental Research Incorporated, 
has a theory that is unusual among medical doctors. “Fibromyalgia,” he 
writes, “is a symptom complex caused by delayed pattern food allergy 
and is part of a larger illness complex. The general classification is 
nonspecific hypersensitivity disease. Fibromyalgia should be treated for 
diet revision as the first and most essential form of therapy.”127

Although I agree with his appraisal, I use BioSET to clear many of 
these sensitivities/allergies in conjunction with revising the diet. In my 
experience, people with fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue tend to eat the 
foods to which they are most sensitive. Gislason goes on to describe (with 
reference to the work of Dr. William Knicker) a “plausible explanation 
for the immune mechanisms which cause fibromyalgia involving the 
following steps: the abnormal entry of large food molecules into the 
bloodstream, the formation of immune complexes, the action of chemical 
mediators released by activated immune cells, and the activation of cell 
mediated immunity.”

In other words, undigested food gets into the bloodstream, forming 
CICs that then lodge in different parts of the body, including the joints, 
muscles, and head. These provoke autoimmune reactions in which the 
body attacks its own tissues. These mechanisms are responsible for a 
variety of autoimmune disorders, not just fibromyalgia.

SYMPTOMS OF FIBROMYALGIA
The most notable symptom of fibromyalgia is widespread and 

enduring pain that patients describe as aching, stabbing, or lancinating. 
Other common symptoms, accompanied by an estimate provided by the 
National Fibromyalgia Association of the frequency with which they 
occur in fibromyalgia patients, are shown in table 9-1:
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TABLE 9-1
Symptom Estimate of Occurrence

muscular pain 100 percent

fatigue and decreased energy 96 percent

insomnia 86 percent

joint pain 72 percent

headaches 
(tension, migraine, nonmigraine)

60 percent

restless legs 56 percent

numbness and tingling
52 percent 
(in extremities, limbs, face)

impaired memory 46 percent

leg cramps 42 percent

impaired concentration 41 percent

nervousness 32 percent

major depression 20 percent

Other symptoms identified in fibromyalgia patients include cognitive 
dysfunction, dizziness, cold intolerance, temporary skin color changes, 
fluid retention, dry or watery eyes, dry mouth, tight skin, abdominal 
pain (usually related to irritable bowel syndrome), bloating, constipation 
or diarrhea, urinary urgency or frequency, secondary growth hormone 
deficiency, inappropriate fluctuations of body temperature, and irregular 
fingernail growth, such as unusual curvature, ridges, or frequent breaking. 
In addition, sleep deprivation may compromise neurotransmitter function, 
causing a breakdown in the communication between mind and body, 
resulting in faulty sensory feedback and improper muscle control. For 
example, because of the inability of the body’s musculature to accurately 
determine its own activity, the fingers may fail to assert enough pressure 
or the wrist may weaken while attempting to grasp an object.

Fibromyalgia is a sensitivity amplification syndrome, which means 
that certain stimuli such as lights, smells, sounds, and vibrations, are felt 
more intensely in someone with fibromyalgia than in a healthy person. The 
body may even interpret these sensations as painful, causing the person 
discomfort and anxiety. Diagnosed psychiatric disorders, particularly 
depression, appear in approximately 20 percent to 30 percent of 
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fibromyalgia patients128. The association of fibromyalgia with depression 
has led some to hypothesize that the syndrome has mental origins with 
the emotional state compromising the immune system. However, this 
is an unlikely explanation and an attempt to undermine the reality of 
the disease, since most patients develop feelings of depression after the 
manifestation of physical pain, which is an emotional and stressful 
circumstance in itself. Psychological problems, then, are a consequence, 
not a cause, of fibromyalgia.

TESTS AND QUESTIONNAIRES
There is no blood test or X-ray examination to identify fibromyalgia. 

Laboratory tests are often used to rule out the possibility of other conditions 
that resemble fibromyalgia, such as hypothyroidism, inflammatory 
muscle or joint disease, arthritis, and polymyalgia rheumatica. The only 
methods of positively diagnosing fibromyalgia are listening carefully to 
the patient’s history.

Researchers are now exploring other psychological ways in which 
people with fibromyalgia can be recognized. Lawrence Bradley, PhD, 
of the University of Alabama, is leading research to find differences 
between fibromyalgia patients and people without fibromyalgia. One 
finding is that the cerebrospinal fluid of those with fibromyalgia has 
more of the neuropeptide substance P. Because substance P carries pain 
signals through the body, people with more of it will probably be more 
aware of their pain. People with fibromyalgia were also observed to 
have impaired functioning of the part of the brain that determines how 
many pain signals the brain receives. Both of these factors can result in 
a fibromyalgia patient’s perceiving more physical pain than would be felt 
by someone with a healthy body.129,130

TREATMENT FOR FIBROMYALGIA
Fibromyalgia is a complicated and delicate condition, for which 

the medical profession has found no universal, long-term solution. 
Many different approaches have yielded some improvement in certain 
individuals, and each fibromyalgia sufferer would be well advised 
to explore the health care field carefully to find the combination of 
treatment approaches that best suit his or her needs. As Dr. Robert M. 
Bennett states:
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Effective management of fibromyalgia patients 
requires a holistic approach demanding skill in such 
diverse topics as myofascial anatomy, psychiatry, sleep 
disorders, exercise psychology, physical therapy, and the 
functional neuroanatomy of chronic pain. Currently, the 
muscle pain experienced by these patients cannot be 
completely eliminated. Without being unduly negative, 
it is important that the patient understand that the total 
elimination of pain cannot be the goal of treatment. 
Rather than eliminating pain, the aim is to improve 
function and restore the patient to a more functional 
lifestyle.131

Fibromyalgia is generally a life-long problem. Without a single proven 
cure, the treatments prescribed by physicians attempt to control the 
symptoms and sleep disturbances as effectively as possible. One popular 
treatment involves trigger point injections, generally composed of 1 
percent procaine or lidocaine, sometimes combined with the technique of 
stretching the muscle. The painful injection is made directly at the point 
of tenderness, with only one area treated at a time. The injection brings 
immediate relief for a few hours and then the return of some pain as the 
numbing effect wears off. Within two to five days, there is a substantial 
reduction of the pain (typically between 50 and 80 percent improvement), 
which lasts two to three months. When the pain eventually returns, 
another injection is required to relieve it again. Some of the problems 
that result from trigger point injections are allergic reactions, such as 
dizziness, light-headedness, and rarely, an anaphylactic reaction.

Many doctors prescribe antidepressants to their fibromyalgia patients, 
with subsequent improvement in some cases. In particular, amitriptyline 
(for example, Elavil) and fluoxetine (for example, Prozac) have been 
shown to reduce pain and other symptoms as well as helping patients 
to sleep. One explanation for this effect is that the antidepressants 
reduce the amount of perceived pain by raising the patient’s threshold 
for pain. The antidepressants are believed to act directly on the central 
nervous system, changing the brain chemistry to alter pain perception, 
deepen sleep, and improve moods even when administered at doses far 
lower than those prescribed for clinical depression. Low-dose tricyclic 
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antidepressants help control sleep disruptions due to their antihistamine 
content, which can induce drowsiness, and to their ability to increase the 
brain’s level of serotonin, an important neurotransmitter. Side effects of 
amitriptyline include weight gain and dry mouth. Sometimes, however, 
these medications produce a stimulating rather than a calming effect on 
some patients. The drugs may lose effectiveness over time, necessitating 
increased dosages, and are often prescribed on an indefinite basis.

In my experience, most patients are sensitive to antidepressant 
medications. If they decide to keep taking them while undergoing BioSET, 
I clear for the drug first. This minimizes some of the side effects. Other 
drugs used to reduce pain for short periods of time are analgesics such 
as aspirin and other anti-inflammatories, although they are not always 
effective. Long-term use of painkillers like those containing opiates (e.g., 
Vicodan and Percocet), or medications sometimes used to induce sleep, 
such as the benzodiazepenes Halcion, Restoril, and Valium, can produce 
serious dependencies and impair sleep quality. These medications actually 
worsen fibromyalgia symptoms by preventing deep, nondreaming sleep. 
Recently there have been studies citing the more serious adverse side 
effects of these sleep aids such as dementia132 and increased mortality.133 
Alcohol and caffeine may also disrupt sleep and increase discomfort.

A natural coenzyme called NADH has been used to treat fibromyalgia 
in clinical trials at the Immunology and Nephrology Departments of 
Georgetown University.134 NADH has been shown to produce substantial, 
enduring pain relief, according to participants in the experiment. Another 
naturally occurring medicine currently being used in alternative health 
care for fibromyalgia is a combination of malic acid and magnesium 
that reduces pain and tenderness in some patients. Malic acid, found 
in some fruits, and magnesium, a mineral, are both involved in the 
body’s processes of energy production. Individuals taking the malic 
acid-magnesium supplements have reported improvement of symptoms 
within forty-eight hours.135

One essential component of any fibromyalgia treatment program 
is exercise. Muscles are thixotropic, meaning that when they are not 
used, they become stiffer and shorter, with their function deteriorating 
over time. Regular exercise is crucial, not only for short-term health 
restoration but also as a permanent aspect of a fibromyalgia patient’s 
lifestyle. Those who become inactive in order to avoid pain are neglecting 
their responsibility to actively participate in their recovery and are 
substantially reducing their chances of improvement.
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Of course, if you are in severe pain, you do not want to incur further 
injury through overexertion. Beginning at a mild level and gradually 
increasing the level of exercise as tolerated can be the best therapy of 
all. Suggested modes of exercise include walking, stationary or regular 
bicycling, swimming or other water therapy, and gentle dance programs. 
Jogging and weight-lifting are generally not encouraged because of the 
strain they place on the joints. Regardless of which exercise one chooses, 
effectiveness depends on sustaining an elevated heart rate for several 
minutes at a time. Twenty to thirty minutes of exercise is an appropriate 
goal to work up to gradually.

Some experts hypothesize that exercise is beneficial because it 
increases the supply of several substances that are especially critical to a 
body grappling with fibromyalgia. Exercise helps to produce endorphins 
that naturally inhibit pain and improve sleep, as well as serotonin and 
growth hormone that reduce pain and repair muscle tissue. Exercise 
also increases blood flow to the muscles to help diminish some of the 
pain. Some patients for whom exercise has provided major improvement 
find that they do not need medication to manage their fibromyalgia 
symptoms.

There are a number of other things individuals can do to care for 
their condition. Learning proper posture and body mechanics can 
help to avoid back and neck strain and optimize movement. Physical 
therapy, hot baths, cold treatments, and massage can be valuable in 
temporary pain reduction. Stress management is an important aspect of 
fibromyalgia treatment, including such relaxation techniques as yoga, 
breathing exercises, guided visualization, and meditation. Patients with 
fibromyalgia must pay careful attention to their sleeping habits and 
keep a regular sleep schedule with sufficient hours of sleep each night. 
Because fibromyalgia can be frustrating and frightening for any patient, 
emotional support and reassurance must always be available.

BIOSET PROTOCOL FOR FIBROMYALGIA
Fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue have many similar clinical 

features. The chronic fatigue protocol can be applied to those they 
have in common. The distinguishing symptoms of fibromyalgia are the 
unrelenting musculoskeletal pain and soft tissue swelling, which require 
their own approaches for clearing.

Since the typical fibromyalgia patient I see is a woman in menopause, 
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I usually begin this phase of clearing using a specific sequence, 
starting with clearing for hormones, especially estrogen, progesterone, 
testosterone, cortisol, DHEA, and the thyroid hormones. I will also look 
for several combinations, including those with heat, cold, nerve tissue, 
and emotions. After clearing the hormones, I frequently supplement 
with a natural progesterone cream, which can also be used topically for 
joint and muscle pain, and an enzyme-based female endocrine support 
supplement for pre- and postmenopausal women.

Digestion is a key factor in fibromyalgia, as it is in all immune 
disorders. When digestion is poor, the number of CICs increases. This 
causes autoimmune reactions, inflammatory processes, and suppressed 
healing. Good digestion protects the body from undigested food or 
antigens entering the bloodstream, a condition known as leaky gut 
syndrome. Therefore, it is crucial to test and clear for probiotic microflora, 
hydrochloric acid (HCl), and all the digestive enzymes, including pepsin, 
ptyalin, lactase, pancreatin, protease, trypsin, chymotrypsin, bromelain, 
papain, amylase, lipase, ribonuclease, cellulase, and maltase. After these 
have cleared, I usually prescribe a probiotic and full spectrum vegetarian 
digestive enzyme blend that contains many of these essential substances. 
Immune mediators are also important to test and clear to assure adequate 
protection against immune invaders such as parasites, bacteria, and 
fungus. These can add to the immune stress caused by the CICs.

Next, I will retest and carefully screen all the minerals and metals, 
especially magnesium. A deficiency of magnesium interferes with nerve 
and muscle impulses and can cause muscle twitching, tremors, and 
weakness. Sensitivity to magnesium can contribute to insomnia. I also 
retest vitamins C, D, and B12, folate, myoglobulin, malic acid, and niacin, 
all of which tend to be low in fibromyalgia patients.

Other sensitivities that may require clearing include serotonin, 
norepinephrine, dopamine, and tryptophan, which correspond to 
complaints of severe anxiety, depression, insomnia, and bowel irritability. 
Bacteria, including the one associated with Lyme disease, viruses, 
parasites, and fungi, are also important to test and clear.

Some contactants such as plastics, chemicals, fabrics, silicon, tap 
water, metals, cold, and woods may be implicated in fibromyalgia, so I 
test for all of these. Inhalants such as perfumes, dust, pesticides, pollen, 
radiation, and molds can also play a major role in causing or exacerbating 
fibromyalgia symptoms and should be tested.

I have seen that abnormal carbohydrate metabolism may be a factor 
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in fibromyalgia. And this has been associated with decreased levels of 
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), a metabolic enzyme found in muscle cells 
as well as in many other tissues. Thus, I always test for LDH, as well as 
lactic acid, a byproduct of this anaerobic metabolic process. Oxygen can 
also be an important factor and frequently needs to be cleared.

Organs, glands, and tissues for which I test and clear include muscles, 
ligaments, connective tissue, and all the components of circulation, 
including the arteries, veins, capillaries, and blood. Some studies have 
pointed to muscle abnormalities in fibromyalgia patients, but the results 
have been inconsistent. With certain patients, being cleared for these 
organs has reversed the muscle fatigue to the point that they can begin 
to exercise, whereas with others the change has not been significant.

Specific chemicals worthy of testing and clearing are adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP) and adenosine diphosphate (ADP), present in every 
cell and necessary for cell function. Levels of ATP and ADP can be 
depressed by the continuous contraction of muscles caused by sustained 
contraction, as well as by the body’s sensitivity reaction to the ATP or 
ADP molecules or their individual ingredients, adenosine (made up of 
adenine and ribose) and phosphate radicals. Lowered ATP production 
causes reduced energy for the cells. Uric acid, a result of the catabolism 
of ATP, usually needs to be cleared as well because it can cause muscle 
and joint pain.

Many common food sensitivities are associated with fibromyalgia. 
These include nuts, spices, artificial sweeteners, animal fats, amino acids, 
essential fatty acids, alcohol, turkey (due in part to the tryptophan and 
serotonin naturally contained in turkey), food coloring, food additives, 
gelatin, gums, onion, garlic, yeast, modified vegetable starch, sulfites, 
solanine (a phenolic naturally contained in the nightshade family of 
vegetables, such as green pepper, eggplant, tomatoes, and potatoes), 
caffeine, and chocolate.
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Candida, Fungal,  
and Yeast Infections

Most people who suffer chronic immune disorders are plagued with fungal 
infections.136 Yeast infections, especially Candida, are a growing problem 
in the population and play an important role in autoimmune problems. 
Symptoms are quite numerous and include fatigue and lack of energy, 
muscle aches, depression, insomnia, poor memory and mental confusion, 
disorders affecting the nervous system, skin problems such as eczema and 
psoriasis, liver problems, irritable bowel syndrome, bloating, intestinal 
gas, rectal itching, altered bowel function, frequent bladder infections, 
decreased libido, sexual dysfunction, infertility, menstrual complaints 
including premenstrual syndrome (PMS), hormonal imbalances, and other 
endocrine disturbances, a craving for carbohydrates, and sensitivities to 
foods, chemicals, and other allergens.

“I had tried almost every diet imaginable”

Trudy, a thirty-five-year-old woman, was a classic example 
of the scope of problems seen in those with Candida 
and other fungal problems. She came to see me for 
chronic fatigue and excessive weight. For years, she had 
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been plagued with chronic yeast and vaginal infections, 
bacterial infections, and bloating. Like so many women, 
she had tried a variety of supplements, alternative 
treatments, and “almost every diet imaginable,” she 
told me, with only temporary improvement. The yeast 
infections made sexual intimacy difficult. This put 
stress on her relationship with her husband and further 
weakened her immune and other systems. I have found 
that BioSET is an excellent healing tool for those with 
chronic yeast infections.

On the enzyme evaluation, thyroid imbalance was 
observed, and I asked Trudy to do a basal temperature 
test.137 Many women I have seen with chronic yeast 
infections suffer from underactive thyroid function. I 
also have often found a problem with digesting sugars 
and compromised immune function. Her diet consisted 
primarily of sugars and other carbohydrates, suggesting 
that much of the food she ate was not being digested 
properly. She also drank a great deal of alcohol.

Her hypothyroid function may have explained why she 
had so much trouble with weight gain and fatigue. In 
addition, she reported that her hair was thinning, her 
menstrual cycle was irregular, and her libido was low.

I recommended a full-spectrum vegetarian digestive 
enzyme formula emphasizing carbohydrate digestion 
and an enzyme-based thyroid supplement. Our main 
goals were to improve her immune function in order to 
combat the chronic yeast infections and help her lose 
weight.

Trudy was sensitive to all the basic items, such as 
vitamins C, B2, and B12, as well as fructose, corn syrup, 
and cane sugar by themselves. After clearing these 
basic sensitivities and supplementing with the enzyme 
preparations, she lost twenty pounds and noticed an 
immense improvement in her energy, accompanied 
by a reduction of the vaginal irritations caused by the 
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yeast infections. Further testing found her sensitive to 
chocolate, caffeine, nuts, animal and vegetable fats, 
turkey, soybeans, fungus, alcohol, wine, some bacteria, 
milk products, the adrenal gland, and all of the female-
predominant hormones.

I then cleared her for the remaining sensitivities. Alcohol 
was difficult to clear, needing to be cleared several 
times. This may have been because both of her parents 
were alcoholics and she was bordering on alcoholism 
herself. Once we cleared this sensitivity, Trudy stopped 
drinking entirely. In my experience, alcoholism is usually 
caused by sensitivity to alcohol as well as B vitamins and 
sugar, which often cause the person to crave alcohol.

Next, I cleared her for yeast. First, I did the commonly 
found yeasts, including baker’s yeast and brewer’s 
yeast. Then I cleared her for fungus and several species 
of Candida, including Candida albicans, Candida rugosa, 
and Candida tropicalis. As I always do with this clearing, 
I emphasized the importance to Trudy of adhering to 
a strict diet free of sugars and yeast (Candida diet) for 
ten days. I also prescribed an enzyme-based Candida 
suppressing supplement.

Once Trudy had cleared the Candida, she was cleared 
for about twenty different fungi, including Epicococcum, 
Schimmelpilze 1 and 2, Alternaria alternata, and 
Aspergillus. When fungus finally cleared, which took 
three sessions, her energy improved dramatically and 
her bloating disappeared. It has been several years since 
those treatments and she has not had a single vaginal 
infection or irritation since then.

Finally, Trudy was cleared for hormones. Most of the 
women I see are sensitive to one or more of their own 
hormones, including melatonin, insulin, estrogen, 
progesterone, testosterone, the thyroid hormones, 
adrenaline, DHEA, and cortisol.
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By the time we completed the clearings, all of Trudy’s 
symptoms had disappeared. She comes in every six 
or seven months to re-evaluate her enzyme-based 
supplements and review her sensitivities, particularly 
to fungus.

Candida albicans is probably the most-common fungal infection, 
but it is certainly not the only one. Other species of Candida as well 
as molds and other fungi can also pose problems. Anyone who has 
been on repeated doses of antibiotics, such as ampicillin, tetracycline, 
and amoxicillin, should be suspected of having a Candida infection 
(candidiasis). Candidiasis is an ever-increasing health problem, in part 
because of the widespread use of antibiotics. These are commonly 
prescribed from an early age for bacterial infections, including teenage 
acne. Antibiotics are also given to the livestock and thus end up in the 
meat and poultry we consume.

Birth control pills, hormone replacement therapy, and corticosteroids 
can also encourage the growth of Candida. In addition, the yeast can be 
passed back and forth between sexual partners and even through skin-
to-skin contact.

In my experience, there are people who have high levels of Candida 
in their body but no symptoms, and there are other people who have 
very little Candida but many symptoms. These latter individuals feel like 
they are going crazy because they do not understand what is happening 
to them. Those people who are sensitive to the yeast or fungus are the 
ones who develop the symptoms, and these symptoms become more and 
more pronounced as one eats more and more of the foods that feed it. 
With BioSET, we can clear the sensitivity to Candida and other fungus 
and achieve immediate results.

In his book Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and the Yeast Connection, 
Dr. William Crook reports that most of his patients with chronic yeast-
related illnesses also have viral problems. Perhaps the reason this occurs 
is that the sensitivity to the yeast may compromise the immune system. 
This in turn causes the body to be unable to fight off viruses and other 
infectants to which they may also become sensitive. Also, the yeast may 
link with viruses or other allergens to form antigen-antibody complexes. 
Examples of this are yeast and Epstein-Barr virus leading to chronic 
fatigue, yeast and bacteria leading to sore throats, yeast and calcium 
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leading to arthritis, and yeast and certain foods leading to irritable bowel 
syndrome.

Together with certain bacteria and other benign infectants, Candida 
albicans normally lives on the mucous membranes of the digestive tract 
and the vagina. When the body is not sensitive to it, this yeast does 
not cause any problems. But when the body has been weakened by 
antibiotics, corticosteroids, or a diet high in sugar, Candida may become 
overgrown in the system or cause a sensitivity in the body, therefore 
precipitating an overt reaction. The overgrowth of Candida, however, 
may cause dysbiosis, which is a poor balance of flora in the digestive 
system. It may also cause leaky gut syndrome, in which undigested food 
leaks through the intestinal wall into the blood, creating more allergic 
reactions and bloating.

Many people are unaware that they have candidiasis. To obtain a 
complete symptomatic picture, I have patients fill out a questionnaire 
that includes the following:

Were you breastfed as an infant?1. 
Have you ever taken a broad-spectrum antibiotic, and was it 2. 
single or multiple courses?
Have you taken antibiotics more than three times in one year?3. 
Have you taken corticosteroids, such as cortisone or 4. 
prednisone?
Are you asthmatic?5. 
Have you taken birth control pills or hormone replacement 6. 
therapy?
Do you have any fungal infections, for example, athlete’s foot, 7. 
fungus under the toenails, or jock itch?
Do you feel worse on damp days or in musty, moldy places?8. 
Do you crave sugar, sweets, alcohol, beer, wine, carbohydrates, 9. 
or bread?
Do you suffer from constipation, diarrhea, bloating, or 10. 
abdominal pain, especially after eating sugar, bread, or wine?
Are you bothered by hormonal disturbances, PMS, menstrual 11. 
irregularity, sexual dysfunction, sugar craving, or low body 
temperature?
Are you sensitive to tobacco smoke, perfumes, insecticides, or 12. 
other chemical odors?
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Does your skin itch? Is it unusually dry? Do you have rashes or 13. 
any kind of psoriasis or scaling?
Do some foods disagree with you or trigger symptoms?14. 
Do you have any of the following symptoms: constipation, 15. 
bloating, gas, tiredness, lethargy, depression, poor memory, 
inability to concentrate, mood swings, burning, tingling, 
numbness, muscle aches, weakness, or joint pains?
Do you experience abdominal pain, spots in front of your eyes, 16. 
fading vision, rashes in groin area, or cold hands and feet?
Women: Do you have vaginal discharge, burning, premenstrual 17. 
syndrome, or severe cramps?
Men: Do you have prostatitis, impotence, or burning upon 18. 
urination?

If you answer yes to eight or more of these questions, it is a likely 
sign of Candida.

Yeasts, which are single-celled organisms, normally live on the 
outside of mucous membranes. They need to consume substances like 
sugars and fats to survive. When the immune system is weakened from 
an allergy overload, it cannot fight fungi, bacteria, and other infectants. 
Yeasts will then burrow deeper into the body, spreading through the 
blood to different organs and causing sickness. As Dr. Crook describes 
in his book, “Candida has been referred to as a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 
sort of critter. Here’s why: It can switch from a single-cell yeast form 
into a branching fungal form. This fungal form can burrow beneath the 
surfaces of mucous membranes.”138

When yeasts multiply, they produce toxins, experienced in the body 
as disturbances like bloating, headache, and fatigue. When the body is 
fighting a yeast infection, it cannot cope with bacterial or viral infections 
as effectively. Yeast affects the immune, endocrine, and nervous systems 
and can create the numerous symptoms listed earlier. If any of these 
symptoms are present, I test for fungus and if necessary, clear for the 
sensitivities as well.

Many of us have yeast in our bodies and can perhaps pass it back 
and forth. But it may be that only the people who are sensitive to it have 
the problems associated with it. Dr. Crook mentions that those who have 
antibodies to Candida, such as those who are allergic to it, develop more 
symptoms.139

Birth control pills, antibiotics, and the consumption of large quantities 
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of carbohydrates increase the amount of yeast in the body. Until it is 
eliminated, these substances and foods will continue to pose a problem. 
Hormonal changes can also encourage yeast colonies to develop.

For practitioners who use BioSET, computerized testing, and/or 
muscle testing is the most effective diagnostic tool for fungal sensitivities. 
Certain laboratories do stool sample analysis, blood work, vaginal 
smears, or other tests to determine the amounts of Candida in the system. 
However, the reports are usually accompanied by a note stating that the 
findings are only meaningful if the symptoms the patient is presenting 
with are consistent with the diagnosis. In other words, only if the patient 
has the symptoms of candidiasis can the diagnosis be made. I believe 
the symptoms are caused by sensitivity to the fungus, not simply its 
presence. The implication is that people with high levels of Candida do 
not necessarily need to be cleared unless they have symptoms.

If you are sensitive to either fungus or molds, that sensitivity can play 
a part in affecting or aggravating your symptoms. Like yeasts, molds are 
members of the vegetable kingdom. Yeasts are oval or elliptical single-
celled organisms, whereas molds form colonies in which the cells grow 
long and intertwine with each other. Sometimes molds can change to 
yeasts, and yeasts can change back into molds. Molds occur naturally 
in the soil, air, and water and can be found growing on vegetables and 
fruits, especially grapes and dried fruits. When appropriate, I have people 
run tests to determine the amount of mold in their houses. Molds will 
die when exposed to snow, but they can survive in the soil during the 
winter months. Because they float in the air like pollen, especially where 
the climate is humid, molds can be breathed directly into the lungs. This 
can be a major cause of coughs, bronchial infections, and asthma for 
those who are sensitive to them.

Damp, dark conditions promote mold growth. Hence, damp 
basements and bathrooms and old, sweaty clothing are primary sources 
of household mold. The damper it is, the more the mold grows. On one 
occasion, my son started sneezing and coughing, and we wondered what 
the cause might be. It turned out to be an old sweatshirt that he had worn 
while exercising several months before. He had left it in a corner. Mold 
can grow in mattresses, carpets, bedding, pillows, rags, sleeping bags, 
old books, newspapers, flower pots, plants, and soil. Houses in shaded 
areas near streams tend to accumulate mold, and humidifiers tend to 
encourage mold growth. Other areas prone to mold are decaying leaves, 
compost, lawn clippings, hay, refrigerator doors, and the space between 
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a kitchen sink and the wall. Fruits and vegetables stored in a basement 
can also get moldy, especially potatoes.

Patients sensitive to mold often become “spaced out,” incapacitated, 
or depressed when exposed to a moldy environment. Women taking birth 
control pills may have particularly severe fungal infections. One of my 
patients was so irritated by vaginal yeast infections when she started to 
take birth control pills that her marriage began to suffer because of the 
pain during sexual contact. Another woman who had been on birth control 
pills for some time for menstrual cramping and excessive bleeding began 
to be bothered by severe joint swelling, arthritis, migraines, dizziness, 
swelling, bloating, and eye tearing. When she drank even small quantities 
of red wine, which is fermented with yeast, she became incapacitated. 
The yeast problem continued to plague her when she went off the pills, 
so we cleared her for the basic sensitivities and hormones with BioSET. 
Her bleeding normalized, and her periods became regular.

Hormone replacement therapy with estrogen or especially with 
progesterone may cause candidiasis or other fungal infections.140 
Clearing for Candida and the woman’s hormones can be extremely 
helpful in reducing or eliminating the problems many women experience. 
Bad breath, chronic sinusitis, tinnitus (ringing in the ears), irregular 
menstrual cycles, chronic cramping, and endometriosis are among the 
many chronic health problems of women that often stem from fungal 
sensitivities . Once the basic sensitivities have cleared, clearing for fungus 
can yield dramatic results.

In my experience, fungus places a great deal of stress on the immune 
system. When I discover that fungus is an important part of a person’s 
problems, I recommend the Candida diet (see Resources, p. 254), which is 
high in protein and vegetables and low in carbohydrates, and encourage 
them to try to live in a mold-free environment. A dehumidifier in the 
home can be helpful, although air conditioning, especially in a car, may 
harbor and spread mold.

There are many foods and other environmental substances and toxins 
that can be linked with Candida or fungus. When one eats those foods 
in excess or contacts those toxins, it can aggravate fungus in the body. 
Vitamin C and vitamin C-rich foods can be strongly linked to Candida, 
as are the B vitamins and sugars, including both simple sugars and the 
complex carbohydrates found in grains and other foods. One patient 
with chronic colitis who had tried everything from parasite treatments 
to strict diets and nutritional supplements came to see me as a last resort. 
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After clearing for the basic sensitivities and certain foods, we cleared for 
Candida and mold, including a number of combination clearings, such 
as fungus and grains, fungus and fruit, fungus and nuts, and fungus and 
spices. When he finally cleared these combinations, his health improved 
dramatically, and he is now able to work long hours at a new job without 
symptoms.

Other substances that form complex sensitivity combinations 
with fungus are minerals, proteins, and toxins, such as the lead from 
gasoline, the mercury in amalgams, the aluminum in cans and cooking 
utensils, insecticides, pesticides, household chemicals, formaldehyde, 
soaps, cosmetics, alcohol, solvents, and detergents. Indoor air pollution 
from smoke, odors, rugs, carpets, carpet pads, perfume, dust, or any 
of a number of inhalants may also form combinations with fungus 
and aggravate the candidiasis. Any food sensitivity can be linked with 
fungus, as can antibiotics, corticosteroids, and hormones.

MEDICATIONS FOR CONTROLLING CANDIDIASIS
Three prescription medications are generally prescribed by the medical 

profession to control Candida and other yeasts and molds: nystatin, 
ketoconazole (Nizoral), and fluconazole (Diflucan). Another antifungal 
medication called amphotericin B has also been used in Europe. The most 
popular, nystatin, is available in tablets, capsules, liquid, or powder. Dr. 
William Crook, author of The Yeast Connection, recommends using 
nystatin powder because it is the most effective in eliminating the yeast 
from the mouth and other areas of the digestive system. The powder is 
chemically pure, free of additives or food coloring, and is affordable. 
However, I believe, for some  individuals, it may suppress the yeast rather 
than killing it, which may cause more problems later on. Also, it may be 
toxic to the liver.

The second drug, ketoconazole, is a broader-spectrum antifungal 
and is preferred by some physicians as a slightly more potent alternative 
for those who have persistent and long-standing Candida or fungal 
infections and related health problems. Ketoconazole does have some side 
effects, and people on this medication need to have their liver function 
checked every two to four weeks.

The third drug, fluconazole, has been used in many countries with 
favorable results. The disadvantages of fluconazole are that it can be 
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toxic to the liver and it is quite expensive and not usually covered by 
health insurance. Regular liver function tests are essential.

Several nonprescription supplements are also effective in inhibiting 
the growth of Candida. Like the prescription drugs, these preparations 
can cause yeast die-off reactions lasting up to a month in which the 
metabolic byproducts of the death of the yeast have a toxic effect on the 
body. Before I prescribe any antifungal supplement, I clear for sensitivity 
to Candida with BioSET, which minimizes the die-off reaction. An 
anti-Candida supplement I have used in my practice contains protease 
enzymes with caprylic acid, oil of oregano, and pau d’arco. Caprylic 
acid is a short-chain saturated fatty acid effective in treating yeast and 
available without a prescription. The pau d’arco tree is an evergreen tree 
that grows in the warm parts of Central and South America. The inner 
bark of the tree is used medicinally.

Citrus seed extract is another nonprescription supplement that can 
be effective in inhibiting the growth of Candida. It can be found under 
various brand names. Although it has proven to be effective, the die-
off reaction can create havoc in the body if the person has not been 
cleared for sensitivity to Candida. For example, I remember a severe 
asthmatic who began taking citrus seed extract and had to be taken 
to the emergency room with an asthma attack. I suspected it may have 
been the die-off reaction that triggered the asthma. Many people are also 
sensitive to citrus seed, which is cleared in our basic clearings.

Working with Candida and other fungal sensitivities is often 
imperative in BioSET clearings. The Candida diet and enzyme-based 
supplements in combination with the clearings are crucial for many 
health challenges that BioSET practitioners encounter every day in their 
practice.

CANDIDIASIS BIOSET PROTOCOL
Yeast organisms convert sugars to a chemical called pyruvate, which 

is then converted to acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide. Human metabolism 
cannot convert acetaldehyde into anything useful for the body. When we 
are sensitive to it, acetaldehyde can cause symptoms like hangovers, poor 
memory, lightheadedness, and lack of concentration. Carbon dioxide 
is one of the main culprits in gastrointestinal bloating and gas. When 
I suspect a yeast infection, I generally test and clear carbon dioxide, 
acetaldehyde, and alcohol.
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Before I begin clearing for Candida, I always recheck sugar, artificial 
sweeteners, and B vitamins, since Candida will never clear unless these 
have been cleared completely. Sugars feed the yeast, and B vitamins 
reduce the craving for sugar. I then clear for all of the species of Candida 
together, separate from the other fungus, making sure that the patient 
follows the directions for the ten- to fourteen-day Candida diet. The 
Candida infectants include Candida albicans, Candida parapsilosis, 
Candida stellatoidea, Candida tropicalis, Candida guilliermondii, 
Candida lusitaniae, Candida pseudotropicalis, and Candida rugosa. 
Candida albicans and Candida tropicalis are the most common and 
also the most persistent. Candida albicans prefers an acid pH and grows 
rapidly in a medium of sugars, biotin, and organic salts. The higher the 
biotin level, the more the yeast reproduces.

After clearing the Candida sensitivity, I do a complete testing and 
clearing of fungus and then follow up by clearing any sensitivities to 
mold. Next I clear brewer’s and baker’s yeasts.

When a couple comes to see me and both have Candida, the one 
exhibiting symptoms is usually the one who is sensitive. Although they 
may continue to transmit the Candida back and forth between them, 
the symptoms will not reoccur once the sensitivity has been successfully 
cleared. This is because Candida’s pathogenicity, or ability to do harm, is 
caused by sensitivity to it, not by the inherent pathogenicity of Candida 
itself.

The ten- to fourteen-day specialized diet is crucial, even though it 
takes as long as two months to completely balance the intestinal flora. 
Candida overgrowth or sensitivity occurs in the human body when the 
defenses are locally impaired, such as in a disturbance of the gut flora 
caused by parasitic, viral, or bacterial infection. Therefore, clearing these 
infectants with BioSET is imperative when dealing with candidiasis. 
Nutritional deficiencies, altered glucose metabolism, hypoglycemia, and 
diabetes can also be factors since poor sugar metabolism enhances the 
growth of Candida or fungus.

Impaired immunity can also be caused by HIV infections, 
chemotherapy, radiation, genetic defects, toxic chemicals, high-
carbohydrate and -sugar diets, pregnancy, menses, thyroid and adrenal 
gland deficiencies, corticosteroids, and oral contraceptives. Therefore, I 
clear for these items with BioSET, if necessary. In severe cases of vaginal 
Candida, abstaining from oral contraceptives seems to be the best and 
quickest alternative. When clearing for stubborn yeast infections, I often 
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clear for the bodily fluids such as blood, urine, vaginal secretions, and 
saliva. This is especially true in an immune-suppressed individual—for 
example, one who is on chemotherapy or has HIV.

Candida may require the clearing of combinations. I commonly 
clear Candida in combination with sugars, grains, hormones, oxygen, 
carbon dioxide (when experiencing bloating), emotions, mercury and 
other metals, heat and cold, certain organs, fabrics, sanitary napkins, 
tampons, glands, and even pollens, such as grass and flowers.

Clearing these combinations can also significantly improve severe 
cases of other immune disorders. For example, a twelve-year-old girl 
came to see me with severe eczema around her mouth. Her mother had 
taken her to dermatologists and pediatricians, who offered her steroid 
creams and lotions, but nothing proved effective. In fact, her eczema 
had just gotten worse with each new remedy. When I inquired about the 
history of the rash, her mother recalled that it had appeared right after 
she had braces put on her teeth. An orthodontist in my building was kind 
enough to give us all the necessary brace materials with which to test 
her, and we found that she was sensitive to the rubber bands, plastic, 
metals, and cement in combination with fungus. First I cleared her for 
fungus. Then I cleared her for all the brace materials in combination 
with fungus. Within forty-eight hours, her rash was completely gone. 
Her father, a physician, was both amazed and pleased. The sensitivity 
she had developed to the material making up her braces in combination 
with the fungus was crucial in eliminating the perioral eczema.

Clearings for the various hormones in combination with Candida 
can be especially helpful, including estrogen and progesterone, and those 
from the pituitary, adrenal, and thyroid glands. These combination 
clearings are important because Candida can upset the receptor sites for 
these hormones in the body.

Another significant discovery has been the effect on candidiasis 
of BioSET clearing for chromium. Chromium is an essential mineral 
that stimulates the activity of enzymes involved in the metabolism of 
glucose for energy. It also appears to increase the effectiveness of insulin 
and its ability to handle glucose, preventing hypoglycemia as well as 
high blood sugar. Chromium is difficult to absorb and many people 
are sensitive to it. This can lead to problems with sugar absorption and 
exaggerated candidiasis. Bloating especially is a major complaint in those 
with chromium sensitivity. Clearing for chromium on its own and in 
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combination with sugar and Candida has proven to be a breakthrough 
for bloating and poor sugar metabolism.

The food sensitivities I commonly clear in combination with Candida 
are vegetables, especially corn, peas, and legumes; fruits, especially 
citrus; meats; wheat, rye, and corn; cheese; eggs; vinegars; red and 
white wine; beer; food colorings and food additives; chocolate; melons; 
potatoes; yams; and food combinations.

When undergoing clearing for candidiasis, dietary changes to inhibit 
the Candida, or even antifungal medications, many people experience a 
detoxification period due to the die-off reaction—the death of the many 
millions of microorganisms. This can usually be prevented with BioSET 
clearings for Candida in combination with other sensitivities.

It is necessary to test all patients being cleared for Candida for their 
specific medications as well as the supplements they will be taking for 
their Candida infection. In particular, many people are sensitive to 
acidophilus and other probiotic microflora. As a result, they will not be 
able to utilize them well and may develop bloating, diarrhea, and gas 
because of them.

Since most Candida infections are long-standing and well established, 
it is important to be persistent with the BioSET clearings, the ten- to 
fourteen-day diet, and the supplementation. Together, they are designed 
to detoxify the body, curtail yeast growth, and establish healthy flora. 
If a Candida infection is not taken care of immediately, it will continue 
to spread and create havoc for the immune system, setting the stage 
for more chronic health problems. Once Candida has been cleared, a 
renewed, energetic, healthy being shines through.
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Crohn’s Disease  
and Ulcerative Colitis

Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis are both classified as types of 
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and involve similar symptoms relating 
to the inflammation of the digestive system. Telling the two apart can 
be a challenge, since each results in an irritated, inflamed bowel. The 
main difference lies in where they occur. Ulcerative colitis affects the 
inner lining of the colon and rectum. Crohn’s disease most commonly 
affects the ileum, which is the section of the small intestine that attaches 
to the large intestine, as well as the entire inner intestinal wall. Much of 
the mainstream medical community views ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s 
disease as chronic, lifelong conditions with no known cure. Both may go 
dormant for long periods of time. Without proper care, they invariably 
return. When they do, the symptoms may be more severe than in previous 
flare-ups.
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SYMPTOMS
The major symptoms of ulcerative colitis are:

fatigue
abdominal pain, especially just before bowel movements
constipation
frequent passing of blood and mucus with stools
diarrhea, in some cases, especially late in the disease
weight loss and loss of appetite
fever
oftentimes painful joints

The major symptoms of Crohn’s disease are:

abdominal pain, often in the lower right quadrant of the abdomen, 
and/or bloating and gas
loss of weight caused by appetite reduction and improper absorption 
of nutrients
possible bowel obstruction, which may cause vomiting, pain, and 
abdominal distention
diarrhea, occasionally with blood and/or constipation
inflammation or ulceration around the anal area
fistulas, ulcers tunneling through the bowel walls into adjacent 
tissues and organs, which cause pockets of infection or abscesses 
that leak pus
occasionally, stool passing into urine
fever
persistent rectal bleeding leading to anemia (or low red blood cell 
count)

Sometimes other areas of the body are affected by these bowel 
disorders, particularly the mouth, which may develop sores known as 
aphthous ulcers. On rare occasions, the skin may form warm, red, tender 
lumps (erythema nodosum) or ulcerations on the legs. There is also the 
possibility of arthritis-like joint pain and swelling, lower back pain or 
stiffening, and pain in the spine. Infrequently, the inflammation may 
spread to the eyes, liver, or bile ducts. Children who are severely affected 
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by the disease may experience a reduction in growth rate and delayed 
development.

CAUSES
Medical science has been unable to positively identify a cause for these 

conditions. One theory is that the immune system reacts inappropriately 
to bacteria that are normal inhabitants in the body. The aggressive 
defense against these substances in the bowels leads to the inflammation 
experienced. Others believe the guilty party is a modern measles virus 
that somehow fails to fully leave the body once the acute outbreak is 
over, which in turn triggers a chronic inflammatory response in the 
intestinal tissue. The poor diet of contemporary society has also been 
targeted in the investigation of inflammatory bowel disease, with sugars, 
starches, and processed foods being linked to IBD susceptibility. Studies 
of numerous chemical substances, from toothpaste ingredients to oral 
contraceptives, have revealed interesting correlations to the risk of IBD, 
but no single cause has been confirmed in the literature.

Some possible causes of IBD have been observed, although the causes 
of particular symptoms are not always clear. These include:

infections such as colds, flu, or gastroenteritis
drugs such as aspirin, antibiotics, and antiarthritis medications
diet including milk products, cereals, and other foods that may cause 
a reaction
stress or emotional disturbances

I have observed that the most common causes of IBD are food 
sensitivities, poor digestion of sugars and starches creating CICs and 
bowel toxicity, bacterial and fungal sensitivities, and, less frequently, 
allergies/sensitivities to parasites, drugs, antibiotics, and emotions.

The tendency toward IBD may be hereditary. About 20 percent of 
people with Crohn’s disease have a close blood relative with some form 
of inflammatory bowel disease.141
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ASSOCIATED DISEASES
Very rarely, inflammatory bowel disease has been observed to lead 

to cancer and only in those cases when most or all of the colon has been 
affected by the disease for many years. Annual colonoscopic examinations 
by a doctor may be able to detect warning signs of cancer in the bowel 
before it actually develops. Many patients then decide to remove the 
colon as a protective measure against the possibility of cancer.

Some systemic complications that can result from Crohn’s disease 
are arthritis, skin problems, kidney and gall stones, liver disease, and 
inflammation of the eyes or mouth.

TESTING
The main procedure doctors use to diagnose Crohn’s disease or 

ulcerative colitis is sigmoidoscopy. It involves passing a flexible, lighted 
instrument through the anus to inspect the inflamed lining of the rectum 
and sigmoid colon, the last parts of the digestive tract. In a biopsy, a 
small sample of the lining is biopsied and examined microscopically. 
Several other tests that may be used are:

blood samples (a low red blood cell count means the patient is anemic, 
possibly from excessive blood loss, and a high white blood cell count 
could indicate an inflammatory process in the body)
stool specimens (indicating possible blood loss or infection by a 
parasite or bacteria)
barium enema X-ray study (running barium liquid, which shows up 
as opaque white on exposed X-ray film, through the anus into the 
intestines to reveal inflammation or other abnormalities)
colonoscopy (the passing of an instrument through the anus and 
throughout the colon).

Additional tests used for Crohn’s disease of the upper abdomen are 
an upper gastrointestinal endoscopy (an instrument moves downward 
through the mouth to investigate and take biopsies from the stomach and 
upper intestine) and a barium X-ray examination of the small intestine.
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TREATMENT
The primary medical treatment for ulcerative colitis is the use of 

a series of drugs to control the symptoms. In some cases, surgery is 
performed to remove the colon entirely (proctocolectomy), but this 
route does not guarantee a permanent cure to the colitis and does not 
prevent further autoimmune activity in other areas of the intestines. 
The circumstances in which surgery might be considered include severe 
attacks that do not respond to any treatment, repeated attacks that 
threaten the patient’s overall health, and serious changes in the colon 
that could precede cancer. If the entire colon is removed, the patient 
must have an ileostomy, an opening in the abdomen, with a disposable 
bag used to collect stool.

The principal drugs prescribed for ulcerative colitis are sulfasalazine 
(Azulfidine) and a form of anti-inflammatory corticosteroid called 
prednisolone. This steroid medication may be taken as tablets, 
suppositories, rectal foams, enemas, or in severe cases, intravenously. 
Corticosteroids are used to relieve the inflammation of the colitis, but 
they are sometimes poorly absorbed or inactivated. Side effects may 
appear immediately and worsen the longer they are taken. Some of the 
most common and serious side effects include thinning of the bones 
(osteoporosis), high blood pressure, diabetes, muscle wasting, increased 
appetite and weight gain, mood changes, depression, rounding of the 
face, decreased resistance to infections, and cataracts.

Because corticosteroids are produced naturally in the body, when 
additional steroids are introduced to the system, the body usually 
decreases its own production of them. In addition, most people become 
allergic to, and dependent on, corticosteroids. Therefore, it is extremely 
dangerous to stop taking the drugs suddenly, and patients must be 
gradually tapered off the treatment. By desensitizing the system to the 
drugs, BioSET can be a life-saving technique that makes the weaning 
process quicker, safer, and easier.

For example, a woman with fibromyalgia and ulcerative colitis came 
to see me a few months ago. She was in her seventies and had been taking 
prednisolone for seven years. Due to the brittleness of her bones and her 
prednisolone-induced diabetes, it was recommended that she go off the 
drug. Reluctantly but steadfastly, she began to wean herself off. She came 
to me solely to help her with this process on a referral from her physician. 
I needed to clear her with BioSET for prednisolone three times alone and 
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then in combinations with calcium, nerve tissue, and bacteria. After three 
treatments and over the course of two weeks, she stopped taking this 
medication with no side effects and has been off it for two years now. 
I have since cleared her with BioSET for the symptoms of fibromyalgia 
and ulcerative colitis, and she is doing extremely well.

Other drugs that are used for colitis are mesalazine, olsalazine, 
and azathioprine. Though there are varying degrees of success with 
different patients, each medication has potential side effects that range 
from headaches, rashes, nausea, diarrhea, and severe abdominal pain to 
temporary infertility and blood disorders.

Crohn’s disease can also be successfully supported with BioSET but 
not cured. Oftentimes surgery is recommended. The objectives of surgery 
are usually to remove severely diseased sections of the bowel, widen a 
stricture (a narrowing of the bowel), and drain abscesses. Even after 
surgery, however, the inflammation can return, often in areas right next 
to the ones that were removed.

Drug treatment is common and depends on the area of 
inflammation. Some of the drugs used are corticosteroids, antibiotics 
such as metronidazole and ciprofloxacin, azathioprine, mesalazine, 
sulphasalazine, and olsalazine.

Sometimes going on a liquid diet for two to three weeks can help 
patients achieve and maintain remission, possibly because they are 
eliminating the foods to which they are allergic/sensitive. Patients 
with Crohn’s disease must pay attention to their nutrition, especially 
children and others who have strictures or difficulty moving their 
bowels. Conventional literature points out that hard-to-digest foods 
and especially fiber-containing products should be avoided, as well as 
foods such as milk, alcohol, and spicy or fried foods. A study in England 
found that patients who identified and eliminated foods to which they 
were intolerant had longer periods of remission than those who ignored 
the aspect of diet in their treatment.142

I was once diagnosed with IBD myself, but I have not had an episode 
since I began taking supplemental vegetarian digestive enzymes about 
twenty-five-plus years ago. In reviewing the literature and studying this 
problem for some time, I have seen other effective treatments for IBD 
such as the dietary recommendations by Elaine Gottschall in her book 
Breaking the Vicious Cycle.143 Gottschall writes that the fermentation of 
foods in the intestines, which breeds bacterial and fungal infections, is 
at the root of IBD, and she describes a diet that eliminates this problem. 
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I would add that intestinal fermentation is at the root of almost all 
gastrointestinal diseases and that the cause of fermentation is poor 
digestion and the resultant bacterial and fungal allergies/sensitivities.

Gottschall suggests that there are other causes of fermentation, 
including the use of antibiotics, the lack of breastfeeding as an infant, 
an overreliance on antacids, toxic chemicals in food and water, and 
the use of drugs that inflame the lining of the intestines. She believes 
that the main dietary culprits are grains, certain starchy vegetables, 
milk (especially the lactose in milk), certain fruits, and cane sugar. She 
recommends a diet consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry, eggs, 
and vegetables, as well as lactose-free milk products and certain beans. 
However, I have found that once these common food sensitivities have 
been cleared with BioSET, A few of these foods can be eaten with a 
full spectrum vegetarian digestive enzyme and will cause no recurrent 
inflammation. Other items I would add to this list of dietary irritants or 
culprits include oils, alcohol, caffeine, chocolate, and spices. Once the 
appropriate dietary and lifestyle changes have been made, according to 
Gottschall, improvement can begin within three weeks, and a complete 
remission can ultimately be expected.

In a paper on Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis, Dr. Ronald 
Hoffman144 points out that certain herbs and supplements can be helpful 
for symptomatic relief, including goldenseal, Artemisia sanguinaria, 
gentian, Ginkgo biloba, garlic, grapefruit seed extract, quercetin, and 
licorice, all of which I have used as antiparasitics, antibacterials, and 
antifungals.

Aloe vera juice, a potent healing agent, has been used to heal 
ulceration. The amino acid L-glutamine, fish oil, shark cartilage, and 
the enzyme bromelain have all been used as anti-inflammatory agents.

Research has pointed out that antioxidants and fatty acids as well as 
the trace mineral selenium and the naturally occurring peptide glutathione 
can all help reduce the autoimmune response of IBD.145 Acidophilus 
helps to restore bowel flora and create a healthier environment for 
the gut. However, care must be taken to ensure that the person is not 
sensitive to acidophilus. Otherwise, the acidophilus itself will cause 
further inflammation, gas, and bloating. Clearing for acidophilus and 
other probiotic intestinal flora with BioSET can help to heal and restore 
balance to the intestinal tract.

The famous psychic and healer Edgar Cayce recommends castor oil 
packs for IBDs, although I have not seen many patients benefit from this 
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treatment. Dr. Hoffman mentions that a bioengineered EDGF (epithelial-
derived growth factor) may eventually be recommended for IBD, and 
glandular products rich in duodenal extract, similar to EDGF, may have 
equally beneficial results.

I have been working with patients with IBD for over twenty years 
with a success rate that would be considered remarkable by mainstream 
Western medicine, given that they see IBD as generally incurable. The 
problem usually stems from food sensitivities and excessive intake of 
carbohydrates in the diet, coupled with poor digestion of sugars and 
starches.

“At the end of my rope”

A gentleman in his forties once came to see me for 
IBD. His chief complaints were severe abdominal pain, 
cramping, and weight loss. In his own words, he was a 
mess. He had sought out many different conventional 
and natural therapies, but nothing had worked. He 
was quite frustrated and was “at the end of my rope,” 
as he put it. He believed food sensitivities were the 
underlying cause of his problem, and he hoped BioSET 
might finally be the answer to his problems. As the basic 
sensitivities cleared, he improved dramatically. Now he 
could eat and not feel sick. He felt so good that he 
stopped coming to see me.

One year later, he returned with similar symptoms. The 
cramping was back, though not nearly as severe. He 
was also noticing he needed to minimize his diet again. 
By doing some thorough testing and investigation, we 
learned that the B vitamin and sugar sensitivities had 
returned but only on the emotional level. “What does 
that mean?” he asked. I explained to him that if one 
eats certain foods when experiencing intense emotions, 
sensitivity to those foods can return. This is called an 
emotional sensitivity reaction. Once these emotions are 
cleared with BioSET, the foods that initiated the reactions 
will no longer be a problem. And that is precisely what 
occurred. The basic sensitivities cleared, and he could 
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once again resume eating. I have not seen him in many 
years, but I hear he is doing very well from his friends 
who he continues to refer to me.

BIOSET PROTOCOL FOR IBD
In patients diagnosed with IBD, I begin my examination with an 

enzyme evaluation to assess dietary stress and bowel toxicity. The majority 
of these individuals demonstrate carbohydrate intolerance accompanied 
by sensitivities to lactose, maltose, and glucose (especially prominent in 
those with Crohn’s disease). They also appear to have poor absorption 
and assimilation of proteins, thus causing bouts of constipation and 
painful joints. This is because the calcium required by the bones needs 
good protein digestion to be absorbed. My initial focus is to expedite 
digestion and absorption with digestive enzymes. Therefore, I test and 
clear them for all the digestive enzymes, including bromelain, an effective 
anti-inflammatory agent. Enzyme supplementation can work wonders, 
especially for Crohn’s disease.

With IBD, after clearing the basic sensitivities, I then clear for 
all the food sensitivities. Many of the sensitivities may clear after the 
phenolics are desensitized, but some stubborn foods may remain. Below 
is a somewhat lengthy list of some of the foodstuffs to which one can 
remain sensitive.

Gluten in wheat and other gluten-containing grains
High-fiber foods
Artificial sweeteners
Dairy products including milk, cheese, and yogurt
Vegetables with a relatively high sugar content, such as peas, carrots, 
and potatoes
Nuts
Fruits
Legumes
Animal and vegetable oils
Fatty acids
Alcoholic beverages, including wine and beer
Chocolate and cocoa
Coffee, tea, and caffeinated beverages
Carob
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Yeast
Vinegar
Food additives, including food coloring, modified vegetable starch, 
and sulfites
Spices
Acidic and alkaline pH, alone or together
Amino acids such as L-glutamine, which has been known to help 
heal the gastrointestinal tract

After clearing their food sensitivities, I caution individuals with IBD 
to incorporate certain foods into their diet gradually, such as grains, 
fruits, dairy, beans, and alcohol. These foods tend to be the most 
irritating to their digestive systems. If possible, I recommend avoiding 
grains and dairy completely, as they tend to be more inflammatory for 
those with IBD. I work with each individual differently, but I always 
work slowly and carefully to be certain they are free of acute intestinal 
inflammation. I perform a series of testing procedures on each patient 
to determine what foods should be introduced, when, how often, and in 
what quantities. I encourage all of my patients to use their full-spectrum 
vegetarian digestive enzyme supplements each and every time they eat 
for optimal digestion and absorption of nutrients.

After the foods, I always clear the pathogens, beginning with 
bacteria. For example, I often find sensitivities to Klebsiella, Proteus, 
and Pseudomonas, but many other bacteria may also be involved. Then 
I clear parasites, with Blastocystis hominis and Entamoeba histolytica 
being among the most common. Fungus and Candida should also be 
completely cleared, since their problems with sugar predispose these 
patients to Candida infections, complicating their disease and causing 
other problems. Finally, viruses are important with all the immune 
disorders because a weakened immune system makes these people more 
prone to develop viral infections.

Other BioSET clearings are also considered. For example, toothpastes 
are checked because they have been known to set up inflammatory 
reactions in the intestines. Clearing for any medications that have been 
taken, including corticosteroids like prednisone, antibiotics, and even 
aspirin and Tylenol, is imperative, even if they are not presently being 
taken. I check and clear these individuals for everything they have ever 
ingested, as they could be suffering from long-lasting autoimmune 
reactions. When necessary, I clear for intestinal microflora, including 
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species of Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium, as well as for fiber products 
and supplements. I also test for all the vaccines and childhood diseases, 
especially measles, which has been proposed as a possible cause or being 
linked with IBD.146 This can cause a chronic inflammation of lymph 
tissue in the intestines. If there is an allergy, any vaccination, including 
the flu vaccine, can be deleterious to the body. Testing and clearing for 
hormones, such as estrogen, progesterone, DHEA, adrenalin, gastrin, 
secretin, and thyroid hormones, can help relieve fatigue and reduce 
stress.

The organs and glands I clear with every IBD sufferer are the stomach, 
spleen, liver, gallbladder, pancreas, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, colon, 
and cecum. I also clear for the adrenal, thyroid, pituitary, and thymus 
glands, the lymph glands, and the individual parts of the immune system 
as described in the general section on immune disorders. When necessary, 
I clear for the glands in combination with foods, fungus, prostaglandin, 
and emotions. These clearings are helpful for some of my patients with 
IBD, but the foods and pathogens are crucial.

Through the use of BioSET and individualized dietary provisions, 
every person with IBD should be able to have a healthy, vital digestive 
system. I am a living example of the benefits of this approach, and the 
case histories in this book attest to it as well.

A complex case

Jeffrey, a twenty-six-year-old aerobics instructor, came 
to see me because he was HIV positive and diagnosed 
with IBD. He also experienced fatigue and a variety 
of allergic symptoms, including runny nose, coughing, 
and teary eyes. He was taking a number of different 
nutritional supplements that were recommended by 
other health care practitioners or that he had read or 
heard about from friends. These included a multivitamin, 
a combination of antioxidants, various herbs, and some 
digestive enzymes to help his digestion. He took these 
even though some of them did not agree with him. He 
wanted to strengthen his immune system, fight the HIV 
virus, and clear up any digestive problems and allergies 
he might have.
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When I took his history, Jeffrey complained of bloating 
and gas, frequent diarrhea, undigested food in his 
stools, an inability to tolerate fatty foods, constipation, 
and tenderness under his right rib cage. Since being 
diagnosed with HIV, he had noticed that his energy and 
his resistance to infections had diminished. He found 
himself being impatient or irritable under stress. Jeffrey 
was very muscular and appeared to be in excellent 
health. As an aerobics instructor, he was especially 
disturbed by his increased fatigue because he required 
a lot of physical stamina in his work.

On BioSET initial evaluation, I found inflammation of his 
gastric mucosa. This is sometimes representative of an 
acid condition caused by poor digestion, an inherited 
tendency, or a bacterial infection. I also found stress 
related to his liver and gallbladder, which often denotes 
toxicity. This was possibly related to the pain under his 
right rib cage, the location of the liver and gallbladder. I 
also found inflammation of the ileocecal valve, which is 
sometimes related to inflammatory bowel disease (﴾IBD)﴿. 
This in turn can result from an inability to metabolize 
protein and possibly a deficiency in protein and calcium 
as well. There was also an inability to digest fats and 
proteins, which matched the symptoms he reported in 
his history.

I immediately prescribed a full-spectrum vegetarian 
digestive enzyme to help him digest fats and proteins, 
a supplement containing protease to help reduce 
inflammation, an enzyme-based supplement for liver 
toxicity, and a gentle bowel cleanser he could use for a 
short period of time, which would help the liver as well. 
People with gastritis may find protease irritating at first 
and may not be able to use it immediately, even though 
they may need it. For Jeffrey, however, the recommended 
protease used for inflammation contained in the full-
spectrum enzyme supplement seemed to work.
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Within four days, his digestion, which had been poor 
for so long, was almost fully back to normal. This often 
happens with people with digestive problems once 
they start taking the right enzyme supplementation. 
After that, I did extensive testing and found that he was 
sensitive to all the initial sensitivities except salt. He was 
also sensitive to corn, coffee, chocolate, caffeine, animal 
fat, amino acids, fish, milk, meat, vitamin E, essential 
fatty acids, and some environmental allergens.

I began by clearing him for the level 1 sensitivities, 
which included a clearing for amino acids, generally 
important sensitivities for people with hypoglycemia or 
difficulty digesting protein. Immediately, his energy and 
stamina improved and stabilized. In fact, this treatment 
was probably one of the most important for building up 
of his strength and his immune defenses.

Next, I did a thorough retesting to get an idea of where 
we stood. Jeffrey was still sensitive to a number of things, 
including tomatoes, wheat, parasites, food additives, 
cotton, dust mites, flowers, cat hair, fruits, virus, some 
antibiotics, fungus, cold, hydrocarbons, fatty acids, 
and grass and tree pollens. I then evaluated which of 
these items to treat first based on his symptoms and 
my experience. For Jeffrey, I wanted to clear some of 
the infectants, something I generally do with people 
suffering from chronic health problems. This included 
parasites, especially intestinal flukes and blood flukes.

I then cleared him for fungi, including all the different 
species of Candida and Alternaria, and for aflatoxin, 
especially important because it can occur in beer, nuts, 
bread, fruit, and grains. After we cleared the fungi, I 
prescribed an antifungal diet for ten days as well as an 
enzyme-based antifungal supplement.

Jeffrey was prone to chronic bronchitis, for which 
he had been treated with antibiotics on a number 
of occasions. One day, he came in with a bronchial 
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infection for which he was about to take antibiotics. 
I urged him to wait forty-eight hours while I cleared 
for the bacteria. He turned out to be sensitive to quite 
a few bacteria that his body was carrying, including 
a couple of streptococci, some staphylococci, Yersinia 
enterocolitica, and Klebsiella.

When one is sensitive to bacteria, those bacteria can 
link with other sensitivities and can lodge in different 
parts of the body as circulating immune complexes 
(CICs). This can cause autoimmune problems, in which 
the body tries to attack and destroy these complexes 
and in so doing attacks the tissue in which the CICs 
are lodged. This then decreases the body’s immune 
availability, strength, and resistance. I cleared Jeffrey 
for all the bacteria and had him take large doses of 
protease. Within two days, his symptoms cleared up, 
and in the past four years since then he has not had 
a single infection or needed to take any antibiotics. In 
general, I find that once people clear their sensitivities, 
their immune systems get stronger and they no longer 
get sick or need to use antibiotics.

After we finished with the bacteria, Jeffrey still noticed 
an occasional runny nose, meaning that we needed to 
deal with some of his environmental allergies. These can 
cause as much stress on the body and as much fatigue 
as any other allergy. I cleared him successfully for the 
pollens of flowers, grasses, and trees. The first year we 
had to do pollen every two weeks during the spring 
as new plants bloomed. After clearing the pollens to 
which he had been allergic since childhood, his energy 
improved dramatically.

I then cleared him for his remaining food sensitivities. 
Even though his digestion had improved, he still noticed 
some gas and indigestion when eating certain foods. We 
cleared for tomatoes, wheat, peppers, food additives, 
corn starch, potato starch, baking soda, baking powder, 
tofu, gum, and some of the thickeners, among others. 
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Then we cleared for some miscellaneous sensitivities 
and many antibiotics. Even though he had not taken 
antibiotics for some time, it was possible that his body 
might have still been experiencing symptoms related to 
sensitivities to antibiotics.

In his workouts, he noticed that when he overheated, 
he would develop hives. Upon my evaluation, I found 
that he was sensitive to adrenaline and testosterone, 
both very common sensitivities. I cleared him for these 
hormones, as well as for cold and heat, and the hives 
disappeared completely.

It has been four years since Jeffrey first came in to see 
me. He continues to do wonderfully. I see him once 
every six or seven months just to make sure he is taking 
the correct supplements.

“Never underestimate the importance of infectants”

Susan, a sixty-three-year-old teacher, was sent to me by 
her physical therapist. She was seriously underweight at 
one hundred pounds. Although she was only five feet 
seven, she looked extremely unhealthy. She had been 
diagnosed with IBD and suffered from chronic fatigue 
and daily diarrhea for more than a dozen years. She was 
susceptible to chronic infections and suffered from dry 
skin and excessive gas. Although she had undergone 
extensive tests, the only thing that had helped her with 
the diarrhea was the drug Imodium, which she had been 
taking twice a day for many years.

Aware that she was sugar and milk intolerant, she avoided 
sugary foods and dairy products. She also noticed an 
acid stomach, bloating, and gas in combination with 
the diarrhea. She could barely eat anything without 
developing these symptoms. The approach I had to 
offer appealed to her because it gave her hope that a 
change might be possible.
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Since she had never taken any digestive enzyme 
supplements, I thought it would be a good place to 
start. An initial BioSET evaluation revealed stress related 
to the stomach, suggesting a possible inflammation of 
the stomach, duodenum, or esophagus. This helped 
explain the gas she experienced right after she ate. I 
found toxicity from the foods she ate as well as from 
the Imodium and other drugs she had taken over the 
years. There were problems with both the ascending 
and descending colon, not uncommon in cases of colitis. 
Adrenal insufficiency and calcium deficiency were also 
problem areas for her, and she exhibited difficulty 
absorbing sugar. It was obvious looking at her that she 
could not absorb most of the nutrients she ingested.

I prescribed an enzyme-based supplement to help with 
the diarrhea. Within two weeks, the frequency of her 
diarrhea had been cut from six times daily to twice a 
day. When we tested her for sensitivities, she proved 
to be intolerant to many foods and nutrients, including 
all the basic sensitivities, as well as many viruses, fungi, 
parasites, and bacteria. Clearly, we had our work cut 
out for us.

Beginning with the basic sensitivities, I cleared her 
for protein foods, amino acids, minerals, vitamins, 
and sugars. By the time I finished clearing the basic 
sensitivities, her diarrhea had diminished considerably, 
her energy had picked up, and she had gained a few 
pounds. She even had days when she had no diarrhea 
at all. She was thrilled, and so were her friends.

When I retested her, I hoped to find that she had cleared 
most of her food intolerances, but that was not the case. 
She was still sensitive to quite a few foods, including 
oats, oat bran, rice, wheat, many meats, turkey, fish, 
virtually all the vegetables, oils, food additives, food 
colorings, berries, and other fruits, which she had 
avoided because of their sugar content. As we cleared 
each group of foods, they stopped contributing to her 
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diarrhea, and the problem all but disappeared. She 
continued taking Imodium, however, because of her 
fear that the problem might recur.

Through testing, I discovered that I needed to clear 
the infectants next. I had to clear for the parasites and 
bacteria quite a few times before they fully cleared, but 
even then she still had an attack of diarrhea every few 
days. I wanted to eliminate the diarrhea entirely so she 
could feel safe to discontinue the Imodium.

She kept reminding me that she had chronic sinus 
congestion and runny nose, but I was so focused on 
the diarrhea and intestinal problems that I did not 
suspect a virus. Since then, I have found that many 
people have viruses they cannot get rid of because 
they are sensitive to them. Symptoms may include not 
only chronic fatigue and flu-like symptoms but also 
diarrhea, bloating, and other allergy symptoms. Testing 
for viruses, I found that she was sensitive to quite a few 
of them, including Epstein-Barr, cytomegalovirus (CMV), 
rhinovirus, coronavirus, and enterovirus. I decided to 
clear for each one individually because they were so 
important.

Each time I cleared a virus, her health improved 
dramatically. She stopped having diarrhea, and her 
energy increased exponentially. I had to clear for some 
of the viruses in combination with minerals. At some 
point, I had planned to recheck for fungus, minerals, 
and certain other foods. However, she was no longer 
having any diarrhea for a number of months, and she 
no longer took Imodium. I no longer see her as often as 
I had because she is able to work more and her chronic 
fatigue is completely gone. She has gained weight, 
feels younger, and talks about other things besides her 
health. She felt this was quite a miraculous improvement 
for just eight to nine months of treatment. Susan’s case 
is a reminder to never underestimate the importance 
of the infectants.
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Hypothyroid and 
Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis

I have found that the BioSET system works extremely well for those with 
thyroid dysfunction, especially the autoimmune disorder Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis. Health care practitioners using the appropriate BioSET 
protocol have helped many patients suffering from this disorder.

“I’ve not been sick since our first appointment three 
years ago”

Barbara, a forty-year-old woman, was coughing so 
badly when she came to see me that we had to move 
her from the waiting room into another room. She told 
me that she had been sick constantly for the past two 
years, had taken antibiotics repeatedly, and had just 
gotten over a five-week bout with viral pneumonia 
and bronchitis. She had also been diagnosed with 
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis by an endocrinologist who had 
put her on thyroid hormone medication for the first 
time in four years. Although she was extremely fatigued, 
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she was primarily concerned with her weak immune 
system and her constant bouts of sickness.

I performed a BioSET evaluation and found two 
things that were most significant: stress related to 
her spleen, an organ important in the manufacturing 
of lymphocytes and antibodies in a healthy immune 
system; and difficulty digesting fats, common in people 
with low thyroid function. I prescribed a full-spectrum 
vegetarian digestive enzyme formula to help her digest 
fats and an enzyme-based supplement to help support 
her body’s immune system and its ability to fight 
infection. Her cough lingered for some time, but she has 
not had any bronchitis or other respiratory infections 
since that time.

Testing revealed that she was sensitive to all the basic 
sensitivities and many foods, and I therefore began 
clearing her for the basic sensitivities. We cleared her 
for animal-derived foods, calcium, vitamin C, all the 
B vitamins, and sugars. We had to treat her for many 
different sugars separately, some in combination with 
other substances. For example, we cleared cane sugar in 
combination with hormones and caffeine. Barbara had 
always eaten a lot of sugar. For her problems digesting 
fats, I recommended the protein/fat intolerant diet 
(described in the resource guide p. 254), which minimizes 
the amount of fat intake and increases vegetables. I 
then cleared for iron, vitamin A, and salt and then did a 
thorough retesting of her sensitivities and reassessed 
her situation.

With her thyroid problems, Barbara noticed several 
important symptoms: pressure in the area of the 
thyroid gland, low energy, and decreased resistance 
to infections. Since restarting the synthetic thyroid 
hormone Synthroid, which she had not taken for a 
number of years, she noticed feeling jittery, experiencing 
heart palpitations, and having extreme mood swings. 
She questioned whether this was the right medication 
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for her and expressed an interest in exploring more 
natural options. Given her symptoms and her body’s 
resistance to Synthroid found on testing, I wondered 
whether her thyroid condition might be viral in origin. 
Further testing indicated that she was sensitive to 
vitamin E, amino acids, some neurotransmitters 
(including serotonin, norepinephrine, epinephrine, and 
dopamine), some phenolics, a number of bacteria, and 
not surprisingly, viruses. I also found her to be sensitive 
to beans, meats, shellfish, berries, oils and fats, food 
additives, hormones, and some vaccines.

Instead of taking her off Synthroid, I cleared her for it, 
which helped reduce her heart palpitations but did not 
relieve the pressure in her throat or her low energy. 
When we completed clearing the sugars, her coughing 
slowly resolved. As for her resistance to infection, 
she remained on the enzyme-based supplement that 
boosted her immune system. Although she was doing 
quite well, I wanted her to be even stronger and more 
resistant to infection, and I wanted to address her 
hormonal imbalance.

After clearing her for amino acids, I then cleared her 
for the viruses to which she was sensitive, including 
influenza, coronavirus, all the coxsackie viruses, Epstein-
Barr virus, ECHO virus, Herpes simplex type I, varicella, 
and variola. She had more viral sensitivities than anyone 
I had ever worked with up to that point in time. After 
three clearings, she finally cleared the viruses and 
immediately felt a noticeable improvement. She was 
able to get up early in the morning with no fatigue. She 
could exercise and was more attentive. She could also 
read a book again, which she had been unable to do 
before because she found it so difficult to concentrate. 
In addition, most of her congestion and the remaining 
cough disappeared. It was a dramatic change for her. 
She looked completely different, and people remarked 
about it.
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Clearing the viral sensitivity also eliminated her sore 
throat and the pressure in the area of her thyroid, 
and her temperature rose almost immediately. She 
asked if I thought she needed to remain on Synthroid, 
and I recommended that she talk it over with her 
endocrinologist. On her own she decided to discontinue 
taking it, and I in turn recommended an enzyme-based 
thyroid-supporting supplement to ease the transition. 
As it turned out, my suspicion that a virus might be the 
cause of her thyroid problem was correct.

I then cleared her for bacteria, to which she was not as 
severely sensitive as she had been to viruses. People who 
have been on antibiotic therapy for prolonged periods 
of time may have bacterial sensitivities because the 
antibiotics tend to suppress the bacterial infection rather 
than eliminate it. Next, I cleared her for the remaining 
food and vitamin sensitivities, which had become more 
noticeable now that she was feeling better. In particular, 
I find that sensitivities to oils and fats are closely linked 
to low thyroid function. Barbara recognized that she 
craved and ate certain nutrients or foods that caused 
her problems, whether it was congestion in her throat, 
fatigue, or mood swings. For example, when she took 
vitamin E, she would experience excessive heat and 
mild depression. After I cleared her for the vitamin, she 
became aware of how much she really needed it and 
how much it worked for her. We ended by clearing for 
some environmental sensitivities and the thyroid gland 
itself.

After getting through many of the foods and some other 
environmental sensitivities, Barbara is doing extremely 
well. Now and then she comes in to make sure she is 
taking the right enzyme supplements, but she has not 
been sick since our first appointment three years ago. 
She no longer has any thyroid-area pain, her blood tests 
are normal, and she feels better than she has ever felt. 
Over the years, Barbara has referred more than a dozen 
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patients to me, including her entire family, and she has 
become an outspoken advocate of digestive enzymes 
and the BioSET system.

THYROID DISORDERS
Hypothyroidism, or low thyroid function, is one of the most common 

problems affecting physical and mental health, but it frequently goes 
unrecognized. The thyroid gland is a small butterfly-shaped organ 
located in the neck below the Adam’s apple and weighing less than an 
ounce. It carries out the vital responsibility of controlling metabolism, 
the process of converting food into energy through a series of chemical 
changes. Minute secretions of hormones from the thyroid gland, less than 
a spoonful a year, maintain the body’s heat production while regulating 
the circulatory system and blood volume. The secretion of thyroid 
hormones is essential for muscle health and heightened nerve sensitivity. 
Broda O. Barnes, MD, declares, “Every organ, every tissue, every cell, is 
affected by the hormone secretions of the gland.”147 The thyroid is one of 
the group of glands called endocrine glands, which include the pituitary, 
adrenal, sex, thymus, pancreas, and pineal glands.

The thyroid gland manages the tempo of the body, from controlling 
the rate of oxygen use to regulating the speed of food utilization and 
the function of many organs. The thyroid gland has been called the 
thermostat of the body. It secretes hormones that assist the operation of 
each cell by determining the rate of metabolism, which is how quickly 
food is transformed into energy. Without a thyroid gland, all metabolic 
activity, such as heat production, is immediately reduced. When the 
thyroid function is less than required, the physiological condition is 
called hypothyroidism. All metabolic activity is reduced, and replacement 
hormones may be required. Deficient thyroid function also affects human 
development, possibly stunting growth in children as well as diminishing 
the growth of hair, nails, and skin. Other areas compromised by an 
inadequately functioning thyroid gland are bone healing, menstruation, 
mental processes, muscle health, and even sexual development and libido. 
All of these ailments resulting from thyroid damage have been shown to 
improve following thyroid treatment.

One of the most common symptoms of thyroid deficiency is fatigue, 
whether mild or severe. Dr. Barnes explains, “It may come on so slowly 
that a victim, feeling no sudden precipitous decline in energy level, 
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may come to accept fatigability as for him a virtually normal state.”148 
Although there are over one hundred symptoms that characterize low 
thyroid function, and not every patient suffers from the same ones, the 
most common are:

Severe headache
Repeated infections
Skin problems (eczema, psoriasis, acne, and boils)
Chronic infections
Frequent colds
Tonsillitis
Sinusitis
Ear infections
Menstrual disturbances
Memory loss
Difficulties with concentration
Depression
Symptoms of paranoia and other psychological conditions
Confusion, cold intolerance
Poor equilibrium
Muscle aches and weakness
Hearing disturbances
Burning and prickling sensations resulting from nervous system 
dysfunction
Decreased frequency of bowel movements
Weight gain
Slowed heart rate
Firm, bumpy, and slightly enlarged thyroid

“Many people with problems labeled ‘psychosomatic’—and many 
who have been classified as being hypochondriacs—are victims of 
unrecognized hypothyroidism,” according to Dr. Barnes.149

Many of the standard thyroid diagnostic tests used today do not 
always accurately diagnose hypothyroidism. These are blood tests 
measuring levels of the hormone that stimulates the thyroid gland and 
the levels of circulating thyroid hormones. Unfortunately, researchers 
have been unable to find a way to gauge the amount of thyroid hormone 
available inside each of the billions of cells in our bodies. Doctors 
sometimes use basal metabolic rate testing, which measures the total 
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amount of oxygen consumed by the body every minute while the subject 
is at rest. This method has a high potential for error, however, since 
the patient is rarely at complete rest in a doctor’s office with all the 
stimulation and emotional tensions involved. Other tests, such as the 
protein-bound iodine and radioactive iodine uptake tests, also often 
fail to reliably detect hypothyroidism. Unless the symptoms are severe, 
patients will be told their thyroid function is normal even though they 
are suffering.

These various tests attempt to measure the thyroid gland’s activity 
by determining the amount of hormone stored in the gland and the 
amount present in the bloodstream. But they fail to do what really 
counts, namely, measure the amount of thyroid hormone available and 
used by the body within the cells. Most people who are suffering from 
hypothyroidism are actually sensitive to their own thyroid gland and 
hormones. As a result, the body responds to the hormones by creating 
antigen-antibody complexes, which prevent the body from utilizing the 
hormones and provoke more autoimmune reactions.

Dr. Barnes suggests an alternative method for testing thyroid 
function that he has found to be successful in determining thyroid 
problems. Studies have shown that hypothyroid patients generally run 
below-normal temperatures. The explanation for this finding is that it 
takes sufficient thyroid hormone to convert food into energy and heat. 
When thyroid function is deficient, proper oxidation and burning of fuel 
is compromised. Because of this, the body cannot maintain a normal 
temperature.

In the basal body temperature test, an ordinary thermometer is 
placed in the armpit for ten minutes upon awakening. If the measure 
of a patient’s at-rest, or basal, temperature is significantly lower than 
the normal range, low thyroid function is suggested. This method has 
proven successful in diagnosing hypothyroidism as well as determining 
the progress of the disease during treatment. As the at-rest temperature of 
a patient rises, the symptoms subside. Women who are still menstruating 
should take their basal temperature during their period so the temperature 
does not fluctuate with ovulation. With ovulation, the body temperature 
rises (to create a more fertile environment for the fertilized egg) and 
remains higher until the beginning of a woman’s next cycle. Men can do 
this test anytime.

Temperature readings below 97.8° Fahrenheit (F) strongly suggest 
low thyroid function. Those above 99.2°F suggest some gross pathology, 
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possibly an infection or an overactive thyroid. Dr. Barnes conducted 
research on the basal temperature test and reported his groundbreaking 
results to the Journal of the American Medical Association in August 
1942. One thousand college students were tested using both the basal 
temperature test and the basal metabolism rate testing. Dr. Barnes 
found that an abnormal body temperature was actually a more accurate 
indicator of hypothyroidism than the more conventional basal metabolic 
rate.

In my clinic, I rely on several factors as an indication of poor thyroid 
function. First I do an enzyme evaluation examination to determine 
inflammation and metabolic imbalances. When I find an indication 
of abnormal thyroid function, I then do specific sensitivity testing for 
thyroid hormones and other related areas.

DISORDERS RELATED TO HYPOTHYROIDISM
Hypothyroidism may be related to heart problems and coronary 

heart disease. The thyroid hormones play a role in controlling blood 
cholesterol levels, and high levels of oxidized cholesterol are known to be 
associated with heart and vascular disease. Lung cancer and emphysema 
may also be associated with hypothyroidism, and a hereditary tendency 
to thyroid deficiency lowers resistance to infections and disease.

The symptoms of hypothyroidism are difficult to pinpoint because 
low thyroid function can dramatically impact so many different areas 
of the body. There are also a multitude of related health problems that 
emerge from the weakened thyroid condition. One common effect of 
thyroid deficiency is a weakening of the heartbeat, meaning that less 
blood is circulated through the body each minute. This can cause both 
physical and mental fatigue as it reduces the amount of oxygen traveling 
to tissues that need it.

HEART DISEASE AND HYPERTENSION
Research has indicated that administering thyroid therapy without 

any other changes in lifestyle or diet can reduce the chances of heart 
attacks among patients with coronary artery disease. Thyroid deficiency 
can produce changes in the body that increase the risk of heart attacks, 
and thyroid therapy can diminish or reverse these changes. For example, 
there is evidence that low thyroid function is one of many factors that 
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may worsen high blood pressure and that hypothyroidism can cause 
blood clotting. However, thyroid hormone replacement therapy can 
lower blood pressure and correct the ability of the blood to clot.

The fatigue that is common in thyroid deficiency can also play an 
important role in cardiac health, since overexertion can trigger a heart 
attack. Also, hypothyroidism causes abnormal levels of compounds called 
mucopolysaccharides to accumulate in the body tissues. These substances 
are known to cause inflammation and atherosclerosis.

SKIN PROBLEMS
When thyroid function is low, the body’s metabolism slows down. 

Blood circulation is also diminished, including the flow of blood to 
the skin. Bacterial invaders that are normally disposed of through the 
blood are then given the chance to multiply and cause disease. Thyroid 
deficiency can contribute to skin conditions including boils, acne, eczema, 
excessive dryness, and even serious diseases, such as the autoimmune 
diseases psoriasis and lupus erythematosus.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES
A weakened immune system and lowered resistance to harmful agents 

and viruses nearly always accompany thyroid deficiency. This helps to 
explain why patients with hypothyroidism are especially vulnerable to 
such infectious diseases as pneumonia, tuberculosis, rheumatic fever, 
sinusitis, ear infections, colds, flu, and other respiratory infections.

MENSTRUAL IRREGULARITIES
Thyroid dysfunction is often related to menstrual disorders, including 

excessive bleeding, higher frequency of periods, severe cramping, and 
premature or delayed appearance of first menstruation. Miscarriages, 
infertility, and complications during pregnancy may also be connected 
to thyroid deficiencies.
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HEADACHES (INCLUDING MIGRAINES)
A low tolerance for stress among patients with hypothyroid function 

and the increased likelihood of fatigue can put excessive pressure on the 
brain, its membranes, and the skull. This can lead to mild, moderate, or 
even severe headaches.

ARTHRITIS
Often a patient will have complaints of arthritic pain in the bones, 

joints, and muscles that is alleviated after thyroid deficiency is identified 
and addressed. The high levels of mucopolysaccharides mentioned above 
can also be an important factor in the development of arthritis. The 
prevalence of thyroid diseases is greater than all the other endocrine 
diseases combined, with the exception of diabetes. Most of the cases 
of low thyroid function are the result of a disease called Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis.

HASHIMOTO’S THYROIDITIS
To understand autoimmune thyroid disease, you need to understand 

how the body reacts to its own tissue cells. An organism’s immune system 
is designed to protect against foreign agents and infectants. Normally 
they are eliminated without injury or attack on the organism itself. The 
ability to distinguish between the body’s own cells and foreign organisms 
is an important measure of the strength of the immune system. When this 
system is compromised, as in autoimmune disease, the body’s protective 
capabilities are turned against its own tissues.

In essence, what happens is that the body’s first line of defense, the 
macrophages, are not working adequately enough to destroy the antigen-
antibody complexes (CICs) that have been created by the immune system 
in response to foreign organisms and other materials, such as bacteria 
and inadequately digested food metabolites that enter the bloodstream. 
The body then activates the appropriate lymphocytes, B cells to create 
antibodies and T cells to infiltrate the area and attack the CICs, which 
by now have lodged in different parts of the body. This can include the 
thyroid tissue. In trying to destroy these CICs, the antibodies and T 
cells infiltrate the thyroid tissue and destroy the target cells directly. By 
destroying the target cells, they actually attack their own tissue as well. 
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This process is known as antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (see 
chapter 3).

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is an autoimmune thyroid disorder in 
which the body attacks its own thyroid tissue and the thyroid gland 
ultimately loses its capacity to produce thyroid hormones. The factors 
that compromise the immune system and inhibit the body’s first line of 
defense include allergies, sensitivities, poor digestion, drugs, and aging. 
When all of these occur simultaneously, the body’s CICs grow in size 
and inhibit the immune system from doing its work effectively, such as 
destroying pathogens and keeping us healthy. Autoimmune diseases like 
Hashimoto’s disease are the most common sign of a weakened immune 
system.

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is a chronic inflammatory disorder of the 
thyroid gland that primarily affects young and middle-aged women. 
The woman-to-man ratio of occurrence is nine to one. It is the most 
common inflammatory thyroid disease, accounting for about 85 percent 
of thyroiditis cases. Frequently, there is a history of thyroid disease in 
the patient’s family.150

Patients with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis are at greater risk for 
developing other autoimmune disorders, such as Grave’s disease and 
B-cell lymphoma of the thyroid.151 Also called chronic lymphocytic 
thyroiditis, this disease can lead to hypothyroidism and possibly result 
in the complete absence of all thyroid cells. Hashimoto’s disease is 
referred to as an autoimmune disease because it occurs when abnormal 
blood antibodies, in combination with T cells that normally protect 
the body against threatening substances, begin instead to attack and 
destroy thyroid cells. In other words, a person is sensitive to his or her 
own thyroid gland.

Each of the other immune disorders referred to in this book may 
have Hashimoto’s thyroiditis or hypothyroidism as part of the symptom 
complex. For example, many CFIDS patients have hypothyroid function 
and may even be taking medication for this problem. The antibodies 
frequently found in cases of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis are known as 
antimicrosomal and antithyroglobulin antibodies.

Pain is present in only about 10 percent of those with Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis. The primary symptoms are tiredness, mild pressure in the 
neck, or enlargement of the thyroid gland. Sometimes patients will have 
an irregular goiter (an enlargement of the thyroid gland) that is firm and 
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slightly tender, particularly in the early stages of the disease. Juvenile 
Hashimoto’s disease is characterized by remissions and recurrences.

One way to diagnosis Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is through the 
identification of high levels of antithyroid antibodies in the patient’s blood. 
Blood levels of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) are also measured, 
since irregularities can point to thyroid disorder. In hypothyroidism, 
TSH is often considerably elevated, whereas in hyperthyroidism it is 
considerably reduced. The reason for the TSH increase in patients with 
hypothyroidism is that the thyroid destruction causes thyroxin levels to 
fall. The body responds with more thyroid-stimulating hormone, trying 
to increase the secretion from the thyroid of thyroid hormones. Doctors 
can confirm the diagnosis of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis with a thyroid 
biopsy, in which a needle is used to remove cells from the thyroid gland. 
The specimen is then examined on a glass slide. The lymphocytes—types 
of white blood cells—seen in the smear provide information about the 
inflammatory reaction occurring in the thyroid gland. The standard 
treatment for Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is the immediate initiation of 
thyroid hormone replacement therapy. Thyroid hormone therapy is used 
even if it seems that the thyroid function is normal at the time of diagnosis. 
The proposed benefits of thyroid hormone replacement include:

Suppression of the production of TSH by the pituitary gland, 1. 
which helps to prevent further enlargement of the thyroid 
gland. This can shrink the goiter and reduce the formation of 
nodules.
Prevention of the development of thyroid failure and the 2. 
resulting low levels of thyroid hormones that may occur if the 
disease progresses.
Possible inhibition of the blood lymphocytes that are responsible 3. 
for the thyroid inflammation.

After treatment begins, the goiter is supposed to shrink over a period 
of six to eighteen months, although in some patients it can take several 
years for it to disappear.
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BIOSET PROTOCOL FOR HASHIMOTO’S THYROIDITIS
When working with patients diagnosed with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, 

I follow a precise sequence of clearings. After clearing all the basic 
sensitivities, I recheck the trace mineral iodine to see if there are any 
combinations with iodine. This is because iodine aids in the development 
and functioning of the thyroid gland and is an integral part of thyroxine. 
I have seen many individuals progress dramatically in their struggle 
with this condition once they have cleared iodine and begun eating 
foods high in iodine. Such foods include seafood, kelp, garlic, lima 
beans, summer squash, mushrooms, Irish moss, and turnip greens. In 
addition, consuming 3.4 grams of iodine-enriched salt a day provides 260 
micrograms of iodine or supplementing with iodine can increase daily 
iodine intake, which may be indicated for some people.

Next, I use BioSET to clear any sensitivity to the patient’s thyroid 
supplement if one is being taken. I check to see if the individual is 
sensitive to the supplement, whether it is synthetic or natural.

I then clear for thyroglobulin, a glycoprotein secreted by the thyroid 
gland that contains sugars such as mannose and glucosamine. The thyroid 
gland combines iodine with thyroglobulin to form the thyroid hormones, 
which take shape within the thyroglobulin molecule. The synthesis of 
thyroglobulin is regulated by the hypothalamus and the adrenal glands, and 
the rate of secretion of thyroglobulin is regulated by thyroid-stimulating 
hormone (TSH) secreted by the anterior pituitary gland. When thyroid 
hormone levels are low, the secretion of TSH is increased, and more 
thyroglobulin is secreted. Therefore, a balance is important, and sensitivity 
to thryoglobulin can upset the natural synthesis of thyroid hormones.

The next step in the protocol is to clear for the thyroid hormones, 
including diiodothyronine (T2), triiodothyronine (T3), and thyroxine (T4), 
thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) secreted by the hypothalamus, 
and TSH. The thyroid-releasing hormones control the secretion of the 
anterior pituitary hormones. I usually clear the thyroid hormones first, 
then the pituitary hormones, and finally the releasing hormones. These 
clearings may reverse many of the symptoms of low thyroid function, such 
as dry skin, hair loss, irregular periods, premenstrual and menopausal 
symptoms, and low energy.

Next I clear for the amino acid tyrosine, which, when combined 
with iodine, is a precursor to thyroxine. It is also the precursor to the 
neurotransmitter norepinephrine, which increases basal metabolic rate.
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Most patients with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis test positive for sensitivity 
to Candida, particularly Candida albicans and Candida tropicalis. 
BioSET clearings can be very helpful in clearing these. With thyroiditis, 
Candida can damage the body’s receptor sites for thyroid and other 
hormones, resulting in a slowing down of the entire endocrine system.152 
(Please see chapter 10 for more on Candida infections.)

Fluorine and fatty acids are two sensitivities I clear next. Fluorine or 
its active form, fluoride, is present in all animal tissue. It increases the 
deposition of calcium and reduces the formation of acid in the mouth, a 
possible mechanism by which it may help decrease tooth decay. Excessive 
amounts of fluoride, which can occur through ingesting too much fluoride, 
are definitely harmful. Individuals can also develop sensitivity to fluoride. 
In either event, this can have deleterious effects because fluorides can 
destroy the phosphatase enzymes, vital to metabolism. Natural sources 
of fluorine are fish and seafood, milk, cheese, meat, and tea.

Fatty acids, essential in the daily diet, are necessary for the elasticity 
of cells and the production of hormones. They can help improve many 
of the symptoms related to thyroiditis, such as eczema, high cholesterol, 
irregular periods, hair and nail problems, and premature aging.

When working with any immune disorder, I always check for and 
clear if necessary mercury and amalgams. Sensitivities to these can 
directly influence an individual’s energy level and mood and may cause 
headaches, insomnia, memory loss, and pain in muscles and joints.153 
Clearing these can help ameliorate many of the symptoms that plague 
individuals with hypothyroidism and Candida.

The foods I regularly check in those with thyroiditis are vegetable 
and animal fat, grains, gluten, yeast, food additives, food coloring, and 
dairy products.

An organism’s immune system is designed to protect it against 
foreign substances and pathogens. However, the ability to distinguish 
between self and not self is compromised in autoimmune diseases, 
and all aspects of the immune system should be tested and treated 
for regulation and proper function. I always clear for sensitivities to 
macrophages, lymphocytes, immune mediators, and antibodies, in 
particular antithyroid peroxidase (anti-TPO) antibodies, as well as the 
thyroid peroxidase enzyme itself. This enzyme catalyzes the synthesis 
of iodine and tyrosine in the thyroglobulin molecule to produce thyroid 
hormone. The anti-TPO antibodies, which inhibit this conversion, have 
been reported high in patients with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.154
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CONCLUSION:  
MANAGING AND PREVENTING SENSITIV ITIES

If you suffer from allergies, sensitivities, or one of the many immune 
disorders that they can exacerbate, it can often feel like a life sentence. It 
can be hard to imagine what it would be like to be free from symptoms 
that have been your ongoing experience for years—especially if you have 
met with a lack of understanding or even dismissal of your condition 
from the medical community. Many who suffer from these disorders feel 
trapped and alone. I hope this book has shown you that it does not have 
to be this way. You are not alone, and your condition is not imaginary 
or mysterious. And you are not stuck with this condition indefinitely. 
Sensitivities can be cleared; the immune system can be strengthened 
through good digestion and proper absorption of nutrients; and toxicity 
overload can be prevented by optimizing the function of the liver and 
bowel and other critical organs of detoxification.

There are many things in our life circumstances that we cannot 
control. Our environment grows more threatening to our immune system 
each day, with the increase of chemical pollutants in our air, our water, 
and our foods; a decline in adequate nutrition caused in large measure by 
poor digestion and absorption of vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients; 
and an exponential rise in the use of pharmaceutical agents in our 
everyday surroundings that can weaken and suppress the immune system 
and toxify the body. We cannot necessarily control our exposure to these 
numerous forms of toxicity, but what we can do is make sure that we 
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nourish our bodies and our immune systems in the best way possible. 
In this concluding chapter, I will share some of the simple steps you can 
take to give your body the best possible support in healing itself.

Take some time to think about your health goals and the milestones 
that will help you know that you are on the right track. Maybe you 
want to get back to working full time, or exercising again, being able 
to eat out at your favorite restaurants, have an active social life, or live 
independently without needing a caregiver. Keep a list of the sensitivities 
you have identified, and your medications and supplements. If you have 
the opportunity to work with a BioSET practitioner, he or she can help 
you to formulate a sensitivity management plan.

KEYS TO IMMUNE HEALTH
The most important piece of advice I can give, when asked how to 

prevent and manage sensitivities, is to eat a healthy diet, supplemented 
by digestive enzymes. No matter how many factors in our environment 
are beyond our control, we can control what we put in our mouths, and 
with the right supplementation and sensitivity clearings, we can control 
how well our bodies are able to absorb the food we eat.

In the “Resources” section (see p. 254), you will find detailed dietary 
guidelines for the different conditions discussed in this book. Until being 
successfully cleared with BioSET, you should avoid foods to which you 
are sensitive and eat a nutritious, yeast-free diet. As you undergo BioSET 
clearings, there may be fewer symptoms and less need for medication, 
but diet remains important. I understand that for most of us, it’s not 
reasonable to expect that we stick to a new diet seven days a week, but 
even if you can do it for four days a week, the results will be dramatic, 
particularly if you supplement with a full-spectrum vegetarian digestive 
enzyme, probiotics, and protease. In fact, you may find that at a certain 
point it feels so good to be healthy that it is no longer an effort to stick 
to your diet 365 days a year. Many of us who suffer from chronic 
conditions have forgotten what it is like to feel vital and strong. When 
you rediscover that feeling, making a few changes to what you eat feels 
like a small price to pay to keep it.

In addition to keeping a healthy diet, there are a number of simple 
pieces of advice I give to anyone seeking to strengthen his or her immune 
system. There are many things in your environment you can’t control, 
but these are some of the things you can.
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Pay attention to detoxification. Once a year, spend a week eating 
raw foods or following a simple cleanse program to allow your body to 
detoxify.

As much as possible, manage your condition with complementary and 
alternative methods and a nonsensitive environment to avoid stressing 
your immune system further with medications.

Avoid smoking or breathing secondhand smoke. The tobacco 
and chemicals in cigarettes, such as tar, nicotine, carbon monoxide, 
formaldehyde, aluminum, sulfur, and lead, have all been shown to cause 
health problems, irritate the body, and inflame the airways. Exposure 
to these toxins, either by smoking or by exposure to secondhand smoke, 
can be devastating to the immune system.

If you are a pet owner and are sensitive to animal dander or mold, 
which can cling to fur, you may want to bathe your pets at two- or three-
week intervals. You may also want to wear a face mask while brushing 
a dog or cat or cleaning the cage of a rodent. You should also wash your 
hands and change your clothes afterward. Because vacuuming may blow 
animal dander and mold around, use a vacuum cleaner with a high-
quality filter, such as a HEPA filter.

When people with immune disorders are exposed to flu, cold viruses, 
or other pathogens, there is a high risk of developing symptoms. To prevent 
the spread of viruses, cover your mouth when sneezing or coughing, 
wash your hands frequently, dispose of used facial tissues, and keep 
your hands away from your face. Viruses spread from person to person 
through the air from coughs and sneezes. They can also spread by hand 
contact with an infected person or by touching surfaces that have been 
contaminated by those individuals and then rubbing the eyes, mouth, or 
nose. Although flu vaccines are supposed to reduce the incidence of flu 
in healthy adults, I recommend that my patients, particularly those with 
immune disorders, be tested for sensitivity to the vaccine if they decide 
to have it. Otherwise, it may result in flu-like symptoms that can lead to 
further problems. I usually manage to get a sample of the vaccine each 
year and test people for sensitivities. Also, BioSET clearing for the flu 
virus can be a strong preventative measure for both children and adults 
(For a visual illustration, go to www.micromiracles.com.).

If you are pregnant, a major benefit of sensitivity clearing is that 
the sensitivity is not then passed on to the child. There are additional 
ways to prevent the development of food sensitivities in children. Babies 
should be breastfed for at least one year, and it is preferable to wait six 
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to eight months before starting a baby on solid food. If the mother does 
not breastfeed, her child should be put on a milk-free formula. We test 
infants for various sensitivities, including breast milk and formula, and 
then clear them with BioSET as necessary.

While breastfeeding, a mother should not eat large amounts of foods 
to which she is known to be sensitive. If she does so, the mother’s 
sensitivities may be experienced by the child. A full-spectrum vegetarian 
digestive enzymes supplement for her and the child can help with reducing 
these sensitivities and in combination with BioSET clearings can be 
quite helpful. Children should not be introduced to foods such as dairy 
products, wheat, nuts, and other foods discussed in the food sensitivity 
section until they are at least one year old. When children start eating 
solid food, they should be introduced to them one at a time to see if 
they are sensitive. Testing children and clearing them can ameliorate 
reactions.

Massage, acupuncture, and chiropractic care are preventative 
measures that have been proven to be effective with immune disorders. 
For instance, research indicates that weekly upper body massage may 
help relieve fatigue, muscle tightness, and stress, which play a major role 
in any immune disorder.155 Chiropractic and other manipulative care also 
contribute to strengthening the immune system by reducing structural 
misalignments, restoring nervous system integrity, and enhancing 
musculoskeletal flexibility.

As your body is healing, try to avoid unnecessary emotional and 
psychological stress. Under psychological stress, people with immune 
disorders generally experience an immediate exacerbation of their 
symptoms. However, a body that is free of sensitivities, in a state of 
homeostasis, and with good digestion and absorption should be strong 
enough to deal with any emotional situation without experiencing 
physical symptoms.

Other therapies that can be helpful include qigong, acupuncture, yoga, 
and meditation. Psychotherapy can help provide an understanding of the 
emotions behind the disease. Herbs such as ginseng can be beneficial in 
boosting energy and combating fatigue.

Exercise is essential not only for the muscles and bones but also for 
the lungs, heart, brain, other internal organs, and for a sense of well-
being. Choose a form of exercise you enjoy. Plenty of fresh air is also 
extremely important for people with immune system problems.

Love, support, and acceptance are also invaluable because without 
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love and affection, one cannot thrive. Those who suffer immune disorders 
need this more than anyone else.

IMMUNE REJUVENATION
The beauty of the human immune system is that it does respond to 

our efforts to restore and maintain it at optimum functionality. Damage 
to the immune system is not irreparable, and the effects of chronic 
conditions can be reversed through boosting digestion and detoxification. 
In fact, I have become convinced that this approach is not only healing 
but antiaging. While those who suffer from immune disorders often 
appear prematurely aged, those who support their immune systems in 
the ways I have been describing will notice that the signs of aging begin 
to tangibly slow down. I have been living and breathing the principles in 
this book for decades, and I know that I echo the experience of many, 
many patients when I say that I feel younger and more vital now than ever 
before. Having taken the journey myself from chronic disease to health, 
I am grateful every day for the simple miracle of good digestion and a 
healthy immune system, supporting my body to undertake its natural 
healing processes.

This is your chance to reclaim control and responsibility for your 
own health and to slow down the aging and debilitating effects of poor 
digestion. I hope that it will not be long before you rediscover, for what 
may feel like the first time in years, what it feels like to wake up in the 
morning clear-headed, energetic, and ready to embrace the challenges, 
joys, and opportunities life holds out to you.

SELF-TREATMENT
Since immediate clearing is essential, we regularly teach people 

how to do this procedure on themselves or their family members at the 
first sign of symptoms. The symptomatic person holds a glass vial or 
jar containing the saliva. The individual is then given acupressure on 
the points beginning on the back and others indicated in the diagram, 
beginning with the right hand and progressing around the body clockwise 
three times and then ending with the right hand. Light pressure is applied 
in a circular motion for approximately seven seconds at each point (For 
a visual illustration, go to www.micromiracles.com.).

Performed at the onset of symptoms and every two to three hours 
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thereafter, this clearing may stimulate the body’s immune system to fight 
the virus or bacteria and generally leads to an elimination of symptoms 
rather quickly. Certain preparations of supplements with enzymes may 
also be helpful in combination with self-treatment to bolster the immune 
function.
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RESOURCES

I. SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

The following self-assessment questionnaire can help you determine 
whether you have symptoms that commonly arise in those having 
sensitivities. The greater the number of yes responses, the greater 
the likelihood that at least some of your symptoms are reactions to 
sensitivities.

1. Do any of your blood relatives suffer from sensitivity syndromes 
(hay fever, asthma, skin rashes, or severe reactions to drugs or insect 
stings), food sensitivities, addictive disorders (alcohol or drug abuse or 
compulsive eating), diabetes or low blood sugar, arthritis, headaches, 
or digestive disorders? Were any blood relatives hyperactive, learning-
disabled, or bed-wetters as children?

2. Did your mother experience severe stress during her pregnancy with 
you? Was your birth difficult or complicated?

3. As an infant, did you have any problems tolerating bottle formula or 
breast milk? Did you have difficulty gaining weight, colic, or spitting 
up?
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4. As an infant, did you suffer from frequent digestive, respiratory, or 
skin problems?

5. Were you difficult in infancy and/or childhood, often crying or 
irritable? Were you overactive or under-active? Did you have problems 
sleeping or trouble learning or paying attention at school?

6. As a child, were you often sick, plagued by ear infections, sore throats, 
swollen glands, colds, bronchitis, croup, stomach aches, constipation, 
diarrhea, or headaches?

7. As an adult, are you always tired, even though you get enough sleep?

8. Do you frequently have puffy eyes or baggy, swollen eyelids, wrinkles 
or dark circles under your eyes, or itchy, red, watery, burning, painful, 
or light-sensitive eyes? Do you have blurred vision?

9. Do you often have a stuffy, watery, and/or runny nose? Do you sneeze 
several times in a row, or do you rub your nose upward or wiggle your 
nose? Do you have one cold after another, even without feeling sick, or 
do you get nose-bleeds? Do you have excessive formation of mucus?

10. Do you have asthma or wheezing? Do you cough or wheeze with 
laughter, with exercise, with cold air, with cold drinks, or at night when 
it is damp outside?

11. Do you have skin rashes such as eczema or atopic dermatitis or itchy 
rashes or hives, especially in the creases of your arms or legs? Do you 
have cracked toenails or fingernails, acne, dandruff, or loss of hair?

12. Do you have recurrent earaches, fluid behind your eardrum(s), 
intermittent trouble with your hearing, ear popping or ringing, flushed 
or red earlobes, dizziness, itchy ears, or drainage from your ear(s)?

13. Do you have swelling or soreness of your face and lips, itchiness of 
the roof of your mouth, canker sores, bleeding gums, or bad breath? Do 
you suffer from digestive problems, including nausea or stomach aches, 
excess gas, diarrhea and/or constipation, belching, ulcers, colitis, or 
rectal itching?
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14. Do you have difficulty gaining or losing weight?

15. Do you have repeated bladder infections, difficulty urinating, and/
or water retention?

16. Is your pulse or heartbeat irregular after eating?

17. Have you ever had seizures, convulsions, or fainting spells?

18. Do you have a history of sinus problems, earaches, or sore throats?

19. Do you suffer from headaches, insomnia, leg or muscle aches, back 
pain, stiff or swollen joints, or arthritis?

20. Do you have constant low-grade fever, a feeling of being flushed or 
chilled, or excessive sweating?

21. Are you a picky eater? Do you indulge in binge eating?

22. Do you feel like you are high one moment and low the next, with 
depression appearing for no reason?

23. Do you have trouble concentrating, sometimes feeling confused 
and spacey? Are you sometimes hyperactive, overly nervous, frequently 
anxious, and/or quick to anger?

24. Does a change in your surroundings or the seasons affect how you 
feel?
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II. SELF-TREATMENT

MUSCLE TESTING
Muscle testing is the first and most critical part of the BioSET at-

home sensitivity clearing. The gathering of accurate information is crucial 
in order to correctly evaluate and clear reactive responses to foods and 
environmental substances to which you are sensitive.

HOW MUSCLE TESTING WORKS TO 
DIAGNOSE IMBALANCES

Muscle testing has proven to be a fast, noninvasive method for 
uncovering sensitivities, nutritional imbalances, the physical consequences 
of emotional issues, structural issues within tissues, and structural 
misalignments of the body. Muscle testing in sensitivity detection 
identifies reactions of the patient’s electromagnetic energy field when it 
comes into contact with a substance to which the individual is sensitive. 
Muscle testing bypasses the conscious and subconscious minds, making it 
impossible for the patient/subject to influence the results. When someone 
holds a suspected substance in her hand, a strong muscle will weaken if 
she has a sensitivity to that substance.

Most practitioners who use muscle testing refer to the concepts of 
a strong or weak muscle. However, the results of a test do not depend 
on whether the actual muscle is strong or weak but rather on how the 
nervous system is responding. In other words, it is more accurate to 
think in terms of the behavior of the nervous system rather than the 
actual power of the muscle. Over the years, this technique has undergone 
refinements that have allowed for increased accuracy and more easily 
reproducible outcomes.

DIRECTIONS FOR MUSCLE TESTING 
WITH A PARTNER

For this type of testing, you will need a partner to muscle test you 
if you are the subject. These directions are for your tester, or you may 
follow this procedure when testing another person for sensitivities. First, 
gather the particular items you want to test and set them about four or 
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more feet away from the person being tested. These can be either vials, 
each containing a certain substance, or the actual substance itself in a 
thin glass holder, such as a wine glass. Have the subject wash her hands 
prior to testing and between each test, or have a damp cloth available 
during the testing procedure for this purpose. The subject should remove 
all jewelry, rings, and watches.

To begin, the subject should sit comfortably in a chair, feet uncrossed 
and flat on the floor, while the tester stands on the opposite side from 
the arm being tested. For example, when testing the right arm, the tester 
should stand on the subject’s left side. Ask the subject to raise her right 
arm at a ninety-degree angle in front of her body, palm down, fingers 
pointing forward, and the elbow straight. The tester should rest his right 
hand on the subject’s left shoulder and with his left hand, make contact 
with the subject’s right arm just above the wrist. The tester should then 
press gently downward with his left hand while asking the subject to 
resist against the downward pressure being applied. The first testing is 
done without a vial or the substance, in order to establish a baseline of 
the subject’s strength, looking for a strong response.

You are now ready to begin sensitivity testing. Place the particular 
substance in the person’s left hand (you can use a glass if you wish to 
hold the substance), the opposite hand from the arm being tested. Next, 
push down on the outstretched arm to see if the response is strong. If 
the person is sensitive to a particular item, she will be unable to hold 
her arm firmly against the testing force, and her arm will weaken or 
collapse. If the subject is not sensitive to the particular food, her arm will 
not waver at all and her ability to lock against resistance will be evident. 
Any wavering is a sign of a sensitivity.

It is very important to remember that you do not need to use great 
force when muscle testing. In fact, you need to not use great force. To 
perform an effective muscle test, you need only to be able to feel a clear 
difference between the subject’s strong and weak responses. When you 
ask the person to resist your downward pressure, you will notice an 
immediate locking of the arm (a strong test) or a weakening or collapse 
(a weak test).

You may then proceed to test nine to ten items. The average person 
will only be able to test about ten items at any one sitting before his 
or her arm begins to tire. Testing more items can make the testing 
inaccurate. However, you can double the number of tests by switching 
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to the other arm. Remember to have the subject wash or towel off her 
hands in between items, and remember to write down the substance to 
which she is sensitive.

SELF-TESTING WITH O-RING TESTING
If a tester is not available, you can test yourself using another form 

of muscle testing. Make a circle by touching the tip of your little finger 
to the tip of your thumb on the same hand. Then, with the index finger 
of your other hand, try to separate your thumb and fifth digit. In other 
words, try to break the circle.

In a strong test, your fingers will be virtually inseparable. In a weak 
test, the circle will be easily broken.

There are certain structural misalignments and conditions such 
as arthritis or carpal tunnel syndrome that can make this technique 
ineffective, but for most people this test works very well. It is also a 
great way to practice developing your sensitivity for all muscle testing. 
If for any reason you have a hard time testing yourself, just clear for 
any suspected sensitivity without testing, as there is no harm in clearing 
yourself for something to which you are not sensitive.

THE BIOSET HOME SENSITIVITY 
CLEARING PROCEDURE

Before you begin testing and treating your sensitivities, it is important 
to remember that the techniques I am describing are not designed to 
diagnose or cure illnesses but to give you some basic tools for reducing 
and eliminating bothersome reactions to the things you eat or are exposed 
to in everyday life. These methods are not designed to be a substitute 
for appropriate supervision by a qualified healthcare professional. The 
samples or the vials in this procedure represent the substances that are 
stressing you and causing sensitivities and reactions. If your muscle goes 
weak when you hold any of these samples, that may mean that your 
energy system is reacting to the presence of that substance.

In order to begin the BioSET home sensitivity clearing, you will 
need:

A subject who wishes to receive a sensitivity clearing. That 1. 
subject can be a friend or family member or even yourself. 
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Instructions for self-testing and clearings are included later in 
this chapter.
A quiet room away from any activities that might distract from 2. 
your clearing, such as ringing phones or children.
A sample of the item(s) that need to be tested and cleared.3. 

For best results, clear for similar items at a time. Oftentimes it is 
tempting to combine items to speed up the process, but my experience 
has taught me that the body responds much more completely to similar 
substances when they are cleared—for example, all dairy products, all 
grains, all sugars, etc. This home clearing can be used to clear sensitivities 
to foods, collected pollen, dust, fabrics, swimming pool water, cosmetics, 
toothpaste, and many other substances.

STEP 1: PREPARATION
Have the subject drink a glass of water to balance his or her energy. 

This ensures that your test results will be more reliable.
It is almost impossible to muscle test children under five years of age, 

but these clearings work wonderfully on them, so just skip step 1 and 
clear the child for suspected sensitivities. As I stated above, there is no 
harm in clearing someone for something to which they are not actually 
sensitive. Since the BioSET clearings utilize gentle acupressure massage, 
the clearings tends to be relaxing and restorative even if your selection 
of the sensitivity to be cleared is not correct.

STEP 2: TESTING
Place the sample of the item(s) in the subject’s hand or in a glass and 

test according to the instructions given at the beginning of this chapter. If 
the subject tests strong with the sample in his or her hand, that substance 
is not a stressor and you can move on to the next substance. If the 
subject tests weak, a BioSET sensitivity clearing is needed. The clearing 
procedure is the same for all the substances that test as sensitivities. 
Remember, in all cases, a strong response means that no clearing is 
necessary and a weak response means that the substance is causing stress 
and needs to be cleared.
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STEP 3: ACUPRESSURE TECHNIQUE 
FOR BIOSET CLEARING

After you have confirmed that the substance produces a weak muscle 
response and needs to be cleared, leave the sample in the subject’s hand. 
For example, if chocolate produces a weak muscle response, have the 
subject continue to hold the chocolate while you begin clearing.

The BioSET clearing for sensitivities involves two parts:

Part I: Gentle tapping applied along the spine
Part II: Gentle pressure on a series of nineteen acupressure points on the 
arms and legs.

Part I. Gentle tapping on the back (For a visual illustration, go to www.
micromiracles.com).Using the side of your hand, gently tap along the 
spine, starting at the top of the neck and slowly working down to the 
sacrum, and then slowly up the spine back to the top of the neck. This 
completes one round. Each breath should be done with one complete 
round, and all four breaths should be done to complete one cycle. Do 
three complete cycles of the four breaths.

With infants or young children, you can choose to stimulate the 
acupressure points along the spine rather than the tapping on the spine. 
With both thumbs, gently press alongside the vertebrae. Do whatever 
method feels most comfortable for you and the subject. It is not necessary 
for them to perform the breathing sequence. Do the stimulation three 
times as well.

Breathing Sequence

Stage 1: Holding the breath. Ask the subject to inhale 
and hold her breath while you stimulate the column of 
points, moving down the spine. If the subject needs to 
stop to take a breath, that is fine. Resume as soon as she 
has inhaled and is holding her breath once again.

Stage 2: Exhaling. Ask your subject to breathe out slowly 
the entire time you are stimulating the points.

Stage 3: Panting breath. Ask the subject to pant quickly 
while you stimulate the points. This panting breath 
should be as quick and as vigorous as the person 
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can manage. Asthmatics and people with respiratory 
problems should do this kind of breathing carefully and 
only as much as they can manage. The clearing can still 
be effective, even if the breathing pattern during this 
stage of the clearing is not perfect.

Stage 4: Breathing normally. Ask your subject to breathe 
in and out normally while you stimulate the points along 
the spinal column.

Stage 5: Retest. With the sample still in your subject’s 
hand, retest for the muscle response. If the clearing has 
succeeded, the muscle will test strong, indicating that 
the stressful response to the food has probably been 
eliminated. If your subject’s response is weak, repeat 
the clearing.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CLEARINGS
When testing and clearing for a particular substance(s) has been 

performed correctly, the muscle will test strong after the first clearing 
about 90 percent of the time. However, it is not uncommon for a person 
to need one or two repetitions of the clearing. Do not worry about this. 
Simply clear the subject again until the muscle tests strong.

Sometimes it is not possible to desensitize a person and change his 
or her muscle response with the at-home clearings. Any one of several 
factors may be interfering with the clearing process. These factors can 
be dealt with, but since the situation is more complex, it requires the 
expertise of a trained BioSET practitioner. A referral list of practitioners 
is posted on the BioSET website at drellencutler.com.

Part 2: Stimulating the Nineteen Key Acupressure Points
After using the acupressure technique discussed above, stimulate 

the nineteen points (For a visual illustration, go to www.micromiracles.
com.) These points are standard acupuncture points designed to stimulate 
energy flow throughout the body. Have the subject continue to hold 
the vial or item during this part of the procedure. This helps to clear 
any blockages in the energetic system of the body and assists in the 
clearing.
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Begin part 2 on the right side, with the acupressure point on the 
hand, and work your way through the points, following the list and 
diagrams that follow. Starting with the right side of the body, continue 
in a clockwise direction, until you have made a complete circuit. All the 
points have exactly the same location on both the right and left side and 
are paired, with the exception of one point, GV 20 (Bai Hui), on the top 
of the head. These points are described below using the acupuncture 
point names from traditional Chinese medicine. End on the same point 
with which you began.

A description of the nineteen BioSET acupressure points:

LI 4 (He Gu), right: In the web space between the 
thumb and index finger near the middle of the second 
metacarpal bone on the back of the right hand.

LI 11 (Qu Chi), right: In the depression between the right 
elbow and the end of the elbow crease.

TW 10 (Tianjing), right: In the depression just above 
the right elbow on the back of the right arm with the 
elbow flexed.

BL 10 (Tian Zhu), right: At the back of the head, about 
2.5 cm to the right of the spine, in the center of the 
large muscle just below the bony ridge at the base of 
the skull.

GV 20 (Bai Hui): If you can imagine a line that runs 
from the tip of one ear over the head to the tip of the 
other ear, this point is on top of the head, exactly at the 
midpoint of that line.

BL 10 (Tian Zhu), left: At the back of the head, about 
2.5 cm to the left of the spine, in the center of the large 
muscle just below the bony ridge at the base of the 
skull.

TW 10 (Tianjing), left: In the depression just above the 
left elbow on the back of the left arm with the elbow 
flexed.
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LI 11(Qu Chi), left: In the depression between the left 
elbow and the end of the elbow crease.

LI 4 (He Gu), left: In the web space between the 
thumb and index finger near the middle of the second 
metacarpal bone on the back of the left hand.

BL 40 (Wei Zhong), left: In the middle of the large crease 
directly behind the left knee.

ST 36 (Zusanli), left: About four finger widths directly 
below the left knee joint line and one finger width 
lateral to the shin bone.

SP 6 (Sanyinjiao), left: On the inside of the left leg, 
about four finger widths above the bottom of the inner 
anklebone, in the soft tissue just behind the tibia (the 
larger of the two bones in the lower leg).

LIV 3 (Tai Chong), left: In the depression just forward of 
the junction of the first and second metatarsal bones 
(the two bones just behind the base of the big toe and 
second toe) of the left foot.

SP3 (Taibai), left: In the depression just behind the head 
of the first metatarsal of the left foot, which is just 
behind the base of the big toe.

SP3 (Taibai), right: In the depression just behind the 
head of the first metatarsal of the right foot, which is 
just behind the base of the big toe.

LIV 3 (Tai Chong), right: In the depression just forward 
of the junction of the first and second metatarsal bones 
(the two bones just behind the base of the big toe and 
second toe) of the right foot.

SP 6 (Sanyinjiao), right: On the inside of the right leg, 
about four finger-widths above the bottom of the inner 
anklebone, in the soft tissue just behind the tibia (the 
larger of the two bones in the lower leg).
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ST 36 (Zusanli), right: About four finger widths directly 
below the right knee joint line and one finger width 
lateral to the shin bone.

BL 40 (Wei Zhong), right: In the middle of the large 
crease directly behind the right knee.

The entire sequence should take about fifteen minutes. The subject 
usually becomes relaxed and may even fall asleep while you are doing 
the clearing. At the very end of the procedure, have the subject rest 
comfortably for fifteen minutes with the sample still in her hand.

BIOSET SELF-CLEARING
The procedure for performing self-clearings may involve part 2 only, 

acupressure on the nineteen points, if you are not able to do the tapping 
on the spine.

Stage 1: Testing. With the sample in contact with your 
body, test yourself with the o-ring method (For a visual 
illustration, go to www.micromiracles.com.) Use this 
method to identify possible sensitivities that need to 
be cleared.

Stage 2: The Nineteen Points. If it is impossible for you to 
stimulate the back points yourself, simply skip part 1 of 
the clearing. Instead, repeat part 2, doing the series two 
times for each sensitivity. Hold the samples in your hand 
for the entire time. Since it is impractical to try and hold 
the samples while engaging in a great deal of activity, do 
the self-clearings while engaging in sedentary activities 
such as watching TV or a movie or while reading.

Stage 3: Retest. At the end of the clearing cycle, retest 
yourself with the sample in your hand, to make sure you 
know test strong in response to the item.

Some items, such as foods, cat hair, or pollen, that have been 
bothersome for some time may require several complete clearings. If, 
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however, you have not been successful after several clearings, please 
consult a BioSET practitioner.

CLEARING SALIVA
Individuals can be successfully cleared with their own saliva at the 

first sign of infections, such as runny nose, a cough, a slight fever, or 
tightness of the chest. This technique can be done at home for yourself 
or for a family member and often helps prevent further progression of 
their symptoms. As soon as family members sneeze, cough, or experience 
any symptoms, have them spit into a glass and conduct a muscle test on 
the saliva. If they show a weak response, immediately clear them with 
the BioSET desensitization. I also recommend testing that person’s saliva 
(the one experiencing symptoms) on other family members. If they also 
show a weak response, clear them as well. Keep doing this until they 
show improvement. This particular clearing on saliva has been successful 
in prevention as well as reversing symptoms. If there is no improvement, 
then they may need more professional advice and treatment.
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III. DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS

DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
PROTEIN/FAT INTOLERANCE

Individuals who are protein or fat intolerant tend to experience 
anxiety, poor calcium absorption, and hypoglycemia and may be deficient 
in essential fatty acids. They may feel sluggish after eating animal 
protein, experience fluid retention and constipation, and demonstrate 
symptoms of thyroid imbalance. These individuals usually crave fat, 
salt, and protein. For weight loss, limit red meat and dairy products and 
restrict all grains; increase low-fat vegetables and fruits.

A PROTEIN/FAT-INTOLERANCE DIET 
SHOULD CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING:

Liberal quantities of vegetables (raw or cooked without fat or salt) 
fruits, mineral water, vegetable juices, fruit juices, and selected 
herbal teas.
Moderate quantities of starchy vegetables, such as potatoes, yams, 
and winter squash.
Avoidance of most grains (including whole grains and refined grains). 
Only allowable grains are quinoa, buckwheat, and wild rice.
Minimal consumption of all proteins, legumes, and low-fat dairy 
products.
Limited intake of olives and avocados.
Limited intake of salt, including soy sauce and other foods that 
contain large amounts of salt.
Limited intake of alcohol, because it acts as pure sugar in the body, 
is high in calories and void of nutrients, stresses the adrenal glands, 
irritates the liver, and can cause cravings.
Avoidance of animal fats, tropical oils, hydrogenated vegetable oils, 
fried foods, whole milk dairy products, coconut, and macadamia 
nuts.
Avoidance of nuts, nut butters, cream cheese, sour cream, bacon, 
artificial sweeteners, and caffeinated beverages.
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Protein (1–2 servings per day)
2 eggs (3 servings or less per week), 3 oz. fish or shellfish, 3 oz. poultry, 
3 oz. lean beef (3 servings or less per week), 3 oz. lean lamb (3 servings 
or less per week), 2 oz. nonfat powdered milk, 2 oz. low-fat or nonfat 
cottage cheese, 3 oz. low-fat cottage cheese, 2 oz. skim mozzarella cheese, 
2 oz. skim ricotta cheese, 1 cup low-fat or nonfat yogurt, 2/3 cup cooked 
soybeans, 4 oz. soy protein powder, 1 oz. spirulina, 3 oz. tofu.

Vegetables (3–4 servings per week)
Carrots, corn, okra, olives, parsley, peppers, potatoes, rutabagas, squash, 
sweet peas, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, watercress, and yams.

Vegetables (unlimited)
Artichokes, beans (green or yellow), beets, bok choy, broccoli, cabbage, 
cauliflower, cucumbers, endive, escarole, turnips, water chestnuts, kale, 
leeks, lettuce (all types), mushrooms, onions, pumpkin, radishes, spinach, 
sprouts, swiss chard, and jicama.

Legumes and Allowable Grains (3–4 servings per day)
1/3 cup cooked beans, 1/3 cup cooked lentils, 1/3 cup cooked wild rice, 
! cup cooked buckwheat, ! cup buckwheat noodles, 1 (6-inch) tortilla, 
! cup cooked quinoa.

Fruits (3 servings per day)
1 small apple, 4 medium apricots, " cup berries, 12 cherries, 2 ! dates, 
1 ! dried figs, ! grapefruit, 10 grapes, # honeydew, 1/3 cantaloupe, ! 
mango, 1 cup papaya, 1 peach, 1 small pear, " cup pineapple, 2 plums, 
2 medium prunes, 1 # cup strawberries, 2 small tangerines, 1 orange.

Fats (2 servings per day)
1/3 teaspoon canola oil, ! teaspoon olive oil, ! teaspoon peanut oil, 1 
teaspoon olive oil & vinegar dressing, 7 almonds, ! teaspoon almond 
butter, 6 peanuts, ! teaspoon peanut butter, ! teaspoon avocado, 3 
olives, ! tablespoon tahini.

Fats (3–4 servings per week)
1/3 teaspoon butter, 1/3 teaspoon lard, 1/3 teaspoon margarine, ! 
teaspoon sesame oil, 1/3 teaspoon soybean oil, ! tablespoon cream, 1 
teaspoon cream cheese, ! tablespoon low-fat sour cream, 1 teaspoon 
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low-fat mayonnaise, ! teaspoon brazil nuts, ! teaspoon walnuts, 2 
teaspoon bacon bits.

RECIPES FOR PROTEIN/FAT INTOLERANCE:

Chilled Pasta Salad
4 cups buckwheat noodles, uncooked
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 cloves garlic, minced
! cup broccoli, chopped
! cup cauliflower, chopped
! cup mushrooms, chopped
! cup squash, chopped
black pepper to taste
6 oz. skim ricotta cheese

Cook buckwheat noodles according to package directions. Set aside to 
cool. Heat olive oil and sauté garlic until opaque. Add vegetables and 
pepper and sauté until tender. Add hot vegetables to pasta and crumble 
in ricotta cheese. Mix well. Let cool and serve. Makes four servings.

Asian Salad
! cup cabbage, chopped
! cup bok choy, chopped
# cup sprouts, chopped
! cup mushrooms, chopped
# cup water chestnuts, chopped
1 teaspoon oil and vinegar dressing
black pepper to taste

Toss all ingredients with dressing. Mix well and season to taste.

Cauliflower Seldess
Cooking spray
1 ! cup quinoa, raw
2 ! cups water
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 cups onion, chopped
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1 lb. mushrooms, sliced
black pepper to taste
1 teaspoon dried basil
1 large cauliflower cut into one-inch pieces
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons lemon juice
6 oz. grated skim mozzarella cheese
paprika

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Spray a nine-by-thirteen-inch pan with 
nonstick cooking spray. Place quinoa and water in small saucepan. Bring 
to a boil, cover, and simmer until tender (fifteen to twenty minutes). 
Transfer to a large bowl and fluff with a fork. Heat oil in a large skillet. 
Add onion, mushrooms, pepper, and basil. Sauté about five minutes until 
onion softens. Add cauliflower and garlic. Sauté about ten more minutes 
until cauliflower is tender. Add lemon juice. Stir sautéed vegetables and 
mozzarella into millet. Mix well and spread into prepared pan. Dust 
with paprika and bake at 350 degrees for thirty minutes. Makes four 
servings.

Perfect Protein Salad
" cup dry soybeans, soaked
1 ! cup wild rice, cooked
black pepper to taste
# cup fresh dill
2 teaspoons low-fat mayonnaise
2 small cloves garlic, minced
! cup parsley, finely minced
1 cup low-fat cottage cheese
3 scallions, finely minced
1 medium carrot, minced
1 small cucumber, peeled, seeded, and minced
additional vegetables, such as minced onion or celery
fresh alfalfa sprouts
sliced radishes (optional)

Place the soaked soybeans in a medium saucepan and cover with water. 
Bring to a boil. Partially cover and simmer until tender, about 1 to 1 # 
hours. When soybeans are still crunchy but tender, rinse and drain well 
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in a colander. Transfer to a medium bowl. Add all other ingredients and 
mix well. Makes six servings.

Bean, Wild Rice, Mushroom, and Eggplant Casserole
2 cups wild rice, cooked
15 oz. navy beans, cooked
water (see recipe below)
" teaspoon dried thyme
! teaspoon dried sage
6 cloves garlic, minced
1 teaspoon black pepper
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 cup eggplant, chopped
1 cup mushrooms
! teaspoon dried rosemary
6 oz. skim mozzarella cheese, shredded

Cook wild rice according to package directions and set aside. Preheat 
oven to 400 degrees. Drain beans and reserve liquid. Add water to liquid 
to make one cup. Combine wild rice, beans, thyme, sage, three cloves 
garlic, and pepper. Set aside. Heat oil in nonstick skillet. Add eggplant 
and mushrooms, remaining garlic, and rosemary. Stir well, and sauté 
for five minutes. Add bean broth and simmer uncovered for ten minutes 
or until all liquid has evaporated. Coat an eleven-by-seven-inch baking 
dish with nonstick spray. Layer half of bean mixture in bottom of dish 
and top with half of mozzarella. Add mushroom-eggplant mixture and 
cover with remaining beans and cheese. Bake uncovered for twenty-five 
minutes. Makes eight servings.

PROTEIN/FAT INTOLERANCE SEVEN-DAY MEAL PLAN

Monday
Breakfast: 1 cup cooked buckwheat mixed with 4 oz. soy protein 
powder
Lunch: Tossed salad with cucumbers, beets, mushrooms, and balsamic 
vinegar; 1 small sweet potato, baked with spray butter and cinnamon; 
and 1 small apple
Snack: 6 peanuts
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Dinner: 4 oz. grilled skinless chicken breast on top of lettuce, onion, and 
sprouts and ! tablespoon avocado
Snack: 1 pear

Tuesday
Breakfast: 3 oz. low-fat cottage cheese, 1/3 cantaloupe
Lunch: Chilled pasta salad, one serving, # honeydew
Snack: 12 cherries
Dinner: 2 oz. tofu, grilled with cooking spray and seasonings, 2/3 cup 
wild rice, Asian salad
Snack: 10 grapes

Wednesday
Breakfast: 1 cup nonfat yogurt, ! cup raisins
Lunch: 1 teaspoon peanut butter with 1 apple, 2 ! medium dates, 1 cup 
raw carrots
Snack: 1 cup papaya
Dinner: 4 oz. grilled tuna, 2/3 cup cooked lentils with 3 olives, 1 cup 
grilled eggplant with oil
Snack: " cup pineapple

Thursday
Breakfast: 2 eggs, ! slice of quinoa bread (no wheat)
Lunch: 1/3 cup red beans over 1/3 cup wild rice, salad of kale, lettuce, 
and sprouts with 1/3 teaspoon peanut oil, and 1 sliced orange
Snack: 1 ! dried figs
Dinner: 4 oz. shrimp boiled or grilled with 1/3 teaspoon canola oil, ! 
cup buckwheat noodles, cauliflower seldess, 1 cup
Snack: 1 peach

Friday
Breakfast: ! cup cooked quinoa mixed with 4 oz. soy protein powder
Lunch: Peanut butter and banana sandwich—2 slices quinoa bread, ! 
banana, ! teaspoon peanut butter
Snack: 1! cup strawberries
Dinner: Perfect protein salad, 1 serving
Snack: ! grapefruit
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Saturday
Breakfast: 1 slice quinoa bread with 2 oz. melted skim mozzarella 
cheese
Lunch: ! slice quinoa bread toasted, tossed salad topped with ! mango, 
balsamic vinegar and 1/3 teaspoon olive oil and vinegar dressing
Snack: 2 plums
Dinner: 4 oz. grilled salmon, 2/3 cup cooked black beans with onion, 
tossed salad with cucumbers, and 1 teaspoon olive oil and vinegar 
dressing
Snack: 1 orange

Sunday
Breakfast: 2 eggs prepared with cooking spray, ! cup cooked 
buckwheat
Lunch: ! cup cooked wild rice mixed with " cup berries
Snack: 1/3 cantaloupe
Dinner: Bean, buckwheat, mushroom, and eggplant casserole, 1 
serving
Snack: 2 small tangerines

DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
CARBOHYDRATE INTOLERANCE
Individuals who are carbohydrate intolerant may experience symptoms 
such as fatigue, depression, hyperactivity, malabsorption, low blood 
sugar, bloating, chronic constipation, asthma, exhausted adrenal glands, 
premenstrual syndrome, and severe food or other sensitivities. These 
individuals usually crave sugar and/or carbohydrates. For weight loss, 
restrict legumes, dairy, and grains.

A CARBOHYDRATE-INTOLERANCE DIET 
SHOULD CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING:

Liberal quantities of vegetables (raw or cooked without fat or salt), 
mineral water, and selected herbal teas.
Moderate quantities of healthy fats, plant proteins, and animal 
proteins.
Minimal consumption of sugars, fruits, dairy products, and sweet 
vegetables, such as corn and carrots.
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Limited intake of salt, including soy sauce and other foods that 
contain large amounts of salt.
Limited intake of alcohol, because it acts as pure sugar in the body, 
is high in calories and void of nutrients, stresses the adrenal glands, 
irritates the liver, and can cause cravings.
Avoidance of most grains (including whole grains and refined grains). 
Only allowable grains are quinoa, buckwheat, and wild rice.
Avoidance of all artificial sweeteners and caffeinated beverages.

Proteins (3–5 Servings per day)
2 egg whites, 1 whole egg, 4 oz. fish or shellfish, 4 oz. poultry, 4 oz. beef 
(3 servings or less per week), 4 oz. lamb, 4 oz. veal, 2 oz. low-fat cottage 
cheese, 2 oz. skim mozzarella cheese, 2 oz. ricotta cheese, 1 cup low/
nonfat yogurt, 4 oz. soy protein powder, 1 oz. spirulina or green protein 
substitute, 3 oz. tofu.

Vegetables (unlimited)
Green or yellow beans, bell peppers, bok choy, cabbage, celery, cucumbers, 
endive, escarole, jicama, kale, lettuce (all types), okra, onions, radishes, 
spinach, alfalfa sprouts, tomatoes, yellow squash, zucchini.

Vegetables (3–4 servings per week)
1 small artichoke, 4 oz. sweet peas, 4 oz. carrots, 4 oz. corn, 4 oz. 
pumpkin, 4 oz. sweet potatoes, 4 oz. yams, 4 oz. potatoes.

Fruits (2 servings per day)
1 apple, 2 medium apricots, 1 cup berries, ! cantaloupe, # honeydew, 
2 prunes,
2 small tangerines, 1 cup watermelon, 1 peach, 1 pear, ! cup fresh 
pineapple, 2 plums,
10 cherries, 10 grapes, 1 nectarine.

Fruits (3–4 servings per week)
! banana, ! cup cranberries, 1 ! dates, 1 ! dried figs, 8 oz. fruit juice, 
! mango,
1 cup papaya, ! cup raisins.

Fats (2 servings per day)
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1/3 teaspoon canola oil, 1/3 teaspoon olive oil, 1/3 teaspoon peanut 
oil, 1 teaspoon olive oil & vinegar dressing, ! tablespoon tahini, 3 
olives, 7 almonds or ! teaspoon almond butter, 6 peanuts, 6 peanuts, 
! tablespoon avocado.

Fats (3–4 servings per week)
1/3 teaspoon butter, 1/3 teaspoon margarine, ! teaspoon sesame oil, 1/3 
teaspoon soybean oil, ! tablespoon cream, 1 teaspoon cream cheese, 1 
teaspoon mayonnaise, ! tablespoon low-fat sour cream, ! tablespoon 
peanut butter, ! teaspoon brazil nuts, ! teaspoon walnuts, 2 teaspoon 
bacon bits.

Legumes and allowable grains (2 servings per day)
1/3 cup cooked lentils, 1 (6-inch) corn tortilla, ! oz. corn tortilla chips, 
2 cups popped popcorn, ! cup cooked artichoke, ! cup cooked wild 
rice, 1 corn cake, ! cup cooked buckwheat, ! cup cooked quinoa, ! 
cup cold cereal with no preservatives, black pepper and cayenne, to 
taste, small handfuls of freshly minced herbs (parsley, basil, thyme, dill, 
chives, marjoram).

RECIPES FOR CARBOHYDRATE INTOLERANCE

Fruit Slushy
4 oz. soy protein powder
1 fruit of choice
6 oz. water
! cup ice

In a blender, combine all ingredients and blend well. Makes one to two 
servings.

Tabbouleh with Buckwheat
1 cup dry buckwheat
1 ! cups boiling water
# cup lemon juice
2 teaspoons olive oil
2 cloves garlic, crushed
ground black pepper to taste
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4 scallions, finely chopped
1 cup packed parsley, finely chopped
10–15 fresh mint leaves, finely chopped
2 medium tomatoes, chopped
1 medium green bell pepper, seeded and chopped

In a large bowl, combine the buckwheat and boiling water. Cover and 
let stand for at least twenty to thirty minutes or until the buckwheat is 
tender. Add the lemon juice, olive oil, garlic, and black pepper and mix 
well. Cover tightly and refrigerate.

About thirty minutes before serving, stir in the scallions, parsley, mint, 
tomatoes, and bell pepper and mix well. Refrigerate until ready to serve 
cold. Makes six servings.

Skillet Eggplant and Tofu Pasta
2/3 teaspoon olive oil
2 cups chopped, peeled eggplant
# cup chopped onion
# cup chopped red bell pepper
# cup quartered mushrooms
3 oz. tofu, chopped
1 small clove garlic, minced
1 cup canned crushed tomatoes
2 teaspoons fresh basil, chopped
1/8 teaspoon fresh oregano
1/8 teaspoon ground black pepper
1 cup cooked buckwheat pasta
3 oz. shredded mozzarella cheese

Heat the oil in a nine- to ten-inch nonstick skillet over medium-high heat. 
Add the eggplant and cook, stirring occasionally for about five minutes 
or until slightly softened.

Add the onion, bell pepper, mushrooms, tofu, garlic, tomatoes, basil, 
oregano, and black pepper. Increase the heat to high, cover, and cook, 
stirring occasionally for about five minutes or until the vegetables are 
crisp-tender. Add the pasta, and stir to combine. Simmer for five minutes 
longer. Serve sprinkled with the mozzarella. Makes two servings.
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No-Sugar-Added Tofu Smoothie
3 oz. silken tofu
1 cup berries, any type
6 oz. water
! cup ice

In a blender, combine tofu, berries, water, and ice. Blend well. Makes 
one to two servings.

Stuffed Zucchini:
4 medium zucchini (about 7 inches long)
2 teaspoons olive oil
1 ! cups chopped onions
! pound mushrooms, finely chopped
6 cloves garlic, minced
1 ! cups cooked wild rice
25 almonds, finely chopped or ground
3 tablespoons lemon juice
ground black & red pepper to taste
small handfuls of freshly chopped herbs, such as parsley, basil, thyme, 
dill, marjoram, and/or chives (optional)

Cut each zucchini lengthwise down the middle. Use a spoon to scoop 
out the insides, leaving quarter-inch-thick shells. Set the shells aside, and 
finely chop the insides. Heat the oil in a medium skillet. Add the onions 
and sauté over medium heat for five to eight minutes or until soft. Add 
the zucchini and mushrooms and sauté for eight to ten minutes. Add the 
garlic during the last few minutes of cooking.

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. In a large bowl, combine the rice and 
almonds. Stir in the zucchini mixture and lemon juice and mix well. Add 
the black and red pepper and fresh herbs. Fill the zucchini shells, place 
on a baking sheet, and bake for thirty to forty minutes or until heated 
through. Makes four servings.
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CARBOHYDRATE INTOLERANCE 
SEVEN-DAY MEAL PLAN:

Monday
Breakfast: 4 oz. soy protein powder mixed with ! cup cooked quinoa
Lunch: 4 oz. turkey breast rolled into 1 corn tortilla, filled with kale and 
spinach and 1 teaspoon mayonnaise
Snack: 10 grapes, ! cup low-fat yogurt
Dinner: 2 cups grilled mixed zucchini, squash, and tomatoes with 1/3 
teaspoon canola oil, topped with 2 oz. melted mozzarella cheese
Snack: Fruit slushy with a peach

Tuesday
Breakfast: 2 egg whites prepared with cooking spray
Lunch: 4 oz. grilled salmon, ! cup cooked pasta, 1 cup grilled bell 
peppers, tomatoes, and onions with 1/3 teaspoon olive oil
Snack: 1 pear, 1 oz. part-skim mozzarella cheese
Dinner: 4 oz. lean beef, grilled, broiled, or baked, 1 serving tabbouleh, 
1 cup grilled mushrooms with 1/3 teaspoon olive oil
Snack: # honeydew melon, 2 egg whites poached or prepared with 
cooking spray

Wednesday
Breakfast: ! corn tortilla filled with tomato slices and 2 oz. part-skim 
mozzarella cheese
Lunch: Spinach salad topped with 4 oz. grilled, skinless chicken breast, 
! mango, and 1/3 teaspoon peanut oil
Snack: 1 apple, 6 almonds
Dinner: 4 oz. lamb, grilled, broiled, or baked, ! cup cooked quinoa 
pasta, tossed salad with 1 teaspoon olive oil and vinegar dressing
Snack: ! cup cubed cantaloupe, 2 oz. low-fat cottage cheese

Thursday
Breakfast: 2 oz. low-fat cottage cheese rolled into 1 corn tortilla
Lunch: 1 serving skillet eggplant and tofu pasta
Snack: 2 apricots, ! cup low-fat yogurt
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Dinner: 4 oz. grilled skinless chicken breast, 1 small baked sweet 
potato with 1/3 teaspoon butter and a dash of cinnamon, 1 cup cooked 
cauliflower with 1/3 teaspoon butter
Snack: 2 plums, ! cup low-fat yogurt

Friday
Breakfast: 1 no-sugar-added tofu smoothie
Lunch: 4 oz. grilled skinless chicken breast with spinach, bok choy, and 
! teaspoon walnuts
Snack: 7 almonds
Dinner: 4 oz. grilled tuna, 1 serving stuffed zucchini
Snack: 1 cup berries. 2 oz. low-fat cottage cheese

Saturday
Breakfast: 1 cup low-fat yogurt, ! cup raisins, and 7 almonds
Lunch: 4 oz. grilled fish, 4 oz. cooked peas, 1 cup grilled mixed 
mushrooms and onions with 1/3 teaspoon olive oil
Snack: 1 apple, 1 oz. skim mozzarella cheese
Dinner: 4 oz. veal (broiled, baked, or grilled), 1 cup grilled mixed okra, 
bell pepper and onion with 1/3 teaspoon canola oil, ! cup wild rice
Snack: 6 peanuts

Sunday
Breakfast: 1 egg plus 2 egg whites prepared with cooking spray, ! 
banana
Lunch: 4 oz. ground beef, very lean (hamburger patty), ! cup buckwheat, 
lettuce, tomato, onion, mustard
Snack: Fruit slushy prepared with nectarine
Dinner: 4 oz. grilled, skinless chicken breast with 3 olives, 1 sliced 
cucumber with 1 cup low-fat yogurt, and 1 teaspoon dried dill.
Snack: ! cup pineapple, ! cup low-fat yogurt

DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
CANDIDA YEAST AVOIDANCE
After being cleared with BioSET for candida and yeast, patients should 
follow this diet for ten to fourteen days. Take the Take the MicroMiracles 
Digestive Enzymes with Probiotics, one to six per day. See p.270.
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Avoid eating the following foods:
Dairy products (sometimes goat and or sheep products are 
acceptable)
Grains, excluding quinoa, wild rice, and buckwheat.
Yeast products such as bread, baked goods, pastries, crackers, beer, 
and wine
Lard, Crisco, margarine, hydrogenated vegetable oils, safflower, 
soybean, cottonseed, and corn oils
Pasta
Corn
Fruits or juices
Vinegar, hops, malts, and other fermented products
Peanuts, peanut butter (nuts and nut butters are permitted as long 
as they are roasted)
Mushrooms
Marbled meats, all processed meats, bacon, sausage, corned beef, 
and ham
Potato chips, other fried snack foods, and fried foods in general
All forms of simple sugars, sucrose, fructose, malt, sugar, honey, 
date sugar, molasses, and turbinado sugar (this includes candy, soda 
pop, and desserts)
Condiments such as soy sauce, catsup, mayonnaise, barbeque sauce, 
and MSG
Leftover food in general
White rice and brown rice or rice cakes
Regular coffee, instant coffee, and herbal teas. Black tea is okay.

Foods You May Eat
Lean cuts of meat including beef, veal, pork, lamb, wild game, eggs, 
chicken, turkey, shellfish, and fish (not breaded).
Unlimited amounts of low-carbohydrates vegetables:

Asparagus
Beets
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Cabbage
Greens, such as spinach, mustard, beets, collards, and kale
All types of lettuce
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Okra
Onions
Parsley
Cauliflower
Celery
Cucumbers
Eggplants
Green peppers
Radishes
Soybeans
String beans
Fresh tomatoes
Turnips

Nuts, seeds, oils (unprocessed and roasted): almonds, Brazil nuts, 
cashews, filberts, pecans, and pumpkin seeds

High-carbohydrate vegetables (only three times a week):
Beans and peas (dried and cooked)
Lima beans
Peas
Sweet potatoes
Winter squash

TWENTY-ONE-DAY CLEANSING PROGRAM
Foods to avoid:
During this cleanse, do not consume milk, dairy, grains, sugar or products 
containing sugar, gravies, pasta, pork or veal, eggs, tea, coffee, white 
flour products, liquor, or tobacco. Eliminate wheat, corn, spelt, kamut, 
oats, rye, barley, amaranth, and malts. Avoid all alcohol-containing 
products, including beer, wine, and liquor. Avoid caffeine. Avoid high-salt 
products and canned or cream soups. Do not consume fruit drinks, dried 
fruit, or excessive amounts of fruit. Eliminate margarine, shortening, 
and refined oils.

Foods to eat:
Vegetables: Eat a variety of organic, fresh, leafy green, yellow, and root 
vegetables.
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Fruits: Eat a variety of fresh organic fruit, limited to two daily.
Meats: Acceptable meats are chicken, turkey, lamb, and cold-water fish 
such as salmon, mackerel, and halibut (use free range).
Grains: Rice and quinoa are acceptable in reduced amounts.
Fats and oils: Use only olive oil or flaxseed oil. Do not cook any of your 
foods in oil; it is only to be used in salad dressings.
Beverages: Use herbal teas such as dandelion, green tea, water, lemon 
water, vegetable juices, and green super food blends.

During this cleanse, it is recommended that you drink at least eight 
eight-ounce glasses of water daily. Lemon water is extremely helpful in 
rehydrating the body during the cleansing period. It also helps to purify 
the blood and the liver. Continue to take all of your enzymes as usual.
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IV. MICROMIRACLES SUPPLEMENTS

Dr. Ellen Cutler has created the MicroMiracles line of enzyme-based 
supplements. There are three different MicroMiracles full-spectrum 
vegetarian digestive enzymes formulas. Each formulation is different 
and was designed with a particular emphasis in mind. MicroMiracles 
supplements can be purchased directly online at www.micromiracles.
com.

MicroMiracles Chewable Digestive Enzymes is a 100 percent vegetarian, 
full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzymes supplement providing a unique 
blend of enzymes in order to optimize the digestion of all foods, thus 
minimizing indigestion, malabsorption, and food sensitivities, including 
lactose intolerance. The chewable tablet is naturally lemon-flavored and 
sweetened with erythritol, a naturally occurring sweetener that does not 
produce calories and does not cause stomach upset or aftertaste. The full 
range of digestive enzymes are very gentle to the stomach and therefore 
perfect for individuals of all ages, including children, mature adults, or 
anyone having difficulty swallowing capsules. †

MicroMiracles Digestive Enzymes with Probiotics is a 100 percent 
vegetarian, high-potency, full-spectrum vegetarian digestive enzymes 
supplement providing a unique blend of enzymes as well as probiotics 
to optimize the digestion of all foods, thus minimizing indigestion, 
malabsorption, and food sensitivities, including lactose intolerance. DPP-
IV, a proprietary blend of protein-digesting enzymes, has been added to 
this formulation to maximize digestion of specific proteins, including 
gluten and casein. †
MicroMiracles GI Calm is a 100 percent vegetarian supplement providing 
a unique blend of digestive enzymes to help optimize digestion when 
taken at the beginning of a meal; it additionally has soothing herbs and 
quercetin to help calm gastrointestinal discomfort and therefore can also 
be taken in between meals as needed. †

† These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or 
prevent any disease.
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for inflammatory bowel disease, 

211–13
protocols, 38
and rhinitis, 139–41
self-clearing, 252–53
for thyroid dysfunction, 221–25

birth control pills, 8, 159, 192, 
196, 199

bloating, 69, 81, 143, 154
and carbohydrates, 67
and chromium, 200

blood clotting, 229
blood pressures, 73, 156, 229
blood tests, 16, 87, 226
bone marrow, 7, 52, 56
bowel elimination, 86, 87; see also 

inflammatory bowel disease 
(IBD)

bowel toxicity, 81, 205
Bradley, Lawrence, PhD, 183
Breaking the Vicious Cycle 

(Gottschall), 208
breastfeeding, 71, 107, 142, 237–

38
bromelain, 211
bronchial infections, 67, 85
butyric acid, 78

C
cadmium, 107
caffeic acid, 79
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caffeine, 8, 72, 129
calcitonin, 117
calcium

absorption, 80
metabolism, 117
sensitivity, 180

cancer
chemical toxins, 155
of the colon, 206
and enzyme deficiencies, 32
and hormones, 52
immunity, 53, 58
lung, 87, 101, 228
and mushrooms, 170
toxic metals, 159

Candida, 105, 143, 192, 234
diet for, 130, 266–68
food sensitivities, 196, 201
and hormones, 200
pathogenicity, 199
species of, 199
transmission, 192, 199

candidiasis, 8, 77, 78, 105, 149–50
BioSET protocol, 198–201
causes, 192–93, 194–97
and chronic fatigue, 159, 165
and coumarin sensitivity, 79
diagnosis of, 195
medications for, 197–98
self-questionnaire for, 193–94

cane sugar, 74, 209
caprylic acid, 198
car exhaust, 100, 101
carbohydrate intolerance, 129, 141, 

158
dietary recommendations, 130, 

260–62
meal plan, 265–66
recipes, 262–64

carbohydrates, 8; see also sugar
and bloating, 67
cravings, 9
digestion, 84

effects on children, 67
as energy source, 66
and fungal infections, 67–68
storage in body, 66

carbon dioxide, 101, 198
carbon monoxide, 96
carnitine, 79, 166
carpal tunnel syndrome, 177
carpets, 93, 96
carrots, 71
castor oil, 209
cat allergens, 93–94
causative substances, 5
Cayce, Edgar, 209
cell-mediated immunity, 53
cheese, 78; see also dairy products
chemical dyes, 106
chemical hazards, 10, 14, 96

airborne, 154–55
and chronic fatigue, 154–55
consumption of, 155
contactants, 112–13
indoor, 99–100

chemical imbalances, 6
chemotherapy, 8, 168
chi, 28
children

allergic rhinitis in, 131
C-section versus vaginal delivery, 

142
chronic fatigue immune disorder 

syndrome, 155–56
effects of carbohydrates, 67
growth and development, 204–5
hand washing, 105
intestinal flora, 142
introducing new foods, 238

Chinese medicine, 25, 27, 28, 250
chiropractic manipulation, 24, 238
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), 100
chocolate, 72
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cholesterol, 30, 78, 160, 163, 228
chromium, 160, 200–201
chronic brucellosis, 146
chronic coughing, 67, 221
chronic fatigue immune disorder 

syndrome (CFIDS), 145
and antibiotics, 165
and antioxidants, 164
and apiol, 78
balance problems, 148
and biochemicals, 78, 79, 80
BioSET protocol for, 166–67
case studies, 170–73, 217
chemical sensitivities, 154–55
in children, 155–56
and depression, 148, 149
diagnosing, 148–50
diet for, 167–68
distinguishing criteria, 147
and environmental sensitivities, 

154
and fatty acids, 162–64
versus fibromyalgia, 177
and food sensitivities, 151
and gender, 146
gland sensitivities, 161–62
and hormonal problems, 157
hypoglycemia, 157
and hypothyroidism, 156
and iron sensitivity, 159–60
and liver function, 165–66
long-term prognosis, 148–49
and mercury, 164–65
and neurally mediated 

hypotension, 156
onset, 147, 148
and parasites, 105
and poor digestion, 158
prevalence, 146–47
radiation, 155
rubella vaccination, 154
severity, 147, 178
sleep disorders with, 148
and stress, 159

treatments, 158, 167–68, 168–
70

from viruses, 151–54
vitamin and mineral sensitivities, 

160
and yeast, 159, 165

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and the 
Yeast Connection (Crook), 192

chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), 
see chronic fatigue immune 
disorder syndrome (CFIDS)

chronic illness, 10–11, 28, 56, 178
chronic pain, 6, 13, 107; see also 

fibromyalgia
chronic rhinosinusitis, 98, 134–35, 

143
cigarette smoke, 14, 96, 109–11, 

132, 237
circulating immune complexes 

(CICs), 54, 57, 152
circulation, 78, 85, 229
citrus seed extract, 198
Clean Air Act, 100
cleansing program, 268–69
clearing, see BioSET; desensitization
climate, 97, 102
Clostridia bacteria, 142
Clostridium difficile, 142
Coca, Arthur F., 19
cockroaches, 92
coenzyme Q10, 36–37
colitis, 70, 82, 86, 196, 207; see 

also ulcerative colitis
collagen, 80
colon cancer, 206
colonics, 86
comfrey, 169
concentration, loss of, 146
conjunctival testing, 15
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conjunctivitis, 132
constipation, 81, 86, 129, 130
contactants, 111, 114, 115
cooking foods, 95–96
copper, 160
corn, 70
corn starch, 70
corn syrup, 70
corticosteroids, 8, 84, 116, 192, 

207
cortisol, 84, 116, 141, 161
cortisone, 35, 84, 160
cosmetics, 40, 70, 100, 112, 114
coughing, 67, 221
coumarin, 79
coxsackie virus, 154
cravings, 11, 12, 130
Crohn’s disease, 35, 203

BioSET protocol, 211–13
causes, 205
diagnosis of, 206
and heredity, 205
symptoms of, 204
treatment, 207–10

Crook, Dr. William, 192, 194, 197
cytokines, 136, 142
cytomegalovirus (CMV), 152, 153, 

154

D
dairy products, 67, 68, 86–87
DDT, 76
degenerative diseases, 34, 80, 86
dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), 

119
dental materials, 41, 106–8, 164
depression, 6, 10, 80, 146

and alcohol, 76

and chronic fatigue syndrome, 
148, 149

and fibromyalgia, 182–83
and hypoglycemia, 157

desensitization, 13, 22–23, 28, 37; 
see also BioSET

detoxification, 11–12, 56, 201, 237
diabetes, 157
diarrhea, 146, 150, 182, 204, 217
dichlorobenzene, 100
dietary recommendations

for carbohydrate intolerance, 
130, 260–62

for protein/fat intolerance, 
254–56

digestive enzymes, see enzymes
drugs, see medications
dust, 92, 99, 128, 129
dwarfs, 180
Dyanthus cariophyllus, 107
dysbiosis, 193
dyspnea, 101

E
ear infections, 67, 69
Echinacea, 169
eczema, 68, 69, 70, 200
“the effort syndrome,” 146
eggplant, 71
eggs, 68–69
eicosanoids, 163
elderly, 52, 80, 177
ElectroAcupuncture (EAV), 16
electrolytes, 78, 161
electromagnetic fields, 17–18, 20, 

28–29, 44
electronic testing, 20
elimination diets, 14–15, 21
emotional problems, 10, 14
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emotional sensitivity reactions, 210
emotional stress, 146, 150, 159
emotions, 43–44, 121–22
endocrine glands, 225
enemas, 86
energetic pathways, 16, 17
enteroviruses, 152
environmental allergens, 13, 39–40, 

84, 99, 102; see also chemical 
hazards; indoor allergens; 
outdoor allergens

and chronic fatigue, 154, 155
and enzymes, 35–36

environmental illness, 99
environmental overstimulation, 178
Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA), 107
environmental toxins, 10
enzyme potentiated desensitization 

(EPD), 22–23
enzyme therapy, 27, 29–34
enzymes, 36–37

available supply, 31
cofactors, 30
deficiencies, 7, 84–85
digestive, 8, 29–30, 32–33, 

84–85, 143
and energy levels, 33–34
and environmental allergens, 

35–36
and food intolerances, 32–33
from foods, 30
functions of, 29, 30, 37
and inflammation, 34–35
lifetime potential, 30, 31
and pH, 33
in raw versus cooked foods, 30, 

31
in saliva, 31
supplemental, 31–32, 33, 34
systemic, 29, 32, 35

eosinophils, 54–55

epinephrine, 21, 79–80
epithelial-derived growth factor, 

210
Epstein-Barr virus, 151, 153, 154, 

166, 192
essential fatty acids (EFAs), 83, 

162, 163
estrogen, 69, 119
ethanol, 39
evening primrose oil, 162–63, 166, 

169
exclusion diets, 21
exercise, 31, 147, 185–86, 238
exhaustion, 9, 10; see also fatigue
extracellular matrix of polymeric 

substances (EPS), 137–38

F
fabric dyes, 114
fabrics, 42, 112, 113–14
fat intolerance

meal plan, 258–60
recipes, 256–58

fatigue, 6, 33, 90; see also chronic 
fatigue immune disorder 
syndrome (CFIDS)

and threonine, 80
with thyroid deficiency, 225–26, 

229
and yeast, 143

fats, 8, 68, 86–87
fatty acids, 78, 162–63, 234
feathers, 94–95
febricula, 146
ferrous fumarate, 79
fertilizers, 101, 112
fiber, 208
fibromyalgia, 78, 79, 80

antidepressants for, 184–85
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BioSET protocol, 186–88
case study, 178–79
versus chronic fatigue syndrome, 

177
course of, 177–78
diagnosis, 175–76
and digestion, 187
and exercise, 185–86
food sensitivities, 181, 188
onset, 177, 179
pain awareness, 183
precursors to, 179, 181
prevalence, 175, 177
primary, 176
recognition as illness, 175
similar syndromes, 176–77
and sleep, 179–80, 182
symptoms, 176, 181–83
tender points, 176, 177
tests for, 183
treatment, 183–86
trigger point injections, 184

fish, 72
flaxseed oil, 162
flu-like symptoms, 146, 147, 152
flu viruses, 9, 237
fluconazole, 197–98
fluorescent lighting, 44
fluoride, 74, 234
fluorine, 234
food additives, 129, 155
food dyes, 75–76
food enzymes, 30
food labels, 74
food packaging, 74
food preservatives, 155
food sensitivities, 6, 151, 211–12

and chronic fatigue, 151
and enzyme deficiencies, 32–33
with fibromyalgia, 181, 188
headache triggers, 14
level 1, 38–39

nightshade family, 13, 71, 80
foreign bodies, 51, 54, 55
formaldehyde, 96, 99, 112, 167
free radicals, 36, 83, 84, 87
freon, 96
fruits, 70–71, 73
fungal infections, 135–36; see also 

yeast infections
and B vitamins, 68
and carbohydrate sensitivity, 

67–68
symptoms of, 189

fungal sensitivities, 98, 105
fungi, 8, 97, 105, 136, 143, 191
furniture off-gassing, 93, 96

G
gallic acid, 79
garlic, 73, 169
gas (intestinal), 32, 69, 189, 201, 

204
gas stoves, 100
gasoline, 96, 155
gastric reflux, 82
gastritis, 105
gastrointestinal problems, 98, 105; 

see also inflammatory bowel 
disease (IBD)

genetics, 7, 87, 150, 205
Gingko biloba, 169
ginseng, 169
Gislason, Stephen, MD, 181
glands, 42, 115–16
glucose levels, 66
glutamate, 74, 75
glutamine, 79
glutathione, 83–84, 166
gluten, 70
glycine, 81
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glycogen storage, 66
goiters, 231–32
goldenrod, 86
Goodheart, Dr. George, 17
Gottschall, Elaine, 208, 209
gout, 32
government regulations, 155
grains, 70, 130, 151

and alcohol, 76
and molds, 97

Grave’s disease, 231
gums, 75

H
Hahn, Dr., 102
hair products, 90, 100, 112
Haller cells, 136
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, 230–32

antibodies of, 231
BioSET protocol, 233–34
diagnosis of, 232
juvenile, 232
pain with, 231
standard treatment for, 232
symptoms of, 231–32

hay fever, see allergic rhinitis
headaches, 6, 13, 14, 230; see also 

migraines
healing, 44–50
heart disease, 228–29
heart rate, 117
heartburn, 32, 82
Helicobacter pylori, 105
herbal medicine, 168–70
herbs

beneficial, 209, 238
sensitivities, 166–67

heredity, 7, 87, 150, 205
herpes virus, 152, 153, 154
histamines, 4, 115, 131

in foods, 115
secretion, 54, 55, 115
sensitivity to, 115

HIV infections, 54, 58, 109, 170
hives, 77, 108
Hoffman, Dr. Ronald, 209
homeopathy, 23
hormonal rhinitis, 132–33
hormone replacement, 69, 159, 

192, 196
hormones, 42, 115–16, 163; see 

also adrenal function; thyroid 
hormones

and Candida, 200
and chronic fatigue, 157
and fats, 68
female, 9–10, 14, 58, 119–20
male, 78
prescription, 8

horsetail, 86
house dust, 92, 128, 129
household products, 96, 112, 114
Howell, Dr. Edward, 34
human growth hormone, 180
human herpes virus, 154
human rhinovirus (HRV), 133
humidity, 97, 102, 195
hunger, 12
hydrocarbons, 96
hydrocortisone therapy, 84
hydrolyzed vegetable protein, 74, 

75
hygiene hypothesis, 142
hypersensitivity pneumonitis, 99
hypertension, 178, 228–29
hyperthyroid, 156
hypoadrenia, 161
hypoglycemia, 157, 161
hypotension, 156
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hypothyroidism, 117, 156, 177, 
225, 228

and arthritis, 230
at-rest temperatures, 227–28
basal metabolic rate, 226–27, 

228
case study, 221–25
diagnosis, 226–28
and headaches, 230
and infectious diseases, 229
menstrual irregularities with, 

229
and skin problems, 229
symptoms, 226

I
ibuprofen, 8
idiopathic chronic fatigue, 147
idiopathic rhinitis, 132, 136
immune cells, 42, 52, 53–54, 55
immune complexes, 85–86
immune deficiencies, 150
immune disorders, 10–11
immune mediators, 42
immune-suppressant drugs, 168
immune system

and BioSET, 59
components, 51–53, 56
functioning, 51, 56–58
hyperactive, 158
and malnutrition, 8
mistaken identifications made 

by, 4
rejuvenation, 239
results of dysfunction, 58–59
strengthening, 236–39
suppressed, 8, 58, 116, 200
weakened, 28, 33, 159, 229, 

231
and yeast overgrowth, 143

immunoglobulin E (IgE), 4, 55, 57
-mediated sensitivity, 6

measuring, 16
immunotherapy, 22
indirect muscle testing, 18
indole, 81
indoor allergens, 96, 99–100, 102, 

127
industrial cleaning solutions, 149
infectants, 39, 102–4
infections, 8

resistance to, 84
susceptibility to, 52, 116, 162

infectious diseases, 136, 229
infectious rhinosinusitis, 133
inflammation, 7, 85, 155, 229

and enzymes, 34–35
of intestinal lining, 7
process, 34–35
role of neutrophils, 54

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 
176, 203; see also Crohn’s 
disease; ulcerative colitis

associated diseases, 206
BioSET protocol, 211–13
case studies, 210, 213–17, 

217–19
causes, 205
irritating foods, 211–12

ingestants, 105
inhalants, 15, 92, 99
insect sensitivities, 108
insomnia, 76, 83, 149, 179
insulin, 66, 160, 200
interferon, 57
interleukins, 56, 57
intestines; see also inflammatory 

bowel disease (IBD)
fermentation in, 208–9
microflora, 8, 142, 199, 209
permeability, 142
yeast cells, 8

intolerance, 5
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iodine, 233
iron, 79, 159–60
irritability, 6, 159
irritable bowel, see inflammatory 

bowel disease (IBD)
isocyanates, 100

J
joint pain, 13, 32–33, 146, 177

K
ketoconazole, 197
kidney detoxification, 86
kidney stress, 129
Kupffer cells, 55

L
lactase, 7
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 188
lactic acid, 79, 188
Lactobacilli bacteria, 142
lactose, 68
latex, 111–12
lead, 107
leaky gut, 7–8, 59, 193
leather, 113
leukocytes, see white blood cells
leukotrienes, 131, 166
libido, 22, 78, 189, 225
lifestyle modification, 167, 185, 

209, 228
lightheadedness, 148, 161, 178, 

198
linoleic acid, 162
lipases, 30
liquid diets, 208

Live Free from Asthma and 
Allergies (Cutler), 149

liver
detoxification, 78, 84, 85, 87, 

166
macrophages in, 55
symptoms of dysfunction, 165

liver function tests, 165, 198
loose stools, 33, 86
low-grade fevers, 146
lung disease, 154, 228
lupus, 154, 177, 229
Lyme disease, 187
lymph nodes, 52, 146
lymphatic system, 52, 85, 117, 162
lymphocytes, 52, 53–54, 85, 152
lymphokines, 158
lysine, 166

M
macrophages, 52, 55–56, 85, 86

function, 57
inhibition, 56

magnesium, 78, 83, 170, 185, 187
malic acid, 185
malnutrition, 8
malvin, 80
manganese, 79
massage, 238
mast cells, 55, 131
McEwen, Leonard, 22
meal plans

for carbohydrate intolerance, 
265–66

for protein/fat intolerance, 
258–60

measles, 41, 205, 213
meat, 72, 192
medications, 8, 106

addictions to, 41
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binding ingredients, 70
for candidiasis, 197–98
for chronic fatigue, 168
clearing for, 212
for inflammatory bowel disease, 

207, 208
for pain, 185
sensitivities to, 40–41
side effects of, 22, 208
for sleep, 185
treatments for sensitivities, 

21–22
weaning off, 207

meditation, 170, 238
melatonin, 180
menopausal symptoms, 69, 119, 

120, 157
menstrual irregularities, 229
mental fogginess, 72, 83
mercury, 41, 106–8, 164, 234
meridians, 28–29
metabolic imbalance, 85–87, 145
metabolic rate, 116, 225, 233
metabolites, 166
methanol, 167
methionine, 166
methyl-tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE), 

100
microbial polysaccharides, 138
migraines, 13, 14, 119, 230
mineral deficiencies, 83
mineral supplements, 36
minerals, 8, 80
misdiagnoses, 150
mold, 8, 97–98, 132, 141

conditions for growth, 195–96
exposure, 196
inhalation, 195

monocytes, 55
mononucleosis, 153
mothballs, 100

MSG, 74–75
mucopolysaccharides, 229
mucus-forming foods, 67, 68, 70, 

71
mucus secretions, 118
multiple chemical sensitivities, 99
multiple sclerosis, 79, 80, 84, 154, 

164, 177
muscle pain, 146, 177
muscle testing, 17–18, 244

diagnosing imbalances, 244
with a partner, 244–46
self-testing with o-ring, 246

muscular dystrophy, 79
mushrooms, 74, 81, 97, 166, 170
myalgic encephalomyelitis, 146

N
N-acetylcysteine (NAC), 83–84
nail products, 90, 112, 114
nasal cavity, 131
nasal congestion, 131, 132; see also 

sinusitis
nasal itching, 134
nasal polyps, 134, 136
nervous system, 6, 43, 68
neurally mediated hypotension, 

156, 168
neuropathy, 80
neurotransmitters, 43, 68, 72, 167, 

180
neutrophils, 54
niacin, 79
nicotine, 80
nightshade plants, 13, 71, 80
nocturnal myoclonus, 176, 180
non-IgE mediated sensitivity, 6
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nonallergic rhinitis with 
eosinophilia syndrome 
(NARES), 132

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories 
(NSAIDs), 8, 136

norepinephrine, 116, 233
nuts, 71
nystatin, 197

O
o-ring testing, 246
obesity, 12
occupational hazards, 40, 100, 108, 

114, 149
omega fatty acids, 162
opsonization, 137
oral contraceptives, see birth 

control pills
organs, 27, 42, 120–21
osteoarthritis, 79
osteopathy, 24
osteoporosis, 80, 177
outdoor allergens, 100–102
oxalic acid, 80
ozone, 102

P
painkillers, 185
pancreas, 29, 166
parasites, 7, 13, 91, 105, 212
parasympathetic nervous system, 

6, 43
Parkinson’s disease, 166
partially hydrogenated vegetable 

oil, 163–64
patch tests, 15
pathogens, 102–4, 237
pau d’arco, 198

peanuts, 71
perfumes, 40, 78, 79, 96, 100
pesticides, 41, 76
Pete, Dr. Raymond, 159, 160
pets, 93–94, 237
pH levels, 33, 143
phenolics, 39, 77
phenylalanine, 167
physical therapy, 186
physiologic response-based testing, 

16–17
phytic acid, 80
phytoestrogens, 69
pillows, 94, 95
piperine sensitivity, 80
pituitary gland, 161
pituitary hormones, 161, 233
plant oils, 115
plasma cells, 54
plastics, 115
pollen, 98, 127, 128, 129

allergy shots, 22
bee, 23
clearing for, 39–40
and headaches, 14

polymorphonuclear cells (PMNs), 
54–55

polymyalgia, 177
poor digestion, 7–8, 10, 58, 82

and chronic fatigue, 158
and food fermentation, 32

pork, 78
post nasal drip, 127, 131
potassium, 67, 78
poultry, 72, 78
prebiotics, 142
prednisolone, 207
prednisone, 8, 84
pregnancy, 7

hormonal rhinitis, 132–33
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levels of Epstein-Barr antibodies, 
154

passing on sensitivities, 237
premature aging, 32, 36, 234
premenstrual syndrome, 115, 119, 

146, 176, 189
prescription drugs, see medications
preservatives, 73, 74, 75
probiotics, 8

and healthy digestion, 143
and rhinitis, 142–43

progesterone, 14, 42, 78, 119, 157, 
187, 196

proline, 80
prostaglandins, 55, 131, 136, 162, 

163, 166
protease enzymes, 37, 56, 57, 84, 

137, 139, 143
protein

conversion to sugar, 67
deficiency, 8
excess consumption, 13, 81

protein intolerance
meal plan, 258–60
recipes, 256–58

Pseudomonas fluorescens, 138, 139
psoriasis, 189, 226, 229
psychological stress, 159, 181, 238
psychological symptoms, 14, 159
pulse test, 19–20
The Pulse Test (Coca), 19
pyruvate, 78, 143, 198
pyschosomatic illness, 226

Q
Qi, 28
quigong, 238

R
radiation, 101, 155
radiation sickness, 36
radioallergosorbent test (RAST), 16
radon, 101
ragweed, 98
raw foods, 30, 31, 87
Raynaud’s phenomenon, 176
reactive hypoglycemia, 12
reactivity, 5
recipes

carbohydrate intolerance, 
262–64

protein/fat intolerance, 256–58
refined carbohydrates, 8
relaxation techniques, 170, 186
restless leg syndrome, 176, 180
retroviruses, 152
rheumatoid arthritis, 79, 84, 154
rhinitis, 131; see also allergic 

rhinitis
atrophic, 133
and BioSET, 139–41
drug-induced, 133
food-induced, 133
hormonal, 132–33
from mold, 132
nonallergic, 132
from odors, 132
and probiotics, 142–43

rhinosinusitis, 134
rotation diets, 15, 21, 73
rubella vaccination, 154
runny nose, 127, 131

S
salicylates, 73–74
saliva treatment, 103, 154, 253
salivary amylase, 118
salivary glands, 118–19
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salt, 72–73, 161
Samter’s triad, 136
scratch tests, 15
seafood, 72
seasonal allergies, see allergic 

rhinitis
secondhand smoke, 132, 237
selenium, 84
self-assessment questionnaires, 15, 

241–43
self-treatment, 239–40, 252–53
sensitivities

active, 6, 10–11
causative substances, 5
and chronic illnesses, 10–11
classification of, 4–5
in combination, 44
decreasing, 21
diets for, 21
hidden, 6, 9
indoor, 96, 99–100
level 1, 38–39
managing, 235–36
medications for, 21–22
miscellaneous, 42
origins of, 6–7, 89–91
outdoor, 100–102
from poor digestion, 7–8
symptoms of, 5–6

sensitivity load phenomenon, 9–10, 
147

sensitivity tests, 14–15
blood, 16
electronic, 20
muscle, 17–18
physiologic response-based, 

16–17
pulse, 19–20

serotonin, 72, 167
severe reactions, 21
shellfish, 72
Shiitake mushrooms, 166, 170

sicca syndrome, 176
sick-building syndrome, 99, 149
silicone, 114
simplification diets, 21
sinus drainage, 136
sinus infections, 67, 127
sinusitis, 9–10, 94–95, 127, 134
Sjögren’s syndrome, 134, 177
skatol, 81
skin

detoxification, 86–87
problems, 189, 229
reaction tests, 15

sleep apnea, 131, 132, 176
sleep disorders, 131

alpha delta sleep anomaly, 180
associated sensitivities, 180
with chronic fatigue immune 

disorder syndrome, 148, 
149

with fibromyalgia, 179–80
medications for, 185
predisposition for, 180
psychological effects of, 180

smoke, 96
sneezing, 127, 132
sodium, 72–73
sodium nitrite, 74
soft drinks, 8, 70, 72, 75
“soldier’s heart,” 146
somatomedin-C, 180
sore throats, 146
soy, 69–70
soymilk, 69
spices, 73
spleen, 52–53, 162
St. John’s wort, 169–70
Staphylococcus aureus, 136, 142
steam, 95
steroids, 8
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stomach acid, 68
stomach ulcers, 82, 84, 105
Streptococcus, 136
stress, 14, 122–23, 141, 146, 150–

51, 238
stress management, 186
stressors, 9
sugar, 8, 157

conversion to pyruvate, 143
cravings, 67, 76
in diet, 151
intolerance, 157, 199
types, 67
and yeast, 199

sulfites, 74, 76, 87
sulfur dioxide, 102
superoxide dismutase (SOD), 36, 

166
supplements, 36, 106, 166, 170; see 

also enzymes
sympathetic nervous system, 6, 43, 

118
synthetics, 95, 113, 115
Synthroid, 222
systemic lupus erythematosus, 154, 

177, 229

T
T cells, 7, 53–54, 56, 57, 158
tartrazine, 76, 106
taurine, 78
tea, 113
temperature, 102
testosterone, 42, 78, 119, 163
threonine, 80–81
thymus gland, 52, 53, 56, 162, 166
thymus hormones, 52
thyroglobulin, 233, 234

thyroid gland, 116–17, 156, 
225; see also Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis; hypothyroidism

thyroid hormones, 14, 116–17, 119
blood tests for, 226
replacement, 232

thyroid-stimulating hormone 
(TSH), 232, 233

thyrosine, 233
thyroxine, 116, 117, 232, 233
ticks, 108
toothpastes, 70, 205, 212
toxic overload, 103
trans fatty acids, 163–64
tryptophan, 72, 78, 81

U
ulcerative colitis, 203

causes, 205
diagnosis of, 206
symptoms of, 204
treatment, 207–10

ulcers, 82, 84, 105, 204
upper respiratory tract infection 

(URTI), 69, 103, 133
uric acid, 13, 33, 81

V
vaccinations, 41, 154, 237
vaginal infections, see candidiasis
vegetables, 71–72, 151
venom therapy, 108
viral rhinosinusitis, 134, 135
viruses, 105, 154

activation, 152
and chronic fatigue syndrome, 

151–54, 192
immune response to, 57
reproduction, 152
and rhinitis, 133
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spreading, 237
vitamin A, 71, 83, 87
vitamin C, 83, 160
vitamin E, 83, 84, 87, 160
vitamin F, 83
vitamins; see also B vitamins

deficiencies, 6, 8, 67, 83
supplements, 36

volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), 99

Voll, Dr. Reinhold, 16, 20

W
warts, 45
water, 41, 77
weather conditions, 44, 98, 101, 

102
Wegener’s granulomatosis, 134
weight

gain, 12, 150, 207, 226
loss, 176, 204

wheat sensitivity, 70, 129
white blood cells, 30, 52, 53, 152
Wilke, William, MD, 177
wines, 74, 76; see also alcohol
wood-burning stoves, 96
wood resin, 114
workplace pollutants, see 

occupational hazards

Y
yeast, 97; see also Candida

and alcohol, 77
and chronic fatigue, 192
die-off reactions, 198, 201
fungal form, 194

The Yeast Connection (Crook), 197
yeast infections, 143, 159, 189; see 

also candidiasis

yoga, 238

Z
zinc, 80
zinc oxide, 107
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REVERSING CHRONIC CONDITIONS BY FREEING THE BODY 
OF FOOD, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND OTHER SENSITIVITIES

Ellen W. Cutler, DC with 

Richard Tunkel, MD

“Dr. Ellen Cutler is one of the pioneering holistic doctors who 
have spent years of research to fi nd the best ways to boost our 
immune system and get it back in its power. By following her 
advice, you can not only get younger biologically and become 
more vital, but you are also making your body … more 
cancer-proof. … ! ere is no one I trust more than Dr. Ellen 
Cutler. To have her in your corner is already winning half the 
battle. Please study this book and apply all the advice as soon 
as possible. Your life and health could depend on it.”
—Roy Martina, MD, bestselling author of Emotional Balance

“Four years ago, my fi bromyalgia symptoms forced me to 
‘retire’ from medical practice. ! anks to Ellen Cutler’s BioSET 
treatments, the guaifenesin protocol, and acupuncture, my 
health is so much better. I have been able to return to practice 
medicine as a fi bromyalgia consultant, and I feel blessed to 
be able to continue my recovery with the help of Dr. Cutler’s 
digestive enzymes and clearing treatments.”

—Melissa Congdon, MD, fi bromyalgia consultant

IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE MILLIONS of people who 
su" er from chronic fatigue syndrome, fi bromyalgia, Crohn’s 
Disease, colitis, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, candidiasis, sinusitis, 
hay fever, environmental illnesses, and other autoimmune 
disorders and sensitivities, you’ve probably tried a myriad of 
treatments just trying to gain control of your life. 

Clearing the Way to Health and Wellness presents BioSET®, 
an innovative technique that o" ers hope for those for whom 
other treatments have failed. It provides an empowering new 
explanation of allergies and sensitivities as the cause of chronic 
illness, as well as a groundbreaking approach to overcoming 
them. Allergies and sensitivities can be reduced or eliminated, 
not miraculously and instantaneously, but inevitably and per-
manently. 

With contributions from Dr. Richard Tunkel, Dr. Ellen 
Cutler outlines the relationships among allergies, sensitivities, 
and chronic health and autoimmune disorders, guiding both 
patients and health-care practitioners in identifying and 
eliminating sensitivities that trigger symptoms. Case studies 
and personal stories illustrate how this powerful new approach 
has ended the su" ering for thousands of all ages without the 
use of drugs.

ELLEN W. CUTLER, DC,
has over twenty-fi ve years of clinical 
experience as a chiropractor and is 
one of the pioneers of contemporary 
natural medicine. Since completing 
her chiropractic training, Dr. Cutler 
has become an internationally 
recognized authority on enzyme-
based therapy and sensitivity 
identifi cation and resolution. She 
continues consulting with patients 
from around the globe.

RICHARD TUNKEL, MD, 
practiced for several years as a 
chiropractor before becoming 
a board-certifi ed physician. 
After years of academic medical 
practice, he entered private 
practice using predominantly non-
pharmacological interventions. He 
has become increasingly involved in 
the application of natural methods 
of healing.
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